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PREFACE 

THIS book presents an exposition of modern banking in 
the light of current theory. It is addressed primarily 'to 
the university student who wishes to include in his honours 
course a study of banking sufficient to enable, him· to 
understand how this important part of the economic 
system really works nowadays. In writing a book with 
such a design the greatest difficulty is to maintain a con
sistent plane of exposition. This I know that I have failed 
to do: and I believe that anyone who attempts to take the 
reader from 'the elementary stages to the heart of the 
matter is almost certain to do so. There is a marked 
change in the plane of exposition just over half-way 
through the book. Chapters I to VII are restricted to the 
simpler poi!!ts, and the reader-whois new to the subject 
is advised to make sure that he has understood those 
chapters before passing to the more difficult part of the 
book. 

Some readers may be inclined to criticize the lack of 
factual illustration in a book which claims to be realistic. 
I have been tempted again' and again to include many 
illustrations, making the book a comprehensive treatise on 
the subject. But the material for such a treatise-the 
details of banking systems and monetary events-<:hange 
so rapidly that I am inclined to doubt the usefulness of a 
comprehensive treatise on banking. The subject is better 
covered by a continuous series of monographs. But if this 
is so, there is occasion froIll time to time for a book which 
sums up the preSent position and presents the contem
porary structure briefly in the light of currer- ~leory. 
And that is what this book is meant to do. 

Much of the exposjtion runs in terms of English institu
tions; but there are sections here and there explaining the 
main peculiarities of the American system. Other systems 
receive scantier reference, though Chapter XIII attempts 
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to remedy the deficiency by surveying systema~ically thl 
peculiar problems of certain other important countries 
I feel somewhat dissatisfied with the references to' Ameri 
can conditions: for on matters of the comtitution of thl 
banking system I have naturally given the current. Roose· 
veltian position, while for the working of the system I hav. 
necessarily had to refer mainly to pre-Roosevelt days, W. 
cannot be at all certain that the Federal Reserve Systen 
is going to 'work' again just as it worked in the twenties. 

Chapter XIV, on the Nationalization of Banking 
hardly fits into the general plan of the book. but I fee 
that at the moment a book on banking ought to provid. 
some direct help on that iUbject. I have, of course. con· 
fined myself to setting forth what I believe to be the mair 
issues. . 

I have attached no bibliography or formal advice or 
further reading. I hope that a reading of this book wil 
be a useful preliminary to use of the really advanced work! 
on money and banking. With that possibility in mind 1 
have at various points indicated in footnotes the standarc 
sources where the problems are more exhaustively dis· 
cussed. 

The book is mainlJ[ a summary and restatement oj 
ideaS which are the subject of agreement among mos1 
economists. By deliberately avoidi'ng, in the first pari 
especially, an analysis of the banking system in the ligh1 
of its historical development I believe that I have beeIJ 
enabled to present the fundamental points in a morc: 
genuinely realistic way than has been done in many earliel 
books. But the basic notions are nqt new. Where I am 
not certain that my statements would command the general 
support of my fellow economists &e reader receives a 
warning in the introduction of the pronoun '1'. This may 
occur either because the views of e~onomists on a particu
lar point have not been circulated enough for me to know 
how far my thought is representative. or (more rarely) 
'~cause I am in disagreement with an important body of 
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opuuon. In the absence of the warning pronoun the 
reader may assume that I am, to the best of my knowledge, 
expounding the prevailing view of competent authorities. 

In a book of this kind it is quite impossible to say at 
every point the source from which the writer derived 
inspiration. So far as published work is concerned, my 
greatest debts are to Mr. Keynes, Mr. Hawtrey, and 
Mr. Robertson; and to the papers of the Macmillan Com
mittee. I should also mention, for special topics, the 
writings of Professor N. F. Hall on the Exchange Equaliza
tion Account and of Mr. Barrett Whale on the theory of 
the gold standard (my debt to his influence is far more 
extensive). I have had the advantage of reading an un
published thesis by Mr. R. M. Goodwin of St. John's 
College, Oxford, who has submitted to a searching analysis 
English banking statistics, 1925-35. Also lowe so much 
to my teachers at Cambridge and to my colleagues at 
London and at Oxford that it is quite impossible for me 
to say which (if any) parts of the book are original. 

PEMBROKE COLLEGE, 
OXFORD 

November, I937 

R. S. S. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 
I. The Supply of Money and the l'rfd i~:el _. 

BA.~KS are often described as 'purveyors of money1) Were 
this their sole function economlSV> would undoubtedly be 
lnterested in them, just as economists are interested in the 
ilctixities of the issuing houses or any other section of the 
~apital market .. The linking of borrower arid lender, in 
that it influences the particular direction of the crystalliza
tion of capital. is a process of economic significance. ~t 
banks and banking have in fact bulked far larger in worK 
on economics than have issuing houses or the solicitors 
who arrange mortgages on property. And we find the 
reason for this treatment, I belie. veGn the fact th~~:f 
are not merel un) 'ors of money, but alsoJ~ an impor~J 
an sens~m.anufac~,!!!!s 0 0?:0neY:1-
-CPerhaps we ought to oequiie -clear what we mean 'by 
'mQ[ley' and why we do interest ourselves so much in the, 
behaviour of money :~foney is something wbichjs ~deJy 
acce£.ted J:.or ~e sett!ement _0£ deb~_. I It is not of any 
Qrrect use, ror the actual 'consumption' which is the ulti-, 
mate end of all economic activity. Nor is it of direct use in 
the process of producing consumption goods from other 
goods and services. But we Ccql use money to buy goods 
and seni~, whether for immediate consumption or for 
use in the production of ultimately consumable gol..s:":In 
a 'money economy' of the kind with which we are most 
familiar the all-important process of producing goods for 
ultimate consumption is carried out at the direction of 
people who ~ (rcith 1tW7Ie)') the original factors of pro
duction. I'ut them together, and,sell (for 1tW7Ie)') the goods 

I The word 'debt: covers' an monetary transactions. U. child enters 
• mop to buy • pennyworth of sweets, it &s.ks for the sweets, thereby 
incurring. debt of one penny, which is llettled immediately by passing 
the coin across the counter. 
~. B 
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produced. They are induc1d t0mdertake this process by 
. the prospect of a money proJit./fhe direction of the original 
faCtors of production into the fundamental processes of 
prdducing what we want to live on depends upon various 
jlo!J)s oJmoney. An alteration in a flow of money implies 
an alteration in the flow of final goods and serVices. 'This 
is true.whether the alteration takes the form of contraction 
or of expansion or of mere diversion.of the flow of mone~ 
An expansion of the supply of money never takes the form 
suggested by~, of every one finding their money 
balances in~re-asea in identical proportions. The increase 
in the supply of money is at the outset concentrateq in a 
few particular channels, and the persons to whom it goes 
are thereby enabled to increase the share of the factors 
of production. at their disposal. ~ Any person or inst!n,I.: 
tion with the power of regulating tlle supply of n.!C?~ey h.a~ 
·thefe~:~ ~~~rmou2 s~~~~~~ntheeS'g!!o~:world~~ 
I',·~he most erern.entary theory of"tlleeffects of ~an. ges 11 
the supply of money is Known as the QMan~i!L..rlleory. 0 . 

Moneyl It is stated in various forms, more and less rigo 
.rous. Sometimes' it is said tha~ changes i~~ ~~esupply of 
mone~~ges ~~h~_~am.e .. Q.ir~ction· in 
tIle gener~ IC?!.~;~...!IThe stric~t version says that 
the value or money vanes mversely, and the general level 
of prices directly t-in proportio~..!.o chapgesjn ~e_ supply_of 
mone~ The first ana vag~rm has the advantage 
of being more obviously consistentwithobse~ed facts. 
The second and more rigorous form has the advantage of 

• 
I A bank. is an institution whose debts are widely accepted in settle. 

ment of other people's debts tq each other. From this Il\ld the definition 
of Money on page I it follows that Bank Deposits are Money. These 
particular definitions appeal to me because they appear to be consonant 
with common usage. A few other authorities prefer to deny that Bank 
Deposits are money. But it should be emphasized that the analyses gi~ 
in this book, like the conclusions of the pure theory of money, are in no 
way dependent on the choice of definitions. The economic significance 
of a change in the supply of money is based on the disturbance of the 
liquidity-distribution of the public's assets, and such a disturbance occurs 
when Bank Deposits are changed. 
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~
. the clear conclusion of a tidy and logical argument 

bu· up on strictly limited assumptions.!:) 
e Quantity Theory is based on the fact that money is 

wanted not for its own sake. but for the convenience of 
having ready command over obje~t~ which are of more J 
direct service to usJ The more money a person holds the 
greater is the convenience he enjoys (~suming of course 
that his money is in convenient forms-not a thousand 

,pounds' worth of threepenny bits!). But the holding of 
/ money implies the missing of an opportunity of increasing 

one's satisfactions of other kinds. For a person can use 
money either for expenditure on immediate consumption, 
from which immediate satisfaction is derived; or for 
acquiring an 'investment' (e.g. the ownership of capital 
goods) which will yield him further money income in the 
future-thuS enabling him to increase his income of satis
factions at some future date. In determining to secure 
the convenience of holding a money balance, a person is 
determining to deny himself the alternative satisfactions 
he might have enjoyed.Undividuals and C9rporations do· 
in fact get into the habit of holding a certain average 
mone}' balance, the size of which depends on the money, 
volume of their transactions, their habits of payment, and 
so forth. Given other things unchanged, an incr~~s~. jll 
a money balan~~ ~bovc:.!he._h~l>i~alle~~l (navrng regard 
to seasonal aria siriUIir consideratiOns) will lead. the holde.r 
of it to consider spending more on con~UI!lPtion or inves~- . 
ing more~Now if there is an increase in the ~--:gate 
su'ppJy of money, holders of excess balan<;es ml.st-pre---_. . 

• The following paragraphs are not in~nded as an exhausti"'e analysis 
. or the Quantity Theory. The nader should refer, for furtl)er discussion, 

to the standard wqrka of Marshall (esp. OjJicU;ll Papur),Fisher (esp. 
PurcJuuing P_ of MOtIt')'), Keynes, and Robertson. 

a From a nalistic point'of view it is worth envisaging the possibility of 
things workin" the other way round: an individual sees an opportunity for 
profitable spending an. is thereby stimulated to get into debt to a bank
the bank offering its own indebtedneaa (deposits) in exchange. The 
remainder of the analysis needs no modification to fit this case of money 
supply responding to changed demand. 
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i dominate over holders of uncomfortably low balances. 
Accord~ngly there will be a ggzeral disposition to sp~ng. 
i1l!Qre on consumption or on investments.lSpending.IDQ.!:e 
on consumption means that there is an increase in the 
money demand for consumption goods] On ordinary 
supply-and-demand lines we expect ~ some rise in the 
Rt:~ces of cons\J1'I~pti96" g()oQs-'a(nd' a cohrrect~d tendency. 
perhaps, of supplies to increase. An increased money 
demand for investments has not such Qbvious effects on 
the price level, but again there is a tendency for certain 
prices to rise. The initial effect may be simply that people 
try to buy more of old securities. These can, however,' 
only be transferred. Their prices rise, arid there is a 
better demand than before for securities newly issued by 
businesses wanting to extend then- operations. C This, 
stimulation of capital de~elopment'leads to business men 
increasing their money demand for raw materials .and 
factors of production, thus making the rise of prices more 
general.] The increased money which people are trying to 
spend on investrr,J.ents tends in fact to fall ultimately into 
the hands of businesses which are thereby enabled to 
increase their Ifloney 'demand for goods and services.' 
\~~~€l!Jhe...§YrpJ..I:.l~_~~ney ~J~I\G~S ar~ dir~cte'd~qwards 
c.o~~umJ>!~~ .~~ _~Il~e~i~~~!' _!~e;efor<:, the_effc2l2f risingi 
pnces tenus to appe~ 
. PeopTe cliiUiot;as1t whole, reduce their money balances. 
Individuals may pass them on; but the supply of mone), 
remaifl;s unchangt;d. But as prices rise; holders of bal.ances 
hav~to revise their notions of wha.t is a' comfortable 
balar,.ce to .. hold: Prices have .-risen, so tqat their fo~mer 
averag<;. balances have become uncomfortably small, rel~
tively ~o. theit outgoings. CAccordingly people cease, 
as prices rise, to feel that ·their new high balances are 

: unnecessarily large, and, cease ,to increase their rate of, 

1 The connexion between the market tot old securities and the entre
preneurs' demand for goods and services is unfortunately rather more com
plicated than this: the reader will fir.d further elucidation in Chapter VI. 
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expenditure (on consumption and investment). Prices 
therefore cease to rise. -: 

The above argument-Can easily be adapted to describe 
the converse process. A reduction in the total supply of 
money implies uncomfortably low balances on the whole. 
Contraction of expenditure follows, prices fall, and as 
prices fall the new level of balances again becomes ade
quate, and things can settle down at a new (lower) level 
of prices, and a new (lower) level of money balances:-;.!ll. 
short, given other congitionsJh.~r~_j$JQ. ev~ry_ ~ey~l of 
rn'!".':)' .!>al"'!.c<sJi,e=-,o_",:ery ~PIY of money) an appro
pnate general reVel ofpnces: ncr~~~~d,.supply of.mon~y, 
f~rurs' to produce risin~ price?~~pplr of money, 
t~ to p!..o~l!ce JaIlIng P~lC~~. :.~ .. ~.~nt!tr .Theo...ry 
presumption holds good in whatever way the change in 
the supply of money comes about: for increased s1)pply 
of money must mean that on the average peopl<; have 
surplus balances, and vice ver~ 
, [Rising and J~m!!i-Prices have certain unf0l'!.unate 
ef§ts. ,First, t,here are the distri!!J.JJirmqLevils. Certain 
money incomes-those of judges, clergymen, rentiers
are fixed either by law or by custom, and other money 
income~ose of civil servants, doctors-are not changed 
at all rapidly 'as other prices change, Recipients of these' 
incomes therefore enjoy an increased real income as prices 
fall,. and suffer a reduction~asprices Tise. On the other 
hand, business men, deriving their incomes from profits, 
and ordinary shareholders find their money incomes.- in
creasing faster than prices are ..... ising, s~nce profit' ~esult 
when the costs, some of which are fixed by long contract, 
&c., 'have been deducted from~he rising ·prices. ~V.$e
e~rners who are in employment regularly tend to gaip 
when prices fall, and lose. when. prices are moving up 
rapidly, though their wage-rates may sooner or later be 
adjusted to the changed level of prices~: These redistriQ1J.:;. 
!iol1~~f r~a'. inc<?l!l~'£~~.~~ ~!se be if!1'p_u~ed to vary~ng. 
oescrts: there is clear lOJustice between the contra~tmg\ 
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classes of income-receivers when priCes are moving de-
cidedly upwards or downwards. - . 

LSecondly, there are the ev~L~:ff.e.cts of rising and falling 
prices on,.1.Toduction. As certain costs, particularly the 
prices ol certain factors ~roduction, are fixed by long 
contract, by law. ot by custom, the entrepreneur who is 
faced by falling prices finds that production is becoming 
unprofitable, and, after a point, decidesto reduce hi~o.!!t
P';!t. Economi~ctivity and the lev~l~~plo~ent for 
wage-earners therefore de£.line:J Reso~ces which might 
have been used to produce useful things stand Mlle, while 
indiriduals suffer the distresses occasioned by unemploy
ment. This cQ.l!traction...oLQl,ltp!ll is by no meanS-evenly 
spread.[for one of the first ways in which a business man 
IS likely to curtail.his operations ~s by cu~ting down any 
plan.t.e..xtensi.ons, and suspending replacement of worn-out· 
plant. Accordingly the depr~ssion is likely to be particu
larly severe i~ the capi~~ goods trades, and un~l~ent 
is most serious for people attached to those trade~ LBut 
when prices are rising_ the stickiness of costs leads to the 
profit margin widening, thus providing the e~eneur 
with a motive for increasing his operations. Economic 
activity increases, qnemployment declines.: Thd 'boom' 
is, like the depression, more· extreme in the capital goods 
trades, because extended operations mean full replace
ment and frequent additions' to equipmel1t." This looks 
very well, and would appear at first sight to be rather an 
advantage of rising prices. In some measure" it is; [but 
bitter" experience.has shoWn that~2l) 'boom' of increasing. 
economic activity and l'isingprice~ IS. atWays followed by 
a depression, ancl. indeed' thep!"eticar analysis leads us to 
suppose that a.s.lurnp nl¥st inevitably follQW ~ 'p~om which 
has"developed to anyappreciableexteilt~l The good time, 
though it has substantial attractions, is far from being as. 
attractive as would be a period of full employment without 
an aftermath of depres~ion. . 

I For this difficult· matter see especially Harrod, The Trade Cyt:le. 
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~ (Rising prices and falling prices both, then, appear to 
have sq10us disadvantages; and c~llIlges .in the supply of 
money appear to be among the possible causes of bOjh. 'It' 
behoves us therefore to find out ~Q,m the modem world, I 

regulat.<:s th~s~pply. «>.Lmojley, and on what princip~§.. 
their operatio~..!~ased..) 

II. The Sources of Money Supplies ~ 
, Un the most ;rvanc~d~oiiiltrresby farihe greatest part 
of the supply of money con~ists of Bank g!P!sjt~1 some
times called 'Bank Money'. The Banrne.E0slt~irnptL_ 
~ debt o,f .~~ t.0_~_ i!?:~,~~uaLQ[_~!p0kati.~~ In 
excnange for certam rights (to which we s all return 
presentlyr the b~~entersrD:jts .. Q()pk~LSo. ,m!lch" '.to_Jh~ 
credit' of Mr. So-and~so·. The latter may then settle his 
debts to other people by making over to them parts of 
his 'credit balance' or bank deposit. Almost all large 
payments are made in this way, the instrument by which 
thc deposit is transferred fro~ one person to another 
being the familiar 'cheque'.[When one person pays 
another by cheque, what happens' fundamentally is that 
the bank's debt to the payer (or 'drawer') is reduced by 
the amount of the cheque, and the bank's debt to the 
parte is increaSed by the same amount,2 The. drawer has 
1ll.@..ck over to the payee his claim against- the bank. It is 
by circulating the debts of the banks (the credit balances 
of the public at the banks) in this way that most trans
actions are settled....' 

Generally, when the bank makes an entry of I rUin 
favour of a person, the transaction remairis simply a bOok 
entry. The bank in its own books stands. indebted ,to Mr. 
So-and-so to the amount givf!n. That" is the.l>ure Bank 
Deposit. lBut sometimes JY.Ir._ f?o:'and.-sCl, wants. evidence 
o~ the cte'bt in a 'different and more readily tr~s~e!a!?l,e 
form. In that event the bank-'enters the amount, not in 
!avour of Mr. So-and-so specifically, but in ~av<?tir of 
. Bearer' . .It. then tears the page out and hands It toJ\.fr. 
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So-and-so, who becomes the fi.rst 'Bearer) He, however, 
can-readily pass it on, passing on in fact the claim against 
the bank, without the bank having to record the transaction 
in its books.tw.h~n.Jhis, is ~! the..Rage which has been 
tom out of. the bank's ledger IS cl!!!~.4_,~ Bank Not?) A 
Bank Note IS therefore neither more nor ress tnan vIsible 
evidence of a bank's debt, which can be passed round 
from hand to hand in settlement of all sorts of individmil 
deJ:>ts~ This form of bank money has its advantages and 
disadvantages for both parties. To the banker, the note 
system has the advantage that he does not have to bother 
about entering the transfers from one individual to 
another. To the individual tne note form has the advan
tage diat he does not have, every time he makes a payment, 
to produc~vidence that he has a bank deposit on which 
to draw. Cheque payments are convenient enough, but 
one is unwilling to accept a cheque in settlement of a debt 
unless one is reasonably sure that the drawer has a genuine 
deposit on which to draw.[The bank deposit is very 
widely accepted in settlement of debts, but the individual 
cheque is accepted only when the pay~' is satisfied that 
there is a bank depol\it))ehind it.~\ On the other hand, to 
the banker the note 'form has the disadvpttage that he 
must take.great~ precau~s..Mainst fo.rgery/ Forgery of 
book entpes cali be prevented by checkmg the honesty of 
clerks in the bank's employment; but prevention of 
forgery of bank notes involves careful designing and 
choice of paper, reliance on the honesty of printers, and 
so forth. To the individual the note form has first the 
disadvantage that the amount of th~ "note-a round sum 
such as one doll~, one poUnd', or ten shillings-very fre
quently does not coinci.de with the amouilt of the debt 
which he wishes to settle. Secondly, it has the disadvantage 

I This distinction is sufficient to justify describing bank deposits as 
money, while denying that cheques are money. But in any case, it should 
be clear that the 'money' is the bank deposit-the cheque is merely the 
legal inst}'Ument by which the deposit is transferred from one name to 
another. 
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that the notes are as valuable to other people as they are 
to himself, whereGd his c~eq~-book is, broadly speaking, 
of value only to himself. 'Cd'nsequently the settlement of 
debts by the payment of notes involves carrying about 
pieces of paper which other people have the incentive to 
steal, whereas settlement of debt by cheque is quite a safe" 
procedure. If a man wishes to settle a debt of say [,3 lOS. 

lie 'can pay by cheque (provided that his creditor has 
co.nfidence in the existence of the debtor's claim on the 
bank), which merely involves carrying a cpeque-book and 
filling a single cheque form. Or he can pay it in notes, 
which means that he must carry with him four separate 
pieces of paper (three one-pound notes and one ten
shilling note) all or any of which he may Jose without " 
much chance of recovery. . 
(The G2~f!UI1eI?-! !J!ay by law!:es.!ri<:t the is.~u~_ of _not~!S 

tQ_ ope o~r_a. \lnl~~!_o"(.!?_~Sj Practice in this respect 
varies from ountry to country, and is largely the outcome 
of histon accident; but there has been a general dis
position to restrict note-issuing powers more and more, 
as a result of the spreading notion that the supply of 
money must be controlled by the State. In England note
issuil!g powers are now restricted to the Banju>f E1).gland, 
'but in 8,cotland a few other banks have strictly limited 
rights of issue. The State also sometimes says that certain 
notes shall be 'legal tender'. Money of any kind is 'legal 
tender' if the offer of it, in the exact sum, in settlement of 
a debt leaves the creditor no option but to dischl"'- the 
debt. If a debtor offers non-legal tender moAey the 
creditor. may decline to accept it without modifying his 
legal claim against the debtor. ~~nlu!.eposjt!!! have Ileyerj 
been constituted lega.l te.1'!d~r, but throughout the United 
Kingdom Vank of England notes are legal tender. I 

In addition to money created by the banks there is 
i~on.~y_Er~ated __ by the __ State. This is sometimes in the 

I The large notes (!s upwards) are legal tender in England and Wales 
only. • 
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form of notes, which are w all intents and purposes like 
bank notes, but derive their acceptability not from their 
constituting a claim against a b;mk but simply from a 
decree of the State constituting them legal tender. Such 
were the one.-pound and ten-shilling Treasury Notes 
which yirculated in England 'during the years 1914-28. 
More generally the State issues metallic coins of small 
denominations, such as one shilling, one penny, three
pence, twenty-five centime~, ten cents, &c., which it 
co~stitutes legal tenqer for payment of small debts only, 
and which the public uses for convenience in paying small 
sums and odd amounts as supplements to note payments. 

f [The supply of J1loney thus depends directly on these 
two sources-the banks and the StateJ Only in most 
extraordinary circumstances-'-such as the 19~3 inflation' 
.cr:isis in, Germany-is any other body able to create 
money. If we want to know how the supply of money is 
controlled we must seek th~rp,Qtiyes which guide the 
banks ~d the S~ate. fn-thl~ chapter only certain very 
general points wjll be covered.' The entire technique of , 
monetary control will only become apparent as the bQok, 
proceeds. ' 

III. The Process of Creation of Money 
Before exami~ingtlie process of money-creation let us 

consider the relative' amounts of money frbm the two 
main sources. For Great Britain the apprQximate figures 
for the end of 1936 were: 

, l. millions ., 
'Bank Deposits (including Public Deposits and Othe~ . 

Accounts at Bank of England) . .; 2.700 

Bank-notes in circulation '" , 490 

• Silver and ,copper coin . . . - .:: 80 .: 

Total 3.2 70 .--
These are only round. figures, but the import of them is 
clear en9.ugh-~~..nlcJ\1.oney "forms aI!_ overwheln;t~ng pr?
portion of the total'supply of money. And 'even If we, In 
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consideration of the peculiar position or' the Bank of 
England, tall Bank of England liabilities. State Money, the 
proportion of ~ank Money remains enormous. In his 
Treatise on Money Mr: Keynes gives figures showing that 
in the United States' as well Bank Money is'overwhelm-
ingly important. I • . . • 

Restricting ourselves for the time being to the opera-. 
tions of the ordinary joint-stock banks, we have to face the 
question, what induces the ~anks to get into debt to the; 
public ,to these enormous amount's,? For aU' the b3;nk 
~eposits are debts of the banks. The banks have volun
tarily entered in their books IOU's to all sorts' of people, 
to an a~gregate running into thousands of millions of 
pounds. What has induced them to do so? They are 
~rofit-seekin~ cm:poutions...-They are induced to become 
:iebtors to other people by those others offering in exchange 
:ertain claims, the capital value of which is supposed ~o 
~qual the sum of the bank's liability, and which bear 
.nterest. It is from the interest 'Payment on these claims 
:hatthe bank derives its income. Provided that it is. 
mccessfully managed,. the bank's assets therefore always 
~qull its liabilitiesfThe l?ank 'qeposits'-i.e. the debts 'of 
:he bank to the public-are abvaysc<?ver~d by the assets 
Nhich people have offered to the bank in exchange for 
leposit clauns against the bank. Th~ process of 'creatign' 
~L~ank deposits is essentially an exchange of claims:-jtrhe 
nemoerof the-public aKers a clalni ofsom~ sort-':sdc'Ii as 
egal tender state money, or a government bond or r-"""ere 
)l'Omise-and the bank offers a book debt called \. bank 
leposit .. The enormous t:conomic significance .of this 
:xchange of claiI]ls lies in the fact that the claim against 
he ban~-a debt which' did not prevjously exist-can be 
ls.ed.~a~ ge~ral pyrchasing.power~)t is m01ley, when~a;:: 
he debt against which it was exchanged is not -money ~ 
rhe operation therefore aaa~ ~o the tot3;1 supply of money. 2. 

I Vol. i, p. JZ. _ 
a Except of course in the case of legal te'lder state money being takfn 
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We shall be returning in later 'chapters to some detailed 
obserVations on the assets, which a commercial' bank 
acquires. Here it must suffice to give the broad outline. 
Th~.~y~rdraft system of the banks is well known. In 
r~turn Ior'an.und~~~g·oii.~'ihe-~lie~t's,part, an und~: 
taJPng often reinforced bY'llie·handing over to the bank 
of some negotiable s~curity of which the bank may dispose 
if the.client fails to me.et ~is .obligation~, ~J)ank allows. 
the chent'to 'overdraw' hiS account. T at IS to say, the 
client is allowed to draw· cneques be ond the amount 
previously standing to his credit . in- the bank's books, up 
to the limit set in the overdraft arrangement. This limit 
will usually be well covered by the market value of the 
n~g<:>tiaple_§'~YIity left in the bank's Jteeping. This over
draft facility is equivalent to -a bank Mposit in representing 
part of t~e supply of money with whii;P. individuals can 
buy goods and services, and it becomes part of the visible 
supply as the right to overdraw is exercised and other 
people (recipients of die borrower's cheques) acquire_ 
claims against the lending bank. Tb.o~~cl~im_s are money, 
_sipce people are prepared to accept them in -settlement of 
debts. The. borrower undertakes that by the end of, say, 
three months he will have acquired from other people 
various· kinds of money-State-issued money or claims 
against this and other banks-to the amount of his over
draft. These claims he hands over to the bank, thus paying 
off }lis acc.umulated debt: In additiO~e is obliged to pay 
~nterest'-i.e. he has to provide additio al money, so much 
per cent. on his overdraft, as l\paym t for the use of.the 
money for the given period. \It is out of this addi~onal 
'money that the bank makes its livinw S~ far as giving and . 
receiving claims in loan and depOSit transactions are con
cerned, it willi if every one meets his obligations, finish 
'all square''\ The .. income of the bank depends on the 
additional claims it makes against people who incur debt 

• 
by the bank-in which case the public has merely altered the Jornl of the 
money it holds. ' 
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to the bank, either' ~~ry by loan or o~erdraft arrange
ments, or indir~ctjJ. by the bank acquiring the claims frpm 
previous ~reditor! of those people.) 

When the ~tem by .wpj,cb banks lend to individuals 
and firms is not the. overdraft· system but the-lQ..an system 
the process is even simpler' in its effects on ~ supply 9f 
money. CThe ~~o~g client gi"es certain undert.akings 
and also perhaps proVldes'collateral security' as suggested 
IEove. The bank at once places the sum of the loan to ,the 
credit of the clie,!l1; its debts are incr,eased by that amount, 
and, since itl!.9~f>t$SO_I!st!t!l.t~.!Ilop.~~ the supply of money 
is increased by l;he amo~t. At the same time the assets 
of the bank have increased by the am01Jllt.pf the loan. It~ 
liabiijties and its assets have increased by equal amounts) 
Were the amount [.1,000 and were this the sole operation 
of the bank the balance sheet would be: 

LWbilitul Assett 
l. 

Deposita (i.~ Credit balances Loans to clients. 1,000 
• of clients) . . 1,000 

The gross' income of the bank would be increased by 
whatever interest charge it made for the loan. Out of this 
gro~ income it might pay a lower rate of interest' on 
'cktnts' credit balances, and it would have to meet its 
costs of adminiatration. Any remainder would be a net 
profit. 

As the borrowing client pays away the [.1,000, by 
cheques drawn in favour of other people, the liabit· J of 
the bank become liabilities not to that client but to the 
pay~sof the cheques. What happens next depends on 
what those payees choose to do with their claims against 
the bank. 

Ins~ead of the borrower undertaking to make certain 
payments to the bank in return for the loan, he may choose 
to finance himself by drawing a bill of exchange. To the 
details of 'bills of exchange we shall return later. Suffice 
it now to say that it is in effect a written promise to pay a 
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sum at some future date, usually guaranteed by some 
i reputable finance house. Then a person with funds to 
:spare' can 'discount' the bill, which .means he can pay a 
;sum of ~oney for it now, the sum being slightly less than 
:the surii promised in the bill .• When a -bank discounts 
a bill o(exchange it in fact acquires 'the bill as an as'se(,' 
giving in exchange a dep3sit-Le. incurring debt to a 
client. 'Its liabilities and its assets are increased by the 
same amount. Its, balance-sheet still balances; but its 
gross income is enhanced by the difference between the 

>Sum it pays for the'oill ~d the sum which the bill says is 
payable at the named date (,maturity'). This difference is 
called the 'discount' J 

Another way in which a bank may add to its debt~ is by 
thuurcha~-9f sec~Jrities==such as government bonds., 
The bank pays for the bonds by a cheque on itselfI-i.e. 
it gives a debt in exchange for the bonds which become 
part ·of its assets. The balance-sheet shows change on 
both sides: 

Liabiliti(s Assets 

£ £ 
Deposits (i.e. debts to clients) 1.000 Investments (Government 

bonds) 1,000 

The process is precisely the same when the bank acquires 
land or buildings for its offices. 

A bank will alsogiye a credit balance (t.e. incur a debt) 
to anybody who' offers it a claimJgainst .another bank. 
This happens for example when Smith who banks with 
Barc1ays draws a cheque in favour of Jones who pays it 
inta his own account ,at the Midland. In that instance 
there has merely been i a transference of indebtedn~ss 
between banks-no incrC?ase. The original balance-sheet 

t Or it may give a cheque on its balance with the central bank. The 
effect is precisely the same, for the payee at once exchanges this claim for 
one against his own bank (he pays the cheque into his account) and 1 

aggregate public claims against the banks &Fe increased by-the given sum .. 
The settlement of any inter-bank indebtedness which may arise l!! dis
cussed later.

o 
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positions of the two bmks may be supposed to have been 
thus: 

MIDLAND BANK 

Liabilities 
[. 

Assets 
BARCLAYS BANK 

Liabilities 
£ 

Assets 

Deposita 
• Oones) J,OOO 

Bills dis- , Deposits Loans, &c. 2,000 

counted I (Smith) 2,000 
and invest-
mellts,&c. 1,000 

Smith then draws a cheque for £500 which Jones pays 
into his own account. The immediate effect on the posi-
tion of the ~o banks is shown below: . 

Liabilities 

Deposita (Jones) 

Liabilities 

Deposita (Smith) 
Claims of other l>anka 

( 1'1\'\ dl ~ "P..~ ) 

MIDLAND BANK 

Assets 

1,500 Bills discounted and invest-
ments, &c.. . 1,000 

Claims against other banks 
(Barclays) , . -ofoo 

1,500 

'BARCLAVS BANK 

[. 
1,500 Loans, &c. 

500 

2,000 

1,500 

Assets 
[. 

2,000 

2,000 

This will not be the final position,as ~arclays, and the 
Midland will settle their inter-bank indebtedness by some 
transfer of assets from Barclays to the Midland. Barclavs' 
assets will go down by £500 whilst the Midlands' asl~LS!l0 
up by £500. Which particular ~ssets are transferred w 
shall see later. But it is clear that tijere has been no -' 
crease in the supply of money. All that has happened has: . 
been that the composition of the 'supply has changed, in 
that more of it is now Midland Bank debts and less is 
Barclays bank debts, and of course the ownership of the 
money has passed from Smith to Jones. The banks are 
less in debt to Smith and more in debt to Jones than 
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before. Jones has more purchasing power at his disposal 
than before; Smith has less. The aggregate supply of 
purchasing power is unchanged. . . 
( One very important kind of asset which the bao.ks may 

acquire in exchange for a deposit liability we have not yet 
mentioned. This is 'C&§h'. Cash consists of state money 
(in Britain now only silver and copper coin) and of liabili
ties of the central bank, or bankers' bank (in Britain, the 
Bahk of England). The liabilities of the central bank may 
be either book liabilities-i.e. deposits with it-or the 
bank-notes to which we referred earlier. When a client 
'pays in' :.. wad ~f notes and some odd silver and copper 
coins, say £31 17s . .9d., he acquires a deposit to that 
amount0 The bank, that is to say, becomes indebted to 
the client to the amount of £31 17s.9d. Its balance-sheet 
will have the following items added: 

Lillbilities Assets , ~ ~ , ~ ~ 
Deposits . . 31 17 9 Cash in hand. 31 17 9 

When a client draws a cheque to 'self' and takes it to the 
bank for cash, or receives a cheque from some one else 
and goes to the bank to"cash it', the process is precisely 
reversed-Deposits go down and Cash in hand goes down. 
As, for reasons we have seen above, individuals sometimes 
prefer to use cash and sometimes cheques, cash is con
tinually crossing the bankers' counters. Retail tradesmen 
are continually paying it in (exchanging cash for bank 
deposits) and employers oflabourand spenders of incomes 
which have been paid by cheque are continually drawing 
out cash (exchanging bank deposits for cash). (Pissing 
cash across a bank's,.counter is essentially changing one 
kind of money for another.:...-the proximate result is n'6 
change in the aggregate supply of money in the hands 
of the public;: That further results may follow any de
cided net chang~ iIi ,its composition is shown below, in 
Chapter n.. . 

The book claims against the central bank, i.e. the 
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deposits at the central bank are another form of cash. It is 
worth ignoring, for the time being, the fact that the central 
bank may act as banker to the Government and to. o~er 
peopl~ Let us consider solely its operations as baMers' 
bank. Now the oth,er banks choose to hold deposits at the 
central bank because it is convenient to settle inter-bank 
indebtedness by transferring their deposits at one bank
the central bank. If, as we saw above might happen, one 
bank becomes indebted to another the debt can be settled 
by a book entry at the central bank, the. deposit there of 
the creditor bank (the Midland in our'exa#l~) being 
raised and the deposit of the debtor bank (Batclays) being 
reduced. The aggregate deQts pf tthe central bank have 
not changed; but it now owYs more than before to the 
Midland and less· than before to Barclays. 

As transactions between members of the public are 
always leading to a flux and reflux of cash to and from the 
banks, and to inter-bank indebtedness, every bank finds it 
essential to hold as part of its assets,ca~ in hand (till 
money) and at the central bank (bankers' deposits). This 
cash holding is called the • cash reserye', and we shall have 
much more to say about Its Significance in succeeding 
chapters. The cash reserve is, to the bank.erl1~ttractive 
than the other assets because it brings him',m.'lrincome. He 
is obliged to hold it owing to the monetary habits of the 
public and the structure of the banking system. I But once 
any important section of the public has deve~pe the 
banking habit the cash reserve need not bear a .atio 
to aggregate assets. Consequently, in the wor as w~e 
know it, bankers have ample inducement to ..£~~~_<k.b_§. 
to other peopl~ ~.Il4Jh..atJn:e_l!ns.c!.eaijngpur~hasing E~~er ... 
It is"lffiPOrtaOt to remembe .. that the banks put this newly 
created money into the hands, not of everybody at once, 
but of those individuals who can offer to the bank the 
kind of asset which the bank thinks attractive. We con-

I In aome countries the obligation to hold a cash reserve is a legal 
obligation. 

D 
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elude then not only that the baDks are important as 
creators. of. money, bULalso that !hey Q~stribute that mo!!.ey 
mto, particular chanp~~e direction of the flow of 
production appears' to tie ependent on the supply of 
money and the supply of money on the flow of bankers' 
asset0" 

J Not simpJlI on the aggregate amount of bankers' assets appearing. 
It will become apparent in Chapter II that the composition of those assets 
(particularly the distribution between cash and other assets) is of great 
significance in influencing the total .supply of money. The influences 
which govern the bankers' operations are dealt with in subsequent 
chapters. 



·CHAPTER II 

COMMERCIAL BANKING 

I. S~ructur.alQuestions-

TH~ banking systems of different countries vary enor
mously from one to the other; but they have all beeD 
tending in the last few decades t.o gravitate towards 
'central banking systems', th~c§YP) of which is OUi 

own system. Th~.!'~. ~ls..t~ms aI m~o thr~ P~11:s: 'ith~ 
cen!ral ~ank, the commerciafbartks, and various !lncillat) 
iJlstitution.J. dealing ih cert~in !~stricted types -of credit; 
WeShaIrdeal with the centralbaiiks in Chapters IV and V: 
with commeE=ial banks in this chapter, and with some oj 
the most important ancillary institutions in Chapter III 
Some overlapping is inevitable.1 
[The distinction between c~~al and commercial bank~ 

turns essenilally on their obJYcts. The commercial ban~ 
thinks primarily of 'pro!it-making, wherel!s~tfi~ ~eQ.ttal 
Eank-t1!~,s priI!tarjlx.. 01 the eff~cts aT its operations on th~ 
working 0 the economic system.] If the commercial bam 
is taking a sufficiently long view it will forgo some imme
diate profits for the sake of stability; but it is ~9mpetin~ 
with other banks and cannot afford degrees 9f (ir::sighted~ 
~ss aJ).(taltruism farJ5eyb1'l.d biOse of its competitors. 11 
has its shareholders iIld must do the best it can for them. 
The central bank also frequently has its shareholders, tc 
whom it is expected to pay a diVidend after payf"~--a11 it~ 
expenses; but though cases have existed of central bank~ 
altering their course in order to avoid a loss of income 
this is a departure from central banking principles.(Th~ 
commercial banks may be few or~any. They: .trade wit~ 
the general-public. There is only one central ~ in ead 
country, and it does little if any otdjna.rxl>aQk~K bu!i~e~~ 
for the general public: it re~tricts its~lfjn the main to .<=<?~
trolling!pe op~~ti.o~_~f the !~st~fthe b~I!~in~~syste~J 
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, In England we generally refer to our own com!!l~rcial 
bapks as 'joint~s!Q~lLbanks'. The custom is open to 
objection since the BaI?-k of England, though not a com
mercial ban~ in the sense in which we are using that term, 
is also a joint-stock company,' while the old private banks i 
were commercial banks though not joint-stock companies.; 
But the custom is firmly established and convenient 
enough. If, in writing of the English system, we use· the 
term 'joint-stock banks' this must be considered·inter
changeable with 'commercial banks'. In the United States 

! the commercial banks are nowadays frequently referred to 
as 'the member banks', though there are still some com
mercial banks (some of the' State banks' -banks regi~tered 
under State, as opposed to federal, laws) which are not 
member banks. But there is a substantial ai:nount of 
identity between the two categories, and a reference to 
'the member banks' when one means 'the commercial 
banks' is pardonable enough.1 For the Continental com
mercial banks the term 'credit banks' is often used, in 
distinction to the investment banks, though the distinction 
between these two types of institutions 'is often in practice 

'blurred. 
Now that the joint-stock company ·system has for long 

been firmly established in almost every country of impor~ 
tance, the typic..al commercial bank in most countries is 
a very larg(f institutionhavlr.!Z, ~,!~r.g~.!!l!~ber of branches 
scatter~d all over thes;ountry,or at,any rate over a large 
section oTit:"TIiiS is the ~rant-baiikiEg' ~W' the best' 
examples-~f which are p~aps-t ose of __ .,Iig an..d..t~_a1)ada, 
South Africa, and Aus!raha:']ii 'England, for example, an 
eno'rmous, proportiOn-of all' the banking busin~ss' is done 

. by' the' 'Big fjy~'-:-the M!dJand, the Westminster, 
Barclays, Lloyds1 . and the National Provincial; most ot 

.' "." ... ,..,.. -,. . .~.- .. - '. ~ . 

I This was not always so, 'for j~st as the private banks ~~ed to constitute 
a substantial part of the English system, so, wztil I932, did non-member. 
banks constitute a .substantial part of the American system. Member 
banks are those which have ~ntered the Federal Reserve S~tem. 
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the remainder being done by the smaller branch systems, 
more limited geographically (Martins and the District are 
leading examples). The Vnited States still maintains the 
opposite and original type=-:the;rnifDanking' system. In 
this system the bank's'~J>erations areconfiriea.n'general 
to a single office, thougnsome -few ar' ..... allowed to have 
branches within a strictly limited area.1 (!1ti~J~aLrestric
tion of the area of operations of an American bank is the 
outcome of the traditional fear of a 'Money Trust', and 
particularly the suspicion with which the operations of the 
New York financiers are viewed in the Middle and Far 
West. Even central banking in the United States has been' 
affect~d b~ this powe~ful histori~ force~the_central banfi 
of the Untted States IS a federatIOn of tweIVe banks .. eacn 
~h its own~eg~~'JLike the unit banks-fnt~-mid-nine
teenth-century Enghsh bailldng system, the unit banks of 
Ameri~ are 1~ the 'cgrrese,ondenJ)ank' 
syst_e.ID. A coun~ry bank deposits some ofits cash feserves' 
with a bank in the nearest big city, and those bigger banks 
themselves send .funds to the great centres Chk,ago, St. 
Louis, and above all New York. Remittances of funds 
from one part of 'tlie 'country to another can be made 
through the 'correspondent banks'-i.e. by transJ~rence 
of these funds in the great centres from the name of one 
country bank to that of another couplry bank. ~ \ 
corre.spondent bank system unit .bahks~reenabled to 
enjoy some of the advantages of a branch bankirig system. 
Tn comparing branch banking with unit banking we must 
accordingly remember that unit banks are not r:ely 
independent of each other but are connected by th~ corre-
s~~t bank system. '. 
.. Refore discussing the comparative advanJages and dis
a antages of unit banks and branch banks, let.us sum- I 

marize the(,fu ctions of commercial bank' -Commerciall 
banks carry on . ~ mary a mg_.us~ss' \\;ith the gen~.~l. 

I A uleful book on commercial banking in the U.S.A. before 1933 is 
Goldschmidt, Ti" Changi"g Structure of America" Banking. .. 
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publicJ And what is 'ordinary b~ing business'? These ..... . 
banks have actually developed all sorts of miscellaneous 
services .. such as executQr and trustee services; but it is not 
these purely aricilrary fu~ions OlWhich We are thinking 
when we write of 'ordinary banking business'. t,Ordinary 
banking b1l.siness consists o(f¥;~~glp.K .~asl? Jor bal1k 
d~p?~i.t!' and 1:lankq~p9$its. foC<:~~hb t~~nsferringJ:>_~k 
4eposlts.fr~.~ c()J?.e person or corporation to another; 
giving bank d,eposiis-in' exch~.x.~g~ for bi!!~_of~xc:h~nge, 
·g()v.e:l:I].!!l(!l1tb9nd~the secured promises of business men 
to repay; and so forth:) 

The 'bank deposits' are m.erely IOU's written in the 
books of the banks, and" as we have seen in Chapter I, 
,their significance is derived from their general accepta
bility as money. The acceptability as money of deposits 
in a particular bank depends-oii'complete confidence in 
the'ability of that bank to exchange its promises ( deposits) 
for other forms of money (directly or indirectly cash) on 
demand. This is what is meant when it is said that a'bank 
must be lilJ!!'-id. ['Ijq.uiGitHtmerall~.J.llea1').scl;l.pacity to 
produceca,SQJ>n degland.Jor,. deposits. I A bank must 
therefore so condUct its busi,ness as to maintain liquidity t 
The lower the cost of maintaining liquidity the. more 
efficient is the bank' Except by transferring its earning 
assets (bills of exchange, loans, &c.) to otheJ: banks an 
individual bank can only maintain liquidity by holding an 

'adequate 'rest;rve' of cash-eash being unfortunately an 
asset which- brings "Il9 income to the. bank.' The more 
readily transferable are its~ earning ,assets therefore, the 
lower the barren reserve which must be held-and accord-

jngly, the 'low~r is the cost,~o ,the' bank, of jni~intainjng 
liquidity J The form of bank in whi,:h earning assets are 
m~_st r~a4iri:trapsfeia'6Ie .is_llie.tefore,c!ter~·s pari?us!, t.he 
xuosfe!ficient fQrill .. The necessity of mamtammg hqUldlty 
also implies that a bank m~st, in orde, to maintain its 
position. as a ~~rik, avoid ,:10sses7for in~urring losses 

I Fnrfllrther nh~et'Vatinns on the conceot of Liquidity see Chapter IX. 
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means depreciating assets, and that cannot go on for ever 
without the cash resetve running short21. • . 

Let us bear in mind, as we compare the merits and 
demerits of Yflrland branch banking, these functions of 
the banks, an t ese liquidity considerations which affect 
the success of their functioning. [A comparison between 
unit banking and l?rancl~ _banking is essentially a com
parison between small-scale and l~-scale operatio~. 
The large concern-the' branch . b --:-secures certam 
economie~.o( large-scale production, which are, however; 
limited by the nature of the market for the services of 
bankers. The branch bank enjoys the advantages. of divi
sion of labour-some of its more abl~ employees can 
~evote their whole time to the broader problems of bank' 
~anagem~t, such as the distri6.utionof assets. the rules 
to be applied to collateral security offered by business men 
seeking loans, die recruitment of staff, and so' forth:. In 
more lowly work in the banks the possibility of pushing 
the principle of division of labour very far is limited by 
the fact that operations are necessarily divided between 
branches, and the extent to which the division of laboUI: 
can be carried within a small branch is as limited as it is 
in a unit bank office of the same s~e. The ~conomy of. 
reserves is of enormous importance for, as we have seen 
above. the maintenance of adequate reserves is absolutely 
vital to the banker. The large bank can afford, to hold a 
lower cash reserve in each office, for one office can draw 
on another-by transfet;ring assets or by borrowing,,-far 
more readily than can one unit bank draw on anot( .£' unit 
bank in the .same way.) The system of ~~n4e!l~' 
~n.ks.modifies the disadvantage here of the unit bank. but, 
only slightly~ for deposits with a correspondent pank are 
relatively unremunerative 1 The £heap~ess of doing remit
t~ce.busin~ss (the sending of money from one place to 
another for clients) is much increase4.by the conveniences 
of the branch system, for inter':office indebtedness can be 
far more easily adjusted. Thecorrespondent system 

. \'. . 
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enables ,he unit bank to offer the client service comparable 
with that afforded bytlle brandi'blink butnot at aslQ,wco~t:: 
~ [The sp!-eadil!g ,~f !i~ks,g~9gr~phi<:a!1y is an adLamllg~ 
to t.he.!>~_~.~~jig §j,rsteU4"1 It is true that the existence 
Olthe trade cycle implies times of universal good trade and 
times of universal bad trade; Were the trade cycle the only' 
~ause' of business losses, there' would be little to choose 
between unit banks and brancll banks-:-;-for all the branche~ 
of the latter wo~ld be losing at once. Even then the unit 
bank system would,"however ; be at some disadvantage, 
f0l1the capital goods' industries suffer most in the depres

'-Si6rr, and they may well be strongly localized-thus up
setting banks whose. activities were 'confined to those 
particular areas. But in addition to the trade, cycle particu
lar industries ,are subject to secular rises and declinC'!~ 
(which are occasionally .. sI:tarp) as a ~esult of changes in 
tastes, changes in technique &c. Insofar'as declining 
"illdustnesare strongly 16c~ed, unit banks depending on 
those areas~ my in r severe losses and actual collapse 
may follow, here the losses incurred by branch ban~s 
in those areas y be offset by profits eaIJled by branches 
of t)1e same banks in the more p~osperous areas) For 
example, the chronic depression of sections of American 
agriculture even before 1929 was one of the caus~ oL~he 
hundreds and hundreds of small bank failure~ wnich 
seemed so incompatible. with the general prosperity of the 
United States at that time. In the same years the English' 
branch banks were incurring heavy lossesm the Lancashire 
cotton industry. But, thanks to. their other business in 
more' prosperous parts. of thecountry~ their cotton losses 
were not of suffici~nt' weight to break the Englilsh banks. 
If, in these p~s~-~ardecades, we had had unit banks con
fined to the Depresseq Areas it is simply incotlceivable 
that the English.banking system as a whole could have 
avoided serious internal crisis. 

So f~ the advantages have weighed l1eayjJy in favour of 
the branch banking system. But we must recall here 
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Adam Smith's celebrated dictum, 'The division of labour l 
is limited b ent of the market'. The market for; 
t e sen"lces of ~ particu ar IS no necessarily limited 
by national frontiers; but there a~ substantial disadvan- . 
tages once the frontier is crossed. \ Commercial law , busi
ness customs, and conditions vary so much from one 
country to another, as well as the monetary"Wlit, and the 
language being different, that banks generally confine 
their main operations to one country ~ Where they have 
overseas business it is generally conducted by subsidiary 
companies which have more or less independent manage
ments. Within a ~untry it is often suggested that gtarltet 
conditions are in fact so localized that unit banks are more 
~eful than branch ~ankS: It is "saidIn p'articular th~t the 
local banker will have direct personal knowledge of the 
local business men, and will know which of them have and 
which have not the aptitude for business and the sound~' 
ness of mor~l principles which are desirable in a borrower. 
The old English private banker, it was sometimes argu~d, 
knew all the ~ily histories and would know therefore 
which young business men were worthy of assistance. 
Against this it may be suggested that the argument '\forks 
in the opposite direction-family history is not an invari-

, ' ~bly good guide to credit-worthiness, and the individual 
~ ~anker may have been 'too J{nw,gIin;. to refuse a loan to the 

incompetent or disho.nest sti'ob ora family with which his 
father and grandfather had been on intimate social terms. , 
The English ~ch ban~~"of !o~~y have ~erhaps)"-ned 
to get the best oTboth worfds in this matter. 'I1.ey en-', 
courage-their employees "to mix with the local clients on 
the golf course, and select and pay them accordingly. LThe 
local manager may then acquire personal knowledge, 
approaching that of the old individual banker, of his 
clients and their families. At the same time the remote
ness of Head Office and the local manager's subjection 
thereto enables him, when ne has to refuse a loan, to do 
so without the social awkwardness which might arise if he 

STRUCTURAL Q~STIONS 
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took sole responsibility for the decision. The local manager 
can always place his personal knowledge of a client at the" 

. disposal of Head Office: aJld, if there is occasion to refuse 
aJoan, he can always thrust the unpleasant oIlUs on to that 
"remote abstraction 'HeM Office' without fiiiming so much 
'danger of terminating his sodal contacts with the clip-nt;). 
I Cfhe a~v~t~~es are thus overwheliningly i!l:fav?ur of 
\the brancli~DanKing system, and we shoula therefore 
{expect thcr more ptirnitiye banking srstems of the world 
lto develop in diat A.i!yct~0!lj lri··tlie"United States the 
no~al.course or development has b~en impeded by leg~l 
restnct1~n, and any change of system there depends conse
quentlY on th,e possibility of a change in the law. In, India, 
k~e most important other country where bankiI).g IS pre"', 
IId~m!~~!!tin..J.l.1.~J}~<!~ of unit bank§.. tliere aieTpeCiat 
'oostades analogous to those which hinder the spread of 
banks beyond international frontiers, and we shall return 
in a later chapter to. some discussion· of that special case. 
Over the rest of the world development of banking systems 
appears to be bringing them more and more closely in 
line with the structure of commercial banking which exists 
in England and the Dominions. 'rhere is accordingly 
some justification for treating that structure as the general 
case, and t~en giving separate attention to the American 
system" aa something exceptional. 

, 

Ii. The Bdnkers' Clearing Hotlse 
. Among the functions' of commercial banks enumerated 

above there. was an item, the transfer of bank deposits 
from one person to another .. If there is a system of branch 
banking the transfer of -a deposit of Mr. A. in Ulndon to 
the account of Mr. B. rxi the Oxford branch of the same 
bank is simple enough-the entire transaction is internal 
to the bank concerned. A system of unit but correspond
ing banks m~ages to achieve almost as great simplicity
provided of courst! that the banks in, the two places are 
corresponding. banks. But when the, debtor and creditor-, 
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the drawer and the payee of the chequ~bank with un· 
connected banks this simplicity disappears. When A, who 
banks with Barclays, writes a cheque in favour of B, who 
banks with the Midland, how is the deposit actually trans
ferred from one to the other? 

The connexion. between the two ~,nk.s is made by the 
Ba~eT!, ql~fl1j!,gllous.!. The bUsiness of 'clearing' inter
bank indebtedness in London is distributed between 
various parts of the London Clearing House, which deal 
with Town (i.e. City financial district), Metropolitan, 
and Country,respectively. There are also Clearing Houses 
in the great industrial towns in the provinces, dealing with 
local cheques, and less formal arrangements in every .other 
large town. We may, however, confine our attention to 
the London Clearing House, and ignore its internal 
divisions. I 

, Every day individuals all over the country are sending 
cheques drawn on their accounts at' one bank' to .people 
who bank with other banks. There will be a ,continual 
stream into each bank of cheques drawn on each of the 
other banks. Those cheques constitute claims to deposits . 
in those other banks, and the bank receiving the cheque~ 
is, therefore, becoming a creditor of each of the other 
banks. At the same time, each one of t~e 9tfleF ~anks will 
have been receiving cheques, paid in by its own customers 
to be added to their accounts; drawn on the bank we have' 
been considering. To the amount oftho&e cheques, that 
first bank will be running into debt with the other ~lks. 
They have claims against it to the amount of the cteques. 
All these cheques which have found their way into the 
wrong banks are collected twice;a (lay and 'taken to the 
Clearing .House. There Barclays' Bank, for example, will 
find itself in debt to each of the other banks as they present 
cheques drawn on Barclays and paid over ~heir counters; 
and Barclays will, on the other side .of the account, be 

I My intention being to give the gt:neral principles only. Details may 
be sought in Truptil, British Barl," and the Mcmey Min-ket. 
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presenting each of·the other banks with cheques drawn on 
them. The y'~!,!Q.1J§ __ am~!illJ~u~r(U~d.4~~,.JIP, and offset 
!l,g~~~J:J._.2.ther. Barclays may then find that it has 
pald a million po~nds more on Lloyds' cheques than 
Lloyds has paid on Barclays' cheques. They exchange 
cheques and Lloyds reIJ;).ains a million pounds in debt to 
Barclays. Suppose with all other banks both these banks, 
find their debits and credits equal, then Lloyds settle,s the' 
account by drawing a cheque on its own. deposit. in t~e 
books of the Bankpf England. Actually each day's trans-

, actions will be rather more complicated than this; but"tpe 
essential process.is clear enough-inter-bank indebtedness 
arising from transfer of' deposits from· one' person to 
another is offset as far as possible; any remaining balances 
being covered by transfer of'Bankers' Deposits at the Bank 
of England. I .' ., ." ..... 

In our example the position after that particular clearing 
will be that Lloyds deposit liabilities to the public will 
'have decreased b1 one million pounds (its customers 
having received a million pounds less from customers of 
other banks than they have paid to them) and, on the 
assets side its 'cash at the Bank of England' will also have 
gone down by one million pounds. Barclays' deposit 
liabilities to the public will have risen oy one million 
'pounds and so will Barclays' 'cash at the ~lUlk of England'. 
The aggregate bap,k 4~p.o.sits in the country will not have 
been affe'cted DY the operation; nor will the aggregate of 
'cash -a£ ~he l!~. oJ E.J1glandi ('Iririkers'Deposits' as they 
are generally called). :The entire process is a transfer 
having no monetary significance. ,The general run of 
banking business in tlie country will normally lead to 
these transfers'being small and purely temporary; but if 
there arises a pronounced tendency for people to bank 
less with Lloyds and more with the Midland, there will be 
a 'contin:ued decline in Lloyds' deposit liabilities and 
equally in its cash reserve. The equal , absolute fall in the 
two figures implies a fall in the ratio of cash to deposits in 
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Lloyds Bank, and a pronounced movement of this kind. 
would oblige the losing bank to. curtail its general lending 
operations sooner or later. But of the significance of the 
cash ratio more anon. L I 0"Sr'\) -

III. The Ge1feral Control oI1!.~nks.O'Ver D~osits 
We have seen in Chapter I that BaOk Deposits are 

simply entries in the books of banks, saying that persons 
and corporations have such and such a claim -against the 
binks. These promises are considered by the holders to 
be . balances of general purchasing power. So long as 
people can be induced to accept these bank liabilities in 
exchange for assets which they surrender to the bank 
(including their own claim to money in the future) the 
banks can create deposits simply by acquiring more and 
more assets. e asset!-!!~. then. helc!.. ~.~ ·.~<>.:ver.'. fOF .. !he-· 
bankers' liabiliti~~_ to _ c....pub.l.i£, The general' nature of' 
ilie-assets actually held by the banks in England and the 
United States is apparent in the following tables which 
are taken.from a$gregated balance-s!teets of almost all the 
commercial banKs m the two countrIes. 

ANALYSIS OF LONDON CLEARING BANKS' FIGURES 

JuM I 937 
(£ millions) 

Lillbili,u, Assets 
DepoaitsonCurrentAccount 1,253 Cash in hand and at Bank of 

England . . . 241 
DepOIitsonDepositAccount 1,022 {MoneY at 'Call and S~ort. 

- Notice.. . 
1.1-? '" Billa discounted . 

Advances ... 

171 
259 
963 

Investments 

FEDERAL RESERVE .REPORTING MEMBER BANKS 

IS July 1937 

• Demand Deposits • 
Time Deposits • 
Government Deposits 

(S inillions) 
15,186 Loans (total) . 
5,23' Investments. 

547 Reserve with Federal Re
~ serve Bank.· 

'l...01" 

654 

~~<$'S 
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The absence of equality between assets and liabilities 
in the English. table is due mainly to the exclusion of 
shareholders' capital on the liabilities side and the item 
. Bank Premises". &c., on· the assets side. These items have 
also been excludedJ~901 the American table, which also 
excludes the large items of inter-bank indebtedness arising 
from the correspondent bank system. The items given. 
are those variable items which are of great monetary signi
ficance.' The division of deposits in both tables is' due to 
the arrangements with customers about thl( liability of 
the banks to. exchange deposits on demand. lDeposits on 
Current Account in England and Demand Deposits in the. 
United St~es are subject to transfer or cashing by cheque 
~t sight:) he Deposits on Deposit Account in England 
and Tin<e eposits,in the United States are exchangeable 

.nominally only after some notice has been given) For 
1 some purposes the two classes .must be considered'sepa

rately, and the distinction is discussed in some detail in 
Chapter X;' but as customers can convert one class of 
deposits into the other without t1;te banks taking any action 
-bank action only affecting total. depQsits---P.i.t is permis
sible to take the total figures for this first approach to the 
problem of commercial bank operations. I 

The ite~ Governme'nt DepE~~!S_does hot appear in the 
Englisl1 table as the British Governm~nt's' balance is held 
by the Blink!, of England, whic~ is excluded from the table, 
In comparing the assets sides bf the two tables it is con
venient to think of the Casl). in hand and.at.the Bank of 
England as equiva1tnt t~ theiAmerican item Reserve with 
Federal Reserve Bank.. Sttictly the Reserve .with the 

. Federal Reserve Ban.lt is paraUeIed by Cash,at the Bank of: 
En~land oQ.ly;a~ t4~ American pahks ha.ve also to hold till-', 
money (notes and "coin) which'is not inclu.ded in the table . 
.But die 'cash ratio' to Which the: American banker is bound 
. It. "'," . 

I Thi~ ~hapte~ 'must accordin~y "9t be con~rd~e4 as exha~stive. even 
in an el~lllentary way. All the concIu!tions are subject to such modifica
tions as lite s\lggested.in later j:hapters.-' ••. '. '. ' 
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by law to attend is the ratio of his deposit at the Federal 
Reserve Bank to his deposit liabilities. to the public, while 
the cash ratio to which the English banks customarily 
attend is the ratio to deposits of their" reserves at the Bank 
of England plus their till-money. As we shall see that 
these 'cash ratios' are of enormous significance, we' can 
conveniently take as comparable the English banks' Cash 
. in hand and at the Bank of England and the American 
banks' Reserye with the Reserve Bank. Should we 
wish to compare the profitability of banking in the two 
countries we should of course have to remember that the 
American item does not exhaust the list of non-earning 
assets. For that purpose till-money would have to be 
added. 
T~e item, Loans (total) in the American tabl~ m~y be 

considered comparable to the total' of the Enghsh ltems 
Money at Call, Bills 'discounted , and Advances. 

In comparing the two tables it will be noticed that the 
distribution of assets is quite different in the two countries., 
In Englanct Joam~ of various kinds form a much l~rge! 
proportio~ o,{ t~ total !han they do in ~-IDe.dca, wh~t 
cash, for instance, IS much 1.QY\'e,r. To some extent this 
difference is due to the quite extraordinary circumstances 
of Amerjcan monetary affairs iI} the present decade, and 
is by no means typical. But sven if we compared figures 
for more 'normal' ¥ears we should still find marked differ
ences., And t~e same would be true if we were ·comparing, 
say, Australian and Canadian figures in, both. of ~hich, 
however, t~e' LPaos proportions wouJP..I)e far hightl chan 
in the t:nglish or American figures-. (,The d~!ribJl,tio!! _?~ 

/banking assets in fact varie!t-cnomiously froIl\ country to 
COUli't~, 'according to tfie-stf1lCture~r. absense-of, the 
money-market,'the wealth of .the bUSiness classes, a.!!d,\J1e 

, general commercial and ritdustrial ~tructure of the cO\lntry.: 
Arguments which an; given il) tenns of English bartking 
methods can be applIed ,to other systems only wh~n appro
priate modifications of.the aniument have been made. We 
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shall return in Chapter IX to certain ol;ltstanding problems 
of the distribution of banking assets. ' ' 

To r~tum, then, to the English table. (Cash in hand 
means Bank of England notes and coin in the tills and 
vaults of the commercial banks. Cash at the Bank of 
England'means a book entry, a deposit in the Bank of 
England in favour of the bank.' It should be noticed that' 
the combined cash'item therefore consists, apart from the 
unimportant pa,rt which is coin, of liabilities of the Bank 
of England. The cash reserve thus consists fundamentally 
of central bank IOU's: In the American table the 
same fact is obvious. Money at call and at Short Notice 
means loans to certain firms in the City, loans which are 
repayable either on demand or at a week or two's not1c~ 
The banks have in the past given' deposits to these firms 

"in exchange for their promises to repay at call or short 
notice~ The firms will have paid away the greater part al 
lea$t of the deposits to other people; if they are called 
upon to repay they must in some way or other obtain, 
command of deposits which now stand in other people's 
names. [Bills discounted are virtually IOU's (or post- . 
dated cheques) which the banks have bought. The banks 
hold these pieces of paper, having given for them deposits. 
At the due date (i.e. at the maturity of the bills) the 
drawers of the bills are under obligation to provide bank 
deposits to the face value of the bills. The bill of exchange 1 

is therefore ~ particular type of'promise to pay, and the ' 
item Bills scounted represents loans to people who have 
dra t bills. Advances are the better-known loans-" 
frequ ly in England o'n the overdraft system-to indus
trialists, professional men, ana so forth2 The banks allow 
the business men to pay depoS'its to other 'People on the 
understanding that lhey will, at the end of three months 
or so, obtain deposits for repaying the bank if called upon 
to do so.f.Investments are long-term ,securities, especially 
British Government and other Empire government securi
ties. When a "bank buys a new government security it 
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places at the disp~sal of the government a bank deposit. 
When it buys an old security through the Stock Exchange 
it places a depo~it at 'e disposal of the persorCwho has 
Bold the security J 

S- All these asse except cash bring some income to the 
~ They are 'earning asss,lS'. Accordingly the com:' 

. mercial bank, aimIng at maximizing its profits, has an 
incentive to add and add and ad~do' earning assets. 
But a~di~~.to .~~rning~r indeed y-~~~~ ... has ~he 
effect of mcreasmg the aggregate f" bank depOSIts-I.e. 
incre~sing the supply. of II10Il:ey. ~hat factors check thel; 
bankS in their increasing assets in order to increase theirl 
income? With one exception the factors can be sum
marized in the phrase the desire for liquidit~.) The most~, 
liquid asset is 'cash' and, in the English systefu, Money at ' 
Call and Short Notice and Bills Discounted are almost as 
good, since they can always be ~ifted....to the Bank of 
England in e~c~~g~lo!.gepos~ts there (Le. cash). The 
other asse~Investments and Advances-are regarded 
as -less liquid, the Advances being the least liquid of all, 
because it is so difficult to shift mere promises to pay on 
to any other bank. An individual bank never wishes to ' 
drive a borr<?wing industrialist into the arms of one of its 
competitors, nor will the Bank of England relieve a com
mercial bank of such assets. II ~ 
~The standards of liquidity which are in fact maintained 

in a more or less exact way by the English banks have no 
-' • A.. this is sometimes a point of difficulty it may be as we'" J sum-

marize the proceeding. Uoyda buY. a bond through the Stock Exchange 
paying, .. y (.1,000, for it with a cheque on its balance at the Bank of 
England. Mr. A has .old the bond and directly Qr indirectly receives the 
cheque for (.I,ope, and paya 'it into his account at Barclaya. Barclaya' 
Total Deposits go up by (.1,000, and when they present the Lloyd! 
cheque to the Bank of England, through the Clearing House, Barclaya 
cuh goea up by (.1,000, Lloyd. going down by ~e lame amount. Lloyd! 
Investments have gone up by the amount their cash has gO!1e down, their 
depoaitlare unchanged, and Barclaya are up by (.1,000. If Mr. A banks 
with Lloyd, then there is no rediatribution of cashj.but Lloyd! Inveat
menta and Lloydl deposits both go up by (.1,000. 
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legal sanction, nor are they based on a long tradition. But 
! they have acquired such a vogue that the commercial 
banks can generally be expected to regulate their business 
,along the determinate lines set by the customary liquiditt. 
(standards. In general, these standards are two:jJ) the 
cash ratio" should be about@per cent. of deposits; an<\.£z) 
.the 'liquid asset~' (cash, Money at Call and Short NotIce, 
and Bills of Exchange) ~hould be altogethe~ a.boue~ per 
cent. of the total deposltsJ Of these two mlmma the for
.mer is the more rigid; and it is perhaps more realistic 
to say that' the banks seek to maintain a 9 per cent. cash 
ratio provided ~h~/the total liquid assets are not far from 
.30 per cent. VOtal deposits. If total liquid assets fall 
~uch below 30 per cent., then the cash ratio is allowed to 
rise somewhat above 9 per cent. "If totalliq\,lid assets rise 
much above 30 per cent., then the cash ratio may be allowed 
to fall slightly below the customary 9 per cent. Th~ second 
rule being a slightly indefinite modification of the first we 
may for a moment ignore the second, qualifying our argu
ment afterwards to allow for the influence of the second 
liquidity rule. We shall also for the time being ignore the 
non-liquidity consideration-the banks' view of the exis
tence, of any unacquired profitable banking assets-which 
may at times modify their action in regulating the volume 
of deposits. . 

! [9iyen. '. th~n., an I intention on the I?,art. of ~h. e commercial 
banks to maintain' a stable cash ratio .. how is th~ volume o( 
DanK. "oeposlts- regulateq? ~ the banks, itt th<'jr desire to 
,add to their Incomes, add to ,heir earning assets", certain 
quantities besides the earning assetscliange.1otal de-' 
P?~its:increa~, while the aEsolute cash rese!'ye remains 
~.!l~Jl~I).~he glsJ!!~tio tnerefore-§TIs as the volume of 
d~p'osits rises. TE-is tendency is apt to be r~nf?rced by 
t~e fact that ,as tota,,~<:p~s}tsifl:~~~se, pric~s arid. .the total 
voTumeoI .transactionS' may sooner 'or' later !ncrease, 
causing an increase iii the public's demand for notes, &c., 
in"criculation~ 'The, public drtlws notes" out of the banks, 
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who find their absolute cash reserves falling while the total 
. volume of deposits has increased. The cash ratio is thus 
subject to decline on two accounts-the increase in de
E,.OSlts and the drain of cash into .circulation. Given the 
absolute size of the cash reserves in the hands of the com
mercial banks, there is accordingly a maximum appro
priate total of deposits; which leaves the banks with the 
conventional ratio of cash to deposits. If the ratio is 9 per 
cent. and the cash reserves are £90 millions, the banks can 
maintain deposits at £1,000 millions.] If, With cash re
serves of £90 millions, the aggregate deposits are below 
£1,000 millions, the banks can afford (and will be induced 
by the prospect of bigger incomes) to acquire more earning 
assets, raisiqg,the value of deposits from say £900 millions 
to £940 miltion~, when £4fmillions of cash has gone into 
circulation. Suppose, on the other hand, that cash is £75 
millions when deposits are £1,000 millions, the banks 
pursuing the liquidity standards will sell some earning 
assets. As they do so deposits decline. The decline in 
deposits may force poorer trade on the country and some 
cash will flow into the banks from circulation-say £6 
millions by the time the deposits have shrunk to £900 
millions. Then once more the cash ratio will be at 9 per 
cent., and the banks will be satisfied. If trade continues 
to decline and business men keep paying off advances, the 
banks will simply replace these advances by investments 
or other eamin$ assets-there will be no (urther decline 
in total assets and therefore no further decline in -;"its. 
,The banks, sub'ect to of 'cash' and the u . 's 
demand for cash, have absolute control over the volJJme of 
aeposlts. The fact that they maintain a fixed ratio simply 
means that they hand over to some one else the responsi
bility of determining th.e volume of deposits. That 'some 
one else' is the central bank. And it should be clear by 
now that if..the central bank can cOntrol the supply of cash 
=md allo", for _th~.E!lblic:~AeI!l~d for cas!t for. circulation I 
the volume of bank depositsJSaosDlutely determined~ - -- - ---.-- . -- ... -----------
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he central bank wanting the commercial banks to be 
esponsible for a ~rtain amount of deposits has only to 
re.ate the amount of cash for circulation which is appro
ciate to that level of deposits, plus the amount of cash 
hich will give the commercial banks their customary cash 

atio to that level of deposits-always provided that the 
banks can be relied upon to maintain that cash ratio. If the 
central bank wants the volume of deposits to increase, it 

J

must create more cash-the commercial banks can be 
r. elied upon to do the rest without overstepping the limits 
set by the central bankJ 

. This dependence of the central bank's power over the 
commercial banks on the latters' maintenance of a stable 
cash ratio is absolutely fundamental. W ~re the banks pre
pared to vary their cash ratios indefin,itely any form. of 
control of ordinary commercial banks by central banks 

I would be impossible. It is important, therefore, to examine 
the ways in which the commercial banks may be induced 
to alter their cash ratios. 
I LFirst it is necessary to refer to. a' peculiar system known 
-!i~ '~dow-dressing' which allows the English commercial 
.banks to vary their true cash ratio without departing from 
the published cash ratio which is considered proper ~ The 
'Monthly StatemeI\ts' of the Clearing Banks are made up 
in different ways for different banks. It is generally be
lieved by outsiders that the Monthly Statement published 
by the Midland Bank gives a. true average of the daily 
balance-sheet, or at any rate something which very closely 
approaches this. But some at ~east of the other banks give 
an average of the position on each of the four Tuesdays,. 
or four Wednesdays or four Thursdays, &c., of the month ; 
mel by :tp.aking the day for balance-sheet pU\p0ses say 
Tuesday and raising the cash {atio qn Tuesdays above its 
,level 9n other days, ~ Qank can giye in.its' Monthly State- . 
: ment a misleading picture of it~ positionJ 

How can an individual bank raise its cash ratio on one 
day in every week? [~..t1.te_ cus~oIjtaryarrangement for 

.' . . 
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settling CJearing H~use balances by transferring 'Cash at 
ih~ ~_ank of England' from the name ()f one bank to .that 
oTanother, an individual bank can. raise its cash ratio by 
arranging its business in such a way that other banks are 
in debt to it at the Clearing House on that day.) It can 
iecUre' lhese balanct:S due at the Clearing House by shift
ing assets on to the other banks. The assets are the claims 
which fall under the heading·'Money at Call and Short 
Notice'. [It has lent funds, repayable on demand or at very 
short notice, to firms operating in the money-market. 
They are called upon by Bank A to repay their loans on 
Tuesday mornings] Somehow or other they must secure 
bank deposits with which to payoff Bank A. They do it 
by borrowing from Banks B, C, and D. Banks B, C, and D 
allow their MoneY at Call to rise while that of A falls. The 
use by the borrowers of the newly borrowed claims against 
Banks B, C, and D to payoff the claims of Bank A means 
that Banks B, C,.and D will find that the Clearing House 
transactions show balances against them, while Bank A 
finds itself with a 'favourable' Clearing House balance. 
Banks B, C, and D therefore have to draw cheques in 
favour of Bank A on their balances with the Bank of 
England. The 'cash reserves' of Banks B, C, and D have 
gone down as their Money at Call has gone up. and in 
Bank A the ~h reserve has gone up while Money at Call 
has gone down. Bank A has in fact swapped with the other 
banks an asset Money at Call for an asset Cash at the Bank 
of England. Nothing has happened to change yJis
tribution of deposit liabilities to the public. The atio of 
cash to deposits-the lcash ratto'-will have fallen in 

·Banks B. C. and D and riseriin Bank A. • 
To un~rstand why BankiB,. C, and D should be wlll

ing in this way to take o.ver some of Bank ®assets, 
allowing their cash. ratio to fall, it is necessary to go on to 
examine the_events of the following day. Just as Tuesday 
is Bank A's '~-llP day!..{the day for drawing up the 
weekly balance:Sh et, the published Monthly. Statement 

'. . 
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being an average of the foU~eeklY balance-sheets), 
so Wednesday is B~nk B's aking-u day. On Wednesday 
Banks C and D remain in the, sam position as on Tuesday; 
but Bank B will be calling in short loans, and the discount 
houses will be enabled to pay them off by the willingness 
df Bank A to relend all that it had called in the day before. 

, On Wednesday morning there is in fact a transfer from 
B to A of claims against the borrowing discount houses
'Money at Call and Short Notice'-and a transfer from 
A to B of cash at the Bank of England. The transfer of 
cash is effected when, as a result of the discount houses 
paying into BankB cheques on Bank A, Ba~k B has a' 
favourabfe, and Bank A an adverse balance at the Clearing 
House.", 

In the Same way Thursday may be Bank C's making
up day, and tl1.e' cash passes on to Bank C while Bank 
B's Money at Call, &c., rises again to its usual figure. 
And so on. The same cash in fact does duty in the weekly 
balance-sheets of all four banks, their making-up on 
different days enabling them to pass, it round one to 
another. 
r The Macmillan Committee's description of the practice 
of window-dressing may serve asa summary of the pre.,: 
'ceding paragraphs: 'The monthly figures published by 
the clearing banks are not true daily averages but are 
averages of one selected day in each week of the. month: 
It seems that, in order to present a better appearance, 
,ntost of the banks concerned, are at pains to manipulate 
their balances> with the Bank of England on the selected 
day of the week so that they stand at a higher figure than 
usual. Moreover, each of the. four biggest institutions 
pursuing these practices selects a different day of the week 
for the purpose~ calling in loans from the money-market 
on'its own selected 'day, but returning ~hem next morning 
in time for the next big bank to call them for its making-up 
day., Thus a certain part of the published reserves of ~he 
clearing 'banks in the shape of deposits with the' Bank of 

I '!' 
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England is like" a stage army:' the same liquid resources 
doin du four tim over in the course of each week.'1 

_ e cash ratio own by the Monthly Statements i& 
therefore a-fie .~ usraito~ Were the amount of window
dressmi constant its existence would be of little signi
ficance and we should not have devoted so much attentiod 
to it. But a comparison of certain figures published in the 
Bank of England's Statistical Summary with the Monthly 
Statements of the clearing banks has shown that the 
amount of window-dressing is ,subject to significant 
changes.z Over the period 1925-35 the bllnks appear to 
have increased the amount of window-dressing when 
their cash ratios have been falling and reduced the amount 
of window-dressing when their cash ratios~avt been 
rising. (The practice of window-dressing las thus been I 
used to conceal the, ex n of the variati40.s in the true 
fas ratio.] The pUblished cash ratio has varied from about 
10 per cent. to just under 12 per cent., but the true cash' 
ratio has varied by an appreciably wider margin. The 
banks have not varied the cash ratio in this concealed way 
in order, on the whole, to vary enormously the amount of 
earning assets and deposit liabilities. Rather they have 
allowed these ~~rgely concealed variations in tbeJrue.cash 
ra~~<? to o.ccur when the s1Jl'ply _oG;asb-nas-;!!ti~~.l T~ 1 

practice o[window-dressing to a varying extent might be 
a source of difficuJty to the central bank if, when it deli
berately reduced or increased the cash basis, the only 
response of the commercial banks was a change .iP-j'lt~ 

I Report of the Committee on Finance and Industry (Cmd •• 3897 of 
1931), p. 156. The window-dressing for the half-,yearly balance-sheeta i. 
not of lue!) importance. • 

a On dU. point I am indebted to the work of Mr. R. M. Goodwin, of 
St. John'. College, Oxford, whose unpublished thesis submitted for the 
B.Litt. degree includes lome most interesting analyses of these' statistics. 
I t has been represented to me that the conclusions are partiy due to 
illusory features of the weekly Bank Returns. But that these latter should 
persistently misrepresent the situation I find almost incredible. A central 
bank policy of publishing illusory atatistics without any comment appears 
completely unjustifiable. ~ . 
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I amount of window-dressing. Experience of the last ten 
years suggests, however, that the commercial banks would 
t<:~p~~4 eyemually by t:e~ucmiaepo~its~ the variation· in 
~dow-dre!?sing ~ein~.-!~spQ.Il_si_bl~ then only for a time
.1~gJ.~~~~~n~~~~~ _o(t)1~.<:t!!lt!.~ b;m,k. andth~ change. 
i.!!.!h~~!!4in-Z.l'91!c.i~_~_~( the commercial banks. I J 

We pass I!0w to the w~rkffig of tne second liqUIdity rule 
of the Enghsh commercial banks. We have seen hOW an'" 
individual bank can easily add to its cash reserves by 
transferring e.aming assets to other banks, and how the 
Money at Call and at Short Notice and the Bills Dis
counted are generally regarded as those most easily shift
a~and therefore as the most 'liquid' of the earning 

\ assets. ~he sec~nd liquidity rule is that the liquid earning 
~, together With, the cash, should normatly equaI 
about 30 per cent. of deposits, a marked rise above 30 per 

. ~ being held to justifY some shortage of cash below 
'9 per cent., and 'a mark~d fall below 30 per cent; being" 
. held to necessitate a rise iT1 the cash ratio above 9 per cent~ 
The commercial banks are obviously not able to choose 
the amount of cash they hold, so that the subjection of 
their total assets and therefore their total deposits to a 
cash ratio rule is easy to understand. But earning assets, 
it might be supposed, being under the direct control of 
the commercial banks s the 21 er cent. of 
i uid assets could be obtained to suit whatever total 

resources t e ba s oug t appropnate to t elr gtven 
,cash reserves. L The signifi~ce of the second liquidity 
I¥l~, i!s inl!~~~~~ oy~r the tQtal volume of deposits, de
pends on. the varying availability of the earning liquid... 
~=-Money at Call and Bills DiscountedJ For good ... 

I Chapter V iricludelfsome further discussion of the effects of window-
dressing.' . ' . 

a Most of the Investments, being readily saleable through the Stock 
Exchange, are -liquid in this sense of being readily transferable; but unlike 
the tWb assets mentioned above long-term securities may be transferable 
only at qppreciable wpitallos.t-which banks cannot afford to incur. On 
the meaning of liquidity see further remarks in Chapter IX. 
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reasons banks are unwilling to alter aI2I2reciably their 
canons of securi and a reat chan e in the su I of 

ills of exc an e relativeI to bank cash .and to the supply 
o other attractive earning assets may upset t e an s 
distribution of assets. [ Suppose the supply of bills to be 
very restricted. Then there will be little outlet for Money 
at Call and Short Notice (since such funds are lent largely 
on the security of bills) and the banks will have difficulty 
in maintaining the item Bills Discounted. The earning 
liquid assets may then fall markedly below 2I per cent., 
and the banks, in accordance with their .second liquidity 
rule, will prefer to allow the cash ratio to rise rather than 
expand the 'non-liquid' earning assets any more.-1A fairly 
clea~ mstance of this o~curred in ~.' when a sft~rtage 
of bills was accompamed by a' rise In' the cash ratio, so 
that the volume of deposits declined despite the main
tenance of bank cash.· • . 
, (The opposite might occur if the supply of bills were 
unusually great relatively to bank cash and the availability 
of other attractive outlets for bank funds. In that case 
banks would take up an unusual amount of bills and lend 
more Money at Call and Short Notice to dealers holding 
bills on their own account) They would be prepared to 
do this even to the extent of' creating deposits out of the 
usual proportion to their cash reserves, !h~ _ca~h. ratio 
being ~Uowed to run down while total liquid assets rose 
above the normal 30 per cent. -

'. The only ot~er consideration which is li.kelY.1QjIlt:;'ice 
the relation between the eash basis and the total volume 
of deposits, in the English -system-;-is the availability of 

...... -~._ - -::c:........ 

I This liquidity rule is likely to influence the volume of deposits less 
Iharply where the banks do not compete so imperfectly with each other 
as they do in England. The influence of sellli-monopolistic banks over 

. rate. in a money-market, in which each of them is so important, leads to 
• relatively sharp decline in their holdings of liquid earning assets when 
the lupply available is unusually restricted. Had the banks in 1934 been 
more eareless of their effect on money-market I':1tes, they could have 
aecured somewhat more of liquid earning assets than they did .. 
~~ G 
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attractive earnin~ assets generallyJ If; for example. the 
supply of bills. an the demand for bank Advances are both 
limited by the state of trade or by other factors not subject 
to any direct control by'the banks. and the banks are un
willing to lower their canons of security. an expansion in 
the cash basis can only be reflected. in the volume of 
deposits if the banks are prepared to expand their Invest
ments. Under any but the most extraordinary circum
stances they are not likely to hesitate about adding small 
amounts to their Investments. Butuf the'casIrexpansion 
is larg~ and the bank~i(:~~.J~l.lttll~ prices of gilt-edged 

~
. ecurities m.ay faI[before long. they ,vill. being profit
see~i~& instit!ltions,J)~ ~I!wjllin1L!g.enlarge_their_stake .in 
.. nskymarket. It will pay them to hold an unnecessary 
amount of the non-earning asset cash rather than al:quire 
'earning' assets the yield of which may well be lost two 
or three times over by a fall in the capital value of the 
securities bought. On the other hand. KthQse.Yery profit~ 
able assets 'Advances' c~beextended greatly, thanks to 
~~P.~(iirigj~de~·th~_.~anl<.s JnayjQJhe. interests of profits _ 
I Ee prepared t~. ~'?c'paIl,cl. ~Q~ir earning assets while cash has 
:nofexpanae~~talL thJlslowering the cash ratio. This 
course is especially.lil~~ly!o .b.c? f?powed if the banKs can, 
~=~ndow':dres~mg~..9~~~alpa!1 or all of the fall in their· 
sa.sh. i~tros.. J T~ere is some evidence .for the view that t~is' 
was~ccurnn m England between I 2 and I 2 . ~Vana-' 
tions in e aval a 1 Ity 0 attractive earnmg assets have ' 
certainly been responsible for great changes in the cash 
ratios of American cQmmercial banks in recent years.2 

In America attention has been given to this possible' 
check to commercial bank c~edit' expansion from another 
aspect. ~aki!lgJ:lpmore earning assets " a bank is in
creasing the risks bome. by its. ,depositors, risks against 
which the.,sharecapitaLoLthe bank provides a cushion. 
Ei~t~.c!jD..KQepositor~. A cautious bank may theref0l! 

I The evidence is gi~en in the thesis of Mr. Goodwin mentioned above. 
a Further discussion appears in Chapter IX. 
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a some re ard to the ro ortion ich its total earnin 
assets an t ere fore indirectly its liabilities) bear to Its 
capital. It will be the more regardful of this point the 
more sceptical it is of the future value of assets available 
to it. Expansion of cash will not nc:cessarily lead to tenfold 
expansion of eamipg assets if the proportion of deposits 
to capital is already high. But banking literature of the 
last hundred years suggests that bankers' ideas on this 
matter are apt to be very elastic, and this check to credit 
expansion is probably generally of slight account. But in 
America in the last few years it has been given point by 

J the attitude of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 
which stated in its report for 1936 that it had adoptfdthe 
principle 'in admitting banks to insurance and in rebuild
ing capital structures of banks, that no bank should be 
operated without a net sound capital equal to at .least 10 
per cent. of its deposits.:.£ \ -~~-- .. -- r 

In the United States arul in many other countrieS the· 
cash ratio is subject to legal regulation, in that the com
mercial banks (or most of them) are obliged to maintain 
with the central bank deposits which bear a prescribed 
ptoportion to their own deposit liabilities to the public. 
As in such countries the law directs attention to the cash 
at the central bank only the commercial banks are likely, 
in general, to be influenced by thesellcash reseryes"only 
~t. as in English conditions, by theirtltotal cash 
reserves~ Their deposits are likely to be dependent on' 
their cash at the. central bank in the same way ;.<;. .the 
EnglisJt bank deposits are dependent on the bankJ. total 
reserves, both being subject to the qualifications of the 
preceding paragraphs. 

In the United States the legal cash ratios are rather 
complicated. The present position is that all memberl 
banks must hold with the Federal Reserve Banks reserves 
equal to 6 per cent. of their Time Deposit liabilities to 

\ 
I Thi. paragrapb ia based on a passage in L. D. Ewe, Easy M~, 

PP·95-1oo. 
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'the public, and 14, 20, or 26 per cent. of their D~and 
Deposit liabilities to the public. The 26 per cent. ratio 

;for the latter class of Deposits applies to banks in New 
. Yo~k City and Chicago, the 20 per cent. ratio to banks in 
certain other so-called resiMZe i iTiCl, al'Ri'""the,1 per cent. 
to all other banks. This classification of cities was histori
cally based on the struCt~re of the: corresponden~ bank 
system. The contrast in ratios to. be held against Demand 
Deposits and against Time Deposits respectively has been 
repeated in some but not all of the other countries which 
have followed. the American system of imposing legal 
. estric~ion. ~Il Epgland. rio SUCh contrast is recognized, 
he rna cent. a I in as a flat ratio to all 
e The . disiincti~:>n for reserye, purposes. between 

; emancf and Time peposits exists, because these rules 
,were originally applied in order to . protect the public 
~ainst banking illiguidity .. It i~ obViously desirable, if the 
ratios are to be governed by possible public demands, to 
hold a higher cash reserve against deposits payabl~ on 
demand than against those payable only after a month's 
notice. But the t~!l_<!encr.nowadays is to regulate_~ash 
!~!ios ~tin the interests of banking~iquidity l:>\1t in the 
interests of central bank control dYer aggregate bank 
deposits. For this purpose a simple flat ratio is probably 
advantageous and, as we shall see below, a contrast 
between the Time and Demand Deposits' ratios may. be 
,actually a source of difficulty for the central bank. 
, '~' Subject then to the secondary considerations of the 
distribution of assets, &c., the commercial banks, in 
striving after the 'maximum profit consistent with safety 
and observance of law and custom, may be expected to 
. regulate their operations, mainly by the ~ize of their cash 
reserves:', The size of.those cash reserves we shall find to 
be unde~' the controLQ( the central bank, and to the field 
of central banking we must proceed after a chapter on the 
Discount Market. Later we shall revert, iq. Chapters IX 
and X, to some further proble~s of commercial banking. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE DISCOUNT MARKET~ 
I. The Bill of Exchange 

A . CHEQUE of the orCIiiiiry -kincf IS 'technically a Bill of 
Exchange payable at sight; but the layman can most readily 
grasp the nature of the :tJill of Exchan~e if he considers it 
as a post-dated cheque. if I incur a aebt to John Brown 
but 'am unable to pay on the spot, he may be willing to ac
cept a post-dated cheque. This is in effect what happens 
when a creditor, accepting a cheque, promises not to 
present it at the bank for a few days. Then John Brown 
has a claim against my bank on my account"and receives 
payment on the due date.. If he should want the money 
earlier he must find some one who will take the cheque 
(after he has himself endorsed it) to hold until the due date, 
and the man who, provides the money may deduct a small 
amount to compensate him for waiting till the due date. 

When our post-dated cheque is called a Bill of Exchange 
the due date is called 'maturi!J'. T.he process of handing 
round the endorsed bill in exchan e for read mone 

e ore maturity is c ed 'discounting the bill of exchan~e'. 
And the margin between the ready money paid and the 
face value of the bill (which is the amount payable by the 
debtor at matunty) IS called the 'discount', and is calcu
l,!ted at a rate per cent. p'er annum on the maturity value. 

Suppose that Thomas Debtor buys goods from John 
Creditor. Creditor wants his money. now, but Debtor 
wants to postpone payment until he has resold thdo\Jods. 
They may agree to settle the transaction by Creditor . 
'drawing a three months' bill' on Debtor.1 The form will 
be something of this kind: 

To Thomas Debtor, London, 27th July 1937. 

Three months after date please pay to J ohn Creditor or Order, the sum 
of One Thousand Pounds for Value received. S· d J h C d't , 19ne : 0 n re lor. 

I Actually billa in the London ~arket vary in currency from one to six 
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Then Creaitor is the Drawer of the bill and Debtor is 
the Drawee of the bill. Creditor sends the bill to Debtor 

~ who acknowledges his responsibility forl'ayment of the 
I thousand pounds at maturity by writing on the bill his 
'Acceptance'. When the bill h:urbeen 'accepted' Debtor 
has for the time being closed (~e transaction. He simpiy 
has to be ready to pay a thouSand pounds to anyone who 
happens to own the bill three months hence. 

But Creditor prefers immediate cash to a thousand 
pounds in three months' time. He can then ftake the 
accepted bill to some one who has money to lend on such 
security. But 'creditor does Dot hOrrmJ1 on security of the 
bill. He sellithe bill-parts with all his interest in it
'outright. Creditor has to endorse the bill to show that he 
has parted with his claim. H. i.S endorsement inCidentall~ 
renders him liable: to meet the bill at maturity shoul 
Debtor fail to do so. When Creditor sells· the bill the 
financier who takes it from him pays not [,1,000 but, say, 
[,990. The ['10 difference represents the interest on [,990 
for the three months which must elapse before maturity
the rate of discount would then be quoted as ~per cent. J 

The financier has in fact exchanged [,990 now 'tor [,1 ,oob 
(due from Debtor) three months hence, the ['10 is his 
price for doing so, and the bill is legal evid~nce ~~ ~is 
claim to the [,1,000. -

The bill isa convenient instrument because like a share 
in a co~iny or a goyernment bond, it can change owner
ship conveniently during its currency. IF the-financier~h 
tQok. the bill from Creditor decided, after say a m n , 
that he needed cash he could raise cash, by rediscoun mg 
the bill: The bill would now represent a claim to [,1,000 
'two months hence, and the spot cash price for it would (if 
months; but throughout the following pages the three months' bill has 
been taken as ~ical: the vast majority of London bills are three months' 
~~ . ' 

I TlJ.e arithmetician will notice here the difference between 'true dis
count' and 'commercial discount'-the rate of the latter being calculated 
on the sum payable at maturity. 
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the relevant interest rate is again 4 per cerlt.) have risen to 
[,99361.8d. He would have to endorse the bill and would 
be responsible for meeting it at maturity should the other 
names on it fail. But, supposing all goes well, the trans
action has closed so "far as he is concerned and he has 
secured interest at 4 per cent. per annum for one month's 
loan of [,990' 

II. The SJ!!!!!ur~3.l.i~eJ.Ji.sfo.unt. Ml!.rket.1 
The .trade. bill which we have been describing so far is, 

then, a device for securing in a convenient form, and with 
clearly understood legal safeguards, -the financing of a 
transaction in goods which takes some time to complete. 
The importation of cotton an~ wheat into England are' 
important transactions of this kind and they are financed 
largely by the discounting of bills. Neither exporter nor 
importer have to go without their money.while the goods 
are in.transit, the money for the exporter being in fact 
provided by the discount market, until the importer has 
had time to resell the goods . .If.as will generally be the 
case nejt~e! the exp9rter J,!or the i!!!p~!1er is ~tp.an whose 
name is recognized in the discount ."?.arket .. ;lS· a ~r.edit
worthy name it rna b difficult to secure mone for the 
bill unless some firm of repute can be induced to guarantee 
the bill. It is worth paying some commission to secure a 
good name on the bill as the ease of discounting is much I 
increased, and the appropriate rate of discount is lower. 
The specialist firms called the daeNing HQ1J.SCS make it 
their business to p'rov!de thc:s~ ~a[ilOt~ for -{" ~um':' 
mission. They maintam agencies in important trading 
centres abroad and make it their business to know the 
credit standin~ of various traders. Having ascertained 
that an American importer is credit-worthy the Accepting 
House is willing to open an Acceptance Credit f?r. him. 

I For a detailed description of the London Discount Marke't see 
Truptil. British Banks and the Irfoney Market. There is an excellent 
History of 'he London Discount Market by W. T. C. King. 
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The size of the 'acceptance credit will depend on the size 
of the importer's transactions and the Accepting House's 
estjmate of his ultimate resources. Suppose the credit to 
amount to £20,000. Then the American importer ;buys 
goods in England from ail E~glish merchant, the latter 
agreeing to take as payment a three months' bill for 
£15,000. The price of the goods may be called £15,000, 

but it is understood that three months' credit is ,given. 
Then the English merchant is advised by the Ameri~an 
that the latter has a credit with such-and-such an Accept
ing House. The English merchant then dr~}Vs a bill, not 
on the American importer but on the Accepting House. 
The Accepting House has made itself liable to meet bills 
on the American's account up to th.e £20,000 limit. The 
bill is then sent to the Accepting House in London, which· 
acknowledges its obligation by 'accepting' it. The bill can 
then be discounted readily by the English merchant (or 
his agent). It has a first-class British name on it and will 
be discounted"at orie of the lowest rates in the market .. 

ghe Accepting House has its o;;ii arrangements with die 
. erican importer, whereby the latter promises to meet 

he debts who ich he incurs. The bill itself is payable on 
aturity by the Accepting House. For the use of its 

arne in this way the Accepting House ~harges a com
I~n, and its receipts from commissions enable it to . 
maintain in various commercial centres the credit intelli
~nce Service which "is essential to the avoidance of bad 
~bts. The Accepting House must be' recognized in 
London as having ample resources of its own for meeting 
all the .obligations it incurs-otherwise its name on a bill 
loses value and the advantage of drawing bills on the 
Accepting House disappears. 

J,qIll~ti~~~ the arrangement betwe;n the deb~()r whd 
has to pay ultimately and the l!.beptmg House IS made 

I ip._di!"~c!ly . .!ll!ough the "Gebtor's arik~·· If'the . debtor is, 
say, an Argt::ntiue importer, he can induce his own bank 
in lJ1e 4rgentine to secut:..e .an ~~~ep~an~credit fo!.h~f!1 in 
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London, enabling him to tell his creditor to draw the bill 
on a great London Accepting House. The Argentine bank 
makes itself responsible for the debt to' the Accepting 
House and' makes its own arrangement with the final 
debtor, the Argentine importer. This class of acceptance 

·credit is called a 'Reimbursement Credit'. The Accepting 
Houses and bankS grant these reimbursement credits at 
particularly low rates (frequently! per cent.) as all they 
have to do is to satisfy themselves about the soundness of 
the Argentine bank-a very much simpler matter than look
ing into the credit-worthiness of an individual Argentine 
importer. The Argentine bank will itself naturally make 
some charge to the Argentine importer; but· the division 
of labour in seeking credit information,· between the 
London Accepting House and the. Argentine bank, may 
well lead to some reduction in the total cost. 

The great London Acceptmg Houses are able to com
bine these functions with a number of other financial 

• transactions of one kind and another-the raising in 
London of long-term loans for foreign governments, for 
example. Frequently they are referred to as the 'Merchant 
Bankers'. Some of their names are among the best-known 
fi"iWlcial names in the whole world-Barings, Rothschilds, . 
Kleinworts, Erlangers, Lazards, &c. The -great jomt
stock banks also have an extensive Acceptance business, 
which can be worked in easily with their ordinary banking 
business in the great commercial centres. 

Once it has been accepted the bill is ready for disc~unt
ing in the' London discount.market. The discount r ..arket ) 
consists of a·number of firms which can--t>e divided into' 
three classes-the great Discount companies (three joint~ :" 
stock companies), the bill-brokers.L._and. the running=-' 

"brokers. The last, the 'running-brokers'. are pure agents 
clOiiig no discounting on their own account. They· act for 
commission, bringing together buyers imd sellers of bills 
and borrowers and lenders of money. The actual dis
counting of the bill will be done by a Discount House-

.... H .. 
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either a discount_com an or a bill-brQket; These two 
types 0 rm 0 not I er undamenta y m their bUsiness. 

~
oth borrow money from the banks and other institutions 
ith money to lend on short-term and use that money to 

buy and hold bills of exchange. They differin .!haL!hc::: 
Discou~~~coIEEanl!:s obtain s<?me o!!~eir fu~ds6y accept
mg; on ordinary1)ailk deposit.l~~~!~nds from_!~eJ)~~lic. 
~hey .pay on these deposIts ("rate ofl!!~~r~s~ Slightly higber 
than that offered by the London banks, i2ut they EO not 
,offer t~e same facilitie!], of course, ~_9. compete in fact oEli 
'f?r large deposit~. '!Ee bill-bro~~~s. ~ep~~d-'entirely on 
what they .can borrow from variOUS banks. Discount 
Companies and bill-brokers are alike in usingesomecapital 
of their own1 but the Discount Compamd hive bIgger 
capitalrelatlVely to their total transactions. Discount Com:' 
panies and bill-brokers alike have been inclined during 
the lean nineteen-thirties to venture outside the business 
of discounting bills in order to add to their meagre profits. 

The money \yhich'the creditor wants in exchange for 
his bill is thus provided by a discount house which has, 
on the whole, found it by borrowing from a bank. The 
bank ,has put a bank deposit (a claim against itSelD at the 
disposal of the bill-broker, and the bill-broker puts it at 
the disposal of the firm which has brought the bill along-. 
These loans from the banks to the discount market are the 
most important part l of the Monerat Call and at Short.. 
Notic~"which appears in the .banks' balance-sheets. We 
'can now see how the bill-brokers and Discount companies 
fmanage to live. They borrow, from the. banks at call and 
short notice at-very-low .+ates:.m .i~terest-in·'t)rder·to -dis.
count bills' at rates which are in general rather higher. 
When a bill-broker takes up a· three months' bill he does 
not secure the necessary money by.bot:rowing for a term 

• of ,three months. He finances his.holding o~_~.bi1l by 

I There are som!!'times included substantial loans to customers J>r 
Stock Exchange purposes; but our knowledge of the banks' classification 

. of assets is still limited • • 
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borrowing fx:om pay J.~ ,day~ from we~k t()week, and from 
fortnight to fortnight. The trouble of getting loans re
newed, the risks of not having them renewed, and so forth, 
are compensated by the low rate of interest at which the 
banks will make these short loans. After a bill-broker has 
taken up a three months' bill at say 3 per cent., relying on 
securing his short loans from the banks at 2-2! per cent., 
the cash reserve position of the banks may change, forcing 
the banks to curtail their short loans, rates on which may 
rise sharply-perhaps to 4, 5, or 6 per cent. If this goes 
on for long the bill-broker, far from having made a profit, 
will have incurr~d a loss as a result of having discounted 
that particular bill. He must, therefore. when discount-l 
ing a bill J.!.lake up his mTna about the prospects of call 
and short mone rates throu hout the currenc of the bilI~ 

e mar et rate 0 iscount to-day for three months 
bills will be dependent not only on call and short mone ' 
rates to-day but also on their prospective levels throughJ 
out the next three months. ~'M~I1I""' . 

What. the reader asks, will happen if all the ~~~s are 
ca!l,ing ,i~_loa.lls ft:9!1}_ the di~~QE~t,l!l,arket? How will the 
discount market be able, at any rate'oflnterest. however 
high, to secure the funds for paying off the banks? ~ 
~ills will be maturin~ each day, and the bill market could 
conceivably raise some money by not taking up fresh bills 
as th_e old bills mature. I But this may not be sufl?cient to 
provide the requisite amounts. Then what lmppens is 
that the bill market goes to the Bank of En land 'Y.hiCh~ 
traditiona y WI a ways e pte bl mar et, at /,ice 
Il will ei~~~ redrscount bills,.ior !he, m}ltk..~. taking the 
tillls outng In exchange for credits In Its own bool5.s. br 
it will make temporary advances (for a week or a fort
night). the bills being merely left with the Bank of England, 
as security. But the rate at which the bills will ~beJ;:_es;li§:-~ ---

I It i, in this way that the bill market sometim~' makes the Govern
ment bear the cost of the half-yearly window-dressing by the banks. See 
post, p. 143 n. ' 
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~unted at the Bank of EnglamL~]] he the official Bank 
Rate, 'which is generally rather higher than market rate, 
ailcfthe b.dy~ces R~~~i~ lp.£!:s!:!!!!-B!gp,e( .still.J Going 
to the Bank of England for funds, although an absolutely 
reliable' resource for. the Discount Houses an'd bill
brokers ,is therefore an ex.p.e.n§ive b1.l_~n~~; and' going to 
the Bank or the f~..t: o(.s:oing to ~e Bank will accordingly 
~~e the ~a!k.~t. rates r~s~.· Thusalthough'the discount 

,market financl:!s Itself by very short loans h can always 
rely on securing adequate funds somewhere or other. I 

This use of the Bank of England as a last resource is 
limited in a way which has important effects on the rates 
at which various classes of bills can be discounted on the 
market. Historically in order to guard itself against bad 
debts, t1le Bank of England has certain rules restricting 
the classes of bills of exchange which it will rediscount or 
which it will accept as security for advances to the dis
count market. Among ordinary bills of exchange such as 
have been 4.escribed above the Bank will only countenance 
hlUs bearing at least two good British s!gnatures, one of 
which must be that of a British bank (in which case the 
bill is. called a ']J;mk Bill') or that of a leading merchant 
house (in whi~h ·case the bill is called ;:Jip.~ trade bill') . 

. The fact that a discount house can go to the Bank o~ 
Englancle in 'the last resort only with bills of exchange 
which fall into these two classesz makes the discount 
'markef 'p'refer these' two classes. That preference is 
shown in the lower rate of discount at which these bills 

\:an be discounted. As a bill accepted by a great Accept
in,$ House or British bank would ordinarily fall auto
matically in these classes. of 'eligible bills' (bills eligible 
for rediscount at the Bank of England) t4e-value of the 
-!,\-ccepting H01,lse'ssignature is patent. 

I This functioning of the central bank as ',knder of last resort' is further 
discussed in Chapter V. . 

a It can also, of course, take Treasury Bills, a discussion. of which is to 
be found in the next section of this chapter ... 
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Quite apart from the~os 'ble taking of some of their 
bills to the Bank of En d discount houses do not 
ordinarily hold all their s to maturity. The joint-stock 
banks generally hold large amountsqf ~ills and these are 
frequently obtained through the 'discount market. The 
banks like, for the sake of liquidity, to have their bills 
arranged in order of maturity, a certain proportion falling 
due each week. They do nQiparticularly want the trouble. 
of acquiring a lot of small b~, ouf..£r<;ft:r buying 'Iarge
.... parcels' of..bjIls from....thc..market, the parcels _P.c::ing of 
~mQ.u_nts and !D:.aturities~!!ich ~!te .banks happen to wan,f -
at the Il!l?ment. A bill-l:irOki1l~ing a parcel -of the 
amount and maturity which a ank is wanting will not 
borrow frgm the bank (leaving the parcel as security) but 
will take the bills to the bank for rediscount. The bill
broker parts with the bills for ever alia'takes 'money 
down' in exchange. He has sold the bills ·to the bank. 
The bill-broker having endorsed the bills remains in law 
liable to meet the bills at maturity should the acceptors, 
the drawers, and any previous holders default. Otherwise 
his interest in the bill ceases. The rate of ~iscount at 
which the bank takes the parcel will, ceteris paribus, be ~ 
less than the average rate at which the bill-broker dis-" 
counted the various bills in the p~ce1. The margin be
tween the two rates may be regarded as a commission 
paid by the bank to the bill-broker for having collected 
just the classes and maturities of bills which the bank was 
wanting to balance its portfolio, and in some slight d..egree, 
for the "bill-broker's name' having been ad~ed'.J the 
list of people from whom the maturity value of the bill 
can, if necessary, be claimed. From these margins 
between the rates at which they discount bills originally 
and the rates at which they hand them over to the banks 
the bill-brokers derive an appreciable part of their in
come. But when we are discussing the present position 
and future prospects of the discount market we must 
remember that this source of income has depended on 
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the bills coming into the marketJ>eing infinitely varied in 
credit:§t~nding, in ~_~!!lI~tY: -and in mat~r!~ yalue. 
CIt should be added that, by firmly established custom, 

an English joint-stock bank never parts with a bUI which 
, it has once taken) Once a bill of exchange finds its way 

into a joint-stock bank it rests there until maturity. Unless 
the custom existed the banks mighLnot be so willing to 
leave to the bill-brokers the (s!fting~\ out of attractive 
maturities. The banks also customarily much prefer to 
hold bills with not more than about two months to run to 
maturitj. ~ import~~t fu~ti.?n <!! the dis~~llnt .ho~ses 
has therefore been to holobllfs 19r ... the_first month or so 
of their curretWy, se1liiig.ffi'~~~·to the great JOInt-stock 
banks as; . with lapse of time, they become shorter-dated 
paper·:~There beingamore"liveIy demand for shorter
date(["paper, discount rates are normally lower for say 
two months' bills than for three months' bills. This dif
ference of rates allows the discount houses to earn on the 
paper they hold rates which are above those prevailing 
for three months' bills. To give an extreme case, I suppose 
~he three months' rate is 5 per ce.nt. and the two months' 
rate is 3 per cent. The discount house pays at the outset 
£987 lOS. for a three months' bill (£12 lOS. = It per 
cent. on £1,000 = 5 per cent. per annum). At the end 
of a month it resells the bill to a bank at J per cent.-i.e. 
at £995 (3 per cent. per annum "! per cent. for the two 
months; ! per cent. of £1,000 = £5). Then the discount 
house has earned £7 lOS. on a loan ot £987 iosAor one 
month, which is at a rate of about 9 per cen~. per anI\um
which would probably leave it a good margiI\ oyer the 
rate at which it took short loans from the banks. This 
profit will be increased if rates h~ve moved downward~ 
during the first month, and decreased if rates have moved 
upwards. The d~scount houses thus make their incomes! 

I These figures are extremely simplified in order to ease the reader's 
arithmetic. It should perhaps be emphasized that the discount houses 
actually make their living out-of very narrow margins. 
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by borrowing very short money to hold bills which yield 
somewhat higher rates,. by sorting and guaranteeing bills 
to meet the banks' detailed requirements, and by.holding 
bills during their least liquid period (the first month or. 
sl5). These profits are temporarily increased by fall
ing rates and temporarily decreased by rising rates. We 
shall have occasion to recall these sources of discount 
houses' income when we are discussing the future of the 
discount market. 

III. The Treasury Bill and the Present Position 
of the Discount Market 

The commercial bill which we have been disc;ussing so 
far is a device for raising money on goods during their 
transit from one place to another. Such a device..cauld! 
1!ardly be well~establishedwithQ!lt. peopJ~_realizing that a 
bill might be used for the borrowing of money without 
imy goods being .in transit at. all., Such. bills are called! \ 
'finance till!!.', and they vary in quality fr.Q~ the perfect!~ 
good finance. bills which in pre-war days played an 
important part in the mechanism of the foreign exchange 
market, !.<!Jh«:_ semi-fraud\,llent....p.ilp~r put out by any 
hard-pressed debtor. The ease. with which the finance 
bill can be exploited by .ne~dy borrowers has le.d to the 
leading houses ,voiding 8l,U:h paper, and the change in 
the mechanism ot the foreign exchan~e Il]Jlrket has re
duced the ~eed for ~od,finance paper, so that. ordinary \ 
~ance bills are not common nowad3Ys. But s0'ir",·b.ing I 
very similar to thennance bill put out by a needyb~{rower 
is pot merely common-it is the main prop of the dis
count market. This is the Treasury Bill. T~easury\ 
Bit! is a_t:n~re_pr~~is~o~ not!?f.~e If.ritish~?y~r~.,, 
In exchange }~z:._deposlt~ .. a! theBaiik of England_.~he 

, British' Government gives a written promise to_pay thr~e 
months later a sum of [,5.000' or [,10,000. The form of 
the Treasury Bill leaves a space for the creditor's name; 
but the ~!lIlli~ payable to 'Bearer' if no name . has been 
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entered, and most of the bills which the market handles 
are generally left as Bearer Bills. This would be unthink
able with ordinary commercial bills where the addi
tion of each signature adds to the security. But the 
'rre~sury Bill is a promise of the British Government, and 
no discount' house or bank signature can add to that 
security. - The unquestionable security makes' it possible 
for them to pass round the market as Bearu....Bills without 

I anyone hesitating to take them up if he has money to 
I lend. The advantage to~~9:()yerru:p.ent of this form of 
borrowing is that it is, on the averag~, cheaper than long

tterm borrovvi1fg~ T.he creditor' c~n l~~d. J~J~ __ ~9ney . .f9r 
:~!!!y_.!!!!~~_~oI!!1!~"}Ed .¥Ro~ e;~~cl.Y."wb.at_.sum .. he.will 
ithen have available. For such highly 'liquid' security the 
!enaer will lend at rates generally appreciably lower than 
those he expects when he ties his money up for years 
(subject of course to the possibility of selling on the Stock 
Exchange, perhaps at a big capital loss). As we shall see 
in Chapter V the existence in the market of large amounts 
of Treasury Bills facilitates., control by the central bank, 
for the Treasury Bill is an ideal security for the central 
bank to buy and sell. And the market itself is ple~ed 
enough to have Treasury Bills, especially when, as- jn the 
last decade, the-supply. of commercial paperl has been so 

" . scanty. . '. '. 
The Treasury'Bills are issued partly t y 'iender'rpartly 

'~'!Q.tlg!l the tap'. The tap issue is'. to~vernment 
departments which have funds in hand. These depart
ments include, besides the ordinary . departments of 
State~ the government savings baqks, the Unemployment 
Insurance Fund, and die other great insurance funds and 
the ~xcprul~qll~ization Acco.llnl',{which'in the main' 
holds Treasury Bills and gold, a gain of .gold implying ._- .. 

1 'Commercial paper' is here used in the London sense" of any .,m 
having its origin in a commercial transactio~in contraSt to 'government 
paper'. In New York and therefore in Section IV of this chapter the 
tenn 'commercial paper' has another connotation: •. 
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a reduction ,of Treasury Bills, and vice versa). It seems' 
possible that the Bank of England also uses the tap 
method of taking up new Treasury Bills. The rate of dis
count at which they are issued through the tap is unknown 
and is irrelevant to ,the discount market, being purely a r 
matter of government internal actountancy; Th~ tender( 
issue is offered to the discount houses, the banks, and
anyone else who likes to appLy through either of those 
channels. The Government invites these firms to offer a 
price, to be paid on some day in the following week, for 
every [,100 which the Government will pay to them at the 
Bank of England exactly three months later. If a bill-' 
broker is willing to take Treasury Bills at say 3 per cent. 
per annum, he tenders on Friday for the amount he 
is willing to take (say [,100;000) at a price [,99 5s. per 
cent., specifying that he will take up the bills on say 
Tuesday. On Tuesday he must pay into the Government 
account at the Bank of England [.99,250. Exactly three 
months after that Tuesday the Government will pay hi~ 
[,100,000, and he surrenders his Treasury Bills. 
The~n4er is~<u.e is· m~~e e.!~~ __ we~~, the amount 

offered being normally from 13om. to 150m., according 
to the Treasury's week-io-week requirements. Each week 
of course there is an amount maturing which depends 
on the amow:tt iSlued three months previously. If the 
amoullts maturing aiid being offered are equal the market 
is simply offering a price for renewal (though of course 
the distri1:iution of the bills in the market may cjJg~e). 
The variations in' the. amount offered from week ~ week, 
are partly reguIar'and-iore~e~~_~~tJi~ ma~~t~ucli, Tor 

. instance~-aie--the< 'seasonaf variations which depend on 
the concentratIon< of·laX colIectionarid parts of Govern
ment expenditure in particular weeks of the year. Other 
important causes. of variation are Gov~rnmenL.debt 
e.olicy (whether it is converting short-term into long
term debt, for instance) and ch~!1ges ill the_t~pA~~a!ld~o! 
Treasury Bills. • 

444 ..... 
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Other great borrowers have learned to US$! ,the broad 
Treasury Bill methqd of borrowing cheaply in' the 
London discount market., From time to time' Dominion 
governments, for example, issue Treasury Bills in London, 
and, the greater 'English local government authorities 
also have bills outstanding. The aggregate amoUnt of 
these miscellaneous promissory notes is, however, quite 
small as comp'ared with the volume of British Treasury 
Bills. 

Before the War the discount~arket handled mainly 
.commercial bills 'and the' structure of the market had 
. become peculiarly' adapted to that function. ~)~ut since 
the War and especially since 1930 the volume-of ordinary 
bills of exchange has been much reduc~~., l:hl!i!;.largely: 
the result-oLtne decline in international trade, which was' 
solargely finaIl~~d by'dIscounting bills of exchange. It is 
also parEL due~~ a g!ad~al c~aE.g~ in~Tethodsof.financing~ 
the mov<:!ll~Ilt.()IgoOds.--Tfie method of bank advances 
or overdrafts overseas used to be, and still is, combined 
with the bill of exchange method of financing trade; but 
the great development in methods of arranging bank 
advances combined with the post-war developmen~ o~ 
the !cl.e![!E~ic t~~nsfer of bqnJukp~~fri?mone cOJIntry 
,to another 1laS~!lit~t~,c!_~gain~t the ~se of bills of ex
cIia~-:·~apR-~~t:an.c~_,of ,~~_ y<?~~. ~s.a competItor 
for bills oi exchange has encroached 'quite seriously on 
ineamo'unCorcorll1nerciaU~ill~_airuiable~, in ,the London 
market: -Ne;'Y~~khas-~~naged to attract l~ge a~ounts 
of the ..£Q!~n l?_m~ whiCh London formerly monopoliz~d. 
pevelopment of bill markets elsewhere is bound to mean 
~ome loss of attractive business for London. 
. For these reasons the volume ~f{)rdl.nary billsoutstand
Lng in the L. ondon market has.§!t~n~f!.om perhaps i,2..5~_ 
millions in" 1913 tq~ something or the order of '",[Joo 
millions now. "ifie-d!~~ .. ~r~et has cot;ne tQ depend 
mare aQ.d ,more qn, Trea.§!!!y .. 1N!1;, whose vqhtme may \ 
vary 'from £40c) millions to £600, millions and even 
,*".-~.y-,-, - •... _-,,:., ....... , .. - ..• _.-........ . 
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£700 miIljq,ns,r against· an insignificant pre-war figure. 
The discount market from being a market in cOl!lmercial 
paper has become largel1 a market inGOvernment paper. 

This change has u,!lPJeasant implicatiops for the dis
count houses. We have seen how one of the f'ill£!ions_9f 
these nrIl).s is to sort trade billsjnto parcels Q.f. convenient 
rpaturiti~_ a?d qualiti~s ~!!4Kl!ar~nte~ th~!llJ?y theIr-own 
endOJsemept~hen passmg them on to the banks at a, 
profit which recompenses them for doing so. Treasury. 
'Bills r,t~ed no r-adi?g;. the b~nks ~an secure the right 
'matuntles by tendermg at the nght tIme, and no en~orse
ment of a discount house can enhance the security of 

,British Government paper. The banks may well meet 
their own requirements by tendering directly for the bills, 
leaving the discount houses without an important source 
of profit. The discoynt __ hQ~s may also suffer.~Qm 
G9vernment debt policy: In the early nineteen-thirties 
the Government, being able to secure very good terms. 
for .long-term loans, reduced its short-term debt-the 
Treasury Bills especiaHy-to an uncomfortably low level. 
It is true that even in 1934 there were some hundreds of 
millions of pounds' worth outstanding; but from the 
.total there has ~o be deducted the very' large am01l:nt'$ 
heta by the governmeIlL~~pa.rtments, (including the" 
EXchange Equalization-Account), the Bank of England" 
and several foreign and 02mini~Il..c.entra1. B~mks, , to 
whom Treasury Bills form an attractive.·sterling reserve. 
All these holders want Treasury Bills at any priceo-_The 
English banks and the ,discount housesl can sectl_ only 
the remainder, which became, relatively to their resources, 
painfully small in I934.~At that time the volume of 
commercial irills was (atso, thanks to the depression, 

, extremely low. ,),l1e, re.sl.!lt was that competition forced 
I Their amowft::u e~trenlely ;ariable and it is difficult to ascertain how 

much is availabIe.I9C the diS-count market, as not only do the Bills held by 
government dep¥1J:nents (including the Exchange Equalization Account) 
have to be ded~ted, b.t ac40~t must also be tal(en of the ,ubstantial 
amounts held by central ba~ ot the 'sterling bloc' ~ 
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the rates down to extremely unprofitable levels and the 
incomes of the discount: houses depended' for a time 
almost exclusively on the fact that rates were falling and 
on their unusual holding of longer-dated Government 

Banks ,and discount hou~es alike have to some exten!, p~r. 
s ended competitio.!}. with each other in an effort to 
Struggle through a difficult perio~. The banks agree- not 
!2J~!!gcLdirectlYiOr..Treas]]~llill:; ~!ld_ have agreed to 
!~~ . .!Q. __ bilbb.rokerL.on seClU"ity._ ,9f..eligible'paper- ·at 
excep~,i()I),aUy jpw . .1ates.The discount houses forin a 
~yndicat~ wh.ich decides at the last minute every Friday 
on the rate at which they shall all tender for Treasury 
,Bills that week.. Competition' fr<;?Il!.-'<?ut~ic:!e' knders, 
particularly the foreign and colonial banks operating in 
London, has from time!Q.Jime. weakened· the various 
,agre~meJ)tS:-Offers·-or··outside' money at lower rates 
than are offered by the clearing banks in the one case and 
the discount houses in the other may occasionally leave 
those . institutions with unusable m~ney. When, for 
example, we read in the financial press that the 'syndi
cate' has largely 'missed the tender' on a Friday it means 
that the discount houses had agreed to tender for Treasury 
Bills at a rate which was underquoted by outside institu
tions, which offered the greater part of the amount re
. quired by the Treasury that week. 
I Sillce 1..234 the Po~!!!()n has chang~d somewhat. On 
the oneliand, the overseas demand Jor Treasury Bills has 
:been increased by the growing Lpndon balances of other 

~
' ountries, and on the other hand, discount rates have 
ceased to fall-have indeed. risen a trifle. But these two 
factors adverse to the discoUnt, m~ket have been entirely 
obscuted by more substantial changes on the other side. 
The ~l!PN_o~_.E0mmercial bills has ip.c~e~sed with ~e 
growing value o( internationaI trade. Wlth- the passmg 
of favour~ble conversion conditions the Government has " _._---
found it . difficult to. meet its ,maturing liabilities and 

-~ . ". --- --".... ' - . 
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b~rrow for re-armament ~ithout obliging the government 
departments· sometimes to prefer ... Js.!lget-dated paper ,to
Treasury Bills, and ~ increasing the total v..QhI_~e:or 
r!~asu!y _Bill~ ~he mBux of gold, by forcing l the 
Exchange EqUalization Account (or indirectly the Bank 
of England) to part with Treasury Bills, has had the effect 
of increasing tender issues. So that altogether the Treasury 
Bills-available for the market are not now nearly so scarce 
as they were in 1934. Looking ahead, it is scarcely 
probable that the Budget difficulties which are likely to 
beset British Governments over the next five years or so 
can do other than lead to maintenance or increase of the 
tender issues of Tre~ury Bills. So far as the supply 
of Bills is concerned the market should not be in diffi
culty.What may happen when the Government again 
finds itself able and anxious to reduce. the Boating debt is 
another story. There are good reasons for arguing that 
the Government must see that its policy does not squeeze 
the discount market out of exjstence ... but a future Chan:" 
cellor of the Exchequer might well consider himself justi
fied in attending only to the direct concern of the tax
payer. 

But adequacy of the supply of Treasury Bills does nov 
entirely solve the problem of the future of the discoun(': 
market, for there r~1'Il_~I1B t~~ prQ..bl~m.J)Lth.~LdistributiQI) 
offunctions (and income I) .between the_banks il1:lcLtb~ 
c1iscoun~usea.. We have seen above . how the businesa 
oTtIlelatter is more favoured by commercial bills thalLhy 
Treasury Bills. What is, there left, in a market l.cl1nly 
dependent ~n Treasury Bills, for the discount houses' to 
do? Treasury Bills' call for no grading or arranging into 
convenient maturities. nor is their security enhanced by 
the endorsements of discount houses. There would 
appear to be ttO reason why the banks should riot ,t~e 
up all the Treasury Bills they want directly from the ,. . 

• Given the general conditione and the rate policy adoJfted at the . 
moment by the Exchange Equalization Account. 
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(£reasury, squeezing the discount houses out of existence. 
~ut this suggestion misconceives The utility of the dis-
~ount m~~~~!, ,in i.nc~ht: lir-~i3 of th:J{bafikS: 
We nave seen h~w tfie b s muc J're er to t e Dills 
only as they approach maturity-and more particularlY. 
after their first month has-run. The more completely the 
banks chose to tender for bills directly t1'ie'gfeater would 
be the average distance to maturity of the bills'in their 
portfolios. They would ,be less ·liquid'.~Acco«Iingly, 
they WoUld probably want to lend more money at call and 
short notice. This mighf conceivably be done by develop
ing the stock market loan,s; but such a possibility might 
,encounter opposition in public opinion and in the attitude 
of ,the monetary authorities. The, other channel for an 
increase in such loans would be the bill markei...!...cand the 
bill market would' only take such loans if the banks left 
them enough bi~s fodt to be worth the while of the dis
count houses t,o keep' in business.' Even if, therefore, 
Treasury Bills remain tl.l(L~t~l~_~i~.~ of the:-mark.et, the 
~atkensDound to continue in existence' unless the b!nh 
radically altet'their-ideasabout liquidity. The discount 
markef-might of course shrink very-much-the ~umber 
of ~s already has been reduced by two or three in the 
last decade! But given an adequate supply of .Treasury 
'Bills and no 'cnange in the.ideas of the great banks ~here is. 
likely to remain a sufficR!ntly wide discount· market for 
the English system'to continue m~chas it,is to-day:"\1.t 
seems probable that the realization of the dependence-M 
the banks (working with current liquidity ideas) on leaving 
the discount market enough business to live on is re'
sponsible. fo, r, the co-operat\ve efforts in the City in !avour 
'af the discount market. U'he banks have from time to 
tim~ agreed' with one another noi1Oiend~!.directly for 
Treasurf Bills and not to take sucqJ:>ills until they have 
passed their first month oL~oJ Occasionally they have 
agreed pn minimum rates at which they would. buy 
Treasury Bills from the market. All tpese efforts are 

~ , 
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directed towards helping the discount market to survive 
the lean times through which it i~-"--"----
~ further ray of 1!ope Jor the discount J1?arlcet lies !!:l 

"the possible revival of the inland bill of exchange. The' 
bulk of the commercial papeiin the iIiarket has its origin 
at present, and h~s had throughout the century, in inter
national trade. Inland buyers and sellers have learned to 
finance their business by bank advances. There must be 
a large amount of internal trade in staple commodities 
which could quite easily be financed by discounting bills . 

. of exchange in the'London market. The discount market 
itself would rejoice in such a development, as it has far 
more to gain from the existence of commercial bills than 
from an equal amount of Treasury Bills. There are 
obstacles to be overcome, of course-prejudice against 
bills, ignorance, and so forth. The joint-stock banks 
might well be sorry to see the demand for advances 
shrink, but their interests in a strong bill market are such 
that they should,on a long view, be prepared to facilitate 
the use of inland bills of exchange. !.nstlliment purchases 
might also conceivably help to proviae business for th~ 
discount market; but the majority of instalment purchases 
are spread over too long a period for instalment paper, 
itself to be attractive to discount houses. It may, however, 
be held by an intermediary specialist i~stitution such as 
United Dominions Trust, which could finance itself, at 
any rate partly, by di~counting bills on itself. Develop
ments of this kind have appeared and may go qluch 
farther.. l 

If all these hopes for the discount market should be 
disappointed-if·Jhe international trade bills . continue 
their downward trend, if the Government reduces tpe' 
volume of· Treasury Bills, if the inland bill remains .un
fashionable-is it possible to envisage a London without 
a discount market? I believe that it is possible. The ~anks . 
would, as we have seen, be obliged to alter their ideas of 
liquidity and their relations with each other and with the 
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Bank of England somewhat.lNow that the obligations 
of a central bank in times of crisis are absolutely undis
puted, the utility of the discount market to the joint
stock banks is largely a matter of adjustirig temporary 
differences in inter-bank indebtedness~ Now while inter
bank indebtedness, arising through the Clearing' House, 
may be quite serious where there are many banks, on the 
sheer laws of chance it should not be serious when there' 
are very few bank~. lndeed I believe that' most of the 
~J!ty._Q,~ the discount market to the joint-stock' banks 
E~uld disappear"]I.thtrlatter entirely dro~_<! ihe dis
'creditable:e:actice~ 1£ windo,!=d~~s~i~g. I~te~-bank· in
rdebtedness coUId beaoJusted aIong"lmes Similar to the 
dealings in 'Feder~l Funds' in America. I Their liquidity 
would look less, but actually now that every one under
stands the responsibilities of the central bank, liquidity 
would be no less than it is now. I 'do not think such a 
radi<:al change in the London system probab!e, but I do 
beli~vJ that it would not be a catastrophe for the English 
banking system. 

From'the point of view of the Government, however, 
I believe that the future of the ..rusc~"'irtiilarket is more 
vitaL As we shall see in a later cnapter, tlie authorities 
have learned to work the Exchange Equalization Account 
wltp the !t~ the market in 'II~ Bills., Although, 
it might be possible to evolve an equally good system 
of working the Account withbut.a good Treasury Bill 
market, there is a very strong case for maintaining the 
present method which, though so newly evofved, does 
w.:<.>:r.~_ extremelr ~~Jl. 'The GDvernment should therefore 
De willing-- to pamper the discount market with a large 
volume of bills even if it felt inclined on other grounds 
tor.educe the Floating Debt.z ' If all other hopes. for the, 

I Member banks short of reserVe funds acquire from. those with 
surplus reserves immediate deposits at the Federal Reserve Banks, return
ing them a day or so later. The process is essentially one of exchanging 
,'cash to-day' for 'cash to-morrow'. , ' 

_ a The opposite course (that of .~ducing the Floatms Debt, despite 
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London discount market fail, the Government should, 
I feel, be prepared to be the strength and stay of as wide 
a market as can be supported on a diet of Treasury Bills. 

I 

IV. The New York Mon~ M!lrket l , 

The structureoiihe London mon.~y_market is ~ 
Nowhere else in the world is there such a well.de~ 
market in short·term funds-money available for periods 
of a few days, weeks, or months. The leading Con· 
tinental centres- Paris, Berlin, Amsterdam, &c.-have 
Borne institutions and credit instruments. like those of 
Landon and have more or less developed markets for 
short-term funds. The biggest market for short-term 
funds outside London is, however, that of New York, 
and the complexion of its business is so different from 
that of London that it merits some particular attention. 

To New York flow. surplus funds from banks all over 
the country-through the correspondent bank system of 
country banks .... oepositing funds with town baI\P;~d 
through the country banks using the great New York 
banks as their agents for securing short-terfi\. outlets. 
in New York. There are in New York four Shol1.'~J~!.:'m, 
asse!! which can be acquired by a b~nk with surplus cash: 

QJ"t:Oans to the Stock ExchanRe;(z.)Commercial, paper; I 
: 3.' Treasury Certificates; and(4:JBffis of Exchange. 
~:.4fhe Treasury Certificate corresponds- to the English 
Treasury Bill, and the amount and currency (term) of 
Treasury Certificates depends entirely of course on_the 
Federal ·Treasury's operations. Loans to thc{-.Jtock 
Exc~nge and Bills of Exchange have also their counter
parts in London. To their relative .importance we shall 
return presently. cCommercial paper,' on the other hand, 
is quit~·p~ to the Unitc;!.§!ates- If an American 
possible cramping of the market) waa supported by Lord Bradbury in his 
Memorandum of Dissent to the Macmillan Report; but that waa before I 
the establishment of the Exchange Equalization Account. 

I The uninitiated may advantageously leave this section unread until 
Chapten IV IDlv have been read. 

4'" k 
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business concern wants to borrow temporarily it, can, 
if its standing is fairly good, place 'co:=~ pape!,' in 
New York. This commercial paperc tutes a claim, 
!<>'l'1.:.l.<:h and s~ch an amount, on_the ge~J assets oft~e 
~.1 WE.ereas a bill of excnan e ~s gener!!Ily th~ut
com~~p-axtiCJJ.li\L!!an,~l1:ct}~n in say primary com:": 
mOdities, the value of which covers' 'the aIn6'unt of the 
'§lI..~~!~,_ or ~~~j)~ed~~y~-the'"coffim'efcial paper" is 

i secured by'-a lien on the general assets of the company, 
Just as debenture stock is. The nearest equivalent in 
England is in fact the 'Short Term Notes' which are 
occasionally issued by very large compaliies wanting 
more capital but unwilling to pay the interest demanded 
at the moment on long-term debentures. But the com
mercial paper in New York has a market in: only a very 
limited sense-it can be placed with any bank which is 

'satisfied with the security, but once placed iL,does not 
come into the market again. Commercial paper IS, by 
C9?'ye~tion, held..J~!1!il_~a!l!r~tr JJY, ~he _original ,pur: 
ch~singbank. It is g,Qj: ordinarily rediscountable,~t the 
Federal. Reserve Bank.' It ,is practIcally': identical in 

;liquidity ,with" the'''oidinary 'English bank advance, the 
chief difference being that the bank advance is far more 
elastic in amount and is dependent on a banker-and
customer relation between lender and borrower. Com
mercial paper may be placed by a well-known American 
corporation with a bank of which it has never heard. 

By far the most impoJj:ant:-.O~ning for short-term 
funds in New York iSin1oanato tnestodi market. In 
England-;i~iiar loans have' been-growmgforsome years 
now; but their importance in New York makes the 
English stock market loans appear quite trivial~The 
main reason for the difference lies in the WaH' Street 
system o[seitIing a~~ transac;tio!lsev,ery. day, whereas in 
London' 'only: transactions in the unspeculative gilt
edged market are settled daily, the re~t.of the markets 
having fortnightly (exceptionally three-weekly) settle-
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ments. Speculators who have bought in the hope of 
risin~ prices . (~Is) have therefore. to .!>.?rrow money 
contInuously m ew York, whereas m London only the 
foCtiUglitlyseftIemenraays have to be overcome. Bull 
speculation in Wall Street is accordingly largely depen
dent on loans to stock-brokers from the New York banks, 
acting either on their own account or as agents for out
of-town banks. The loans are either at call or short 
notice. A single bank can easily turn a loan to the stock 
market into cash by calling it in; but a general calling-in 
of stock market loans is bound to produce a crisis in 
Wall Street, for the Federal Reserve System (the central 
bank) will not take over stock market loans.' 

The ease with which call loans can ordinarily bel 
obtainedjri Walf Streef 'nas oeen"often pomtea out ~1 
a stimulus to unhealthy specula~ion in the stock market.:... 
When the Federal Reserve System was estaDIishedjust 
before the war this argument was used to support the 
'establishment of a market in bills of exchange. Since 
'1914 American banks have been able and willing to do 
acceptance business. U:here exist no specialistac~eptance' 
houses like those in London, the accep1i'ng-being4iolle 
entirely by, the ~ommercial batikS, ··Bank acceptances', 
as the bills of exwiige'ue frequently called, enjoy quite 
a good market, which has been encouraged by the fact 
that they are rediscountable a~ the Federal Reserve Banks. 
The volume of them in the market is far below the 
amount of sto'ek market loans; but is comparable to the 
volume of commercial bills in the London discount 
market. The bills in New York are predonl. . ..mtly 
foreign trade bills, as in London, the trades in raw cotton 
and sugar being particularly important in supplying bills. 

There· are n<L.discount ..houses of the London kind, . 
though there are bill dealers comparable, in some degree, 
to the running-brokers of London.' Consequently the 
market for call mQIley is restricted to the stock exchange. , 

I The last ltatement it not strictly ttue now (October 1937). 
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The contact between the central ank and the commercial 
ba~s ~;mtist-accordingly e Irec If the commer"Cial 
banks want more cash they mus themselves go to the 
central bank--either to rediscount bank acceptances, or 
to borrow. In London, when the commercial banks want 
cash they call in loans from the discount market and the 

~ 
.. count houses have to go to the central bank. 

D ring the last twenty years the London and New 
or money-markets have in m,my ways been growing 

more and more li){,e each other} In London, where 
previously the commercial bill of .lxchange was the staple 
paper pf the market, the short loan to the Stock Exchange 
has been becoming more common. In New York, where 
previously the loan to the Stock Exchange was all
important, the bill of exchange now fills an appreciable 
part of the market. If the adverse tendencies diSC~SS a 
above continue to restrict· the London discount mar et 
we can expect the London market to approach the ew 
York market much more nearly. Conceivably, London 
could become like New York in having few specialist 
houses (such as accepting houses and discount houses), 
in developing direct contact between commercial banks 
and the central bank, and in the loan to the stock market 
being far more important than the bill of exchange. 
Agains! this last possibility there is of course in both 
centres fairly strong public and authoritative opinion, 
and the most probable approach to similarity between 
New York and London may welJ be in a decline in New 
York in the size ofloailsto the stock market. 

Just as the bill market in New York was established 
with the. primary intention of aiding the working of the 
n~w central· banking system; so the proposals for central 
banks in other countries-particularly the British Domi
nions-=-have fr,equently been associated with suggestions 
for the development of bill markets in their c.entres. As 
we shall see in later chapters, central panking technique 
does, to a great extent, depend upon the existence of 
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a good money market. It is, indeed, sometimes argued 
that a central bank is useless where there is no short-term 
money market. But such markets remain extr<?mely rare. 
In Canada almost the only outlet for short money is in 
loans to the Stock( ~xchange. In Australia there have 
been limited attempts to develop a market in Treasury 
Bills. but without real success. In South Mrica attempts 
t'O'p(>pularize the bill of excha.!.lge by the central bank 
quoting very low rate;lia'S' failed. \!!l India the existence 
of a predominantly unit banking system leaves more 
scope for the inlaE..d bill of exchan~, and there are quite 
good markets in the main centres (Bombay' being the 
most important). But much more will have to be done 
before the markets are perfect. And it must be remem
bered that any development of bill markets in other 
countries is bound sooner or later to mean some further 
loss of attractive business for the London market-as has 
happened with the rise of the New York market. There 
is in the world a limited amount only of business which 
can be conveniently financed by the drawing of bills of 
exchange. Too strenuous efforts to promote bill Vlarkets 
in other centres, in order to provide the traditional 
operating theatres for new central banks, might have the 
effect of destroying the ~e in London. That, 
however, is looking rather-raraiiead. For the moment 
we can take the existing structure as given and proceed to 
the subject of Central Banking. 



CHAPTER IV 

CENTRAL BANKING-CONSTITUTIONAL 
QUESTIONS 

- I. General Considerations 
THE business of-a c~ntral ~~, a~ distinguished from-a' 
'comI'nercial bank, is to control the commercial banks in 
such a way as to promote the general "monetary policy of 
-th.e., S!~.t~)]'here ar, three fundamental points implicit in. 'II 
thIs: fiEst,a central bank does not, as a commercial bank 
does, exist to make the maximum profits for its owners;,,)( 
second, -it must have some means of controlling the com
mercial ba~; and;third, .it is subordinate. to the Stat~:' 
The techmque of controllmg the commercIal banks wIlf 
be examined in the nex~ chapter. In this chapter we shall 
confine ourselves to 'the 'constitutional uestions of the 
nature of a central bank's su or mation to t e tate and 
the related question of the disposal of any profit~ and 
meeting of any losses which it may incur in the course of 
its business. _. -

The siIbordination ofa central bank t9 the State is 
based not unly, on the general subjection of its directors. as 
citizens to whatever laws the State chooses to impose., It 
.is based also on the tradition firmly tooted in all countries, 
democratic and despotic alike, that the State must impose. 
some laws regulating the means by which its citizens shall 
discharge their debts. When the State merely decrees that 
debts are finally dischargeable only in monetary- units 
called pounds sterling and that a pound sterling is a certain 
weight of silver (or gold) it is imposing a fundame!ltal 
monetary law to which any banking business must con
form. The State's regulation of monetary affairs may be 
as elementary as this, or it may go into much more detail. 
A common position in the last hundred yea,rs has been for 
the State" to say that certain forms of money are legal
tender· and that such money is convertible into gold, and 
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gold into money, at a fixed rate. In that case it is the duty 
of the central bank to regulate the banking system in such 
a way that l~al ~~der > money is ~~s....£onv~rtible into' 
gold, and goldTnto money, at the ~ and to per
form that duty itt the way mOst conducive to the general 
welfare of the community. Or the State may say that the 
central bank must subordinate all other aims to providing 
the Government with such supplies of money as are needed 
to finance Government activities: then the central bru;!k 
. has no choice-it must finance the Goyernment in the best 
way it knows. 

Much has been made since 1920 of the necessity of 
central banks being 'ind~pendent'. But it cannot" be too 
strongly emphasized that this us~ of the word 'indepen
dent' may mislead people about the position of a central 
bank. The aut~rri!Y. of the State"over-the central bank is 
always iieCessan y absoftit~.All that is open to question 
ls-the"extent.to whichtlle"s~v"ereign body shall detail its 
commands to the central bank-for the monetary laws are 
such C:ommands. This extent of governmental regulation 
of the central bank does vary very much. Sometimes the 
sovereign body of the State contents itself with prescribing 
equ~lity between the monetary unit and a certain weight 
of gold :vtd leaves all the rest to the central ba~-perhaps 
even being prepared to 'rubber-stamp' modifications of 
the primary monetary law at the Instance of the" central 
bank. Such was more or less the "positio~ in pre-I9I4 
Britain, and it might even be described as the traditional 
view of. the proper relations between the central bal1lt~n.d 
the State. The opposite extreme occurs when the "'.ttral 
bank is reduced to a me@" engine for facilitating thf 
financing of State services. Then the central barik 'rubber~ • 
stamps' the everyday decisions of the Government. This ' 
rarely occurtJ"",~cept when the financial position of the· 
State is desperate. Examples.are provided by several Cen-
tral European countries in the early 'twenties, ar.d it was 
as a r~action agairist' the beha~ouf of their central banks 
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at tllat time that the 'independence' .of central banks 
became a canon .of .orthodoxy. All new central bani 
charters for about ten years after 1922@~ct,_,.ed, this re 
acti?n ;~!)Ut more ,recently th~e has been sl'!~~i_I1g 
real~lP~~jh~t th~ __ §~_a!~_~a~, an.~ IIlust~e prepared)~ 
~sert, ul!!I!lll.te control of the actlOns ofltsc,entral bank'. 
HO-W--£ar this tendency could g.o wrthoufthe"~entral banks 
becoming the mere tools of improvident public finance is 
a matter of opinion. 
T~e q~~ti@ of.9.w~rshjlLqf"~_~e~~ b~~is_naturaUy. 

IJssoclated with that of control.. State control points to 
Stat~ iwnerslilpP[Qu~k.i!l,~r ang1!ief"W1iere:iri chilrter
irig'the·central oaxik, the, legislature has designed to maxi
mize the l\dependence of the central bank, ownership by 
the generaI'public or by the commercial banks has generally 
been prescribed. Where, on the other hand, the legislature 
has decided ,that the central bank's subordination to the 
State' is t.o be emphasized .owner~hip by the State is more 
common. But in no case is private own~rship so' absolute

j as. to have unlimited disposal of the profitsithere are 
always provisions. for the State sharing in the profits, and 
it has likewise been recognized in practice that the State 
should bear part .of any uncovered losses. Central bpnk 
constitutions vary very much in thes~ important matters 
.of .ownership and direction-it· is impossible to describe 
a single type as a standard. We shall therefore discuss 
,some of the more significant cases country by country. I 
Variations from one case to another are by n.o means to be 
interpreted as necessarily reflecting national differences of 
view about central banking! they, reflect rather the pre
'vailing world fashions about centra,ll}> anking at the various 
times at which the partic\llar cen~ banks happen to have 
been chartered or're-chartered. Of course, if at. any time 
a c~ntral bank's constitution is quite cut of keeping with 

I The aiscussion below of the constitutionS''tIf particular central banks 
is not intended to be exhaustive. For further detail the reader should 
refer to Kisch and Elkin, Central Banks. 
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the fashionable view, the bank may-be re-chartered-as 
happened in the 'thirties in the United States and many 

, other countr~es. Or the power of the State to recharter 
may lead to the written constitution being superseded 
by unwritten conventions more in keeping with pre
vailing ideas. Such has been the course of events in 
England. Let us tum then to the general position in the 
more significant cases. 

II. The Bank of Engla.ntl 
The central bank in this country is the ~~nk of Englan<\, I 

The Bank of England is aj9in,t-.§tockcoropanymabliShed 
by Act of P.adiament, as it dates back to the time when 

-there was no general joint-stock company law;; The sub
scribed capital, now amounting to about £14 millions, was 
provided froin time to time by public sUbscription. Any 
one can become a stockholder2 by the ordinary process of 
buying stock through t~e Stock Exchange. The affairs of 
the Bank are dir~cted by a Court consisting of a Governor, 
a tleputy.!Governor, and twenty-four Directors, all ~lected 
'nominally by the stockholders' meeting.3 All are nominally 
elected for one year only but may be ie-elected, and are 

, inJact re-elected indefinitely, as long as they choose to 
, I The Bank of England is the central bank not only of England but of 
the entire United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Its 
control is moat direct over the English banks, but the predominance of 
the English banb in the whole, and the indirect control over the Scottish 
and Uleter banb make it reasonable to think simply of the Bank of 
England u the central bank of England. It should be ·emphasized that 
this iI a simplification. How significant a simplification we do no! know 
precisely. I believe that a study of the relations between the En( .Jl and 
other banb would be of great interest from the point of view of inter
national monetary problems, could the facts be established. But this last 
is impOllible. , 

• The capital is 'stock'-i.e. it is freefy divisible into any odd amounts, 
In contrat to 'shares', which are indiviaible units. The difference is 
fonnal only. 
• I The preciae regulation of this voting need not concern us as de facto 
it is purely fonnal business. If stockholders attempted to exercise their 
legal rights in fun they could loon be thwarted by the action of the 
kgiaJl\Plre . 

u:. L 
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-~emain in office. I In pre-1914 days it was conventional to 
re-elect the Governor and Deputy;-Governor for one year' , 
only, the Deputy-Governor at the conclusion of his two 
years (one year following origInal election, the second year 
after his only re-election) becoming Governor, which he 
then remained for two years.z But during the war the 
Governor . remained in office for five years; one more 
Governor served for tw~ years, then Mr. Montagu Norman 
has been re-elected year after year since 1920. Though 
chosen nominally by the stockholders new Directors are 
iq fact co-opted by the existing court. In pre-I9I4 days 
it was conventional for the choice to be restricted to the 
. younger 'partners of a limited class of City financial houses; 
but it is apparent that the Bank now feels itself free to 
choose whomsoever it pleases, not even restricting itself 
to the shores of this country. The fees 'for ordinary 
directors are a mere £500 a year3 and the duties are 
onerous;4 but such is the prestige attached to a Bank of 
England directorship that the Bank is able to choose 
wherever it likes, and has in fact in the last 'few years 
secured distinguished names from a -wide field. I very 
much doubt wh~ther any other system'of selecting Direc-
tors would give a better list.S . 

On the' chpice of the Governor it is difficult to speak 
with any certainty as there is no. established convention. 
Th~ prc:sent Governor, Mr. Montagu Nor~an, was elected 

I Except that there is apparently an agreed age for retirement; 
~ It is often said (e.g. Truptil, British Banks and the Money Market, 

. 'p. 35) that in pre-I914·days the Governors were elected for two years and 
not re-elected. This was not so .. They were elected for one year and then 
re-elected fOl: a second year. 

3 The Bank has power to, and does, employ one or two among its . 
younger directors as full-time directors, paying them an appropriately 
high stipend. 

• Apart from the rather formal weekly Court ('there is panic in Lom
bard Street if the Court outlasts an hour') there are numerous committeea 
and, for the junior directors at least, heavy routine duties. • 

- 5 This does not necessarily imply that the selection system is ideal; 
merely that it is.jn fact working quite well at. present. 

~ 
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according to the pre-I9I4 convention of the senior direc-

• tor who had not passed the chair becoming, if he was 
willing, Deputy-Governor and then Governor. The 
changed conventions about the election of Directors and 
Deputy-Governors, Mr. Norman's very long tenure of 
the Chair, and other factors have combined to make ad
herence to that pre-I9I4 system impossible. But even of 
that system Mr. Norman's original election was not quite 
typical, f-or he, unlike his predecessors, had given his main 
attention to the Bank of England for some years before 
he became Deputy-Governor. Now that the election of 
Directors on the new system is firmly established it is 
likely that the next choosing of a Governor will establish 
a new convention which may last some time; There are 
various possibilities. The present Governor being a man 
of great power within the Bank Court may practically 
choose his own successor, or the Court of Directors may 
make the choice themselv:es. Or the Government of the 
day may force its choice on the Bank as it always has power 
to alter the legal position if necessary to exert its own 
influence. The position of Governor is one of considerable 
importance for the welfare of the country especially if, 
as is likely, the Governor is to maintain. his dominant 
position in the Court of Directors. A Government choice 
could command substantial outside support: It would of 
course be subject to criticism from those who empha:;ize 
the need ,for 'independence' of central banks; but it 
would be possible to meet such criticism and justify 
Government action. What 'exactly happens when tba~me 
does come to choose a new. Governor will depend'largely 
on the political situation of the moment. On the whole, 
the most likely event, if there have been no great legal 
changes, would seem to be that the Governor will be 
chosen by the Court of Directors, but that they will take 
care to make a choice which will not be distasteful to the 

. government of the day. F 

But in any case the field of choice remains open. The 
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election, on two occasions after 1918, of officials of the 
Bank to be first Directors ~nd then Deputy-Governors 
points to the possibility (in part following the precedent 
of Mr. Norman's election) of the most able Bank employee 
of his generation becoming Governor. Against thisselec
tion of a Governor from'men who have been experts con
fined to the Bank of England from their youth up, are all 
the general arguments against putting the decision of 
enormously important matters of broad policy into the 
hands of a technician. Where the subject is monetary 
policy these arguments are, I think,~ sb antial. Some 
people, indeed, would say that Mr. Nor an's work pro
vides ample evidence of their force. he man chosen 
must, on the other hand, obviously have a clear grasp of 
the technique of central banking and of the peculiarities 
of the financial centre, and this militates against the. 
Government or Directors making a completely outside 
choice. Mr. Norman himself appears ~o be aware ofthese 
limitations to the field from which the great central 
bankers of the future can be drawn, and his efforts to 
secure the widest possible experience for the more able of 
his younger officials is perhapstme of his greatest services 
to his country. " _ 

Another"problem to beJaced is the term of office for a 
Governor: Even the pre-1914 'system recognized that a 
year was too short a term:' And pre-1914 experience also 

,points to two years, the then conventional term, as too 
.. short.' On our sole post-1920 experience-that of Mr. 
Norman's long tenure of office--:-opinion is inevitably 
divided, but I believe that it compares favourably with 
our discouraging pre-1914 experience. But-this is opinion, 
not irrefutable conclusion. We must retreat to the alterna
tive line of general arguments .. Against a very short term 

I On pre-1914 experience see my Bank of Engla~d Operations r890-
I9I4, where I concluded' ... it was the hesitancy of an imperfect tech-. 
nique, subject sometimes· to weaker and sometimes to stronge! hands, but 
always to hands which were newly set to the plough' (p. 136). 
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of office there are two arguments. I The- first is the desira ....... 
bility of that co!ID.dence, continuity, and knQlvledge which 
iJ only possible if a man holds office for some years. "-The 
second argument is that the shorter the term of office the '" 
greater is the number of Governors which must be pro
duced by every generation. In view of the. discussion of 
the preceding paragraph I believe that the number of 
potential Governors may well be too limited for us to face 
a short-term system with equanimity~IAgainst allowing a 
man to hold office indefinitely is the great power which 
might be used irresponsibly and the possibility of a man II 
clinging to office beyond the point at which he could hold 
it efficiently. I myself would, on a balancing ofthese con
siderations, support an indefinitely long term of office, • 
subject to a retiring age. The fear of irresponsible action 
must be taken rather as an argument limiting the field 
from which we can choose a Governor. A thoroughly bad 
Governor could always, in the last resort, be removed by 
legislative action. The retiring age· is difficult to select, as 
men of the type we are seeking vary so much in their 
ability to maintain their powers in old age. The best solu
tion 4Ilight be' to fix a common retiring age such as 65, 
with power to extend fer two or three years at a time, to 
the age of jO or so. on the initiative of the Directors and 
rL'ith thttlconsent of Parliament. But these are only sugges
tions .• Sooner or later these problems will have to be faced. 

Problems relating to the Deputy-Governorship are 
more easily solved. It should be understood at once that, 
the Deputy-Governor is a person of great authoritV_..J"ven 
under the most autocratic of Governors. In pre-" .. !' days 
the Deputy-Governor was the Governor's apprentice; but 
now 'Deputy-Governor' is a much more appropriate title. 
Decisions of the utmost importance have been takeIJ when 
the Deputy-Governor has been presiding over the Court 
of Directors.1 The system, which has been established 

• The outstanding example was the decision to ask the Govenunent 
to suspend the gold standard in September 1931. The Governor had 
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since the war, of promoting to the Deputy-Governorship 
an outstanding official of the Bank has much to be said for 
it. In particular the technical knowledge and experience 
which such a Deputy-Governor can supply makes it pos
sible to·widen somewhat the fiellfrom whiGh Governors 
can be drawn. But if this system is to continue it would 
be well to make it clear that the Deputy-Goverrior has no 
established claim to succeed to the Governorship. The 
Deputy-Governor should -not, I think, be autom)ltically 
ruled out of the field; but he should have no conv'entional 
right of succession. As to his tenure of office, there is no 
reason for limiting his term, except that the Governor and 
Directors must have power to secure his retirement .if 
they are not satisfied that his capacities are maintained. He 
is clearly subordinate to theGovernor,-and the Governor 
'might generally be trusted to see in his own interest that 
his subordinates are r~asonably efficient. 

Let us turn· now to the aUQ.cation of profits. The Bank 
of England being a joint-stock company, the £~p!!al of 
which has been Rmyide.d..p.y-PriY~~".l~~!y!~~.als, must 
clearly 4isiribu~part at least of its E~~fi.!~ to its stock
holders. jJ'littnere are two peculiarities which distinguish 
the central bank from other joint-stock companies. First, 
the central bank must always appear to be rich. The. 
smooth functioning-of a central banking system depends 
upon there beIng unqual~fiedc6nfidence in the central 
baflk"sliabiIlties"beiIifcovered by its assets.r.,.The central 
bank -must, 'therefore, always d~t;nQn.strat~ that. it is not 
inc.urring~lQs§~!;J... even if it has been, incurring losses. 
Accordingly it" must never pass a dividend, and there is a 
strong case against ever redltCjng the dividend. If proper 
performanc~ of its functions"leads to its incurring. losses, 
either it must cover them out of secret reserves or It must 
be helped. by die Government. The second peculiarity 
which distinguishes the central bank from other com-
collapsed underi:he strain >of the crisis week and the critical Court was 
presided over by Sir Ernest Harvey. . 
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panies is that the central ballk should not in the ordinary 1 

course of eventsappreciably increaseltsdividends lest it 
be charged with having subordiJ.l~te(U:n:e. intf:est of the 
count!)'. tc;>th~_.interest of its.Stockholders. ~ must b~ 
abOve sus~i£~~n ~hav4Ig ~curred losses and It must be 
!b.~v:e suspicion of ha:v~g so~gh!.I>~~.fits.f)T~s is a h.ard 
saymg and the only satisfactory way to in'eet Its reqUIre
ments is to pay a stable dividend, manipulating secret 
reserves and/or adjusting its accounts with the Govern
ment to produce that result. 

The Bank of England has paid a stable dividend for 
many years now, the last- changes having been increases 
from about 1919 or 1920~ when, in line with the general 
increase in interest rates and paying regard to the increase 
in the cost of living, the Bank decided to give its stock
holders some of the benefit of its increased wealth. Analo
gous reasoning would have justified some small reduction 
in the dividend in 1931 or 1932 and, when we remember 
what was being said then by the Chancellor of,the Ex
chequer and the financial authorities I am inclined to' 
think it a pity that no change was made. But, as we have 
seen above, there is something to be said for never reducing 
the dividend, and perhaps the circumstances of 1931 also 
made it essential that the rule should be observed, even at 
the expense of some apparent injustict 
I Contrary, to an impression .which prey~ils _ in some 
ftual'!ers, the British Q9vernment does ~~ a substariilaI 
PEare in the profits of the Bank of England. 'The arrange
~ents-ror..ptQnt:shariDg are based on the peculiar p,ivu.:ion 
of the Bank, under the Acts of 1844 and 1928, i'uo two 
departments called ~e Issu~ l2ep~rtI!leQt and the~iug_ .. 
Dep~I1l.em. For mosfp'tifposesthisOivls!on is meaning~_ 
iess--thereiS,toi example~ no division of control, no divi. 
~1'9:ilot poljcy. Historically the division was simply a 
device for making the business of note-issue appear auto.J 
matic and for se~egaiing it completely from a11 'baRking' 
~s. We shall return to the subject when we are 
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discussing the regulation of the note-issue. But the divi-
J.iOh is relevant here iIi that it implies a division of the 

income of the bank. .!!!..!4.e_Jss~e. Department are segre
gated certain of the assets of the Bank as ~cover' for the 
n~e,:r.s.s1i~-'Tliese assets are goid and Government securi
bes. The profits of the . .lssueDepartment are the income 
f~J:h~:s~_ as~~!~_,!,~nus th_~.exp~!lses of printing the notes, 
&c. The Currency andBank Notes Act of 1928 says that 
these profits shall go to the Govern.ment. Now the profits 
obviously depend on three things (apart Trom the infini- . 
tesunal expenses): the VQlllII!~ at government securities 
held, the rate.ofinlerest...being earned on them, and any 
cliang~s th~]3ank makes in the capital valuation of. the 
~. Now these three are the factors which are respon
sible for most of the variations in the Bank's total profits~ 
so that the brunt of variations is borne by the Govern
ment. The profits of the Banking Department (nominally 
the profits for the stockholders) sail in smoother waters. If 
the rate of interest changes much, if the value of the gold 
in the Bank is written up or do.wn, if the volume of securi
ties in the Issue Department is changed (i.e. if the Fidu
ciary Issue is changed I) the Government takes the profit 
or bears the loss. Far be it from me to suggest that our 
~!ll~~~._.~S!~~ o!:.~_~Il!~ar~aIik 'dichotomy .is -ideal or 
is even wortliy of bemg copled elsewhere;2. but It does h.ave 
The--iricidentill -effed -of· providiiig . a convenient way: of 
oistrioutmg--the-profifs . arid -1Qsses. After making these 
a""djiistmeIi'tS-the-profits-remaining for~ Bank of England 
stockholders are probably fairly stable. Their amount is 
not known;3 but circumstantial evidence suggests th;tt 
they are high: the Bank of England has been able to 
indulge in an extraordinarily expensive rebuilding scheme. 

\ 

I On which see below, p. 87. 
:t It has been reproduced with some complication in the new Reserve 

Bank of India. 
3 Actually an amount is added to a published figure called 'Rest' each 

year; but this is merely to provide for the stable dividend. The Bank can 
always concealprOfits by writing down the capital value of assets, 
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III. The American and other central banks 
/ 

The central baiUlof the United States of America is 
a sy~teIJl of~b:We connecte~t b,a~s called the F e,deral 
Reserve Banks. The system was founded in 19!3 but 
the period intervening between 1913 and the present has 
seen such changes in ideas about central banking that the 
amended constitution of the system is already a mixture 
of ,anomalies based on historical forces. For,a fult under
standing of the constitution of the system readers should 
look into some of the historical works:1 here we are 
~oncemed simply to outline the system in' the light of our 
general discussion. 

The Federal Reserve System consists of twelve Federal 
Re~erve Banks, e~'p_~v!!lg~me geographicaL~e,ction" of 
the, country as its sphere of operations. The q1?j~;tI~~ 
the Reserve Ba~was subscribed by the 'Jl!ember banKS
in its region. ember banks are all those commercial 
banks which are liged by law, or.,are induced, to attach 
themselves to the system, and such are the laws and the 
inducements that the majority of the banks, including all 
banks of any size, are member banks.}The 1l1ember banks 
have a shadow of control over tlfe functioning of the 
Sy~tem in that they elect some of the q,irectors ~ the 
local Boards-the Boards of the 'individual Reserve 
Banks~' But ~ll fundamental ing operations 
are under the con1i61Df a entral bod , the Boara "of 
GoVe'rOOfS of the Federal Res' ' , and it is to the 
COnstitution of this 0 y 0 y that we need attend. The 
rBoard of Governors consists of s~yen members ap.~[e1 
~Y... the ~r~sid~Et, sub, ~ect to the approval 'of the ~enate, 
for terms of {ourte~nyear$._ Among these seven are th 
"Chairman ancIVlce-Chairman, selected by the Senate and 

I For constitutional questions the best work is H. P. Willis, Th, Federal 
/Userve System. On the working of the system there is an enormous 
literature: ltudents should perhaps begin with Burgess, Reserve Banks and 
theMMley Marleet; Riemer, MoneY Rateland Money Marketl in the U.S.; 
and Hardy, Credit Polidn of the Federal Reserve SyS(f!m. 

44'S 1\1 
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servin2'Aour-y~ar terms. This governing body has 
~ffectYve control not only directly over all the most 
important business of the entire system but also over the 
appointment of the officers of the individual Reserve 
Banks. The American central bank is thus directed by 
men appointed for fairly long terms, and appointed by 
the Government of the country. This system is entirely 
new ap,d it is far too early to make any comment on its 
working. 
, It is prescribed by l~wJhat the Fe?eral Reserve Banks 1 
shall wIthhold a certaIp.p~,Qf. theIr £!.~fft~ ~,.!~s~rve 
capital. Stockholders may be paid a cumulative diVIdend 
of ~~!.~m:..p..~E~.~um. ~/prC?fits not absorhedby 
these .two If....9uirements. Jlll,§s automatically.lQ. the. F .. ederal 
T!~s~ ,\lhis system, of providi:o.g for re~erv~_cap'ital, 

~
aYing a limited dividend to shareholders, and paying 
ny surplus to the government has become a very common 
iTangement in central banks established during the 
resent century) In America the possibility of great 
hanges in profits occurring as a result of the price of ~old 

being changed has been obviated by the Treasury taking 
rer the entire gold reserve. 

The lLa!lk pf ~!.~Ece is, like the Bank of England, an 
ordinary sh~~~C?!~<:!"~~_[.~; but the Goyernor and.bis 
Deputies are appointed In effect ~ the GQy~rrup.ent of 
the day and l10ld office duriYK.,~he pleasure of that 
Government.,1:he shareholders have in the past had the 
iignt"to"e!ecf directors (regents) and other important 
officers, and it is through these elections that the cele
brated '~ hungred ~~!,!lili~.s' have ~aintained such great 
influence lli'the counsels of tile bank/ But recent changes 
have tended· to increase the control exercised by the 
Government and it ha~ recently become customary for 

,the Governo.r to be changed on every important change 
of Government. Sometimes he has been reduced to the 
position of a mere civil servant. Conservativeppinion on, 
banking· matters would say that this is taking 'political 
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control too far; but in the recent state of economic 
affairs in France enhanced Government control over the 
central ~ank has certainly m.ade for an eaSmg'of the 
-inlriliwate difficulties.l I 

In the general run of central banks established since the 
war ordinary shareholders' ownership has been common, 
though there are cases of the commercial, banks' having 
been called upon to provide the capital. In eithClf case 
dividends are limited by law, surplus profits going to the 
Government. 

Where special profits or losses have been incurred by 
the operations of the central bank there is sometimes 
ad hoc legislation providing for the special profit or loss to 
benefit or be borne by the Government. Examples of this 
have been the legislation which provided for the Govem
ment bearing the loss suffered by the Reserve Bank of 
South Africa in 1931, when part of its reserve lost value 
on the London pound's departure from gold; and the 
numerous cases of Governments taking the profit when 
gold. reserves were 'written up' during the nineteen
thirties. 

Two interesting exce tions to the general rule of 
ordinary shareholde or commercial banks' ownership 
are. the aank of Canada and the Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand. 'Both 'of these were originally established ~tli 
Sfulre capital provided by g~~raL.p.!lb1ic _s\l~scriptio~. 
But more radical Governments coming into power wished 
to increase political control over the central banks, and 
in New Zealand the entire share c~pital was com~.t-:..rily 
sold bf the public to the Government. In Can~da tne 
Bank of Canada was obliged "to issue new capital just' 
exceeding the old capital to the Government, so that the 
9~vernment holds a majority interest. 

-.- .. -.----.--- .. ".~ -.. -~.-.~--.~-----

I Some would eay that thie provides an excellent example of the dan-· 
gen of political control-for there i. always great temptation to politicians 
to ease immediate difficulties at the cost of raising up greater difficulties 
an the future. (IV.B. The above was written in 1937.) 
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Systems for appointing Directors vary enormously. 
Sometimes the shareholders have most of the control, in 
which case the system tends to develop into one of the old 
Board co-opting new members, as in the B~ of England. 
Sometimes the Government has more or less power over 
th~ appointment of Directors. Five- and seven-year 
tdms of office are common. Frequently the charter of the 
Central Bank p-:-escribes that th,..wrectors shall be chosen 
!rom certain classes of people.~ommon provision, for 
exa3flPle, is that so many directors shall be representative 
~ommercial interests, so many of agricultural interests, 

so many of manufacturing interests, and so forth) The 
Federal Reserve system used to have its directors-1'hosen 
largely on these lines-and vestiges of it remain in the 
local boards. Sometimes the"diiectors must be selected 
as representative of particular geographical sections of 
the country. Provisions of this kind are interlded of 
course to ensure that the central bank shall have due 
regard, in determining its policy, to all important interests 
of the country. It is sometimes argued that the system 
of 'representatives' of different interests must tend to 
exaggerate disunity within the Board, as a compromise of 

,views is less easy when men feel that they are there to 
watch the interests of different bodies of people. It is 
significant that the recent changes in American law have 
whittled down the representation of particular interests 
in the government of the Federal Reserve System. One 
of the advantages of the Bank of England's more informal 
method of choice is that directors- may in practice be 
chosen from various fields without being obliged to feel 
that they are on the Board to represent the particular 
interests of the industries from which they come. All 
sides of a case are just as -likely to be put forward; but 
there is more chance of compromise where the 'represen
tation' is less formal. Occasionally it is provided that the 
Secretary of the Treasury shall be an ex officio director, 
thOugh not ahv~ys,with a vote. 
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The Governor and his Deputy are more often than 
not appointed by the Government for terms of S~IL 
y~ Alternatively the election oTthe Governor 
is subject to Government approval, the system in the 
Reserve Bank of India being a complicated one of this 
kind. The distribution of power between the Governor 
and subordinate e1f:ecutive officers on the one hand and 
the Board of Directors on the other varies; but in generaL 
most of the power is in the hands of the Governor. This 
sometimes perhaps results from the Directors represent.: 
ing conflicting interests and so not forming a harmonious 
body. Often it is the effect of th~ enormous area from, 
which the Directors are drawn. If some Directors come j 
from Bombay and others from Calcutta and Madras,l 
meetings of the Board are likely to be uncommon affairsj 
and effective power is accordingly likely to be concentratedJ 
in the Governor and his Deputy. Given the greater 
influence of the Governmen~ over the appointment of 
the Governor than over the election of directors this 
tendency for real power to lie with the Governor implies 
a substantial measure of Governmen~ influence-subject 
of course to the personality of the Governor of the 
moment. 

These generalizations represent the position in 1937. 
Ideas about the control of central banks are, however, 
continually varying and the constitutions, written and > 

unwri en, of central banks tend to reflect the ideas of the 
time At the moment Government influence is in g:fral 
~~rly'_co~~~~ra~~e: ten years ago it was at a minimu 



CHAPTER V 

. THE BUSINESS OF CENTRA~' BANKS I . . 
1. Preliminary Sketlfh of ll~1J.~.,of ~ngland's}Vork . 

ThE fundamental business of the Bank of England is to 
act as' a central bank-ti.e) to contr.ol "the commercial 
banks in such a way as to support. the monetary policy 
directed by the State} Supject- alwayS'. to our remember
ing this 'fundamental business we can enumerate more 
specifically t~~~l:l' f\lris.!i()!1~ .. ~~l.t~_~~~ . ()f~rig~a~~ 
as Jl) note-Issumg; ~). acting as. the bankers j ba?k; 

J.3) acting as the Government's banker ;J4) condu,cty.tg a 
,small amount of or~inary banking business ; Jsf'f>eing 
the ultImate source of funds for the discount market. 
Not all these functions are esse~ti:il to its position' as 
central bank; it may- even, "be argued that one Qr two of 
them are hindrances. -A veil of secrecy s~rrounds' many 
of its mo~t interestingoptrations; but to some axpount of 
publl<:itY,it is forced''Qy .t~e,Acts o~ 1844 and I928,.under 
which is issued a weekly bal~nc::e sheet, called the Bank 
Return. L~t us look at the Bank Return and examine its 
.' . . . 

.' varioqs items: . 
BANK OF.~GLAND • 

Return for week ending Wednesday; July 28, 1937 . ~, . ,. . 
Issue Department 
~ . ,---.~.--------, 

, Notes Issued: 
. In Circulatibn ~98'3 .'71~ 
In Banking Depart-

'ment • ,061,9.15 '" ." .. 

Govenurient pebt 
.other Government 

t)ecuriHes . 
Other Securities 

ount of Fidu iary 

11,015,180 

185;134,969 
, 3,835,808 

l Issue. . .• 200,000,006 
Gold Coin and' Bul-
·liQn . .. ," • : 326,406,625 

526,406,625 

I The most important disc~ssionsof central 'banking are to be found 
in Keynes, Treatise on Monry, vol. ii (esp. chaps. xxv; xpii, and xxxiii), 
and Hawtrey, The Art of Central Banking (esp. the title essay). 
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Btmking Department 

l.. l. 
Proprieton' Capital. 

Rest '. Public: Depoeita 
Other Deposita: 
Banken I04.%S9.%33 
OtherAs;-

14.SS3,OOO 
3,SSI,S3% 

lo,S%8,7%3 

counta 37,3%%,336 • 
--.--- 141.S81 ,S69 

••• 

Government Securi-
tiea • 

Other Securities: 
Discounts and Ad-

vances 5.8il,909 
Securities %O,81S043S 

. 'Z~%7.344 
Notea • . \A,067,91S 
Gold ~ Silver Coin 1,I09.S43 

170 .%14,8%4". 

, Reference has been made to the dichotomy "of the Bank's 
accounts, I-an old system not now of real significance. 
l) The Note Issue is" regulated by the Currency and. B3.nk 
Notes Act of 1928.~· To the principles .which should 
govern the note issue we shall return later·; here we are 
coIicerned only.with\he Jegai erovisions and the ~ccoun-' 
tancy arrangements of the Balik. U ndei th~ Act, of 1928 
the Bank is aI.lowed to issue.8 cenain amount ~of notes· 
agaimfsecurities 'held, and ~n- i"m~~Qr:tjt~.~!llo.~niagflinst 
W.I<J. The i~;,-~_!g~in~p;~~~Ii~~s is ... called~'d .. ~iQTy 
Issue. Its amount was In. the. Act fixed at 260 11110n8; 
subject to the Treasury being alrowea~ . -- - plication 
from.the Bank, tp raise or lower it. If the amount has 
been 80 raised a·Dove £260 .. millions for' two. years the 
increase becomts subject to rewew by- Parliament. . At 
present the' FiduCi:lry Issue stands at £200' millions:. 
The issue against gold-is limited by the amount of gold 
hel~ in the .Bank's vaults·, the gold being valued for _this 
purpose at l.J 171. loltl. I'e.~_standardoun~e (s1.Jard 
gold is eleven-twelfths .fine. The e.ntry Gold Coin and 
Bullion 3,,2 IOns 0 t rcfor~ means that the Bank. 
holds a weight of gold which: when valued at £3 17s. lo!d. . . 

I See pp. 7')-80 above. • Since the above WBI -written the forma 
have been considerably altered by the Currency and Bank Notea Act of 
1939- The following para~phs must therefore be regarded as describing. 
the 1928-39 Iystem. It may. however. be said that the 1939 Act brought 
the fonna more J=(osely into conformity w'ith the pFinciples of the de facto 
aystem which ia here deac:nbed. ' , 
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pet standard ounce, is worth the [,326 millions odd. ~ere 

1:e gold valued at the prQl'ailing market-price the figure 
ould be far above [,500 millions) Given a F411}Ciaiy 
ssU(~ of [,206 millions and gold valued'(at thelegaYprice) 

at .[,326 millions, the Bank ·is empowered by l~w to issue 
notes to the total value [,526 ~_iJ!~~~. These notes are 
~ctually printed: ~[,4?~ .. rilgrr~~~. ar~ ~I.!~circulatioll (which 
mclud,es those 10 the tills of the JOlnt-stock banks) and 
. [,28 millions are lying idle in the Bank of England (in 

. the .'Banking Department'). The notes in "the Banking 
Departme~t thus represent the uOllsed potjion. of the; 
Bank's maximum legal issue: the £28 millions indicates 
the amqunt by which the circulatio·n could b~ increased, or 
the gold held by the Bank reduced, without the law being 
broken or the Fiduciary Iss.ue altered. ' •. 

On the assets side of thee Issue 'Department the item 
Gold Coin and Bullion is already explained.-The other 
items are the secUJ"ities held llgainst.lhe· Fiducjary Issue. 
The first item, GovtTnment Debt, is a book entry that the 
Government has borrowed so much directly from the 
Bank. It dates 'from the'.earliest days of die Bank, when 
the latter was' allowed to issue notes to a. certain amount'i£ 
Itl~ht that amount to the Government .. Other Government 
Securities are simply Governme~t debts recorded in the 
form of bonds, &c~: while 'Other Securities' are similar 
bonds but of the Indian Government and other borr~wel's 

. of very high credit standing. .: 
In the Banking Department,:!'roprie.tors' Capital is the 

amount of capital subscribed by the stOCkholders of the 
Bank from tiple to time. -The ·Kerr is 'undistributed 
profit-reserve capital we· can call it. These two items 
have no monetary signifiqmce. The item PJlblic Dep'osits 
shows the balance of the main British Governmenl: 
acc~unts-including the Exchequer, Savings BankS', CQin .. 
missioners of National pebt, .and Dividend Accounts, &c. 
·An increase\ in this item'means that the Government is, 
on current. and capita1~ transactions together" having more 
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money paid to ~t thai{' it is paying to members of the 
public, and vice versa.}' II!. Other Deposits there is in
eluded the very important sub-item !Jankers' Deposits. 
This sub-item shows the .balances at the Balik of Englalli1 
of the commercial banks. These balances are neither 
more nor less than book entri~ at the Bank of England 
showing that the various banks have the right" to draw 

. cheques on the Bank of Englapd to those imounts. We 
have seen, in discussjng commercial banking; .how these 
balances at" the Bw of England arc;. ~garded as Cash 
reserves by the commercial banks. In so far as "these 

" latter· regulate their. lending policies by reference to the 
size of their cash r!serves, the size of the sub-item.· 
Bankers' Deposits in the Bank Return is an ind~of the 
j>Dtentiaf total supply of m.oney. )The sub-item .,Q!!!!r. 
Account!, shows thO' balances of tho Bank of England's 
Oraiilary banking customers. Among these are other 
governments (the. Indian- G<?vemmenfl. Account being 
pne of the biggest) and foreign and British Empire b;mls 
(among them several central banks r There are also th~ 
balances of a few great comptnies an,.d.long-established 
tnerchant houses for who~ the Bank of England was 
acting as ordinary banker long before it was suggested 
that such businbs was got the proper field of the Bank 
of England. Just as some people bank with Barclays, or 
the Midland, so others bank with the Bank of England: 
lYe shall return later to the question .,?f the advisability 
of the central bank having an ordinary banki~ business 
in addition to ~ central banking functions) q--~e 
moment we may ·remembe. that this sub-item is ~lot an 
item of central banking business a!ld,. so tong as it varies 
as little as it does nowad~ys, it is not of any monetary 
significance: The Bank does hot accept any new private 

. customers, an~ the b~l~ces of its .established customers 

. I I have for the lake ~f simplicity excluded the ~ther possibilities: that 
it had borrowed from the Bank. ·or iWl transferred money from accounts 
in other banb. • 

4ul 
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are v~ry small relatively to the total volume of bank 
deposits in the country. When we are· calculating the 
total supply of. bank deposits in the country we should, 
strictly speaking, .add to the deposit liabilities of the com
merci~l banks the ite~s Public peposits and Other 
Deposits. (Other Accounts) in .the Bank of England 
Return.' Bankers' Deposits at the Bank of England, on 
the other hand, form no part of the supply of bank money 

. w,hich 'anybody can transfer for the flettlement of his 
debts. I ~blic Deposits and Other Accounts show the 
Bank of England as an ordinary bank; ~~nke~/'Deposits 
sh~:ws it functioning as the bankers' bank) And, just as the 
publiG cann9t change the total supply of money but only 
'effect a change in.it~ comp()sition,so the commercial banks 
cannot change the tptaf supply of cash, though they may 
take the initiative to change its composition. I ( 

Turning now to the assets side of the Banking Depart
~s accounts, wefj.nd an item Government Securities .. 
Thi~ shows the Bank's holding, in its Bankiag Depart
ment, of British Gpvernment bonds" Treas.ury B~lls, &c. 
It is. broadly parallel to the item- Inyestments jn th~ 

,balance sheets of the commercial banks. It can be 
changed at any time on the initiative 'of the Bank, whi~h 
can buy or sell such securities, through the Stock Ex
change, or' (in the case of Treasury Bills) in the discount 

. market, or it can deal with the British Government 
directly; as when it makes ~Ways and Means Advances',' 
of" the otdinary bal'l.king IClan . t"pe , to the Government. 
The ,item Other Securities is subdivide~-.into Discounts ' 
and Advanc~s: and Securities:" Tnese nyo·sub-1J:ems may' 
contain i~en1:i,cal or practically identical.~ssets: but there 
is 'between them the significa,nt distinction~hat Di1kounts 
and Advances jepresents assets acquired by the Bank bn 
eligible assets .. b,eing offered to if, in exchaI\ge for baJ,al1ces . 

, ,. . . 
!'1hey can be drawn. upoA for the settlement of inter-bapk debts; but 

. this cause's" no change in the total supply of money-cash is merely trans-
ferred frdtn o~e hank to another. ' \ 
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with it, while Securities represents assets acquired by the 
Bank when it has gone to the appropriate market and 
lought assets, giving in exchange balances with 'itself. 

Some further explanation of the ways in which these 
two items may change \yill help. us to understand .much 
of the Bank of England's technical operatiomi., Under 
Discounts and Advances there Are {our items, ihe-indf
vidual magnItudes of which we do not know. Some of 
them are fre uentl zero. First there are two· items arisin 
out 0 t e an so s. These two 
items are,' ills of exchange discounted outfight for th~ 
Bank's own customers, and advances made either»y 
overdraft or loan to the Bank's own customers.,.7'he 
other two items show similar trin~acti~ns arising, not out' 
-of the Bank's ordinary banking business with ordinary 
customers, but out of its. relations :with the discollnt 
market. This distinction between the' Bank's ordinary 

. customers and the members of the discount market should 
not be understood to imply that the memb~rs of.the dis
count market ~re not in any sense 'customers' of the Bank 
of. England. The discount houses do in fact normally 
keep some sort 'df account open at 'the Banli of England,. 
b~t the Bank's relations with them are of a .siKnificance 
entirely different from that of its relations with those non
financial houses and individuals who bank witli the Bank 

to of England as though it were an ordinary ba~.· The 
third and fourth items under Discounts and Advances are 
then bills cliscoflnted on having been )jrought to the Bank 

. by discount houses wanting to' rediscount them, taking 
balances at the 'Bank in exchange, and advasl:ces ~·~-to 

. t.he discount hopses on their.having gone to the. Bank of' 
England and ltftwith it ac.ceptable collateral security.. 
Titere.:are important differences between the terms on 
'which;the' Bank will do discount and adxances business 
for the discount houses' and the i.eTms it offers to its 
ordinary customers. With its ordinary . customers, the 
security offer~d, the grade and currency of bills discounted 
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and so forth, are not fixed by published rules, though the 
Bank probably (like any other bank) has its private rules 
on the matter. :aut to all appearances each transaction 
is a matter for direct negotiation. The same applies to 
the rates of interest and discount charged to the ordinary 
customers. Rates charged by other institutions will guide 
the general level of' the rates charged by the Bank, but 
i~ is free to determine the. rate for each transaction by 
negotiation. Transactions with the discount houses, on . 
the other hand, are governed by fixed and published 
niles. The bills brought .for rediscount or as collateral 
security. for advances must bear two reputable British 
names; of which .one (the acceptor's) must be a bank or 
other financial house of the highest standing. Their 
currency to maturity is generally limited to three months, 
though th~ 'Bank prefers bills 'nearer to maturity. The 
rate at which bills can be rediscounted at. the Bank is 
the celebrated Bank Rate, a rate fixed eyeryThursday by . 
the weekly Court of Directors, or. on special occasions 
at a specialCourtl I This Bank Rate is normally above 
the rate J:1lling in the opeh market. The rate charged for . 
ad~s (which run usuany for o~week or a fortnight) 
is l per cent .. above Bank Rate. Whether tne discoun~ 
houses rediscount bills at the Ba or ·obtain' advances, 
the rate. 'which they have tQ pay for the accortup.odation 
is norma.lly higher than the r. ate Whi~ has been prevailing 
in. the market-it is 'a 'penal rate'. Accordingly, wh~n 
the discount houses do go to the Ba -'when the market 
is in the Bank' as the phrase goes-rates in the market 
lend to riSe!. For the discount houses ~aving .to secure· 
moJ?,ey at unusually high rates will only discoutlt new 
bills at rates 'which ·'Yill compensate theifl. for the high 
·c.Q~Lof obtaining the money with .which to buy t~em .. 

" .. . 
t.' • 

I I know of no evwel'lCe of the Bank nowadays charging a higher rate 
,lhan the.'official Bank Rate, tliough this is nominally the 'm~imum' rate· ... 
For.the .som.whatdiffereil pre-I9I4 positio~ see ,my Balik of England 
OhPrnt1·rm~ TRno-Ttl7.d • 4 
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A rise in the item Discounts and Advances may mean 
only that the Bank of England has been lending rather 
more than usual to its private customers; but such a 
chang~ is unlikely to be large. Or it may mean (indeed, if 
the rise is great, is sure to mean) that the market is in the 
Bank,(i.e~ that the discount houses have been forced to 
obtain money from the Bank ,of England, either by taking 
bills to be rediscounted or by obtaining advances, the 
rate in the open market in either case tending to be 
forced up by the penal rates charged at th~ank of 
England: ~~ch a rise in Discounts and.Advances is most 
probably t~e result of the commercial banks finding their 
cash ratios below the desired fi~res ~d calling in .their 
Joana from the discount market:) ~f all the banks are call
ing in together, the discount markttt can only obtain the 
money from the Bank of'England. Now ·it is·absolutely 
fundamental to the Bank's positi0n as a central oirik that 
it should always l?e prepared to lend to the market when 
called upon. It must never refus~ to help the market. It 
ca~ charge whatever rate it thinks fi~ but it m.ll!t lend. 
It is the lender o/last resort. . 
, The second part Sf the general item Other Securities 

is called SeCurities. It consists of non-British Government 
bills, bonds, &c.; which the Bank of England can select 
as it pleases, and which the Bank has acquired on its own 
inltiativ~~· Included in jt are the shares and'debepture 
stock whick the Bank has obtained when helping !o 
found new institution~ like Unitecf Dominions Trust, 
.the Bankers' Industrial Development Company, and its 
own subsidiary, Securities Management Trust. r2er~ 
may b~ -at times some ordinary bills of e.xchange; but in' 
these post-1920 days of scarce ,commerCial 'Paper it is in,
conceiyable that the Bank would seek such paper in.t~e 
market, when there !Ire ample Treasury nills for its'pur
posea. Any bonds of other Govet:nments (e.g. the Indian 
Govern.m¢nl) not 'held in· the -Issue Department .would 
appear under this '1\1b-headin~ .. If the Bank Of England 

, . . 
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at any time took up debentures of any of its private 
custQmers-some of which are great joint-stock com
panies-those debentures would be entered under this 
sub-heading Securities. 

The next item on the assets side is Notes. These have 
already appeared on the liabilities side in the Issue 
Department and are thus merely a cross-entry which . 
WQuid be omitted on both sides if the accounts of the two 
departments were amalgamated.! The item shows tq.e 
unused power of note-issue of the Bank, given the sizeot 
the gold stock and of the Fiduciary Issue. The last item, 
a very small one, is Gold and .silver Coin, and nowadays 
consists only of silver coin held ready for issue to the 
commercial banks' as they require it for meeting public 
demands for small change. 

The magnitude .of many of these items is superficially, 
the result, not of any of the Bank's actions, but of its 
acting as required by ~ts customers-the' commercial 
banks, the British Government,. and others-and by 
accepting its duty as le;nder of lasrtesort. But Borne of 
the items-Government Securities mQst plainly--cannot 
be explained even sup'erficially in this way. The Bank 
clearly' is not passive. And, even when the initiation of 
a transaction comes not from the Bank but from some 

, outsiQe source, the Bank can affect the course of its busi
ness by manipulating the terms on which it will do the 
business. Th~ Bank is certainly not a purely passiv~ 
institution opening its doors and waiting to be told what 
to do bY'lts three .Classes of customers. To the ways in 
which it takes the initiative and the technical results of 
its actions we m:ust now turn;, .. . . . 
" II. The Bank of Engiand as Controller of Cash Reserves 
:-." It has been said above that it. is the business of 'he 
Bank of England to control the 'commercial 6anks: L!,is 

I Foran ex~ple of such amalgamation of accounts, see Report of th, 
Committee on Finane, and Industry (emd. 3897 of 193 1), p. 14S· 

t ' . 
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control of the commercial banks is based on two factors
the commercial banks' system of allowing the size of their 
cash reserves to have great influence over their most 
important operations,and the central bank's control over 
the supply of cash.:J The former has already been ex
plained in Chapter II. It is now our task to explain the 

• way in which the Bank of England controls the absolute 
supply of cash. ~ ~/. 

What is 'cash'? There are two forms of caShrThe first 
is any more widely acceptable form of money into which 
people may wish to change their less widely acceptable 
bank deposits. The seconeJ form is any other claim (or 
asset) which the commercial banks choos~ to regard as 
eqb.ivalent to the first formLThe 'liquidity'~o! a _b~n!t is \ 
its . ability !oexchange deposits for.~sQjirtlie ~t form . 
~hen demanded by the public:] The second form of cash 
·consists of anythiI)g which a commercial bank considers 
as liquid as the first form. These definitions are extremely 
awkward; but they are, I believe, as little awkward as is 
consistent with true "general statement of the present 
position. When we tum from the general definitions to 
apply them to~nglish conditions our statements b .. ecome. 
more familiar _Cash of the first f~rm consists of a~, legal 
tender m..Qn~ ;nru and copper-coin and Bank o( 
England notes-that being the most widely acc~ptable 
form of money. Cash of the se.£ond fonn consists of the 
Bankers' Deposits_at the Bank of. Engla.I)d:,\In the co~se 

.01 decade after- decade of trust m the B~ o~ England 
there has arisen, as a result of the Bank of England always 
having it in its power to offer its own notes in e~:~lge 

. for deposit claims entered ·in its books, the tradition that 
. the Bankers' Deposits are as useful to the commercial-
banks b are Bank of England notes. .. 

'Cash' in England may then 'be re-classified as first, the 
silver· and ~opper coin pro~ided by the Mint at the in
stance of the Bank of Entland, and second, certain 
liabilities of the Bank of England-the bank-notes and 
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the Bankers' Deposit&:' 'Of these two "classes of cash the 
first is unimportant.,.....>..the amount of it varies very little, 
and, since banks and public alike eQdeavour to minimize 
their holdings of such a bulky form ot money, ~o signifi
cant change in the total supply of money can 'be. initiated 
by varying the supply of silver and copper coin. With 
bank~Iiotes and Bankers' Deposits the : position is quite 
different. If these liabilities of the Bank of England are 
increased there may be an important increase in the 
supply of money. With the qualifications discussed' in' 
Chapter II the co~ercial banks make their acquisition 
of earning assets, and therefore the creation of bank 
deposits, dependent on their cash reserves. Other things. 
being unchanged; an increase in the notes and 'casn at 
the Bank of England' held by the commercial banks leads 

'. ~ to an increase in t~e aggregate of bank deposit~, and vice' 
versa. If it can control the notes in the commercial banks' 

,tills,pItis the Bankers'J?eposits with itself the Bank of 
. England can' cbntrol the aggregate of oank deposits in 
the country. ~~. . k. .' . 

At ,this pqint we must, recognize the fact that as the 
system works to-day, the bank-notes have .hecQme very. 
much~like silver and copper coins in that they behave as 
small change. The Bank of England does not ever by its 
own action directly add to the notes held by the com- " 
mercialoanks. The latter send rou\id to the Bank of' 
Englan,d fot mOJ;e or send some notes back as they choose, 
adding to or subtracting from their book balances at the 
Bank, ju~t a~ memBers of the .public draw notes from the 
commercial banks in exchange for· bank deposits, or take 
notes to the bank ~nd have thei~ bank deposits inct:e~sed . 

. The Bank, of England allows them to draw out ot. pay in 
notes as they choose. When the 'commercial ban~s are 
drawing out notes. the Bank Return shows, on the liab.ili- ~ 
ties' side, a'deqease in Bankers'-Deposits and, on the 
assets side,. a.decr~se in Notes, and contrariwise. ,,' 

To .. th~ commercial banks, bank-n!Jtes, like deposits at 
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the Bank of F...nglaIid, are idle assets. TJiey want them 
only to meet' the: .demands of the public an~o pr.ovide 
what they co~ider ~dequa~e till ,money. Accordingly 
they customarily restnct therr holdings of n S'lo about 
41 per cent. of their deposit liabilities to the public) If 
they draw more notes from the Bank of England It is 
either because the public are wanting more for circulation 
or because their aggregate deposit liabilities have risen. 
Leaving aside the public demands fo~ the moment let us 
remember that their deposit liabilities to the public will 
be determined by their own action in acquiring assets. 
They will not have increased their assets,. so increasing 
deposits,. unless their cash reserves have increased. As 
their note holdings had, as deposits increased, fallen short 
of the customary 41 per cent.~ the other part of their cash 
reserves-Bankers Deposits at the Bank of EngIand
must have been increasc:d. If the ~~L~I~4 c 
determine the volume of.Bankets' Deposits with itself . 
and can supply· whatever volume of not~i~ approprlat ' 
to"thatleve1-of-Bankers- Depos\ts, the. B~ 9fEnglan 
will be controlling the general 0 erations of the com 
.mercial ~\ . 
--tr the c ge in ~e commercial banks' cash reserves 

is initiated by the public, say, dramng notes into circula
tion, the chain·of events is somewhat different, ' but the 
influence is the ~same. Suppose the members pf the 
public are -demanding more notes for, circulation. As 
they draw riotes across the bank· counters their deposits 
go down as their holding of notes goes up., The position 
of the commercial banks is simply the o~verse ,..-,:ais: 
their deposit-liabilities t9 the public are going down and 
their aggregate cash reserves are going down by tM same 
absolute· amount. The cash ratio has .therefore fallen 
be,low the ,usual figure, notes being ,very much lower, 
Bankers' Deposits higher by a less extent, than what 'is 
appropriate'to the new (lower) level of deposits. Then, if 
the Bank of England . takes no action, the cQmmercial 

44J1 ... 
o 
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banks will set about contracting earning assets, 'and so 
cpntracting deposits further, to the level appropriate to 

. the new level of total cash. TheYI will also draw some 
notes- out of the Bank of England, Bankers' Deposits 
and Notes at the Bank of England both declinirig, while 
the composition of the commercial banks' cash reserves 
once more assumes its normal complexion. Let us picture 
this in a highly schematis. arithmetical example: 

POSITION I 

Bank of England Banking Department 

Bankers' Deposits 
Other Liabilities 

Deposits . 

100 Notes unissued 
130 Other Assets 
230 

Commercial Banks 

2,200 } Cash at Bank of England 
"L Cash in tills. . 

Earning Assets 

80 

150 

230 

100 

100 

i,ooo 
2,200 

Ratio, Total cash: Deposits 9 per cent. } 
Ratio, Cash at Bank of England: Deposits. 41 per cent. approx. 
Ratio, Gash in tills: Deposits .. ' 41 per cent. 

,POSITION II 

(after public has drawn £50 millions notes into 
circulation) . 

'l!ank of England Banking Department 

Bankers' Deposits 100 Notes.unissued 
Other Liabilities 130 Other Assets 

230 

ComirJercial Banks. , 

Deposits . " 2,15C! (Cash at Bank of England 
tcash in tills. . 
Earning Assets . 

2,150 

Ratio, Totat cash: Deposits .. 

80 

150 

~ 

100 

50 

~ 
2,150 

Ratio, Cash at Bank of England: Deposits . 
7 per cent. } 
41 per cent. approx. 

Ratio, Cash in tills : Deposits. . 2* per cent. . 
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POSITION III 

(after commercial banks have reacted to fall in cash 
reserves) 

Ba"k of E"glmul Banking Department 
Bankers'Deposits 75. Notes unissued 
Other Liabilities 130 Other Assets. 

Deposits . 

205 

Commncial Banlu 

• 1,650 Cash at Bank of England 
Cash in tills 
EamingAssets 

75 
75 

1,500 
1,650 

Ratio, Total cash: Deposits . . • 9 per cent. } 
Ra~o, Cash ~t ~ank of En~land: Deposits. 41 per cent. approx. 
Rano, Cash m nIls: DepOlllts. . . 41 per cent. 

Position III may never be reached. For if the com
mercial banks feel confident that the notes will be coming 
back from the public directly, they will not bother to . 
disturb their earning assets. When the public 'pay'the 
notes into their accounts' again the banks simply revert to 
Position l. This is what must happen to. ,some extent 
every day the banks are open.) In the morning ~penders 
of mqney are drawing notes out to meet the day's needs. 
The notes pass into the hands of tradesmen. J ust before"" 
three o'clock all the tradesmen's tashiers run rounCl to the 
bank and in,go the notes again. .More note~ are paid in 
first, thing next morning perhaps (partly through 'night 
safes'). The banks perhaps approximate to Position 1 at 
10.30 a.m., move towards Position II until 2.30 p.m., 
then till a little after opening time on the following'r.-:ll
ing they are moving back to Position I. The same thing' 
happens at week-ends. On Friday afternoon the employers' 
cashiers go to. the banks and draw out notes, those notes 
being paid out in wages ~at evening or Saturday morning. 
During Saturday afternoon and evening the workers and 
their wives are paying the money to tradesmen. and on 
Monday morning to the rent-collector, and back come the 
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notes into the banks. On Friday morning and Tuesday 
morning the banks are in Position I, but they had moved 
to Position·n by Saturday morning and then back again. 

It is perhaps by now apparent to the sceptical reader 
, that the: w9rsi ~~otes·. has been used throughout the last 

few paragraphs to mean 'Bank-notes plus silver and~copper 
coin'. This is true even of. the simplified accounts in the 
example. The silver and copper coin is a small part of the 
total, but it behaves in precisely the saine way. It is, as 
we shall see when discussing the regulation of the note 
issue, the Bank's business to see that it always has an 
adequate reserVe of notes and coin to meet the demands of 
the commercial banks. But notes, and coin are alike' in 
their behaviour. Notes behave as the 'small change' to 
bank deposits. ~ 

Reverting to our example. We.have seen that the banks 
may refuse to pass to Position III, being satisfied that their 
cash ratio is unduly low for the moment only . But there 

. ...is another possibility open,which will avert,the necessity 
'Of passing to Position III even when the banks feel obliged 
to restore the cash ratio. The drop in the cash rati0o.!has 
occurred 'because, in the face of a public demand for inore 
cash for circulation, the Bank of England has rem~ined 

. purely passive. If, ho~ever, it is within its power t<1 force 
an appropriate increMe in Bankers' Dep~its the cash 
ratio will be maintaine"d:\ The cOl!lmercial blUlks will find 
the· composition of their cash unusual, 'till money being 
short; but they can replenish it by drawing on. their de-

, :posits at the Bank of Engh~.nd. The final position is' then 
as below: ~ ,'. 

POSITION III A 

(after the Bank of Engiand. has. provide? more cash) 
Bank of England Banking Department 

Bankers' Deposits , , 97 Nbtes unissued 
O*er Liabilities 130 Other Assets 

ZZ7 

33 
194 
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Deposita . 
Commercial Banks 
. 2,150 Cash at Bank of England 

Notes in till 
Earning Assets 

97 
97 

1,956 
2,150 2,150 

Cash ratios: as in Positions I and Ill. 

In this position the banks have not reverted entirely to 
Position I. The volume of deposits is smaller by the "[,50 
which the public offered in exchange for the notes taken 
into circulation. The total supply of money of all kinds 
in the hands of the public will, however, be the same as in 
P9sition I-the notes in circulation being up by the same 
amount as deposit liabilities of the commercial banks are 
down. This result may be desired by the Bank of England ; 
but it may prefer a position in which the ~arning assets of 
the commercial bapks are undisturbed. In that event the 
Bankers' Deposits must be forced back to the original 
['100 millions level, and the Bank of England will lose 
£.3 million more of notes to the commercia). banks. The 
latter will revert precisely to Position I; but the Bank of~' 
England's position will be somewhat different: 

POSITION III B 
Bank of England Banking Department 

Banken'Deposita 100 Notes unissued 3°' 
Other Liabilities 130 Other, ~sets 200 

230 . 

Commercial B~nks 
(as in Position I). 

The reader can easily reverse the figures in o"der tQ' '. 
follow the effects of the public paying notes into the banks. 

Whatever the public's action in drawing notes from or 
paying notes to the commercial banks the Bank of England 
has control over the situation provided that it can manipu
late Bankers' Deposits at will. Our analysis of the effects 
of a flow of notes from the banks to the public has been 
designed simply to show that, whatever the public is' re:
quiring in the way of cash, the volum~ of deposit liabilities 
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of the commercial banks depends upon Bankers' Deposits 
at the Bank of England. How can the Bank of England 
control this figure? 

,The careful reader will perhaps already have noticed 
'the clue to the answer in a certain difference between 
Position I and Position III B above. In the Position III B 

the commercial banks stand iiI. precisely the same position 
as in Position I. In the Bank of England the liabilities' side 
is the same in the two positions; but the composition of 
the assets side is different. Between Position I and Posi
tion III B the notes resting in the Bank of England have 
gone down by £50 millions-that amount having passed 
thraugh the commercial banks to meet the increased 
\de~nds of the public. The item 'Otqer Assets' has in
creased by £50 millions. The Bank of England has 
increased its earning assets by, £50 millions, to provide 
the increase iIi cash required for circulation. ' To see what 
these, 'Other Assets' might be we must turn back to the 
full Ba~Return on pp. 86-7, where we see that the" assets 
other'than Notes (and coin) are Government Securities, .. 
the two classes. of 'Other .Securities· and, in the Issue 
Department only, gold. The Bank,pfEngland provides 
cash, then, 1.?y_.~uying securtties-o.~"gof(t Sometimes the 
change 1)ccurs, if the Bank"dpesnot take the initiativ~, 
through the commerciarhankscal~ing in money-market 
loans, the discount houses being forced into t~e Bank, and 
Discounts and Adv;mces rising. Or, under some condi
tions, ,people may bt! selling gold to the Bank. But if the 
Bank has deliberately set about helping the banking system 
to provide the increase in cash without disturbance, and 
there has been no inc.rease in. ~Old v,' ailable, it will ~a,:e 
bought Government ~ecuri!~es.· th~ latte!. e,:e?t It IS 
said to have engaged 10 'Open at~et OperatlOns . The 
term Open Market Operations also. covers "the converse 
process-when the Bank sells securities in order to reduce 
Bankers' Deposits. " 

Just as the commercial banks in fact control the deposit 
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liabilities of the public by acquiring assets of various 
kinds, offering book balances in exchange, so the Bank of 
England control~ the level of its own liabilities by con
trolling the volume of its assets. Changing its assets some
times simply involves the Bank of England complying 
with the wishes of people who come to it offering assets
e.g. bills of exchange or gold, just as a commercial bank 
can change its assets by the bank manager sitting in his 
office and saying that Mr. X can overdraw his account as 
he desires, or by the cashier accepting notes offered over 
the counter. Alternatively the Bank of England can change 
its assets by going out into the market seeking securitiea
or some other assets, just as the commercial bank can. add. . 
to its assets by buying government bonds through the 
Stock Exchange, or by buying new offices from a builder. 
t... Controlling assets gives the Bank control over its total 
liabilities1 But Bankers' Deposits, which we have seen as 
regulators of the commercial banks, are not the only liabili
ties of the Bank of England. The liabilities to stockl;lOlders 

'of course ~ever change, so that they may be ignored. 
There remain the items Public DepositSfand Other De
posits (O~er Accounts). A .rise in the Government's 
balances while the Bank of England's total assets, and 
therefore total liabilities, remain the same implies"a fall in 
Bankers' Deposits. By itself every payment made to the 
Government has this effect; and every payment made by 
the Government has the opposite effect. If, the Bank of 
England's assets remaining unchanged, payments to the 
Government exceed payments by the Governmentj-:Jlic 
Deposits rise while Bankers' D.eposits fall. Tliis fall 
implies a decline in the cash·ratio.of the commercial banks. 
The experience of the last k.n years suggests that the 
commercial banks often ignore those temporary declines 
in the cash ratio occasioned by temporary rises in Public 
Deposits; but any prolonged. change would lead to the 
commercial banks contracting credit somewhat, in re
sponse to the decline in their cash reserves. A movement 
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in Oiher Deposits (Other Accounts) would work in the 
lsame w~, though such movements are rarely either pro
nouncedor prolonged. If the Bank of England, seeing the 
composition of its liabilities change, is unwilling tO,allow 
that disturbance to affect the operations ofthe' comme'icial 
banks, it must manipulate its total assets (and therefore its 
totalliabilities).in such a wayas to counteract the effect on 
Bankers' Deposits of the change in say Public Deposits. 
If, for in-stance, heavy tax payments raise Public Deposits, 
the' Bank must expan<fits total assets, so that totalliabili
ties are increased by the same amount as Public Deposits. 
Bankers' Deposits will then be unchanged and the com
.mercial banks will be able to leave their earning assets 
?-ndisturbed.I(So lon~, therefore, as the B~nk of England 
IS able to mampulate ItS total assets the eXistence of these ' 

, liabilities other than Bankers' Deposits does not destroy 
the Bank's complete control over the amount of Bankers' 
Deposits:J' . 

We hale in this section shown how the .Bank of England 
controls the commercial banks' cash reserves in a general 
way only. Our answer to. the question, how does the 
Bank of England control the amount of Bankers' Deposits? 
has been answered only by the general statement: By 
increasing and reducing its tota~ 'assets. This general 
answer we are now to supplement by giving some detailed 
description of the mechanism by which the Bank's opera
tions govern the volume of Bankers' Deposits. 

III. The Mechanism of Controlling Cash 
We shall· conSider if!: this section. the mechanism by 

which changes in Bankers~ Deposits are brought about by 
changes of three kinds: (I) Purchase of Treasury Bills, in 

I The operation would leave them with. a very slightly higher cash 
ratio (their deposits having gone down as Public Deposits at the Bank of 
England went up.>.. If the Bank of England saw the commercial banks 
reacting to this by expanding their earning assets, it might well disapprove 
and reduce its own assets again slightly,' thereby reducing Bankers" 
Deposits to the required level. 
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the market, by "the Bank of England; (2) Purchase of gold" 
from ordinary bullion dealers by the Bank of England; 
and (3) an excess of payments to the Government "over 
payments by the Government (a rise in Public Deposits). 
The first two of these changes are examples of additions 
to the assets of the Bank; the last is an examplo of a change 
in the composition of the total liabilities of the Bank. In 
all cases we shall stop short when we have shown how 
Bankers' Deposits are directly affected: the reactions of 
the commercial banks to the chan~es are dealt.with else
where. Cases (I) and (2) must not be confused with, 
respectively, (a) Purchase of Treasury Bills directly from 
the Government, and (b) Purchase of gold from the Ex
change Equalization Account. These last two cases are 
discussed later in the book. 

First, then, the mechanism of a purchase, by the Bank 
of England in the money-market, of Treasuty Bills. This 
case has the advantage in simplicity over Case (2) for the 
Issue Department of the Bank is not affected. We can 
'confine ourselves to the Banking Department and to the 
commercial banks. The position of these at the outset is 

POSITION ". 

Bank of Englmul Banking Depanment 

l. millions 
Private Capital and Rest 18 Government Securities 110 

Public Deposita 10 Other Securities 25 

Bank.en' Deposita 100 Notes, &C. 30 

Other Accounta 37 
165 -<;65 

C_cial&mJu 
Oepoeita . • 2,200 Casb in band and at Bank of 

England 200 

Earning Assets . 2,000 

2,200 2,200 

• In all these eumpJes many iteml have been grouped together for 
aake ofbrmty. For IIlOf'e detailed analysis of Bank of England and com
mercial-bank balanc:e-abeets see pp. 29 and 86-7, respectively. 
~~ • p 
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~The Bank of England, wishing to force an expansion of 
Bankers' peposits in order to force a general monetary 
expansion, buys in the discount market Treasury Bills 
previously held by institutions other than the banks, I to 
thelmlount of [,10 millions. Its holding of government 
securities goes up by [,10 millions (Treasury Bills being 

• 'one. class 'of government securities). The Bank pays for 
the bills by giving the sellers cheques on itself. These 
institutions acquire, in exchange for the Treasury Bills 

'-.they had been holding; claims against the Bank ofEngla~d. 
T~ey will generally bank ~th one or oth,er of the great 
jointrstock banks. They pay the cheques they have re
ceived into their accounts with the' commercial banks . 
. Then the deposit liabilities of the commercial banks have 
risen by [,10 millions, and to s~t against: that increase in 
liabilities they have now passed on to the~, by ,the reci
pients these cheques,daims against the Bank of England. 
We can conceive of a momentary Position II: 

POSITION II 

Bank of England Banking Department 
Capital and Rest 18 Government Securities 
Public Deposits 10 Other Securities 
Bankers' Deposits ~ 100 Notes, &c. 
Other Accounts 37 
Unpaid Cheques 10 

17S 

Commercial Banks 

'. 

Deposits • • 2,210 Cash in hand and at Bank of 

no 
2S 
30 

England 200 

Earning Assets 2,000 

Claims against Bank of Eng-
land on account of Unpaid • 
Cheques ~ 

2,210 2,210 

The commercial banks do with these cheques on the 
Bank of England what they do with all cheques drawrt on 
other banks and paid over their counters-they present 

I The great joint-stock banks, it will t>e rmtembered, never resell bills. 
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them through the Clearing House. Ignoring all other 
changes. the Bank of England will find itself on the day's 
clearing [,10 millions in debt to the commercial banks. It 
takes the unpaid cheques and pays them in fact by adding 
[,10 millions to the banks' balances with itself-Bankers' 
Deposits. The position then becomes: 

POSITION III 

Bank of E"gland Ba"ki"g Department 
Capital and Rest 18 Goveinment Securities 120 • 

Public Deposiw 10 Other Securities 2'; 
Banken· DepositJ • 110 l'Jotes, &c. • 30 

Other Accounts - E. 
17S 17S 

CommercUU Banks 
Deposits . • 2,210 Cash in hand and at Bank of 

England 210 

Earning Assets . 2,000 

2,210 2,210 

-Fundamentally what has happened.is that the ·Bank has 
taken Treasury Bills from the market, giving its own 
IO·U's in exchange. These IOU's, in the form of 
cheques. are by the former holders of the bills exchanged 
at the commercial. banks for book IOU's of these last 
(ordinary bank deposits). The commercial banks take the 
Bank of England IOU's, in the form of cheques which 
they have now taken over from the original payees, to the 
Bank~ which exchanges them for Bank of England IOU's 
in the form of book entries (Bankers' Deposits). Treasury 
Bills are of course British Government 10 U'!V--'T'he 
entire process is an or 0 wa in IOU's. At dle end 
of·it all, the ovemment owes to the Bank of England 
[,10 millions more and to the public [,10 millions less 
than it did before. The. Bank of England owes the com-, 
mercial banks [,10 millions more, and these last owe the 
public [,10 millions more. The monetary significance of 
the operation depends on the fact that these debts of the 
commercial banks to. the public are new ~, and on the 

c:........----- -- -- -- _. ~ _ 
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fact that the commercial banks, finding their cash ratios 
increased, will now proceed to get still more into debt with 
the public-so fU1th~ increasing the supply of money.1 

'. The process is precisely reversed if the Bank of England 
wants to force a reduction in Bankers' Deposits. It sells 
Treasury' Bills in the market and is paid by the buyers 
with cheques drawn on their accounts with the joint-

• stock .banks. The latter's deposit liabilities to the public 
.are thereby reduced;. but at the same time the Bank of 
England has secured cheques drawn on them~ The Bank 
secures payment of these cheques by deducting their 
amount from the balances in its books of the commercial 
banks-i.e. from Bankers' Deposits. 'The Bank of England 
in effect says to the commercial banks: 'Your customers 
have passed on to us your IOU's to th~ amount of £10 
millions. Very well, we "hall let- you settle the ~bt by 
reducing ou~ .debts to you by the £10 millions.: Q'hus a 
sale Of.s~urltleS by the Bank of England reduces Bankers' 
Deposlo/ '" 

Now pass to the case of the Bank o$.England purchasing 
gpld from ordinary bullion-dealers. trhe Bank of England 
is . obliged by law to purchase all gold offered to it at 
£3 17s. 9d

2
er standard ounce, and sometimes it pay~ a 

higher price. Since 1931 the price of gold has been far 
above this evel, so that the particular case we tu"e now 
studying has not arisen lately. But it is highly probable 
that it will arise again later, when the price at which the 
Bank cannot refuse gold has been raised. 

The position at the outset is: . 
POSITION I 

Bank of England Issue Department 
Notes Is!ued: Securities (amount of fidu-

In Circulation 270 ciary Issue) 200 

In Banking DeparJ;ment. ~ Gold 100 

I Another reaction which will come sooner or later is a change in the 
composition of the banks' cash reserves. But this has already been ex
plained (pp. 96-101. above). 
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Bank of Englarul Banking Departmetlt 
Dankera' Deposita 
Other Liabilities 

Deposita . 

100 Government and Other S«;.-
65 curities . 135 

Notes ,~.. 30 

165 16~ 

Ccnnmercial Banlu 
2,200 Cash in hand and at Bank of 

England' 200 

Earning Assets . 2,000 

2,200 2,200 

Then supPQse that the bullion-deaiers bring to the Bank 
of England gold which the Bank buys for £10 millions. 
The dealers have the right to demand notes, but they will ' 
in fact prefer to ~e cheques on the Bank of England. In 
the Bank: of England the separation into two departments 
complicates accounts. The Banking Department has paid 
in cheque for gold; but it does !lot hold the gold itself. 
The gold is passed to the Issue Department, which is then 
allowed b law to issue 10 millions more in notes. The 
notes are pal by the Issue Department to the Bankfug
Department as the price of the' gold. In the. J3anking 
bepartment, Notes among the assets. are increased by 
£10 millions-against which there are these cheques out
standing, The bullion-dealers who received cheques on 
the Bank of England will pay them into their accounts 
with' the ordinary banks. These latter have their deposit 
liabilities to the public thus increased by £10 millions; 
and • they hold Bank of England cheques which they 
.present through the Clearing House and which are met 
by £10 millions being added to. Ba~ers' Deposi~ in 

'Case I). We can this time for brevity omit th~ inter
mediate position and show the fina position as: 

POSITION II 
Bank of EnglarulIl1W Department 

Notes Issued: u Securities (Fiduciary Issue) 
. 
200 

In Circulation • • 270 Gold no' 
In Banking Department. 40 

310, 
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Bank of England Banking Department 

Bankers' Deposits 
Other Liabilities 

Deposits • 

IIO 
6S 

Government and Other Se-
curities 

Notes 
13S 
40 

175 

Commercial Banks 

2,210 Cash in hand and at Bank of 
England 210 

Earning Assets 2,000 

2,210 2,210 

Bankers' Deposits have been increased by the amount of 
the gold influx into the Bank of England, and the forces 
of the monetary expansion are in motion. 
" The mechanism by which" an efflux of gold forces a 

reduction of Bankers' Deposits may easily be realized by 
reversing the argument. • And by combining Case 1 with 
the reverse of C~ the reader can see how the Bank of 
England can 'offset' the effects on the banking system of 
an efflux of gold. By ~open-market operations like Case 1 

and its reverse the- Bank of England can insulate the 
banki~ system from the "effects of international gold 
flows.1L. The Exchange Equalization Account is simply an 
institutIOn for using this technique on a grand scale hi 
secret. ) 

Finally we take Case 3, in which an excess of govern
ment receipts over government disbursements causes a 
rise"in Public Deposits at the Bank of England. What is 
the mechanism by which a net paYment i~ made by mem
bers of the public to the Government? The individuals 
draw cheques, for. say £10 millions, on their accounts 
with the commercial banks, the cheques being in favour 
of the G6~ernm:erit. The Exchequer officials 'pay "the 
cheques into the account'. at the Bank of England. Public 
Deposits rise by l.10 millions. The Bank of England now 
holds among itS" assets these cheques, claims against the 
commercial banks. It presents the cheques to 'them , taking 
at the same time l.IO millions off their.balances with it-

" .' 
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Bankers' Deposits have decreased by £10 millions. The 
cash reserves of the commercial banks have fallen by £10 

millions and their liabilities also fall py that amount, for 
they deduct the amounts of the various cheques from ~e 
balances (deposits) of the customers who have drawn 
them. At the outset suppose the position to have been: 

POSITION I 
Bank of England Banking DepaTtment 

Public Deposits 10 Government and Other Se-
Banke1'll' Deposits 100 'c:urities 135 
Other Liabilitiel ...ll Notes 30 

165 165 

Commercial Banlu 
Deposits • 2,200 Cash in hand and at Bank of 

England 200 

Earning Assets 2,000 

2,200 2,200 -- .-.,.-
Then, after government receipts have exceeded govern-

ment disbursements by £10 millions, we have: -:-., 

POSITION II 

Bank of England Banking Department 
Public Deposits 
Banke1'll: Deposits 
Other Liabilities 

Deposits • 

20 Government and Other Se-
90 cunbes 135 
55 Notes 30 

165 165 

Commercial Banlu 

• 2,190 Cash in hand and at Bank of 
England 190 

Earning Assets . ~,ooo 
2,190 2,190 

In Case 3, unlike Cases I and 2 above, there has 
been no change at all in the assets of the Bank of England. 
The Bank has taken no positive action: a mere redistri
bution of its liabilities has been sufficient to set in vain 
forces of monetarY contraction. 
. The mechanism is the same if instead of the Govern
ment and its balance called Public Deposits we write the 
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Bank: of England's ordinary baxiking customers and their 
balances called Other Accounts. But far the most com
mon redistributions of the Bank!s liabilities are between 
Public Deposits and Bankers-' Deposits. 

. 0 
IV. Operation of the Bank of England as Lender of Last 

Resort (j 

The last section has shown us how the Bank of England 
can manipulate its assets with the design of fixiIlg Bankers' 
Deposits at a certain level. But we have allowed our-

· selves to forget the P9!!!ion of the Bank of England as, 
'lende~ of last resort'. ~illingness to act as lender of last 'f
resort is fundamental to good central· bankin~ trhe 
object of the central bank must be to influence economic . 
et'ents by influencing the way people are spending money: 
-it must have_power to prevent a change in the composition 
of }he public's demand for money from having any 
undesir~ effects on. economic activity~ If the public 
wants to 'hold mote cash and less bank teposits, the \:en
tral bank must be ready to-provide more cash. Changes 
such as-these it cim meet by varying its assets, ,as we 
have seen above. But for confidence to be complete there 
should -be no need to await. centraf-barik initiative at 
a time of urgency. It must b~_xecognized that the central 
bank's duty is to len~._deJIlaI1,g::-to take up assets in 
exchange for-itS 'ow-11" promises, which are called cash. 

· This was a lessOii"wh.l.ch Bagehot taught in his Lombard 
1 Street, and in this country at. least the lesson has neve'r 

l' ha to be learned again. . 
;.. n London the function of the central bank as lender of 

st resort is pe~formed indirec~. There is th~ high~y 
· developed market for short-term paper descnbed In 

Chapter III. The commercial banks lend money to the 
discounthou,es, so enabling the latter t~ hold bills. 
The co~~al banks regard these money-market loans 
as highly hquid:and that is because they know that the 
discount hou~es, unlike the ordinary business borrower t 
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~n pay up on dema!!4.Thediscounthousecan.in 
spite of the fact that it holds practically no money , meet 
39Y demands ofthe comhlercial banks because it can take 

","orne bills to the Bank of England and there secure, 
either by advances or rediscounting the bills, funds with 
which to meet the commercial banks' demands. When 
the market goes to the Bank it is the duty of the Bank to 
lend. The Bank of England, it is true, p,as no such legall 
obligation";" but the duty is implicit in its position as 
central bank, and since Bagehot wrote it has never been 
questioned. , -

This functionjng of the central bank is a serious 
stumbling-block for us: for it appears that, when it 
recognizes its duty as lender Qf 14st resort, the central 
bank abdicates its position aVcontroller of the ~aS~. 
reserves. The Bank remains the only ultimate source of . 
cash; but it promises that it shall be as a widow's q;,use! 
The. Bank of England may dispose of assets in. order to 
reduce Bankers' Deposits; but the commercial I banks, 
working through the discount market,- can Proceed 'to 
replenish Bankers' Deposits by calling upon the--Bank of 
England to create lIlore cash in response to the demands 
of the market. Suppose the position at the outset to be 
summarized: 

POSITION I 

Bank oj England Banking Department 

Banken', Deposits ~ 
Other Liabilities 

Deposits.. . 

100 Government and Other Se-
70 curities 120 

Discounts and Advancesr- ' 10 

Notes . . . '.. 40 

170 

Commercial Banks 

2,200 Cash in hand and at Bank of 
England 200 

• Money at Call and Short 
Notice ISO 

Other Assets 1,850 

2,200 2,200 
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Then\'the Bank of England, wishing to force a c0rv
tractjo'n of credit, sells securities to the amount of £10 
millions. . 

POSITION II 

Bank of England Banking Department 

Bankers' Deposits 
Other Liabilities 

Deposits . 

90 Government and Other Se-
70 curities 

160 

Discounts and Advances 
Notes 

Commercial Banks 

• .2,190 Cash in hand and at Bank of 

110 

10 

40 
160 . 

England ",' 1,' 190 

Money at Call and ~6hort 
Notice .;' I So 

Other Assets. 0: 1,8.50 

2,190 

The commercial banks, then, finding their cash reserves 
short, resort to their second line of defence: they demand 
repayment of some of the loans they have made to the 
discount market. The discount houses secure the 
£10 millions by obtaining advances at the Bank of 
England (which as lender of last resort cannot refuse tQ 
accommodate them), and pay the £10 millions, in 
.cheques on the Bank of England~ to the commercial banks. 
Bankers' Deposits therefore rise again bJ the £10 millions 
-they.are back again at £10 mi1lio~. The posit~on may 
he summarized: . . 

POSITION III 

Bank of England Banking Department 

Bankers' Deposits 100 Government and Other Se-
Other Liabilities. 70 cUrlnes 110 

• • Piscounts and Advances 20 

_ Notes ~ 

170 170 
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Deposita . 
Commercial Banks •• 
. 2,190 Cash in hand and at Bank of II 

England 200 
Money at Call atId Short 

Notice - 140 
Other Assets . 1,8so 

2,190 2,190 

Bankers' Deposits are restored: the Clsh basis is just as 
great as it was before. Has the Bank of England undone 
with its left hand what it so carefully did with its right 
hand? Not entirely. There are certain differences be
tween the position at the outset and that now reached. 
Of the four differences, three may be perceived by a care
ful comparison of the figures in Positions I and III above. 
wt, there has been a redistribution of the Bank of 
Englancfii assets :-Securities-a-re-down -by-ZIo-millioni,' 
and-nisCDuntS and Advances are up by that amount. 
This, however, is unlikely to bother a central bank, which 
is not working for maximum profits. Second, there is 
a change in tll~ asse~s .heldby the l'l!biic: the public . 
holds £10 millions less money (deposits at the commercial 
banks) and £10 millions more of securities (those sold by 
the Bank of England). The redistribution must have 
forced some change in interest rates;1 but ordinarily the 
change will have been infinitesimal, and we shall ignore 
it: ~ there is a change in the ratios which the liquid 
assets ()f the commerci.al banks b~ar to the. deposit 
llaDllities. The cash ratio and that of bills is up a tri~f 
but the proportion of other liquid assets-Money at.Call 
and Short Notice-.is more seriously down·. W"fIe- 9l}is 
disturbance of liquid assets ,he result of a shoLlge ~f 
suitable assets in the market, the banks, following the 
second liquidity' rule, might be prepared to ·acquiesce. 

I Money being an lIjSet the holding of which entails sacrificing either 
current consumption or"'investment income, the public will be induced to 
hold more money and less securities only if the money price of the latter 
is raised to less attractive levels. Akernatively one can say that the 'prices 
of the lecurities must be raised so that the interest yield is less, in order 
to reduce the sacrifice entailed by the holding of barren money. 
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But ih .the case we are considering they are on the whole 
likely to seek to reduce as soon as possible their other 
earning assets. On balance the repercussi9ns will be 
contractionist. '.. 

The fourth and most important difference between the 
original and, the final, position does not appear in the 
figures above .. Thls change is that Bank Rate has been 
made 'effective' .1:ite discount houses havt to obtain funds 
at t4e Bank of England to replace funds called in by the 
commercial banks. Now whereas they can generally 
obtain funds fro~ the commercial banKs at rates I or I! 
per cent. below Bank Rate, at the Bank of England they 
have to pay Bank Rate, or, if they are using the Advances 
method, ! per cent. above Bank Rate. The higher cost of 
their 'raw material' makes it necessary for them to raise· 
the rates at which they will distount new bills. Discount 
rates in the market therefore move· up towards Bank 
Rate. If it chooses, the Bank can then raise Bank Rate 
with the assurance that market rates will also rise ~ the 
fact that 'the market is .n· the Bank' enables It to make 
effective any Bank Rate it chooses to announce. The 
Bank of England acting as lender of last resort "never 
refuse~ to create cash on Qem~(r:~ut' it can impose its 
own price. 

As . ilie ultimate source of cash the Bank of England 
thus exercises effective control over those short-term rates 
'of interest which are quoted 'in the dis£ollnt market. 
But the influence of Bank Rate is fer wider than that. 
Experience, into which we need not. enter here, has led . 
to the commerCial banks' afopting the official Bank Rate 
as the basis for wellnigh automatic sliding scalel'for the 
general ron of their own business. Commercial banks 
earn their living primarily by offering' money now 
(depo'Sit entries in their own books) in exchange for claims 
of various kinds to money in the future, charging interest 
as the price of their service. For liquidity reasons they 
generally prefer the .claims which they accept to be 
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'short-tenn assets'. Their' o,Perations are accordingly in 
general essentially short-tenn loan operations, and the 
banks are by far the biggest operators on that side of the 
short-term market. Regulation of their terms by Bank 
Rate accordingly makes the latter the guide to short-ierm 
interest rates in general. The rates ch~~~lor ordinary 
overdraft ac!.varlC:e~J-.for examPJe:1liough. always above 
Bank Rateare generally subject to_.!_ ~_a~_ Ra~e clause' 
providing, with reservations, for automatic chang~f.~!1~w
ing a cpan-ge In Bank Rafe.--Loans to tl\~_.diScount market 
are almo~t completely -subject to Bank Rate variations. 
And we have already seen how discount rates are governed 
by the official Rate.! The commercial banks pay a rate of 
interest to people who hold unche ueable bala s (Time 
Deposits) with them, and this rate as ort-term interest 
rate, since the deposits are exchangeable for cash at short 
notice) is frequentlJ also subject to a Bank Rate clause. 
- Fulfilment ef its duty as lender of last resort, then, does 
not destroy the Bank of England's power over the banking 
system. Its functioning as lender of last resort does mean 
that its. powers over the aggregate supply of money are 
subject JO some temporary handicap; ~ut as the ultimate 
source Of cash it can always exercise great influence over 
the prices at which the money is -made available to -the 
people (borrowers) who want to spend it. The effect of 
this price control, or 'Bank Rate policy', on the economic 
situation is c05lsidered in a later chapter . .. 

v. The ~egulation of the Note-Issue 
In the preceding sections we have shown hCf the 

central 'bank bases 'its power ort its position as the ultimate 
source of cash. In the example of the Bank of England, 
regulation orthe amount of Bankers' Deposits gives the 
Bank the power it needs. But the habits of the public in 
wanting notes and smaller change in varying amounts 
and the dependent habit,of the banks in wanting notes, 
&c., to hold in their tills involve a connexion betWeen 
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Bankers' Deposits and the i~sue of notes ~nd smaller 
,change. 

The corruhercial ba~ adjust ~heir earning assets, and 
therefore their deposit liabilities, to changes in their cash 
reserves. - Having made a given adjustment in their 
total deposit liabilities, they seek to adjust their till 
mo~ey to the new level of deposits, by exchanging part 
of Bankers' Deposits for notes, or notes for Bankers' 
Deposits, according to whether the change has been 
expansionist or contractionist. This change in the banks' 
till-money requirements is likely to be reinforced by 
changes, in the same direction, in the public's demand 
. for notes for circulation. In controlling the volume of 
Bankers' Deposits the Bank of England must always 
rememher that an increase in Bankers! Deposits is certain 
to lead to an increased demand for notes, and that 
a decrease in Bankers' Deposits is certain' to lead to a 
decreased demand for notes. The careful reader will have 
noticed that in all the schematic examples we have analysed 
in the preceding sections the Bank has been assumed 
to have a reserve of unused notes adequate to meet all 
the demands which arise. We have now to examine the 
circumstances which regulate that reserve of unused notes. ~ 

What is true of the influx: and efflux of notes at the 
Bank of England is equally true of the infl~ and efflux 
of smaller change-silver and copper coin. \!he Bank of 
England must always' be prepared to exchange Bankers' 
Deposits for silver or, copp~r coin on demand, in order 
that the commercial banks' may always be prepared to 
exchange the deposits of t)1e public for silver or copper 
coin on demand. )rhe Bank of England must therefore 
always have an aoequate supply, else its regulation of 
.Bankers'Deposits may be cramped. The English system 
of prpviding subsidiary coinage (for so the silver and 
copper coins are described by economists) does ensure . 
that .the Bank of England shall always have at its command 
an adequate supply. The coins are produced by the 
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Royal Mint, which is a government department. The 
. Royal "Mint buys metals in the ordinary metal markets 
and engages labour, &c., to make the metal into coins. 
It makes its payments (just as does any other government 
department) by drawing on the Public Deposits at the' 
Bank of England. It is always prepared to sell new coins 
on demand to the Bank of England. If the Bank of 
England finds that its reserves of "ilver coin are running 
low (as a result of the commercial banks' having been 
drawing silver coin from it) it buys some more from the 
Royal Mint. The Ba pays the Mint by adding the 
appropriate sum to he balance of that government 
department, so Pub Deposits are increased. Meanwhile 
the Royal Mint is pa ng for its raw materials, labour, &c., 
by transferring its nk balance (part of Public Deposits) 
to individuals. 1S like any other government disburse
ment adds to Bankers' Deposits-indeed it restores them 
roughly to the level at which they stood before the 
commercial banks drew on them to obtain the silver coin 
wanted by the public. There is no restriction on the sup
ply of this money. The Bank of England, in regulating the 
volume of Bankers' DepositS, need never stop to think 
whether it will be able to supply the appropriate amount 
of silver (and copper) coin.· The Bank has a free hand. 

Curiously enough this ·system does not apply to the 
issue of that other form of small change which we call 
notes. The Bank' of England allows the commercial banks 
to draw out or bring in notes, just as it allows them to 
draw out or bring in silver, as they please; the tran~l't.ion· 
always being one of exchanging Bankers' Deposl.s for 
notes or coin, or vice versa. But whereas when it pays 
out coin the Bank of England knows that there is the 
inexhaustible fount· of the Royal Mint behind it, always 
ready to replenish an ebbing stock, tn the case of notes 
there is no such inexhaustible fount. No Royal Mint sells 
notes to it on demand .. Instead there is its own I$sue 
D~partment, which unlike the Royal Mint is not allowed 
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to coin money without restrict:on. The restrictions 
imposed on the Issue. Department by the ~urrency and 
Bank Notes Act of 1928 may be recapitulated here. The 
Issue Department is allowed to issue notes to the value, 
at [,3 17s. loid. per standard ounce, of the gold it holds. 
In addition it is allowed tc) issue notes, 'unback.ed' by 
gold, to·the value 0~60 ~~s,.or whatever sum may' 
be agreed upon by. ~ re ury on application by the 
Bank. Treasury permission to raise this 'Fiduciary Issue' 
. above [,260 millions for more thm two years is subject to 
parliamentary review. At the moment (August 1937) the 
Fiduciary Issue is [,200 millions. 1 

The superficial effect of these restrictions on the 
Bank's operations is that, in regulating the volume of 
Bankers' Deposits, it must always ke.p.._1Ul eye ~Jts. 
~erve of unused notes. The Bank can only add to its 
supply of notes by securing more gold3 or by securing 
Treasury consent to an increase in the Fiduciary Issue. 
When more gold is brought to it by bullion-dealers the 
increase in Bankers' Deposits is ~utomatically accom
panied by an increase in the legal note issue so that the 
Bank need not worry in that case about where the notes· 
are coming from to s~pport the increase in Bankers' 
Deposits. But when the Bank wishes to cause an increase 
in Bankers' Deposits when no gold is coming in, or when 
it wishes to protect, by open-market purchase of securities, 
the level'of Bankers' Deposits from the tesult of an efflux 
of gold.'(which reduces the legal note-issue), it finds its 
hands tied. Its policy becomes subject to T~asury 
approval and ultimately to parliamentary review" 

The effect of these restrictions when there is a contrac
tionist movement in progress is not so positively cramping 

I. The position here described was changed .appn;cjably (in fonn) by 
the Currency and Bank Notes Act of 1939. which empowered the Bank to 
fix 'i~ own valuation of the gold. for the purpose of fixing the note issue. 
every week. The reader is asked to bear in mind that tho. Bank was given 
widerfonnal powers. although fundamentally there was ~o change. • Tht; 
Act ofr939 opened a third possibility: an increase in the price Qf gold. 
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to the Bank; put it has its disadvantages. Given the gold 
supply, a .coliltraction of Bankers' Deposits leads to the 
Bank of England's holding an unusually large amount of 
unused notes. Similar (and of more frequent occurrence). 
is the case of the central bank being faced with an influx 
of gold when it does not wish to see any increase in 
Bankers'Deposits. It can prevent the increase in Bankers' 
Deposits by 'offsetting' operations (selling securities); 
but, given the note-issue law, it is faced with a large 
supply of unused notes. It might be urged that this 
should never bother the central bank-there is no 
obstacle to its keeping down Bankers' Deposits, and it 
will ~ve all the bigger reserve with which to meet any 
future demands for notes without bothering the Treasury. 
Here, one might say, is the chance for the Bank to free 
itself from the shackles of future Treasury control! Let 
the Bank rejoice in the piling-up of its unused notes! 
There are, unfortunately, two disadvantages involved in 
the acci.miulation of a large reserve of unused notes. 
The fi!s~at i! ~pJies a _~~riJi~<LQLincome for the 
cen~raLbank. Irthe Jiank is replacing earning assets by 
ihis non-earning holding of "notes it loses income. This 
may not, if its profits are already large, be a source of 
concern. In other circumstances some State action to 
protect the wealth of the central bank might be called for. 
A decrease=. in the .Fiduciary Issue is an example of such 
action.! The second disadva~tagcU~up..Q.r.e.....s~s.....and 
·!l.5>t~o .. casy_ tQ..!>ver~9me. ·-When...!h.e bll§i~..§~ WOl'JdJ~..e.s 
tha!. !hLBanJt .. o[ E!l.&land .. hasJl,~lln!l.suallyJarg~_re.~rYe 
~f unused notes it may well, as a result of tra~ .. (.iQ~~t 
!nfiuences, jump to the- conclusi.o.tLthaf ariei'l:Wlsionis~ 
1TI.<?I}etary poliCY IS tQ. be fQl~d. The care with which 

I A decrease of. the Fiduciary Issue 'involves the transfer of notes from 
the Banking Department to the Issue Department (where they are 
destroyed) and a trarl$fer of securities from the Issue Department to "the 
Banking Department-sn addition to the earning assets of the Bank 
itself. at the expense of the Treasury (which takes the profits of the Issue 
bepartment). 
~- R . 
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the Bank has prevented the supply of bank deposits f~om 
rising may be. entirely wasted if the biltness men, 
confident in the expectation of an 'expansionist monetary 
policy, jump to spending more rapidly the money that is 
already available. It was probably the spectre of this 
latter disadvantage rather than the former which' fed the 
Bank of England to seek a reduction of the Fiduciary 
Issue in the autumn of 1936. It did appear at that time 
enormously important that the' Bank. shoulcf give no 
encouragement to the speculative boom which was 
developing. In course of time this disadvantage of a great 
surp~us of unusec! notes in the Bank may disappear; but 
at present the business world is still too saturated in the 
monetary idefls of earlier days for the Bank to take any 
risks. ',- _ 

Even when it wants to hold Bankers' Deposits down, 
then, and far more when it.wants to push Bankers' 
Deposits up, the Bank of England IS apt to find itself 
having to seek Treasury approval for its actions. The 
complete freedom which marks the issue of coin stands in 
curious contrast to the hedging-a "bout of the issue -of 
bank-notes. Why this .sRt'rast? The full answer is on.e 
of the most extraordinary stories in monetary history ,-far 
too long a story to tell here. I The main point is that while 
authorities ,long ago recognized that silver and copper 
coin forms no significant part of the totat supply of 
money, and that an incre,ased faolity of supply thereof 
will induce no one to spend- mo~ey more freely r bank
notes were regarded as a substantial' P'Jrt, indeed some
times the main part, of the totar supply of money. Tying 
the supply of notes to the %ldpply .of gold therefore 
implie~ making the supply of money dependent on the 
supply of gold-which was what people in those days 
wanted to do. Later, when it was realized that the bulk 
of the supply of money was now bank deposit~, the. chain 

I The reader will find much of the story in Feavearyear, The Pound 
Sterling, and Gregory, British Banking Statutes and Dpctlments. • 
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became mo(e complex. The supply of bank deposits, it.
was argued, dep,ended on the supply of cash. The supply 
of cash depended on the supply of notes. Therefore 
tie the central bank's hands, in creating cash, by tying 

"the supply of notes to the supply of gold. Then the 
supply of money is regulated by the supply of gold
V4hich was still tpe desideratum. Such was the position 
reached bs:fole 1914. People still paid lip-service to this 
'Currency Principle' and to the Bank Charter Act of 1844 
.in which it was enshrined. They had in fact found ways 
of working the system on other lines; but still within the 
framework of the 1844 Act.1 When the system was re
enact~d in 1928 the general principle of tying the note~ 
issue to th~ supply of gold was retained; but it wlij made 
subject to Treasury power to adjust'the Fiquciary Issue 
on appliclltion by the Bank. of England. It was not Oat 
first quite clear' how the- amended system would be 
worked; but we can nOw perceive that this history of 
anomalies has left us 'with a peculiar system. The note
Issue and therefore aJso the general operations of the 
central bank remain nominally tied to gold; but in fact 
the Fiduciary Issue is so elastic that we can almost 
forget the tie with the gold supply. The vital tie is that 
'which subjects the Bank of England to Treasury appro
val. The subjection of the Bank to the Treasury may not 
mean very Ptuch when the law already dictates to the 

. Bank the pursuance' of .a gold-standard policy: then 
Treasury permission to 'change the Fiduciary Issue would 
presumably b" d.ependent on the Bank's satisfyipa. ~he 
Treasury that its operations were directed to thet.nain
tenance of the gold-standard.' When, on the other hand, . ' 

I Not the least extraordinary part of the whole story is the way in 
whi,l:h the Act of 11!44 was sacrosanct in the pre-1914 City-a community 
which wu tlloroughly 'Banking School' at heart and which worked the 
'system in a ro6gbly Banking School way . 

. a It was one Qf the principles of the Currency School that for main
taining a gold Ittndard' an invariable Fiduciary Issue was essential; but 
no modem theorist or central banker would now refuse to admit that the 
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J)tate rulings about monetary policy are more nebulous, 
as they are at present, the power of the Treasury to veto 
changes in the Fiduciary Issue may become an important 
rein on Bank of England operations. If the Bank wishes 
to expand the credit base, and wants to issue the additional 
notes required to support that· credit base, arid the' 
Treasury disagrees with the 'expansionist policy, the 
Treasury has the whip-hand. .Whether it has the whip
hand in ~e'opposite event is not, as the law stands, so 
certain.. 'f!ow in fact a conflict of 9pinion between the 
Bank and the Treasury is likely to be resolved is rather 
a difficult question) The tradition of non-interference 
with the central bank might well be sufficient to allow 
~trong personalities ~t the Bank to wear .down the opposi
tion of the Tre!sury, despite the legal position. On the 
other hand; if tIle stronger personalities were resident in 

. the Treasury the latter would probably exploit its legal 
powers to the full. Just at present no outsider can tell 
precisely whether the Treasury or the Bank predominates: 
on the whole there is probably J consonance of views. 
One does occasionally hear ru~urs of conflict, and of 
the resolution of the conflict, but the position is much 
too obscure for an outsider to be able to say anything 
definite. . 

Apart from this systempf subjecting the Bank to the 
T~~asury :by legal reguiati6nof the not~-issue, the Act of 
1928 had the incidental advantage of provid(ng a system 
for sharing the central ba~ng profits between ~e Bank 
and the Treasury-a system which is ~ri balance very· 
useful. . 

It is often said that the central ,bank. shoul" have 
a monopoly of the note-issue in the country which is its, 
sphere of operations. Yet in fact the Bank of England, 
Which is often regarded as the pattern central~ank, has no 
monopoly: certain Scottish banks enjoy a limited right or 
smooth '~orking of the gold standard is likely to demand alterations in the 
relation between the stock of gold and tht:, note-issue. 
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note-issue, The argument that the central bank should
J 

have monopoly of the note-issue is basecl on the realiza
tiori that it must control the banking system by being the 
ultimate source of cash. If the other banks are free to 
provide themselves with cash by printing notes of their 
own, the central bank can be thwarteu. This argument 
is perfectly sound provided that the notes of an indi
vidual bank are absolutely equivalent to other kinds of 
• cash'. The less 4'reely can other cash be replaced by 
commercial-bank 'hotes the less does it matter if the 
central bank has n~' monopoly. The controversy was a 
lively one from time to time in nineteenth-century 
England; but its relevance to-day is rather to those 
countries where new central banking systems are being 
established. I 
Th~ cash which originates in the centraLbank cons~ts 

of its own notes and its deposit liabilities to the commer
cial banks (Bankers' Deposits in the Bank of England). 
If any commercial bank has the power to issue notes and 
its notes are absolutely interchangeal>le with the other 
kinds of cash, then it is free from all central-bank checks 
on the expansion of its assets (and therefore its share of 
the total supply of bank money). This absolute change
ability implies readiness of the public, all over the country, 
to accept its notes as willingly as central-bank notes are 
accepted, and a willingness of other commercial bank!'; to 
accept the notes of this commercial bank instead of its 
balance$ at the central bank, in settlement of inter-bank 
indebiedness~arising in the Clearing House. These are 
very ser~ous qualifications. If they are not fulfir ~-the 
cOlIUllercial bank which is expanding on the 6asis of 
its own note-issue will find its reserves of other cash 

I e.g. in Canada, where the commercial banks' original antipathy to 
the establishment of • central bank was partly due to people arguing that 
the central bank must take over the entire note-issue of the commercial 
banks. Had the note-issue powers required by • central bank been more 
fulIy understood the commercial bankl might have been less fearful of • 
central-bank scheme. 
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(central-bank notes and deposits) being drained away by 
people and by banks who, having received payments in the 
commercial-bank notes, hasten to exchange them for the 
more widely acceptable forms of cash. A purely local 
bank, such as were most of the country banks of mid
nineteenth-century England, could clearly not regard its 
note-issue as 'freeing it Jrom central-bank control. If it 
expanded too rapidly it would lose an essential part of its 
cash reserve. I It is not so easy to se~ what is to deter 
excessive issues by a number of co~ercial banks all 
over the country which keep in step with each other in 
their expansion, in the same way as, . compelled by ebbs 
and flows of cash, they keep in step in any other expan
sion of deposits. Wh~t would then happen would be a 
decrease in the ratio of cash at the central bank (Bankers' 
Deposits) to deposit liabilities to the public all round. 
These reserves at the central bank are generally used for 
the settlement of Clearing House balances ; but if the 
banks were equally willing to accept from each" other 
payment in each other's notes (i.e: if commercial-bank 
notes were regarded by the commercial banks as pre
cisel equivalent to deposits at the central bank) they 
co d afford to allow their reserves at the central bank to 

ecline relatively to their deposit' liabilities: Difficulties 
for the central bank arising therefrom can be averted if 
law (or custom having almost the force of law) imposes 
a quite artificial distinction between deposits at the 
central bank and commercial-bank notes/This can be done 
by law or custom compelling the commercial banks to hold 
at the central bank balances equal to a certain percentage 
of their deposits plus notes. This is quite a common 
provision in modem banking codes, and where it exists 

I It may however be argued that some time may elapse between the 
damaging local expansion of credit and the cash drain which puts a stop 
to it. The question was keenly debated by many writers on English 
banking in the. first half of the nineteenth century. A review of the 
controversy will be found in Viner, Studies in the Theory o/lnternational 
Trade, pp. 154-165. 
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the general argument against commercial banks'. having 
the right to issue notes breaks down. I In England cus
tom alone. di>tates that the commercial banks should 
hold depoM at the central bank equal to about 4! per 
cent. of their deposit liabilities; but the custom is prob
ably sufficiently strong for the central bank's monopoly 
of the note-issue to be unessential to its controlling 
powers. 

If there is any feeling that unrestricted note-issues of 
commercial banks undermine the authority of the central 
bank the law can restrict the commercial banks' issues in 
such a way as to restrict to the central-bank issue all power 
of significant variation.t The commercial banks can be 
granted the right to issue up to certain maximum amounts 
-maxima which it is expected will always, under any 
conceivable conditions, be approached. Then the com
mercial banks, though enjoying the income derived from 
these issues, are unable to indulge in a policy contrary to 
the will of the central bank, for the latter, controlling the 
variable part of the issue, can make the total note-issue and 
total cash what it chooses. This compromise is attractive 
when the legislature is unwilling to transfer from the 
commercial banks to the central bank all the income 
derived from hote-issues3 but does not want to leave the 
central bank's powers subject to any handicap. The 
compromise was devised by Peel for the transitional 
period, following the Act of 1844, during which the 
country issues were gradually terminated, and more 
recently it has been used in Canada. The comEFomise 
system remains the system regulating the note-.... lle in 
Scotland. 

I There remains some case against it in countries where banking is 
relatively undeveloped and where accordingly bank deposits are not the 
dominant part of the supply of money. 

• Seasonal variations may quite harmlessly be allowed in commercial
bank issues. 

I Notes are a possible source of income to the is.suer, for he can issue 
them (like deposits) in exchange for earning assets. 
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VI. Centr~l Banking in the 
In the earlier sections of this ch'-a-p-te-r-w-e-a .... ve been 

concerned with the general prinCiples of central banking 
technique, with special reference to the English . system. 
We proceed now to show how these general principles 
are applied in the somewhat different structure of Ameri
can banking. The parti'cular technique of central banking 
which has been devised to suit the American structure 
and American susceptibilities, is 'bound to be a pattern for 
ceptral banking operations in many other countries. But 
in the newer countries of the world, particularly the 
British Dominions, the t~hnieal problems of central 
banking are so different frolh either British or American 
conditions that we defer diS'Cussion of them to a separate 
chapter at the end of the bOOk. 

Let us emphasize at once the applicability to American 
conditions of the fundamental principles of central bank-

, ing which have bee.n discussed above. In the United 
States as in Britain the power of the central bank over 
the commercial batiks is dependent on the central bank's 
position as an ultimate source-of ·cash. Cash in America 
consists of Bankers' Deposits at the Federal Reserve 
Banks, and the bullion certificates (both gold and silver 
certificates) which are issued by the Federal Treasury in 
exchange for bullion. The bullion certificates take the 
place of the Bank of England notes issued against gold .. 
There are a number of other types of notes in circulation, 
but all significant changes in their. supply arf!.1ow under 
the control of the Fedt;ral Reserve System.1 '(!Ie Federal 
Reserve System can add to the supply of cash by adding 
to its assets, and contract the cash reserves of the banking 
system by selling assets, just as the Bank of England does) 
It canCput its own ri e'on t e use of mo ey which it .... 

I It is impossible in the space of this book to give all the complicated 
details of the American monetary system: they must be sought in the· 
special works on the subject. 
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creates when it functions (as it is bound by law to do) as 
lender of last resort. In all these ways the American 
system is J!aralle to the British. The significant differ
ences of st cture are two: (I) in America the commercial ' 
banks have direct access to the central bank as lender of 
last resort, and there is normally some commercial-bank 
indebtedness to the central bank. whereas in Britain the 
contact is indirect-the commercl~ banks being custo
marily able to secure cash from the central. bank only 
through the channel or the discount market;, and (2) 
whereas in Britain the cash ratio' is customary only, and 
is one flat ratio applied' to all deposits, in America the 
cash ratios are different according to the classes of 
deposit liabilities; they are 'legal minima, and they have 
been subject to revision by the central bank. 

In English conditions a bank requiri~g to replenish its 
cash reserves calls in loans which it has made to discount 
houses, and the discount houses provide the bank with 
the Bahkers' Deposits which the bank is wanting. The 
United 'States. when setting up their cen~ral banking 
system, could not establish a discount market ovefnight, 
so that their choice of the alternative sy~~~mwas H9bson's 
c:h9ice. Any member bank desirlngto replenish its cash 
res~rves can'do so by taking to its Federal Reserve Bank 
certain classes of assets I and borrowing directly fr9m'the 
Reserve Bank, just as a discount house would borrow 
from the Bank of England. Or it can rediscoUnt eligible 
bills there, again as the discount house might in England. 
The Reserve Bank of course fixes i~~~n price Jor-the 
transacti~n, just as does the Bank of England. 
. Under these arrangements there are n9rmally some 

I '~Iigible' assets were originally certain narrowly defined classes of 
'Ielf-liquidating paper'. But under the Ac;t of 1935 the 'Reserve Banks 
may make loans to member banka on ,paper otherwise described aa 
ineligible, but lubject to the provision that they shall be for not more 
than four montha and that. penalty in the way of interest be added of 
not leu than I per cent.' (see A. D. Gayer, 'The U.S. Banking Act of 
1935', in Economic Journal, 1935. p. 783). 

s 
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member banks in: debt to the R~rve Banks. The 
member banks can accordingly thwart a Reserve Bank 
sale of securities (which diminishes member' bank 
reserves) by borrowing the same amount from the 
Reserve Banks. _ It is trile that the Reserve Banks can 
choose their 'price and so influence short-term interest 
rates throughout the country; bit their control over short
ter:m interest rates in practiM operates quite differently 
from the Bank of England's control. Unable though the 
American system w~s to create over night a structure like 
that of London, there are established in the United 
States certain banking trad. it~~-~r~2)el 0 those estab
lished in England.. Among tnese is the radition that a 
bank should, if possible, avoid borro . g from another 
bank. To be in debt to .another bank is thought to be a 

J:-sign of weakness. Accordingly member banks finding 
themselves in debt to the Reserve' Bank (having had to 
borrow to raise their reserves to. the legal miiiima) hasten 
to . contract their loans (and therefore the aggregate of 
bank deposits in the ~ountry) for a reason ~?ich has 
nothing directly to do with "the cost of borrowing from 
the Reserve Bank.· - , 

The worklng of the ReseryeSystem's control has in 
practice depended very ~uch on this.. d~ for borrow
ing irom the Reserve Banks. And it is perhaPf for that 
~ea§?n th~t the Reserve System has, duri?-g a ~at ~art of 
Its hfe, dIscouraged prolonged or extensIve borrowmg on 
the part of anyone member bank by moral pressure. 
Whether it lVill do So again in -the future remains to be 
seen. I Anyway, in the past an~ppreciable increase in 
member bank indebtedness to the Reserv~J13nks has 
quickly ~hown itself in . a contractionist mQv~tnent. 
Interest rates have risen sharply in New York,-less 
sharply in other centres, and less sharply still in the 

1 The excess reserve position at the moment makes any extensive 
borrowing unnecessary, so that we have no' guide to the ideas on this 
point of the reconstructed Reserve System. 
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remoter parts.- When the Rese'!yeJ)ystem wants to force 
l contraction of bank credit its first 9peratio.n has generally 
been not to raise its cJiscount rate, curto Sell securities 
:n the open market. Selling securities"ditxlinishes (as in 
England) commercial bank cash reserves and deposit 
iabilities by . equal absolute amounts. To support their 
;ash reserves at the legal minima the member banks have' 
:0 borrow from the Reserve Banks. The rise in member 
)a~nk'ebtedness at once leads to' a general contrac
jonist movement, interest rates charged by bankers 
:iSl all over the country-more in New York, less in 
:he remote country districts. The Reserve System then 
)roceeds to raise its own rediscount rate, bringing it into 
ine with the generally higher structure of interest rates 
n the country. In ~.Eg!~ndope~market operations (apart 
~rom offsetting operations) are apt to-,;e used rather to 
nake an existing official !~te 'effectiVe'Tn the discount 
narket :-tJie general structure of bankers' rates moves with 
:he official raY:.,. But in N.eJY_.Y ork.jh~.open market 
)perations.J!.~sed to initiate the ~~ in rates 
~enerally, the change in the official rediscount rate com
.ng at the end of the proc~ and doing scarcely more 
:han registering accomplisheafact. ' 

An expansionist movement has frequently been 
.nitiated in the same way. The Reserve System has pur
:hased securities in the market, member bank indebted
rless has fallen to unusually low levels, and perhaps excess 
reserves (i.e. reserves above the legal minima) have 
ippeared. The m~mber banks have then reduced 
lnterest rates and set 'about adding to their asset..---:ates 
of interest in the market having actually fa1ren, the 
Reserve System reduces its official rate: !h;tL<;hl!nge 
being the last, and not as in England; the first stage of the 
operation. 

I This atructure of interest rates over the country is by no means 
peculiar to the United States. In general interest rates tend to be volatile 
at the monetary centre. and relatively rigid in the remote regions. 
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Dislike of member bank indebtedness- to the Reserve 
Ba'iiks, on which the above process depends, had un
fortunate effects in the banking crisis of 1933. Public 
distrust in the solvency 't>f a commercla1 t5liIiK1eads to a 
demand to exchange the debts of that bank ('deposits at 
that bank') for other forms of money. The only way in 
which the spread of panic can be checked is accordingly 
for the central bank to take over fr9m the commercial 
bank, as rapidly as it can, the assets of the commercial 
bank, giving in exchange its own liabilities which will 
probably, at any rate in the earlj. ~'ges of a banking 
crisis,. be acceptable to the public. \If, instead of this, the 
commercial bank simply presses its claims against other 
banks, as generally happens in a correspondent banking 
system, not only one commercial bank but a whole chain 
of banks is likely to be forced to close its doors~ If a 
repetition of the banking crisis of ~ is to be avoided 
not only must the central bank realize the fyll exten..1 oUts. 
responsibilities, but commercial banks must also be quick 
to resort t~ the central bank, rather than attempting to 
puse,the' . troubles on to. correspondent banks. Fuller 
use of e central bank in difficult times is facilitated 
bi enormous extension (by the Act of 1935) in the 
classes of assets w4ich may be taken over by the Federal 
Reserve System; 'but unless the member banks are 
ready to use these facilities, and use them promptly" 
the great advantages of having a lender of last resort 
are lost. I ) 

The second great difference between the American and 
English systems is that, while in England the cash ratios 
of the commercial.banks are determined by the banks' 
own observance of etIstom only, in America the cash ratios 
are determined by raw. Under the amending Act of 1917 -

I Full use of central bank facilities does not of course protect depositors 
from the consequences of a commercial bank having incurred losses 
beyond the amount of its proprietors' capital: hence the need in the 
United States for the Deposit Insurance System. 
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the legal cash ratIos were fixed at 3 per cent. agamst Time 
Deposits (Deposits cashable only at notice of at least one 
month) and 7 per cent., ~er cent., or 13 per cent. against 
Demand Deposits accorrung to the geographical position of 
bcii'iks. Member banks in New York and Chicago, where 
the banks in the correspondep.t system hav~ great liabilities 
to other banks, had to maintain the 13 per cent. reserve. 
Member banks in other so-called reserve cities had to 
maintain the ~r}hediJte ratio, the low~st ratio applying 
to all other ba . These legal miniiiiiiiii'"cash ratios .cefer 
to the proportion which member bank reserves at the 
Reserve Banks must bear to the member banks' deposit 
liabilities to the public. Till money is not included in 
legal r~se~es. The legal ratios detailed above are com
parable to the English figure of 41 per cent. (the ratio of 
Bankers' Deposits at· the Bank of England to total 
deposit liabilities to the public), not to the English 9 per 
cent In other countries the cash to which the legal ratio 
is applied may include forms of cash other than deposits 
at the central bank. 

The distinction for this purpose between Time Deposits 
and Demand Deposits is due to the limitation of the 
public's right to exchange Time Deposits for cash. This 
point shows how the cash reserve ratios were based on 
the protection of the public against banking illiquidity 
rather than on the significance of the cash ratio for central 
bank control. The very much lower ratio to be held 
against Time Deposits than the ratios to be held against 
Demand Deposits may be, as we shall see in a later 
chapter, a source of embarrassment to ·the effic~~i of 
central bank control. Despite much ,discussion on this 
point, the confusion beRVeen legal-"Tegulation of cash 
reserves to protect the public against oarucing illiquidity 
and legal regulation of cash reserves to give control to L~ 
the central bank has continued to appear-in new central 
bank charters· (as e.g. in those of New Zealand, the 
Argentine, and India). For purppses·· of centr~~. bank 
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control one flat rate is highly_Aesirable. Open market 
operations may then be re~J~pon to cause a pre
deter~in~~~ha:nge i~ th~. _~ggregate supply of bank 
deposlts In the cQyntry.-

The contr~hich the institution of legal 'minimum 
reserves gives to the central bank may be contrasted with 
the English system in which reserve ratios, being only 
customary, can be altered at the will\of the commercial 
banks.- But the contrast must not be misunderstood. In 
America the member· banks may not allow their cash 
rese~s to fall below the legal minima; but there is no 
~ to prevent -them from raising their reserves ~ 
the legal minima. As we have seen in an earlier chapter, 
however, the profit motive may normally be relied upon 
to prevent the maintenance of excess reserves. The 
exception to this rule occurs when the earning assets 
available for banks to take up are not, in one way or 
another, sufficiently attractive. We saw how in England 
a shortage of the more liquid assets or fear that the prices 
of medium-term government securities might fall could 
induce the, cOJIlmercial banks to allow their tash ratios 
to rise. In~erica similar circumstances have been at 
work. The supply of bank cash has been greatly in
creased by the gold influx. The. demand for commercial 
loans has been at a very low ~bb, reaction after the bank
ing crisis has made the banks unwilling to touch whole . 
classes of. assets, and they have taken up enormous 
amounts .of government securities .. The yields on these 
last have been very low, and the longer the lives of the 
government bonds the more uncertain are their future 
prices. The l?~s have been unwilling to stuff their 
portfolios with government. securities ad infinitum, and 
have pref~rred to allow ~eir cash ratios to rise far above 
the old legal minima. position arose in which the 
surplus reserves of the me ber banks were so great that 
it became simply impossible for the Reserve System to 
bring l:\PY' contractionist pressure to bear by selling 
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securitiel\ Their 'am'htrinition' might well have been 
exhausted long before member bank reserves had been 
brought down to the legal minima. With boom conditions 
already appearing, the central bank was powerless to do 
anything to check an enormous inflation of bank credit as 
the demand for,it developed. 

To meet this extraordinary position the Banking Act of 
1935 empowered the Federal Reserve Board to vary any 
or all of the legal ratios up to between the former levels 
and twice those milaJ Jeye1i_The ratios have een raise , 
in three stages, to the maxima allowed by this law-6 per 
cent. against all Time Deposits, and 14,20, or 26 per cent;. 
against Demand Deposits. No further rise is possible
without a change in the law; but the ratios could be 
varied downwards, subject to the former limits. This) 
power to vary the reserve ratios of the commercial banksl is an i~t adjunct to the powers of a central bank, ~ 
it can be use~normously the extent of the open 
market operations necessary to enforce a given-policy 
In New Zealand the Governor of the cential bank, acting 
with the authority of the Minister of Finance, has power 
to raise or lower the reserve requirements, subject only to 
a lower limit. The New Zealand authorities have not yet 
exercised this power; but ~ a COllntry where extensive 
open-market operations by the central bank are subject 

. to great difficulties, the mere existence of the reserve
variation weapon is obviously going to add enormously 

, to the influence of the central bank. 
To return to the American system. Differences of 

structure and-curiously enough-iiimilarities of y' ~cion 
have made open-market 'operationS the typical initiatory 
action of the American central bank,' while in England 
Bank Rate changes more often come first. But this 
difference is superficial only. In both ~ the central 
bank's action is directed to controlling the supply, and 
~erefore the price, of bank money throughout the bank-
109 system. In both cases its control is dependent on its 
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posit~on as an ultimate source of cash, I and on the com
mercial banks' being obliged by custo!1l (in England) or 
by law (in America) to maintain certain cash reserves. 
The abs~rnQ!!nLof cash is subject. to central hank 
control: given the absolute a:~o)J.nt of cash, and given 
the cash ·reserve ratios of the comme(cial banks, the' 
volume :of deposits is. determlne-([' , 

This compleiesoUr discussion of the fundamental 
powers of a central bank. We' have already seen how its 
operations may be hedged about by note-issue laws 
restricting its freedom in creating cash. We have nQw to 
examine the rather different question of whether the 
power of the central bank is dependent on its confining 
itself to th~ central banking functions which we have 
been discussing in the last five sections. 

ill. The Central Bank as Banker t~ the State and' 
(' . to Others 

The central bank's control over the commercial banks 
depends on its power to create cash and on the com
mercial banks' need to relate their liabiliti~ to their cash 
reserves. The central bank's power to create' cash depends 
on the fact· that claims against it-its' deposit or note 
liabilities-are regarded as cash. The more 10 Its it 
likes to create,,- the greater is the supply of cash. The 
deposits at the central bank which stand in the names of 
the commercial banks are the basis for the whole super
structure of bank. deposits in the fountry. But if the 
central bank acts as banker to institutions other than the 
commercial banks, part of its liabilities are not used as 
cash at all, but fprm"part of the total of ordinary bank 
deposits in the cOl..lntpr. A r~distribution of centtal bank 
liabilities, in favour' of Bankers' Deposits anc1: .against 

• I In both countries legal provisions obliging the autho~e\ to supply 
c;jIsn i~ exchange for gold (subject to certain price conditions) are a source 
of emblirrassment to the central bank, in that an auxiliary eource-of cash 
is created;7JUs hindering of the central banks is, however, intentional. 
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Other Accounts, in effect causes an increase in the cash" 
basis of the commercial banks. Such a redistribution can 
be caused in the same way as the deposit liabilities of the 
commerCial banks are redistributed-by one customer 
drawing cheques in favour of other customers. Clearly 
the power of the central bank's customers to cause, in 
this way, a chang~· n .the cash basis of the -banking 
system, without the entral bank taking any action at all, 
is potentially a so ce of embarrassment to the central 
bank. It does not, as we have seen in an earlier section, 
destroy the central bank's :control: for the central bank 
can neutralize the redistribution of liabilities by adding to 
or subtracting from its total assets, But the fact remains 
that acting as banker for persons or institutions other than 
tlie commercial banks does involve it in operations 
which would otherwise be avoided. The addition of these 
complications to the difficult business of central banking 
must be counted a disadvantage. of the central bank's 
acting as banker for anyone except the ordinary com
mercial banks. 

This argument has -equal force, whether we are 
considering the State or ordinary business people as 
customers of the central bank. A rise in Other Deposits 
(Ot11er Accounts) at the Bank of England is just as dis
turbing to the supply of cash as is an equal rise in Public 

. Deposits. In practice the changes in PubJic Deposits are 
much the more important source of disturbance-for 
Public Deposits are. the balance of one huge institution, 
\"hereas Other Accounts contain a number of relatively 
small balances. A temporary disturbance of saye --per 
cent. in one of the balances which comes under die item 
Oth~eounts may well be offset by opposite move
ments· other balances which-also come under that head
ing. tit a. 20 per cent. change in the balance of the single 
institutiQn the State can cause an appreciable disturbance 
in the cash basis. On this count, therefore, th& case 
against the' central bank acting as banker to the Govern-

T 
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rtJ.e~t might be stronger than that against its acting as 
banker for a number of other ordinary customers. J 

But there are two other arguments to be considered. 
When the central bank, does ordinary banking business 
for customers in th~e way as the other banks do, it is 
entering into competitive relations with the commerCial 
banks. This is likely to be derogatory to the central bank's 
authority over the commercial banks: they may well 
feel themselves not obliged to listen to the requests of a 
competing bank. There was even talk, when these cir
cumstances arose in earlier English banking history, of 
the commercial banks themselves ceasing to be customers 
of the Bank of England if the latter continued its com
petitive attitude. Their deposits with the central bank 
bring them no return: then why, say the commercial 
banks, should the central bank make profits· by lending 
funds to people who might have borrowed from us? 
AntiPathies of any kind betwsen-the central bank and the 
commercial banks are most undesirable. In the interest 
of the smooth working of the systemlliere should be an 
atmosphere in which mutual help is possible at any time. 
This is a serious argument against the central bank enter
ing into ordinary banking business. It applies to private 
custom, not to the custom of the State: for the central 
bank is, after all, a State-created institution, and the com
mercial banks can scarcely complain of the State taking 
its own substantial banking business ~o its. own institu
tion. 

Under the influence of arguments such as these mO$t 
central banks are prohibited from doing ordinary banking 
business with the public. The Bank of England has still, 
as a legacy from its earlier history, a number of ordinary 
customers, but f<1r many yeats now it has signified its 
unwillingness to compete with the joint-stock banks, by 

J In England the variation in Public Deposits is probably not so serious 
as would appear from the weekly Bank Returns. It is understood that the 

-Treasury endeavours to avoid any marked variations in Public Deposits. 
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refusing to accept new customers. Old accounts are 
allowed to run on; but it is conceivable that the course of 
time will see a complete extinction of this relic of earlier 
days. The Bank of England also includes under the head
in~ Other Accounts the balances of the Indian and per
haps some other governments which bank with it, and 
those of foreign and Dominion central banks. But with 
the great development of the market in Treasury Bills 
these accounts do not appear to be subject to very great 
variations-the variations in London balances of other 
governments and central banks are probably absorbed 
in variations in their holdings of Treasury Bills. Before 
1914. when the market in Treasury Bills was far more 
restricted, these balances at the Bank of England used to 
be subject to great variation; but the Bank of England 
managed to use those variations rather to its' own advan:. 
tage in controlling the market.! 

There are some special arguments for the central bank 
undertaking, indeed seeking, ordinary banking business 
in countries where the banking system is relatively un
developed, or where other circumstances subject central 
bank operations to peculiar difficulties. To these special 
arguments~e efer below, in Chapter XIII. 

To return 0 the question of whether the central bank 
should act anker to the Government. We have already 
given a substantial argument against-the argument that 
disturbances in the cash basis of the banking system are 
apt to arise-On the other hand there is the argument that 
the financial arrangements of the Government areJlf ~Jlch 
enormous importance in Influencing the businesf .lffairs 
of the coun~.ry that it should be in constant consultation 
with the central bankers. The ordinary business man has 
his bank manager to consult, when he chooses, on the 
financing of his business. The Government likewise may 
benefit by having bankers' advice at its disposal, and that 

I On the pre-1914 business see my Bank of ElIl(land OperatioJls, 1890-
Ig14, chap. ii. 
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a({vice should be the very best obtainable. The magnitude 
of the Government's' operations ,makes it desirable that 
their effect on" the central bank's efforts to follow a given 
monetary policy . should be considered. I In addition, 
peo~le who f~vour close ~tate control of central bankipg 
see In the dally consultatIons between the central bank 
and the Treasury (as banker and client) a rein on the inde
pendence of the central bank. These weighty arguments 
in . favour of the central bank acting as banker to the 
Government have prevailed almost universally. ZIt is 
therefore worth asking how the disadvantage (disturbance 
of the cash basis) can be averted, or at least ~odified? 

Changes in the Government's balance at the Bank of 
England are 4ue to inequality between total receipts and 
total disbursements-capital items and current items 
have all to be counted. Now it is practically inevitable 
that expenditure by the Government should be concen
trated in particular parts of the year. Dividend payments 
on great war loans, for example, cannot be spread evenly 
over' every day of the year. It is convenient to make pay
ments for the 'supply serVices' very unevenly. Revenue 
from taxation also comes in unevenly: income-tax pay
ments, for example, are concentrated largely in January 
and July and especially in the first quarter of the calendar 
year. The natur~overnment current receipts and 
payments make it impossible to,.....arrange for equality 
between them from day today and week to .week. But if 
the Treasury can arrange to have capital receIpts in excess 
of capital payments at a time. when current expenditure 
is running ahead of current revenue, the discrepancy 

I It is sometimes argued that the central bank must be banker to the 
State in order that it should know just what movements in government 
deposits it has to offset; but this argument is fallacious. If the government 
banks with commercial banks, movements in government balances do not 
disturb the cash basis, and it is disturbance in the cash basis, not in the 
distribution of ordinary deposits, that the central bank has to watch. 

Z In the U.S.A. a large part of the government balances are held as 
deposits in the commercial. banks. 
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on current account does not disturb the balance at the 
Bank of England. When the British Government bor,.. 
r,owed only on long-term paper (consols particularly) it 
was impossible to make these temporary adjustments in 
the capital account. But the inve~n of the short-term 
Treasury Bill has revolutionized the situ~tion. At the 
end of the nineteenth century Treasury Bills ~ere in use, 
but their issues were restricted to supplying funds for 
particular classes of government expenditure, and it was 
not until the early years of the present century that they 
became an unrestricted means of raising funds for the 
Government. 

In the War of 1914-18 the Government, pressed to make 
the most of every source of funds, increased the amount 
of Treasury Bills outstanding enormously. Since the~ 
their volume has been maintained, mainly no doubt 
because it is a cheap way of obtaining funds. All Treasury 
Bills now have a ,:s:urrency' (i.e. life to maturity) of three 
months. They are issued in weekly batches, and as there 
are some hundreds of millions' worth outstanding the 
weekly issue amounts to some £30 millions to £50 
millions. I Every week a batch issued three months pre
viously matures, and the payments to the holders occasion 
a transfer at the Bank of England from Public Deposits to 
Bankers' Deposits. At the same'time a new batch is 
issued and as the market takes up the new bills there is a 
transfer from Bankers' Deposits' to Public Deposits. By 
arranging the gap between maturities and the new is_sJJ.e to 
equal and be in the opposite direction to any discC.,ancy 
between current revenue and current expenditure, the. 
Treasury can arrange to keep its balance approximately 
stable.z Similarly the disturbance which the maturity of a 

I I am excluding the 'tap' issue (which is taken up entirely by govern· 
ment departments) as it does not directly affect the distribution of the 
Bank of Enllland's deposit liabilities. The figures refer to the 19)O'S. 

a The Treasury can also of course buy Treasury Bills in the market 
before maturity. 
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block of medium- or long-term bonds, or a new issue of 
such bonds, would occasion can be largely prevented by 
manipulation of the Treasury Bill issues.I 

The rise of the Tteasury Bill has thus enabled the 
authorities to do much, in~his co ntry, to avert the main 
disadvantage which arises ro e central bank acting as 
banker to the Government. he Treasury Bill method of 
government financing has indeed almost come to be 
considered as an essential adjunct to a central bank 
structure, central bankers in the British Dominions 
being particularly anxious to develop the Treasury Bill 

. system. While the authorities can do much along these 
lines, the commercial banks have also, at any rate in 
British conditions, learned to do much to protect them
selves from the worst consequences of movements in 
Public Deposits. Detailed. analysisZ of British banking 
statistics for the period 1925-35 has shown that, when 
the cash reserves of the commercial banks shrink or swell 
as a result of a change in Public Deposits or Ways and 
Means Advances, the banks do not rush to'make any 
adjustment in their ,earning assets-they simply allow 

, their cash ratios to fall or rise. They Have learned by 
J:perience that many of these movements are purely 
, temporary, and ignore them. Part of the change/in ~he 

cash ratio is allowed to see daylight in their published 
returns, but much is concealed in a vadation in the 
amount of window-dressing~ Indeed~may even be 
suggested that one of the incideJ:.ltal advantages of window
dressing is that it allows us to secure the advantages of 
the Government banking with the central bank without 
feeling the disadvantage of the resulting disturbance in 
the cash basis. But the ,advantage of the commercial banks 

I Manipulation of the assets of public departments can also play an 
important part in such operations. For an analysis of an excellent example 
see Hall, 'Some Technicl\l Aspects of the Finance of Rea~ament', in 
Economica, 1937, p. 137. 

Z Made by Mr. R. M. Goodwin, in the thesis referred to above. 
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treating these variations in the cash basis in this particular 
way should not blind us to the fact that the variability of 
the commercial banks' cash rati~a- potential source of 
weakness in a central bankin.£ syst~m. If variations in the 
cash basis are occasioned by cnanges in Publi~ J2.eposits, 
it is all the mor~ important that there should be co-opera
tion between the central bank and the commercial banks, 
lest the latter treat in tIie saIne· cavalier way· variations 
in the cash basis which are the outcome of deliberate 
central bank action. 

This expedient, of doubtful desirability in any case, 
. is not so easily adopted in countries where the cash ratios 
of the commercial banks are subject to ~atut~ry regula
tion. It is true that the free margifl-t.above the legal 
minimum, can be raised and lowered in response to dis
turbanceSin the central bank's other liabiliti.es; but in 
times of brisk demand for bank loans especially the 
margin is apt tooeininimized. In such countries there 
must be more complete dependence on the Treasury Bill 
syste_m. It is possible that in COlJIse of time window
dressing on the part of the English commercial banks will 
disappear, and then, if they are to maintain approximately 
stable true cash ratios, we shall have to rely almost 
entirely on the Treasury Bill system for in~ulating the 
general credit structure from ebbs and flows of govern
ment funds. Even now the smooth working of the London 
money market depends very largely on the existence of a 
large block of Treasury Bills.1 And the Treasury Bill is 

, A minor but illuminating example of the way in which thl ~ndon 
market hu learned to use the Treasury Bill system has occasionally been 
afforded in recent ye8l'l by operations at the end of each half-year (30 June 
and 3 I December). The commer~ banks then indulge in a colossal 
amount of window-dreuing, raising their cash ratios by calling in dis
count market loans and by arranging bill maturities. This always used to 
result in heavy borrowing by the diacount market at the Bank of England; 
but recently the market has learned to 'make the Government do the 
b?rrowing for it'. The Treasury Bills issued each week can be taken up 
on a day in the following week chosen by the original buyers of the bills, 
and th~ mature three montha later (maturities falling on a Sunday being 
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an ideal asset for the central bank to deal in: there is no 
risk of default, and the shortness of its term implies such 
a degree of stability in its capital value that no conceiv
able variation in interest rates can make the central bank's 
operations in Treasury Bills a source of appreciable 
losses. 

We conclude then that by the establishment of a 
Treasury Bill system-a system which has o~heysub
stantial advantages-the main disadvantage of ~central 
bank acting as banker to the State can be averted. The 
central bank should therefore be the Government's 
banker in order to secure the advantage (such as con~ 
tinual consultation on financial affairs) to which we re
ferred above. Ordinary banking business fot the general 
public the central bank should, on the other hand, in 
general forswear. It is essentially a public, non-profit
seeking institution, and any business which is likely to 
embarrass the operations we have discussed above should 
not be lightly undertakeI?" . 

paid on the Saturday). Suppose then that 28 and 29 March are Monday 
and Tuesday, the market, tendering for bills on Friday, 25 March, can 
take up all the bills on the Monday and Tuesday (instead of spreading 
them evenly over the week). The bills then matu;e on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, 28 and 29 June. On Friday, 24· June, the market wiII have 
tendered for bills to take up in the following week, and wiII have under
taken to take them up after the tightness of 30 June has passed-Leo on 
Friday, I July. The Government wiII then have to meet a full week's 
tnaturities-5ay [AO miIlions--on Tuesday and Wednesday, and will 
not be receiving funds back from the market until Friday. The market 
secures before the 30th the funds with which to meet the banks' require
ments for 'making-up'. The Government's balance (Public Deposits) is . 
unequal to the strain and it borrows from the Bank of Erigland by 'Ways 
and Means Advances'. These are entered under 'Government Securities'. 
The Government, not as formerly the market, does the borrowing. 
'Government Securities' at the Bank of England rise instead of 'Discounts 
and Advances', to allow the rise in Bankers' Deposits necessary to raise 
the cash ratios of the commercial banks. The process involv~s some tight- . 

. ness in market funds at the ends of March and September. (It should be 
emphasized that the possibility of this device depends upon the dates 
happening to be convenient days of the week. The example given above 
has been somewhat simplified.) 
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The technical equipment of a central bank, which we 
have examined at such length, enables it to control the 
prices of short-term loans by controlling the supply of 
bank money. Given an adequate technical equipment a 
central bank can pursue whatever 'Bank Rate policy' it 
chooses. The effects of a given Bank Rate policy on the 
general economic situation must be our next concern. 



CHAPTER VI , 
THE THEORY OF aANK-RATE CHANGES I 

I. Interest Rates a'nd the Holding of Goods 

Tl!~}I.1qst_ p0'We~f~1 ~~p-on .~hi~h.!!te .!!!onet~IT~~!hQx:i_:_ 
.' !!es can use, ~~1l].~.2~~2f.inftu_enci!.l~! level of 
prICeS an~ ~~~~~!9.h!!:P~,.2L ~<:qJl?Illic::.a~~iy!!y ... -is generiIry 
s-ummariied in the term 'Bank Rate'.) More specifically, 
the banki~g system influences the behaviour of entre-' 
preneurs (and so the volume and pricing of economic 
ilct~vity) by exercising pressure -on interest rates. 
~hough. th~~~a!:~~ubstantiaL(Wf~~r.w~s_of.yi~w on _the 
e cacy and det~i!ed working,of this ',Bank Rate'weapoIi, 
fr~ls-"g~fieially agreed that th,e ba~!!:l$ . __ ~ystem can, 
mfluence prices_~~c:l_l?I9.d.uction_.by..i~s. '!~~ AS_~?dho~ 
tne~n 'Y9rks.t!Iere are two ma&ines of thought: . 
jIiii typified in the works of .Mt:~- Hawtrey, in whos~ view 
the influence of short-term rates .9~r~ctly on de~ers' activi-

:Jj!sja.,the mainSpringof'Cnange; and. that of ME._Keyne,s 
111 the Treatise on Money, in which long-term interest rates. 
are an-important. But both these -lines of thought have 
the same starting-point: both see bankin olic as 

... efI~,tive . because it in uenmthe' cost 0 coho ,!n.:...gQods 
Thattnere-iire costs, other than inte est c a , . ed 
in the holding of goods-costs such as' those, of ~,~~.e
housing, depreciation, insu!~~c~-is of course admittea, 
-and of this wesnall haVeto remind ourselves presently. 
But the interest charge forms part of tp.e total cost of hold
ing goods, whether that interest charge is the direct charge 
:actually met by a borrower 01' the indirect charge ~et ~y . 
a capitalist, who thereby ~isses the opportunity of invest
ing his o:wn mo~ey elsewhere. And since the.bankers can 

I For an analysis of pre-I914 theories of Bank1tate see Keynes, Treatise 
on Money, chap. xiii. 'On current theory, the first part of Mr. A. T. K,· 

. Grant's Study of the Capital Market in post-Waf Britain is useful. His 
approach is different, but his conclusions practicallyt~e same as mine.- . 
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influence this part of cost, they can influence~al cost, 
and accordingly the relative attractiveness of holding 
goods. If, as a result of the bankers making the holding 
of goods m<>.~~!tjractive, entr~p!~ne.!lrs set about adding 
to tnelrJ!ord~gs of..goods, ~hen prices and t.he volume of 
e-£o~om!cJlctivjty tend to rise. Conversely, if the bankers 
make the holding of goods less att;ractive than it was 
before, then entrepreneurs will set about reducing their 
holdings of goods, so depressing prices and the volume of 
economic activity. 

As far as t*.h· s t re is no difference betweenjbe Ha~rey 
view and the ynes view. Their difference lies in the 
class of goo s~he ':~lJjatjon in the nofding;of which. is' 
considered more impot1ant. -~n -the Hawtrey"View the 
maIn initiaf variation is in the. williniiieSLQf-([ealers- to· 
IiOJd -working- and liquid-capital goods-stocl{s of 
finished and seml-ffnlSIied goods. Since the holding of 
these- -goods can be financed by short-term loans, the 
movement of short-terrI! rates.. is, in the Hawtrey view, 
sufficient to explairi changes in the economic situation. 
In the alternative view the deIhand for working capital is 
rather the result of the -general situation, \!hich' is itself 
aetermined by the, demand of entrepreneurs. for ,fixed 
capital go~ds. Since in a banking system of the English 
tYpe- the holding of fixed capital goods can' be financed 
only by long-term, non-banking loans, this Keynesian 
line of attack involves a long digression on the connexion 
between long-term and short-term interest rates. It 
should be realized that these two explanatioDs of ~-~ 
of banking policy u on rices and rodu . 
mutua y exc USlve: a a 10 short-term rates may well. 
both sumUIate adaitions to stocks and lead to a fall in long
term rates which will stimulate' investment in fixed 
capital~ The difference is ooe of emphasis onry.·To Mr. 
Hawtrey the; former effect appears quick and certain, the 
'latter. rem~te and questionable; to those who approach 
the problem along KeYI!esiAn lines dealers' response to 
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lower short-term'rates appears slight and unimportant as 
compared with the: more far-reaching changes in long-' 
term capital investment. We will now consider these two '. 
lines of thqught in detail. . , 

t. 

. II. The Hawtrey Line of Thought 
First let us consider Mi-. Hawtrey's 'dealer'. The deale!_ 

~s.~ ma~u vvh~j~._always h~!dinKp"~~t.~!: Qr_ smaner .stock!! 
~~._s_0In~fi~ished~r ~~II);i-finished. GOmm9d~ty. One in
eVItably thmks of hlI~' as a wholesale merchant; but I do' 
not think !hat·Mr. ,HaWtrey intends the term to be limited 

,in this way . .t.Rath~!tEe_gealer.js.any person who. holds..., 
stocks. Now stocks are held for convenience-in order to 
tieible to meet variations in customers' demands without 
making the latter wait, and in order also to avoid the con
sequence of vari'ations in supply (due to ~eather, labour 
disputes, &c.). This convenience of holding stocks has a1 
certain money value to thedealer, and he balances that 
value against the cost of holding stocks' . .aLt.hecost ,of 
~K-s!()~k~ ri§~s: he thinks it .worth while suff'ering 
some slight loss M convenience: in order to avoid the 
increasing costs-Leo ~d\lc:~~jt~fks. .An~~ <:~>Ilve~sely. 
The extent to which he changes his stoc'Ks':"a,s a result of 
a given small change in th~ cost. of holding stocks may. 
appropriately be called the',elasticity of his demand for 
the convenience of holding stocks. The mo;~.elastic hi~ 
demand, the greater will be the . effect on his op'er.atio~ 
oJ a 'given change in the cost of holding stocks. I 

/ Now. if short-term inter.estrat~~ risuhe cost of holding 
stocks ~:. Dealers therifureser'about reducing their 
~oCl{s; which theY-can:' only do by 'buying· less rapidly' 
than they are selling. Th~y are swapping goods for cash
th~y are 'absorbing cash', which they use to accumulate a 
balance-;-o"fTmore-proDably) to payoff <kbts .. But J.vhat is 
the effect oD. producers . of their reduced' purc~ases? 
,~Qq1,!~~rs . fiI!~flal~~_~Hirig_9_ff .• '!2ey cut prices and 
'cjil1ail .putput. The typically deflatIOnary symptoms of 
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falling prices and output have appeared. 1 As output is 
curtailed the volume of employment. Qffered. to JactonQ.f 
production-Oe~n.~s, -money In_come! -.!herefgfe _contract. 
In-the first instance, the contraction of money incomes is 
likely to consist solely of a decline in the number of money 
incomes arising-later cuts in rates of remuneration may 
follow. The contraction of inoney incomes leads to a 
de~!ine i~_!c:ta~ales, leading to reduced 'p~_rc:b,a~e$_ frpm 
dea~ers, wh_o aKl!in ..!.~~_~<:e._~eil'pur~hases, and so forth. 
The whole movement, sometimes called the vicious circle 
of deflation, is intensified by a general tende'ncy .to 'hold 
offt the market bnce it is realized that prices are falling
people- postpone Purchases in the expectation of securing 
more favourable terms later. Producers being depressed 
are likely to embark less on replacement of and addition 
to plant, so that the capital goods trades also become' in-
volved. ~----' ---
-COntrariwise, if short-term interest rates fall, the cost 
of ho~ding stocks falls. Dealers' thereforc?1et about 
increasing the1r stocks, ~hich they can only do by buying 
'more rapidly than they are selling. Orders to manu
facturers rise-output expands-e'mployment increases
money incomes rise-retail sales nse-and so forth. The 
'vjciolls cjrcle of inflatiQq.' has. appeared, with its condt
tions of risin& prices and production. 'f 

. The effects which follow a change in, interest rates once 
entrepr~neurs have been induced to change their behaviour 
are u.niversally admitted. The eculiari of the Hawtre 
line 0 hou ht is its stress on-,he--di"an 
f holdin stocks s the mains rin of cha w the 

force u ness 0 t 1S argu~nt depends large y on two 
factors-first th_e.proportionwhich ~ntert:.s~_ c_harg~s' bear 
to th~_ to~al 'cost of holding, stocks, and second wha~_ we __ 
haVe called above the elasticity of demandior the con
~§nien<;.e of hOlding slocks. On the first point there are, of 

I How far price. faU and how far output falla depends upon the- shape 
of producers' cost curves • . 
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course, many other costs of holding stockst~arehousing 
insurance against fire, theft. &c., allowance Jor deprecia 
. tion of quality, and above all, the risk of ,he price of th 
commodity falling while it is being held} These variou 
charges will vary very much from one commodity tl 
another~a bulky commodity, one 'which is· perishable 
and the price .of which is liable to unforeseen plunges 
is obv.i(1)us~y going to cost very mucli to hold: il 
~ock, and the inter~st charge is likely to be only' 'a ver: 
-sinall proportion of total costs. I A 20 per cent. rise'il 
interest rates may well mean only a 2 per cent. rise in th 
total cost-· of holding the stocks of. the commodity il 
question., UnJes$-therefor~~>!.!i~_£.~~~jchy_ of the entt:e 
preneurs' de~~nd for the, convenience 9f.holding stock 
isve!y~ljigli, -a 20 per cent. rise-say from .5 to 6 per cent 
-:-ii;- inter.eSLrates~ill nOLstimulate __ IJlUch decrease 0 

stock:s.4When .it is cprisidered that the vast majority 0 

Coillmodities are either bulky, or.perishab1t:, or fluctuat 
ing in priGe, or frequently all three, it will be realized fh~ 
the initial effects of Bank Rate. changes alo~his line arl 
unlikely to be very -gteat.· The contrast..h.etween this con 
elusion and the apparent enormity' Qf the upward an, 
downward s~eeps of trade. condition's does n-ot,' however 
dispose of the Hawtrey attack, for, ?s· has been ShOWI 
",bov~, the process once inl!!~js <:umulative~ a~d sub 
stantlal results may well follow .from small begm!llhgs . 

. Uirfortunafely o'lir linowledge of the size of s~ocks hel, 
from time to time is not suffieiently extensive to apply an: 
decisive test of fad to ."t.hi~ .theory. But there is some in 
difect evidencew.hich tells against it. This is the be 
haviour ·of ban~· Ad:ances: Adva~ces' which are mad, 
largely for 'suc;h purposes~ as the financing' of stocks an, 
gooqs. in pro,cess. Both :be(ore and· since. 1914 thes, 

I ¥r. Keynes has suggested th~t this is the general case. That MI 
Keynes's citation bf Tooke on .this wall perhaps ir~levant does not 0 

course invalidate; his general argument (see Keynes, Treatisl!, (171 Mane) 
J. 195-6, and Hawtrey, Art of Central Banking, pp. 366-'71). 

---~ . 
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Adv~ces: ~ave~ee~ re!11~.~~!y.'mrespons.iye.to_changes 
in their cost, an<Inave in fact generally been one of the 
IasTon1le"various economic series to turn up and down 
as trade has turned up and down. It would, I believe, be 
possible to reconcile .this phenomenon with the Hawtrey 
theory of Bank Rate; but it does provide some prima facie 
evidence against the view that changes in short-term rates I 
are -directly responsible for any substantial part of the 
effects· which monetary action can produce. Let us there':'. 
fore pros;eed to the alternative line of thoug~ . 
". . /' 

III. Short-term Rates .and Long-term Rates 
More. widely held than the' Hawtrey view is the view 

of Mr. Keynes. i~ the Trea1ise on Money, a view adopted 
by the Macmtllail Commmee of 1929- I, that the JIlain, 
effect of Bank Rate' . ituatior}, 
comes throug e <;harig<;,.in Ion -term rates hi h 
always seems tobe associated with an ro ounce 
in short-term rates. For-tliis.exp anation of 110w Bank 
Rate works, It is 110t really satisfactory simply to observe 
that changes in long-term· rates are' generally associated 
with changes in short-term .rates: we must attempt to 
explain why a movement in short-term rates is bound to 
be. followed by a movement, in the same direction, in 
long-term rates. . • . , 

In the first place, let us remern:berthat a,rat~ c{i!l.terest 
is a price, the price of money now ihexchange for money 
if}ome-l~tet:-da:_~e~"Every price has its own market. -To 
find the connexion between t\Vo. prices we must Ioq,k_ for 
some connexion between the two markets, in th( case 
the short-term market" and die long-term market.· (It is 
convenient for the moment to assume that the, capital 
market is just divided in tJ:lis ~imple way': the compFca
tions will be referred to presently.) What then are' the 
points of contact between' the short-term capital market 
and the long-tenn capital 'market? . ~ 

When the official Bank Rate is changed, not 'only do we 
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assume that the new rate'is made' 'effective' in the bill 
· marIref;outa:rso we can assume that certain other short: 
"term rateJL:'are-Change'Ciniipmatically.· These ~re the
.Ady~~~.Rate..Q[.!p.~_r oint-StockJ>anks (the basic rate for 
overdraft ap.d loan faciliiies)arrd the· Town D.ePQsi~.Rat~ 
(broa,dly the. rate. allowed on time deppsits.in Pte metro-

,polita!} area). • ... Ho};V is a change in'long-term rates to "be 
£!'oduce4? In the fi.rst place; individuals and 'firms pre:
:vio~sly fina~cing operations with· ffi9ney botrowed from 
the .banKs will··now, the cost of borr;wing having risen 
relativel~!2 ... ~_ey~~!f'~Jong~term.seci.tritiesJ .t~,n~Ito ~ell 
ilie~ ~~~~E~1~~<.~!l4 lIse ~e proce~d~ to payoff the bank. 

• tJi~r_e".1s",~. pr_~s"i,1re to~ell secltntles, which woul~Lnot 
~erwise hav~ !p~!r~q:' In ~e s~6nd place,. individuals 
anCllimis holdIng surplus furids and' about to Invest them 
.~~£~!!~!~"8,}V~1l-!~~~w.. tha~ the yield on time" deposits· ~s 
more attractIve tlian It'was, tend to ke.ep back SQIIle 6£thelr 

, .. lli~(!~ "jnthe fOrIn 'of d~osits,'The'loss 'Qf liquiditY in 
1heir vtew does not justifY·the now narrowt::d ditfere!ltial 
yi~ld in favgur' of sec;uritie~';. Thus p~rt. of the' normal 

· demand for, securities has ·disappeared. , This decline in: 
demand combines :wi~li die: abno~al'pressur~ ~o ~ell to 
dePt:ess the-'prices' of s~curities. 'Prices going down means 

· that the yield ris~s,I and·,since'the.yield on.oId secunties 
riius~ be rivalIed .by· any o~~ .want.i~g to borroW> for a lopg 

• term, the effective loiig':term :t'at~ of interest has. ris.en....-' 
· . Sd far we have' considered the.effects of the shott-term 
:interest rate changes on. theoperatipns of the pu~licin the 
securities market. But at times the se~iti~ markets may 

. be dQininat~d by the operationS' (Jl the t:orpmercial banks.J 
In order to' niake'·~he. c~arrg;d Barik Rate effective,. ~he 
central bank will be bOU~9 to "acquiesce in or to· engin~er 

: a change" in ,th~· sUPply of ~~ney.·· Assuming the cash 
• ratio ~ven;. a hi nk Rate im lies some reduction 
. (possi yquite s.m~ll) in the.tQ~ oank cash; which the 

. i e.g. whep the price is 100, a ~ per tent. dividend means a yield of 
.. per cent.; whe~ the price falls to 80, the'y~eld bec~me~ 5 per cent. 
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centrai bank may al10w to result from a loss of gold, or 
may Eroduce by selliEK securities. The immediate effec;t 
on·· the commercial banks. will be; a contraction of their 
more liquid asst[tA, and if tho movement is pu~ely te~
porary this may be the t:hd of the matter. But if the new 
conditio~ pc;rsV;t. (gr any time, the banks. will attempt to 
restore their ~toniary ,p.roportion .of .Iiqutd $ets py 
parting with some of the less liquid assets._~ 'f' t~ese 
latter thete ate Advances' and Investments. Ii amount 
~9!<lncesjs fiot, .11o.wever, generally' subject to any 
appreciable. control by ·.the Danker .• The ban,ker enforces 
certai,fl' cano~s of sec\1ijty and then lepds all ~e can .o.n, 
thos~ terms-":the AdvahceS being the most rem':lne~t~ve' 
assets. . The banks· Ilte tl)us.· ~e<luced to/:Part1Og.,. 'lth 

· lnvestments~om& at le~sr of which are.~iKely to be long-
-~e~ .. \:their s!l._.es ~!g~I~-.ed~ed:~~~ ~~ILbc;.! 
very,! llhpartant factor"Vi br.ngmg· about a rlS~ ,n lopg .... 
te{m interest.r~ted'.ConyerseIYi when. thece'(tral .ta.Ir 
!S pursulp~ a cheap mo~e, 'policy it. ~nlarges-, or .acqu~ . 
10 the enlargement of, the cash baSIS. SO,oner or late ':the 
banks, other thinKs being.Cqti~I.1 will add to their Invest
ments. .Their buying $tr:engt~e~s the gilt-edged market, 
\l~lpingt~ cause th~ d(op irr lo~g-term interest rates. An 
excellent example of.t~is b~s been proviaed ~nthe ~ffettsj 

· ot the Cll~a~ Mone! P~i,cyof·l2.~' Wlile in 1936 the. 
Adv~ce, tolar was much thesame as.in 1932, the'cash 
had eipanded from 'about £'180 milli6ns to about £230 

· millions,.: while' Investments. rose from .about.~.c350·· 
miIlioqs to nearly 1.650 millions..:..... very.powerl .• factor 
irt the gilt-edged' market~ ~Iri any. pr9.longed ·change of' 

· Bank Rate, therefore. th~ ~.opera\ions of the' commercial. 
banks are likely to intensify ~ effects· of the public's 

, operations in the securities marke~. .•.. , . . 
· The mere fact;.however; thatJunds are 'spilling over' ~ 
from the short-term market to'the long-:-ttrm market dol:g · .. , . 
· I MOlt ~ignificaftt1y. the demand for Ad~anc:es not ~howillg·aw I rapid 
expansion, - . , . 

4411 
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not· mean that the rates of interest in those two markets . 
'will become equal. All that happens is that a tenJency 
'appears for the two rates to rnov~ towards each other: 
How far that movement will go cannot be foreseen, as it 
depends. C?ssentially on the public's view of the': future of 
interest rates. If the public thinks that the long-term rate 
is going,to settle in a year.?r 50 at S per cent., then no 
matter how low short-term rates fail, the long-term rate 
will.not fall far below 5 per cent. If it is expected that 
2! per cent. Consols' are going to settle before long at a 
price 50, then people will hold their money 'at short term, 
np matter how low the yield, rather than buy Consols now 
at a price much above 50. For it is- better to ~ake, say, 
2 per cent. for a year 'or two an9 then buy Consols 'at· 50, 
than to secure 4 percent. by buying' Consob immediately 
~at"62. rLooking at it another way, we Can say that if the 
. public LS~lieV'es that gilt-edgep prices are going dOvvn over 
the next, five years, enormous. pr~ssure of ~unds in the 

'I short-term IIiark~t will .caU:~e, gil~-edged :pric~s' ~~. to 
move up only very fe~omts-l.e •. the long-term .rate 
i will go dowI\,.very little ~~y' it is of ~n0f!l19us 
!mp<frtancc;; ~C~~~.!ut_oritie~ ~an!-- topl!rs~a. 'Cheap 
J\loneyl>oIicy'~ that the FllDJic ~h9UJd be persuaded that 
thelong:terin tate is going t<? se'iJle down at an aippieciably 
~lower lever. Fiom this PQi~.oi view-the ecqnoniic.signi-
,.cance of the propaganda.withwhich thelreatWar..Loan 
,Conversiori of '1932 Was·carHe .. d through can scarcely be 
overrated. Once investors'· ~re persuadect.th~ the Jial
cyon .days· o£ 5, per· !±pt:, we,~ oyer- it was. easy enough 
to' push d0'Yn.long-'term rates.to an· Qltirely new level. 
All 'ppposite though smaller ~oy~ent of she same kind 
appeared morerecen!ly. ~ady.in 'I9:i7 there was- a_ 
~decided .. slump' in.; gilt-edged prices. There was no good 
reason fo.r this' in the "technical m~ney-mark~t situation. 
The immediate occasioll of the fall wits the realization . 

, .. - . 
I The r~ader should c~ns\llt HatTod. Trade Cycle. pp: 12I-S. OJl~ this. 

poin~. 
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that the Government intended to borrow enormous 
amounts forrearmament. The investing public and the' 
Stock Exchange rea~ed SO a quite unnecessary extent. 
But the mere fact that the City Editor of The Times, 
probably in fair representation of City opini.on, wrote 
about the market settling down when 'a round three-and
a-half per cent.' (yield Oll C9nsols) was reached, meant 
that the long-term rate had to move to something like that 
'extent,.quiteirrespective of the fact that there had been 
in that particular ·month or· so no such revolution in tlie 
money-market or general economic situation as would 
justify an adjustment of stock prices froni a 3 per cent. to. 
a 31 pe~ cent. basis. . • 
. The authorities, in att~pting to operate on the long

term tate of interestt are thus peculiarly at the mercy of 
public opinion. 1'en years ago economists were perhaps. 
incline<J to overrate ,~e 'p~wer of the monetaty authorities . 
over the long-term iI)t~rest rate, and therefore the'~
fluence of bankirig'policj ,on the general. economic situa
tion~ The.happy conditions of'the Conversion operation 
in 1'932 whi~ enabled the authorities for 4)nce to blud
geon opinion JIlust ~ot blind us to the far more. general 
case, when the.public ~·ihe. tune. To maximize the 
effect in pushing up gilt-~dged prices (pUlllng ,down the 
yield thereon), the banlting policy of l~w short-term rates 
should be accompanied'by prOpaganda Auch as we had in' 
1932 • . , . • " 

.Thus far we have lieen "arguing as-though II-:;.term 
seCurities were ~mogeneoust .and have actordingly 
assumed that a rise in gilt-edged prices means easier long-.. 
term borrowing fO.r the. ~nlrepreneur. This 'assumption 
of simplicity muSt now be removed. Long-term ~£,,!rjties 
..a_r~ by no means homdgeneous.. There aregilt-edged 
securitiest·.aeDentllr~; preference shai-eS, and ordinary 
shares, all of which classes are. sub-divisible into infinite 
gra~es. J!.ut at any given momen~,~ere will be a 'certain 
refa.tionship betweeI\ the prices of securities of various' 
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grad~s, ~ relat!~~ship which r~.flects the in'V'esting public's 
:pre£erencefor one grade-as compared with others. Given. 
t1!ese-·preferences, ~ rise in the price of one class (e.g:' 
home government bonds), resulting from a fall in short
term rates, must be followed by a rise in the prices (a fall 
in the yields) of all other grades. Provided the public 
has a definite preference for one paFlicula"t' distribution 
between' the various classes of its assets, a shift in the. 
price of one must be followed by a. general shift in the 
whole range of prices. In just the same way,· the con
nexion between short-term rates in general and long
term rates in general is based on the assumption that the 
public has a preference for one particular distribution of 
its assets and lia!>ilities between short-term and long-term, 
and consequently a shift in the price of one, disturbing 
the relationship, must be followed by adjustment ·of the 
price of the other. . 

It is true that the effects of a. rise in Bank.. Rate on, 
say, ordinary share prices may be~ntirely obscured' by 
a simultaneous shift in the public's preferences in favour 
of ordinary shares-an actual rise in the latter follow
ing the rise in Bank. rate~ But if we want to trace the 
effect· of any particular operation we must~ssume other 
things equal.-If we wish to be precise, we sli'euld say 
that, 'as a result of the ~ise' in B:tnk. ·Rate .. 'the'. ~ '?f 
ordinary sha!',S!s become lower than they .would oth~W'Zse 
have been. I, 

IV. Long-term Rates and i~,¥estp:zf/lt§ in Fe'xed Capital" 
Just as movements i.n th~ short-term ~ate of interest 

may affect the willingness of entripreneurs to.hold stocks 
of semi-finished or finished gQ.ods, so ~!ll~m~jn_J~~ 
~I$-tel"!!.l_!at~ __ of jn!er~s1 may . .:a:f£ect.1he wi11ingnes~ of~ 
entrepreneurs to hold. fixed .capital goods, such as --- .. ~-. -.. ~ -.. -~ .. ' .- .. ~... ~ . - _.. . 

1 Tte reader may pursue the ~bject of the connexion between short
term and long-term rates further in Keynes, TTeat~e on Money, chap. 
raxvii. On the· behaviour pf~ security p~ices see also Chapter XI below. 
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I(actoti.~, ~~.J}~0 &c. When a firm is thinking of· 
'embarking on some capital extension-whether it be the 
purchase of a new machine, the construction of a railway, 
the laying-out of an aerodrome, or the boring of a channel 
tunnel-its decision will depend on a number of factors, 
some of which are purely technical, while others maybe 
'strictly described as economic. The !echnical fast9r~" 
will include such points as the difference which the in
vestment will make to the physical output of the firm, the 
rapidity withyhich the capital goods will need replace
ment, the ease withJyhich the extension can be fitted into 
the general framework of the firm's activities, and so 
forth. The narrowly economic questions will be, what 
will be the price of the additional product? and at what 
rate of interest can the purchase money, for the capital 
good, be raised? Given all the technical factors, and 
given the entrepreneur's estimate of the receipts which 
will be realized from the use of the machine, whether or 
not the capital· exten~ion is embarked upon will depend 
upon the effective rate of interes~ at which loans for such 
plirposes can be raised. The lower the rate of interest, 
the more likely' is the entrepreneur to decide that the 
capital exten~ion is worth undertaking. The .hig4~r the 
rate of inlerest the less attractive is any form of capital 
extensipn. . " 

Twp examples may help to mike this clear. Suppose a 
printing-works to be contemplating the" purchase of 

" another machine of some kind. The machine is, we will 
suppose, priced by the machine-makers at £1,000. _J'hen 
the firm calculates .that the machine would lasr~wenty 
years," ;md .that after ·,making allowances for repairs, 
depreciation, adjustment of labour costs, and so" forth, 
.but not allowing for the interest charges, the lise of the 
machine would make a" difference of £50 If year to tlte 
poss profits of the firm. TheQ, so long as "the ra~e of 
Interest, at. which the firm can obtain £1,000 for twenty 
years, is below 5 per cent., a net profit is to be gained 
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from the introduction of the machine (for 5 per cent. on 
. [,1,000 = l50). When the effective rate of interest is 

5 per cent. the venture is only just worth while-the 
machine in then a 'marginal' investment. When the effec
tive rate of inter~st is above 5 per cent., the firm would 

. -incur a loss if it acquired the machine in question. It 
sh0l:lld be noticed that the re.levant receipts are the extra 
receipts which would result froni the introduction of the 
machine-wheth~r the firm is incurring a loss or a profit 
on its previously invested capital is irrelevant, though it 
may of course affect the rate of interest at which the firm 
can obtain the capital sum required. Or suppose a railway 
which is contemplating electrification of part or all of its 
system. The managers have to make a number of est~tes 
of ~e' results of ele~trification-changes in the volume of 
traffic, in labour cOsts, in the costs of electricity, and so 
forth. Then suppose that their guess is ~at an electrifica
tion plan, which would involve a capital expenditure of 
[,20 millions, would increase the gross profits (or dirytinish 
the gross losses) of the company by a million ~nds a 
year. Then, whether the railway was-previously paying its 
way or not, the electrification scheme would appear worth 
adopting so long as the rate of interest at which the rail
way ~ould OQtain [,20 millions was not aboye 5:per cent. 
Once the rate rises above 5 per cent., the venture becomes 
comPletely unattractive, unles§ anything happens to make 
the authorities revise their estimates of the results· of 
electrification, or the 'costs ;f .the electrification pro' cess 
itself fall. .. _ 

.Not only will these decisions' have to be made about 
ned! ~ap.ital. development: 'precisely-the same· considera
tions must detertnine whether or not a firm should 
replace som~ plant which is wearing out. Eri:QYj!stment 
~s OIify ,,:orth _~hLle _ i(!~~~_fll:m-. equId not" cla-:--b-etter- for-

- Itself by mvestmg tIie-(feE!e9a~on fund _et[ew.here. I As 
-". --. ---.--- --~. .....- . -' .--

I In extreme cases the "relevant- rate of interest may be quite different. 
Fo~ the ·alte~native to replacement of.- fay, a flour-milI, may be holding 
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railway engines wear out, the railway company caaalways 
choose between replacing them and not replacing them, 
just as;t can choose between electrifying and not electri
fying its suburban steam lines. 

These examples have been highly simplified in order 
to enforce the main point-that the effective rate of 
interest will be one of the cI)1ciaua~tQr..sj~Qriiingtoifie 
;Oeclsio!i~hether or not to~rk~.!l. c.~!ta..l_development • 
.. But, lest we should overrate the efficacy of an interest
rate policy, it is important to emphasize the extent to 
which the entrepreneur's estimates are likely to be guess
work. In the railway electrification example given above, 
it was assumed Jhat gross profits would, as a result of 
cheaper running, larger traffic, &c., immediately rise to, a 
new revel and stay there. In fact this is most unlikelf to be 
the case. The growth in traffic is likely to be a gradual 
business, and whether the enterprise is or is not worth 
while will depend to an i,mportant extent on how rapidly 
the growth of traffic occurs. If the growth is very slow, 
that is equivalent,. from the company's point of view, to 
extra capital outlay,· even if the growth does eventually 
attain the expected maximum. The rapidity of growth is 
of course very much ~ matter for conjecture. The re
sponsible people will have various earlier.experien~~s to 
wotk on; but to some extent every new enterprise' is 
unique, and.that is especially true of such big' capitaJ.lnno
vations as these. Moreover, labour costs and price levels 
over Ii period of twenty years or more will be extremely 
conjectural. As compensation for all these uncertaiI\ties, 
which are involved in the d~cision to invest, t -:ntr.e
preneurs will look for- some chance of profit, d their 
stress on this profit margin will vary very 'much 'from 
time to time, according to whether they :ar~' inclin~d to 
100k through rose-coloured spectacle, or to take gloomy 
.views of the future. tet us therefore beware of thinking . , 

gilt-edged securities, wltile ~tending an'~stablished flour-rniU may mean 
iuuing new debenture stock for }Vhich' the public haa little laate. ' 
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that the rate or interest is the only factor which may v~ 
w~ shall return presently to the limitations to the efficac 
ot an interest rate policy. 

~ .. Meanwhile, l,et us admit that the rate of interest is 
ir¢levant factor in taking the crucial decisions of whether ( 
. t.iot to invest, and proceed to see what happens when, as 
result of a fall in the effective rate of interest, other thin~ 
;:remaining unChanged, entrepreneurs are stimulated i 
,embark on more extensive schemes of capital develoI 
ment. They (or the entrepreneurs fro~ whom' the 
purchase the capital goods) have to purchase more ra1 
material and engage more of the original fac;:tors of pre 
duction-particularly labour. Demand for ·morera1 
materials simply passes on to other entrepreneurs-th~s 
producing raw materials-'-the onus of engaging more ~ 
the' original factors of produ,ction. Mqmentatily the in 
creased demand may be met by drawing on 5tocks; bu 
very quickly increased production must appear. If ther 
has been a large surplus of unemplo:ted factors the increas 
in production in the capital goods trades can be effectel 
perhaps without drawing much upon fa~o~ previous! 
employed in consumption goods trades, and therefor 
without any ,necessity for a marked rise in rates of re 

\ muneration./ If, on the other ,hand, the decision to inves 
'more was m'aqe at a' time, when a state of 'full employ 
ment' was already approached, the capital goods trade 
would be able to increase their resources only by offer 
ing higher ,rates of remuneration: , In . either .event, ~I 

: next stage of the process is, that the money incomes' '0 

people in ~he country will have increa~ed-either be 
cause a greater number are employed at the old rates 0 

remuneration, or because people fo~erly employed arl 
rec.eixi,ng higher wages'. (N oimally both . results wil 
appear quickly; though the latter will be more promi
nent in ~e later stages 9f an.. inflationary movement.' 

}This increase in~ income will be d~voted partly to savi~g: 
\~d partly to lIlcreased expenditute· on consumptlOI 
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goods. To the extent that the latter phenomenon appears, 
enttepren!!urs in the consumption goods trades will be 
induced to expand production, thus adding further to the 
money demand for the factors of production. Also the 
provision of both working-capital and fixed-capital for 
the consumption goods trades will, as a result· of higher 
prices and a generally more prosperous atmosphere, 
appear more attractive than before, so that the circle will 
begin allover again, and fuel will be added to the fires of 
the inflationary, expansionist movement.1 

"". The converse process may easily be d~duced from the 
above .. When interest rates rise, other things remaining 
the $ame, 'capital extensions become relatively less attrac
tive, employment in the capital goods trades shrinks 'and 
total money income shrinks. Consumers adapt thems~lves 
to this shrinkage in money. income partly by saving less 
(in individual cases often actually dissaving) and partly 
.by cutting expenditure on current consumption. Produc
tion and eplployment in the consumption goods trades 
decline, capital investment in those trades becomes less 
attractive, ,he activity of the capital goods trades shrinks 

. even farther, and so forth. v 
(I£ the state of trade and prices were so .responsive to 

ra!e of interest policies as would appear from the sixppli
city of our argument, monetary 'author.ities and their 
governments would be very much happief. But bitter' 
experience has fhown that the state o~ trade, altl:lOugh it 
~oes appear to respond eventually. to dear or cheap 
~~~ey, responds ~ainful1y slowly. At the beginning of 

. I To the extent "that people save part of their increased ir::e they 
, abstain from adding fuel 'to the fire. The upward movement actually 

proceed. to the point at"Whlch total money income has expanded so much 
that laving has increased sufficiently to equal the expanded amount of 
investment. On the Doctrines of the Multiplier and the Relation, which 
have necessarily been much telescoped here, see Keynes, Gentral Theory 

• oj EmploYIMfII, Inltrtsl, and Money; Harrod, Trau Cycle; and Clark. 
National In(OffUI and Qtttiay and (art. in Economic Journal,. 1937) 'The 
National rncbme'. . 

y 
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the Great Depression of the nineteen-thirties, largely ai 
a result of economists' stress on the importance of the 

. rate of interest, certain countries (notably our own) die 
make a very serious attempt to stimulate trade by a cheaJ: 
money policy. A peculiar conjunction of circumstance~ 
enabled Great Britain to reduce interest rates enormously 
in 1932. But it w'as a cruelly long time before recovery 
was decided enough to be universally acclaimed. What 
are the limitations to a policy of stimulating (or retarding) 
trade by low (or high) interest rates? . 

The reader who has noted the reservations introduced 
from time to time in the above argument will already 
know much of the answer to this question. We may think 
of the efficacy of a long-term interest policy in the same 
terms in .which we thought of the efficacy (along the 
;¥awtrey lines) of a short-term interest policy. The 
,effica of the olic de erids on the elasticit 0 demand 
lor capital. The more e astlc e deman ~i.e. the more 
[C~sponsive busines& men are to a change in the rate of 
interest-the more quickly effective will the policy be. 
W~ are the factors which tend to limit the elasticity of 
the demand for ca ita! oods at an iven time?) In the 
first place there is t e highly conjectural nature of many 
of the estimates w1uch entre reneurs have to make before 
coming to their decisions.· 0 wide is the marginoferror 
that a fractional change in the rate of interest may appear 
to the entrepreneur to make relatively little difference to 
the prospects. Far more important is likely to be his 
general frame of mind about the future .• In a depression 
thIngs 10~k so gloomy that no conceivable drop in the 
rate of inte,rest i.s likely to induce him to embark upon any 
but the most 'hlatantlydesirable vintures. In' a' boom 
things look so rosy that a fraCtiOlial rise i~ the rate of 
.nterest which he has to pay for his capital is unlikely to 
leter, him from some investment failure of which seems 
ncon~eivable\ Accordingly at all t!11?-es ~i'treme trade 
:~ndi~ion~ the business man's demand for capital.~be 
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somewhat inelastIc-in a depression it. fan hardly be· 
stimulated, in aooom it can J13£~ly. \)~£.h~~ke<i~ And 
unfortunately the same is all too true of the very important 
part pf capital investment which is nowadays under 
government control of one sort or another. Both central 
and lo~ government authorities are directly responsible 
for enormous amounts of capital development-road 
construction, housing, schQols, sanatoria, &c.-and they 
can influence much more-railway development for 
example-by giving or not giving guarantees to lenders 
to such semi-public bodies. The rate of interest has 
certainly a part to play in the schemes for capital expendi..: 
ture by governmental bodies. A town council considering 
the construction of public baths, for example, will find 
that the higher the rate of interest, the higher the rate in 
the pound which is necessary for financing the service of 
the public baths 10anJBut experience, decade after decade, 
has shown that auth~ities are less influenced by a slight 
difference in the rate poundage produced by a change in 
the rate of interest, than by whether or not they feel that 
the town is prosperous and 'can afford' the public works. I 

Accordingly, no matter how the rate of interest is behav .... 
ing; governmental investment tends to be concentrated 
in periods of high private investment, thus exaggerating 
the effects of an expansionist movement once started. 

It will be realized that once an inflationary movemeIt!.QJ' 
a deflationary movement of this sort is well under w~it is 
difficult for such a. Circumscribed weapon as BankJtate 
to re.Y~rse_jt_without-some.help fr.om extraneous factors~ 
But to the extent that Bank. Rate can "operafe=:"::::1ne 
general level of prices, it is apparent that it can oPuy do so 
by throwing the capital market into disequilibrium and 
creating for a time a thoroughly disturbed state of trade 
in the country. When we are considering whether we 

I T~ere is also an important connexlon between prh'ate and public 
workl,.1n that printe caPital extensions create a demand for ~blic capital 
cJ(tenslons (e.g., roads, electricity services, &c.). 
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wish to rely on Bank Rate as a.means of producing a 
chartge in the price-and-money-income structure,lit is 

~ worth remembering that to the extent that it does work 
at all it ~orks in an exceedingly roundabout and. disturb-
ing way'" If we want to deflate our money-income struc
ture byhigh Bank Rate, we have to produce a depression 
by damping down capital development, throwing people 
out of 'Work, and upsetting the State's finances, in the 
hope that one day the pressure of unemployment will 
lead to lower wage-rates-and other money incomes
becoming the rule. And conversely. It is, I think, worth 
recording that I know of no case in monetary history of 
a d~3:~_~~~~liSY alo_~.~P!2ducimL~ gen~IJ!Ld@tion 
~~~J A widespread inflation of money 
'incomes may be easier to produce, but it is certain to 
be marred by injustices which leave behind all sorts 
of minor disequilibria: The Macmillan, Committee once 
described the Bank Rate as 'a most delicate -and beautifu 
instrument'. Whether it is a' elicate aiidbeautl ul instru 

)iient' for-any other purpose we shall perhaps see later: 
, certainlyforproducingag~~eralrevision of money incomes 

it is a haltm ;clu s indeed a brutal instrument. I 
orne of the principle repercussions of a change in 

Bank Rate are felt in the, foreign exchange m~rkets. 
Analysis and discussion of these we must leav:e to the 
chapter on the banking system in relation to the external 
situation. 

I In 19J8-9 a group of Oxford economists sought the opinions of a 
number of business men' on the terms of borrowing; I discussed the 
results in Oxford EconomicPapers, No. J: 'Our positive re~ults do not 
appear to encourage the hope that the banking impulses can seriously 
modify the upward or downward swing, except when it helps the balance 
of extraneous factors to overcome merely incipient or well-nigh exhausted 
cyclical factors. .. But in one important respect we can be more optimis~ 
tic than the "rguments given in my book Modern Banking suggest ..• 

. in so far as their investment policy is affected by capital conditions (in a 
broad sense) ",t all, firms are more affected directly by the policies of the 
banks than they are affected indirectly through the long-term securities 
markets.' 



CHAPTER VII 

THE BANKING SYSTEM AND TlJE 
FOREIGN EXCHANGES 

I. Internal Prices, the Balance of Payments, und Foreign 
Exchange RatesI 

i 

FOR a number .of reasons, some good and some~, 
central banking policy has been, and still is, very m h 
concerned with influencing the value of a cou 's 
currency in terms of other countries' currencies. The 
prices of currencies in terms of each other are called 
'forei n exchan e rates' or sometimes simply 'the foreign 
exc anges'. ust as one can use pounds sterling to buy 
tea so one can use pounds sterling to buy French francs .. 
The business of exchanging currencies is the work of the 
foreign exchange markets. These markets consist Of a 
number of dealers (in England mainly the great joint
stock banks) in the great financial centres of the world, 
connected with each other by a network of telephone 
wires. Their business arises from ordinary traders want
ing to buy and sell foreign currencies in order to settle 
debts arising from international trade and from others 
who have debts to settle in other countries. The demand 
for and supply of the currency of a given co~ntry in. t}1e 
foreign exchange market depends directly on the magni
tudes of debts to be settled between people in that country 
and people in other countries. 

These debts arise from the import and export of goods, 
the performa~ce of services by people of one cot(~.j for 
people of another country, and the import and export of 
'securities'. The first and second types of tran~action (in 

• For a fun Itatement of the theory of international prices readers 
Ihould refer to recent standard works on International Trade (e.g. Whale, • 
In~tionm Trade; Ohlin,InterTegional and International Trade; Harrod, 
Internalionm Economiq; or Haberler, International Trade). 
. Throughout this chapter 'foreign countries' must be interpreted to 
anelude aU parts of the Empire not ihcluded in the English fiscal area. 
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goods anq services) are called 'current' o~come' trans
actions; and the third type is called a 'capital' transaction. 
The behaviour of the foreign exchangeFdep~nds upon 
current and capital .transactions together. ' 
, When an English trarler imports goods from France 
he incurs a debt to the French exporter. This debt may 
be settled directly in French francs: in which case the 
Englishman has to ,buy francs, ,seIling sterling. Or the 
debt may be settled by the EnglishI?J.an paying sterling to 
the French exporter, in which case the French exporter 
proceeds to sell, through the foreign exchange market, 
the sterling he has acquired, securing in exchange francs 
which are more useful to him. Which method is used does 
not 'affect the nature of the work brought to the foreign 
exchange market: there is an offer of sterling, a demand 
for francs. Conversely export of goods from England to 
France leads to a demand for sterling, a supply of francs .. 

When an E~glishman goes to Switzerland for a. holiday 
he, sells sterling in exchange for the Swiss francs with 
which to pay his Swiss hotel bills, railway, fares, &c: If 
the Swiss allow him to pay in sterling that shifts the 
.business of exchanging the. currencies but the essence , 
remains the sam€,!-an offer o"f' s~erling" a, demand for 
Swiss francs. An American tourist in England creates 
a demand for sterling, offering dollars. Tourist ,traffic 
has precisely th~ same effect as trade in goods~foreign 
tourist expenditure in England is a purchase by foreig!\ers 
of English services and is oftencalIed an 'invisible export'. 

Capital transactions work in the sll:me way.[ Lenging to 
foreigners involves buying, with ',the- hOIl}e currel}cy, 
currency of the ~orr?wer's country: Se.cu6ties-bon~s, 
shares, or mere pro!Dises to repay~<;omc; tQ the lender. 
The imported securitres have to, be paid for just as do 
imported goods. I Whep~the loa:q. is rep~id the securities 

I Students sometimes find,·the placing of capital movements in the' 
balance of payments confusiflg. Lending money to foreigners is often (and 

, with reason) ,described as '~porting capital', and the student is apt to put - } 
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may be imagined to travel back, and the borrower enters 
the foreign exchange market to demand the lender's cur
rency in exchange fop his supply of his own currency J 
English lending abroad in the nineteenth century in
volved enormous demands for foreign currencies in 
exchange for sterling. Repayment of some of these loans 
now is a source of demand for sterling, foreign currencies 
being offered. Payments of interest on outstanding loans 
and dividends on shares held in countries other than that 
in which a company operates also occasion transactions 
in the foreign exchange market, and may conveniently be 
regarded as payment for services rendered by the lenders 
in leaving their capital unwithdr~wn for another year. 
Interest and. dividend receipts, like' the receipt of pay
ments for exported goods, occasion a demand in the 
foreign ~xchange market for the currency of the recipient 
country, the debtor's currency being offered in exchange. 

The ~arnings of shipping companies and their 
employees, after allowing for expenditure in foreign 
countries, must also be reckoned as receipts of thC? 
country for services rendered. Imports are valued when 
they arrive in the country and exports when they leave 
the.£ountry. English importers have however only to pay 
to the foreign exporter \lnd his transport agents sufficient 
foreign currency to pay for the goods at the foreign port-'
the rest of the value, as entered by the Customs officers, is 
paid to the shippers. If the shippers are English, then the 
value of imports over-estimates the demand, originating 
in import of goods, for foreign currencies,·and the value 
of the English shipping services must be credited to the 

.other side of the account. Exports are valued ~ille 
exporting port, arid if the foreigner has to pay, in addltion, 
some charges for English shipping s~rvices, that consti-' 
tutes an additional demand for English currency beyond 

luch an item on the same side as export of goods. The solution of the diffi
. culty is to be found. I believe, in picturing the capital transaction as an im

port of .ecuri~es. Securities have to be paid for just as do imported goods. 
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that acc2unted for by the f.o.b. value of the exported 
goods.' (fhe net value of all the shipping services of 
English nationals must be reckoned as rep.ucing the 
English demand for foreign currencies, or, what corp.es 
to the same thing, increasing the foreign demand for 
English currency) 

There are a number of other services payment for whicJv 
leads to foreign exchange transactions-services of 'h(.; 
surance companies, acceptance houses, film companies, 
employees of governments and traders residing in other 
countries, and so forth. An . a ment for which the 
pa er's resources consist 0 one currenc an tea ee' 
re i n renc ad t ei 

-exc;hanve transactionj. But the most important items have" 
been specifically referred to above. 

In the light of this analysis we can riow see that the 
= demand for English currency -is greater, the greater is 
the value of English exports of goods services, &c., and the 
greater is the sum of capital payments to English people~ 
'(he supply of English currency, offered by foreigners 
waqting their own currencies, is greater, the greatefis the 
value of goods and services imported into England, and 
the greater are the capital sums being remitted by English
men to foteigners~ The demand for and supply of a cur
rency depends on the behaviour of the various items of 
the balance of payments which we have just been dis
cussing. On what do exports and imports, both vis~ble 
and invisible,· and inter~ational capital movemehts 
depend? Exports and .. imports .of goods and services 
depend upon world tastes (the. basis of demand for goods 
and services :of a country), on the productive equipments 
and natural resources of different countries, on the levels 
dfmoney incomes in different countries, on Customs 
tariff, ahd-onthe foreign exchange rates. The first two 
of these determinants cannot be discussed here: that is the 
province of books" on international trade. We assume 
tastes and productive., equipment as 'given. IThen a 
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country can export more goods and sdl more services to 
foreigners the lower is its level of pric~s (given productive 
equipment, the costs level is given by the money
incomes level; the whole can, for the sake of brevity, be 
described as the price level). The higher its price level 
the more will its citizens be able to buy foreign goods. 
(Alternatively we can say that the higher the home price 
level the more attractively priced will foreign goods 
appear as compared with home-produced goods.) But 
the attractiveness of English prices to foreigners, and of 
foreign prices to Englishmen, depends not only on the 
level .of. 'prices. at . home and abroad, bEtalso OR t,~ 
foreign exchange __ rll~~s. The higher the' price of dollars 
interms or sterling, the lower will English prices appear 
to Americans, and the higher will American prices appear 
to Englishmen. At $5 = l,I, anything priced at 85 in 
America is cheaper to the Englishman than anything 
priced at 301. at home. But when the exchange rate is 
$2'50 = [,1, the 30S. article is the cheaper, to Englishmen 
and Americans alike. ., 
r The balance on current accrumt therefore depends upon' 
relative prkU~Y .. ~[Jlnd th~ f~~jgIJ.~~cp'~~ge ra!~.s. The 
balance on capital account depends on tastes'~'roductive 
e ui ment, "&c., agrun (but we are taking these as glven , 
an on re atlve mte.rest rates. The lower the rate of 
interest ath~meielative to'rates in other countries, the 
more will the home country be lending to foreigners, and 
tIie smaller will be the coiffiary movement. Xno' con
v~ly. 
L....,The entire balanci of payments which gives us...ib.e I 
demand for and supply of a currency in the fJ.eign 
exchange market thus depends (assuming tastes f!:JZd 
technical factors given) o~ree general factors-relatlvJ 
price levels, foreign excfiange rates, and~elative "fnteres:g 
rates. l -

I Relative interest rates being of course viewed in the light of estimates 
of the lIecurity of various currencies. . 

~:I Z 
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, The ,fixin~, of the/o'reign exchaJ;lg~ rates ~s the business 
of the fore1gn &?'h;~ge market. But' pnce levels and 
interest rates in particular coudtries aj'e beyond the 
control of the foreign exchange market. Bvhen, given the 
state of price levels and interest rates, the foreign exchange 
rate is fixed; the balance of payments is fixe2J, How,' will 
the market decide what rate t<t.fix? Its decis10n is deter
mined by'its attempt to 'clear th(( market'. Dealers want 
to satisfy all buyers of any currency and all sellers of any 
currency. They must thereforct"fix' that rate at which 
the 'balance of payments' will balance(Once given the 
r~ti~epric~ levels and interest rates, the foreign exchange 
rates are determined according to the simple principles of 
market equilibrium ) 

Once a foreign exchange rate-say the price of pounds 
sterling in terms of dollars-is fixed, any disturbance of 
price levels or interest rates will disturb the market. A 
fall in the English price level, for instance, will tend to 
increase the demand for sterling (by making English 
goods cheaper to Americans, while American goods 
become dearer to Englishmen, with their, lower money 
incomes). The increased demand for sterling will (on 
ordinary supply-and-demand lines) tend to raise the ptice 
'of sterling. A lower price level (and similarly a higher 
interest rate) tends to turn the balance of payments 'in 
favour of' the country (Le. strengthens the demand for its 
currefcy), an~ 1bi~_#nds to.raise the foreign price of; its 
c rr~~f-~. A!lQ' V1C~ versa., If, the~efore, the bankIng I 

\

a tnonttes w1sh to Influence the ,11 
t e must do it b influencin the rice level and t e 
o interest. To t 1S .en a central ank may use its "Bank 

tel weapon, with the effects:.on the domestic situation 
which we have discussed in Chapter VI. The working of 

J The Government can, ()( course, control the foreign exchange rate by 
~estricting the operations of the foreign exchange market. The 1930'S 
have seen widespread use of these 'Foreign Exchange Restrictions', the 
general principle of which is to prevent the potential demand for foreign 
currency from being fully exercised. 
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Bank Rate policy on the foreign exchange situation is 
examined in some detail in Section III of this chapter. 
Before that we shall glance for a moment at the objects 
which a central bank commonly has in mind when it seeks 
to influence the behaviour of the foreign exchanges. 

\ 
II. Introduction to the Gold Standard I 

The history of the gold standard is' a fong and curious 
one, and it is difficult to understand the hold which it has 
on the modem world without realizing what it has meant. 
in the past. But~we are concerned here not with its power 
to attract support in the modem world, but simply with 
its mechanism and with its advantages and disadvantages 
nowadays. 
~ e Id standard is a device-or series of devices-

f<2.r maintainin e between a urut 0 curren a 
th~ v ucu>. a fixed wei ht of 01 B its operation the 
pound sterling. or example, may e maintained as the 
equivalent of 113 grains of fine gold. Nowadays this con
nexion between the currency and gold is of little diTect 
importance. What is of importance is its implication 
when other currencies are similarly linked to gold. For if 
a pound sterling is maintained equivalent to I I 3 grains of 
gold. and $5 are also maintained equivalent to I 13 grains 
of gold. then one pound sterling is equivalent to S5-the 
exchange rate between dollars and sterling is fixed py the 
operation of the gold standard. The main attractidn of a 
gold standard nowadays depends upon its being adopted 
by other important countries, so that foreign exchange 
rates are narrowly tied':\\Ve shall therefore conceI'JlCUJI'
selves mainly with the ~cts of a gold standardl as an 
intemat~l s~~_~~~~,~~(~~ ~~a~~ag 

I lor more detailed discussion of the gold standard the reader should 
consult Gregory, Tlrl! Gold Stmulard and its FlltUTe (esp. chap. i); Keynes, 
TrMtUe 011 MOlle)' (esp. chaps. xxxv and xxxvi); Robbins, The Great 
D~euWn (chap. viii); Whale,lnternational Trau, and 'The Working of 
the Pre-War Gold Standard' (in Eccmomica, 1937, p. 18); and Whittlesey, 
International Monetary Is_. 
• It 
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( The maintenance of the gold standard depends super-
ficially on two technical conditions. First there must be 
tmtrammelled convertibility, either direct or indirect, of 
gold into currency and currency into gold at a fixed price..J 
This convertibility is generally maintained at the central 
bank. though a government department, such as the 
Treasury in the United Ssates, may convert gold into 
certificates which find their way into the ce,ntral bank. 
The ,convertibility, if direct, is into gold bullion (Of coin 
of guaranteed gold content), anlj if jpdipm can' be into 
claims which are readily corivertjbl~ into gold at' fixed 
rates somewhere else. If the convertibilif¥ is indirect the 
system is called the Gold Exchange System. The second 
technical condition is that there must be free· trade in 
gold-free trade in both directions. There must be no' 
embargo or taxes on either the import or the export ofl 
goldJ .• • . 
[If these two technical conditions are fulfilled in'a,py two 

countries the exchange rate between the CUfrencies of 
those countries is fixed w~~_!J.arrQw .l!!pii!J Sup
pose the pound to be convertible into 113 grains of gold 
in London, and that $5 are,cohvertible into II3 grains of 
gold in New York, and that there is no artificial impedi
ment to the movement of gold from America to England 
and vice versa. Then the exchange rate between the two 
could move only slightly away from, $ 5' = £ I. If at that 
r.ate there was an unsatisfied demand forclollars the pritt! 
of the dollar would tend io' ri~e towards $4'95 = £1. 
When this occurreddollats would be obtained otherwise 
tha~ through the foreign exchange market. £i million 
might be sold at the English central bank in .exchange for 
1 13 million grains of g()ld, the gold shipped across. the 
Atlantic and;converted in New Yo.rk into dollars at the 
:fixed rate---1lecuring' $5,000,000. The marg~ between 
that amount and the $4,950,000 which could be secured 
by direct purchase of dollars in the foreign exchange 
market would have to cover the expenses of taking the 
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gold across the Atlantic, &c: Those expenses would 
determine how far the foreign exchange rates could move 
from the 'par of exchange' ($5 = £1) before gold was 
moved. The rate in the market could move to, say, 
$4'95 = £1 before it became profitable to take gold from 
London to New York; that rate would be called the I 
'gold export point' for London, the 'gold import point' 
for New York. Similarly the rate could move to, say, 
Is-oS = £i before it became profitable to exchange 
dollars for pounds indirectly, by shipping gold from New 
York to London. Thai would be the gold export point 
for New York, the gold import point for London. As 
long as the technical conditions of the gold standard 
were maintained in both centres the exchange rate could 
not move outside the range bo~ded by those two 
'gold points' or 's~s'. Q'he main attraction' 
of the' gord standard nowadays is that it does restrict 
the foreigI\s exchange rates within these very narrow 
limits) --- -: .~ J 
. [These tw~'.~echnical conditions imply a third-that 
there shall always be, in the hands of the monetaryauthori
ties, a resen:e of gold or claims to gold adequate to meet 
all likely demands. For unless there is an adequate"reserve •. 
~n:vertip.ility of the~rencfiiifo goI<fcannotbe guaran .. 
~j Reverting to our analysis of the. determination of the 

. foreign exchange rate~ we may say that if the exchange 
Dte which b!llarftes the balance of payments (excluding 
gold movements) is within the range between the gold 
points, all will be well-there will be no demand for gold 
on either side. aence the advantage, when going on the 
gold sta.{ldard, hf choosing a value for gold whic('will 
dictate a_ rate of exchange which correctly reflects relative 
price levels and' .the fundamental international trading 
condition~ \But if conditions change so that the total of 
imports (visible and invisible) and capital outflow exceeds 
the items on ~he oth~r side, then the exchange rates will be 
forced down to the gold export points, and gold will £low 
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out to make the balance of payments balance. If this is only 
temporary the central bank can look on with equanimity. 
It must have a gold reserve adequate to meet such tem
porary drains; but it need not worry about them. But 
if the· drain of gold should continue, the gold reserve 
will ultimately be exhausted. To stop this the central 
bank must take action to influence internal prices and 
interest rates so that the balance of payments can once 
more be balanced without recourse to gold exports. It 
does this by raising Bank Rate, with the effects to be 
analysed in the next secti9nJ . 
vIf, on the other hand, the structure of prices and interest 
rates leads to a surplus of export~, capital inflow I &c., over 
imports, &c., the foreign exchange rate moves up to gold' 
import point and gold streams in. If -the movement is 
·temporary, weIland good. the gold a'cquired will be use
ful for meeting a temporary drain' when conditions are 
reversed. But if it goes on the central bank can afford to 
indulge in a cheap-money policy-though there is little to 
force it to do so except consideration Jor other countries' 
gold reserves. This ought in fact to be a weighty argu: 
ment if. the country concerned much desires th~ gold 
standard for the sake of stable foreign exchange rates.) 
/rhe gold standard brings stable foreign exchange rate1 
only~~ ?!h~!:.£~ntri~.~~1! ~§oIp.aintain:tbti~l<!~~!!~~rd. 
every gold-standard country has therefore some .mterest· 
in the maintenance· of the gold reserves of other gold-
stanaard countries. . 

Once this ,connexion between gold flows and internal . 
credit policy is grasped the peculiar arrangements by 
which the. note-issue is tied to the gold reserve of a country 
look very much more like good sense. For, whatever the 
particular system, the~eneralprinciple of these note-issue . 
restrictions is that a loss of gold curtails the note-issue and 
fvice versa. We have already seen how the maximum note
issue sets a limit to the amount of bank money which 
the central bank can force on the country or tolerate. 
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Reducing the note-issue maximum when gold flows out has 
the effect therefore of reducing the supply of bank money. 
The reduction is affected partly by the passive operation. 
of the banking system: gold-exporters exchange their bank 
deposits for deposits at the Bank of England, and those 
deposits for gold. So far the reduction in bank deposits is 
equal to the efflux of gold, and there has been no distur:.. 
bance of bankers' earning assets. But a further reduction 
by active operation of the banking system follows: for gold 
is exchangeable not-merely for bank deposits, but also for 
that peculiar type of money called 'cash'. The cash ratio 
of the banking system is reduced by a withdrawal of cash 
equal to the cancellation of deposits. In accordance with 
their liquidity rules the banks set about reducing their 
earning assets. This action forces a further fall in deposits) 
and a rise of interest rates. A deflationist movement ~ 
set in-which is precisely what is dictated by the curtail
ment of the central bank's powers of note-issue. If the 
bani's note-issue were not so curtailed it could insulate 
the banking system from the effects of the gold losses by 
substituting other assets for the departed gold{ The object 
of simple tying of the note-issue to gold is to make such 
insulatory action difficult for the central bank~ 

Conversely an influx of gold sets in motion a multiple 
expansion of the supply of bank deposits and allows the 
central bank to provide the additional notes which may 
then be required. The increase in the maximum of the 
note-issue is, in a sense, designed to point out to the 

. central bank that an expansion of credit is appropriate. 
Tying the note-issue to gold was in fact designed to oblige 
the central bank to behave in the way appropriater:-the 
maintenance of the gold standard. That its task is not so 

. simple as this theory of note-issue regulation supposes we 
shall see presently. 

It is important to recognize that whether or not the 
central bank changes its official Bank Rate immediately on 
a gold efflux or influx does not alter the fundamental 
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movement. A gold influx, by adding to the cash reserves 
of the' commercial banks, makes for lower rates in the 
market at once. Unless the central bank is going to offset 
the influx it might as well recognize the change in market 
rates and, wishing to maintain contact with the market; 
lower its official rate forthwith. Central banks do nowa
days, in r~cognit!Q!u?i th.~L~l2W!l.~~s_.wlth.-which.-.cheaper 
fiiffineY_'!~!l_~s~ . ..on JJ1~_..§.!lWl~ion.-.generally J.nOVe, .theil:. 
~ cial rates _do~p'_...9~i~]{ly-::-::gjying. marketrates,th~d~.~~ 
r~t1i~!.~ha!LYi~-Y£!"~.!l' I \¥ efflux ofgQldleaYes1he,central 
_.~<YJ,kc~ce: for the commercial banks can 
prblitably dr:;tw more cash from the central bank as soon as 
the loss of cash occasioned by the gold efflux has forced 
market rates above Bank Rate. If the central barik is to' 
~ any,~pp!"~~i~~.I~E.2ntt:ayt.~<?E ~oJ_~I~~il.iLiiiiistiars~ . 
1~.9m~C!~1 ,B.?~:Q~~tl!!~Jo~hwith •. In practice. again, it is 
~wadays inclined to lead rather than to· follow market 
movements. 

Central banks are. encouraged to use their Bank Rate 
weapon quickly when they are obliged (by note-issue 
regulations) or choose to react positively to a gold efflux or 
influx, by certain effects which Bank Rate· movements 
have in providing immediate palliatives for the situation, 
quite apart from' the more deep-seated effects on the 
balance of payments. Indeed it may even be just to re
mark that the use of Bank Rate for controlling the exte¢al 
situation was originally directed to producing palliaYives 
rather than cures. 

Again, Bank Rate policy as a controller of the external 
situation was originally 'designed to sy?port the' gold 
standard; .but the Bank Rate ,weapoIl <,lways of course 
sanctioned'by the central ,bank's positi~n I1S a source of 
cash) is equally the :only important -weapon which the 
central bank. can .use to influence the/foreign. exchanges 
when the country is not on the gold Jiaridard. The mere 
\fact that a gold standard is not being maintained does not, 

I Excellent examples of this occurred in the autumn of 1929. 
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mean that the central bank can or will ignore the effects 
of its actions on the foreign exchanges. The substantial 
advantages of the gold· standard can be secured in part, 
and without some of the disadvantages of the gold standard, I 

-by reasonable but not rigid ability of the forei ' 
changes. All central banks are consequent y ound, even 
if they are entirely free from gold-standard laws or note
issue restrictions, to pay some attention to foreign ex
changes. We shall, in our analysis of the effects of Bank~ 
Ra~e ~O.liCY on t~e. e.xtern. al situation, have to bear in mind 
the case of an mdep~ndent monetary system as well a 
a gold standard; ihough we shall stress ra1li'er the latter 
case. The fundamental difference between· them is this: 
in the gold-sta.ndard case a favourable turn i~ the balance 
of payments has only a limited effect ~n the foreign ex- I 

change rate, gold flowing in as soon as gold illlport point' 
is reached; whereas the price of an independent currency 
in the foreign exchange market will continue its rise un
checked. Contrariwise, the fall of a gold-standard currency 
is, and that of an independent currency is not, checked by 
an efflux of gold.! In the gold-standard case, central-bank 
action is designed proximately to produce or to check 
gold movements: in the other case to produce or to check 
movements in the foreign exchange rates. Its weapon is 
the same in either case. To its efficacy we must now pass. 
Throughout the next section the analysis, in Chapter VI, 
otthe effects of Bank Rate on the internal situation must 
be borne in mind·/l~ 111" 

I It has sometimes been supposed that the effects of Bank Rate changes 
when currencies are independent are limited to automatic adjus~ in 
the forward exchange rates. But Mr. Einzig, the leading authoritylm this 
lubject, has shown (in hiB Theory of Forward Exchange) that there are 
reason. in the technical limitations of the arbitrage market for its not 
occurring automatically: in which case the effect of Bank Rate. changes is 
not 10 very different under the two systems. When the system is not one 
of purely independent currencies, but is one such as we have to-day, 
which closely approaches gold-standard conditions, the similarity between 
the effects of Bank Rate changes now and under a gold standard is eveno 
greater. 

All 
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III. Bank Rate and the External Situation 
A'change in Bank Rate influences the foreign e'xchange 

markets through three channels~) the short-term money 
inarket,~) the long-term capital market, and~ the 
balance of trade. 
. The short-term money market is affected directly by a . 
differential chan.ze in the Bank Rate of one country. Short
term rates in that country having risen relatively tj those 
prevailing in other countries, that country is dearer for 
. borrowers-whether they are people seeking to· discount 
bills or others-and more profitable for lenders. Borrowers 
accordingly tend to go elsewhere while lenders tend td 
flock to the dear-money centre. There is a movement of 
funds towards that-centre resulting, in the gold-standard 
case, in an influx of gold, or the cessation of an efHux.1 If 
the currencies are iRdyp'endent the J;Ilovement of funds 
raises the foreign excllange value of the home currency. 

'1;he long-term market is affected in·the same way as 
and when the chan e in short-term rates s reads to the 
ong-term market. Thanks to the traditional position of 

some centres as lenders at long term and .others as bor
rowers, the effect in the long-term market is likely to be 
confined, so far as new loans are concerned, to changes in 
the flow of one-way traffic. For example, in: pre-war days 
one of the effects of dear money in London was to slacken 
the rate at which foreign and colonial loans were floated 
in the London market. There was'no tenaency for English 
Government bonds to be issued in Melbourne! But nowa
days. with the. increase in the numoer of 'interna~l 
securities', differential movements in long-term :rates can 
easllv lead to a diversion of either sales or purchases of old - " . '.' 

I A common fallacy is that a high Bank Rate, by attracting gold, causes 
rising prices. The. fallacy lies in the identification of the gold stock and 
the supply of money. Given conditions of demand for money, the total 
supply of money must be restricted in order to make dear money effective. 
To the extent that the gold stock increases, the central bank must choose 
between decreasing its other assets and suspending dear money. 
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international securities from one stock market to another
at least between such important centres as LOnaon, New 
York, and Paris. These effects appear only as the long
term rate moves-which maybe far behind Bank Rate 
changes-and then they are limited very much by the 
exchange risks' being infinitely more serious than when 
short-term funds only are being moved. I 

The third channel through which Bank Rate affects the 
foreign exchange market is the balance of trade. The 
phrase 'balance of trade' must~be i terpreted here (as else
where in the book) to ~clude i isible as well as visible 
items on current account)(ca . al transactions being'ex .... 
eluded). The balance of trade is affected by the change in 
Bank Rate as and when the latter be ins to have effect on 
t e level of prices an a re ate mone mcome' 0 t e 
~nur. The initial effect of the ch:~~g.e~i~t_ a .situ~.
tlOn w1l1 be-rm. the case of dearer money) a dechnun 
importS. of raw materials and of ~ap~tal.good~. 1ate~a~ 
riii:)fley Incomes IaIl,..thecontractJ.oIliSJikd}U(UPU.il(L~ 
foodstuffs. and other importedconS\llIlption goods. ~he 
tall of prices in the country is likely to lead to an increas~ 
i~~"ports, though this may be hindered, if the country
is a really important one in the world economy, by its 
deflationary policy producing trade depression in the out
side world as well as within its own borders. When (if 
ever) the general scale of money incomes (and therefore 
of costs) has fallen, the lower costs ,of producing exports 
will have established exports on a new high level, and 
imports will be on a new low level. The eventual effects 1 
of dear mone,y on the balance of trade are therefgre to 

t 
I I do not mean to reject the view (which can now, I believe, be called 

'omodox') that the effect of capital movements on the exchanges is modi
~d by the direct effect of the redistribution of purchasing power on the 
course of international trade. (For this point see Robertson, 'A Note on 
the Transfer Problem', in Pigou and .Robertson, Economic Essays and 
Addresses, p. 170.) But I am comidering here only immediate effects, and 

• in the short period the general probability that the lender's currency will 
be 8ubject to greater pressure is infinitely increased. 
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~imulate exports and curtail i~rts; but these effects 
only appear as thejntefria! sbuCn is controlled by t4e 
Bank Rate policy , and ~_~!~~~Y~~lyt?Jl::lPl?!!!!, be~ 
thin~~_,se.!!!e<!?~!.l~~!2,~~ .. !!~~~£.fl.1]_~~"Qti1J.m. . 
"'"1!UlcR effects on the balance of international payments 
(a phrase which includes not only the balance of current 
trade but also the long- and short-term capital movements) 
are likely,to be restricted on the whole. to international 
capital movements and, particularly to mov ~ments of 
short-term funds. F<?!,p.r,Q<!!:!<:i~g mQvements of thesef 
sli():t-t.~~~,!llnd~t,,~at~,m~y-J)e_!~~~c! '3:"~(!autiful 
~~t'; but wz._l!t.u~t realiz~,~h.~!.it~, efficacy in over
coml~g leI~:mQn!i!Jy~.~ ~is!9r1)aAC~xQ,JIie,l>,a1aQf~of p~y:: 
!!ilifu.~~,=!g~!~i~g,-t~~J~?~.9f s~lOrt-te~mJunds depends 
upon two ess~!l~!..ii!"J~on,<!!gQ!l-s:l the eXIstence' of a good 
iiiarKeCfOrShort-term funds in the centres affected, and 
confidence in the future of the foreign exchange -value of 
the currency which people are induced to acquire. These 
two conditions, especially the former" are apt to be over
looked even by mOJletary authorities. 
, The condition that there should. be a good market in 
short-term funds means that. there must be, in the centre 
to which funds are to be sent, c nnels for the loan' of 
short money and borrowers, or arantors~,whose,credit 
standing is recognized inte a' nally. This conditioIiis 
most clearly met in the London bill market, where the 
guarantors, in the case of trade bills, are the ,Accepting 
Houses, whose international position is beyond question, 
or, in the case QfTreasury Bills, the borrower is the British' 
'Government. The position of the other great financial 
centres~New York, Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin-is not 
radically dissimilar. More commonly, in great centres and 
small alike, the borrowers whose credit-worthinesuecures 
'international recognition are the leading commercial banks 
with whom the money may be deposited. It is important 
to realize here that the essential condition is not that the 
l;>ank (borrowing) must be 'sound' but that it must be 
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internationally recognized as such. The banks of Latvia 
and San Salvador may be perfectly good, well run, and 
paying institutions, but, unless foreigners have such con
fidence in them that they are ready to deposit funds with 
them when a rate differential appears or widens, Bank 
Rate. i:t ineffective in regulating the flow of short-term 
funds. Of a number· of short-term interest rates in a 
centre, which particular rate is regulator of the inter
national flow of funds depends of course on "the channels 
for lending and borrowing which are most attractive to 
international dealers. In London the main bill rates are 
most important in this respect; but in less developed
centres the deposit rate allowed by the commercial banks 
is frequently the decisive rate. , 

~ The second condition is thatthere should be confidence 
in the future foreign exchan$e value of the ~urrency' in' 
which loans are to be made. A differential of 1 or 2 per 
cent. per annum on a three months' loan does not attract 
lenders if they fear that within the three months the 
currency may have lost 20 per cent. of its value in terms 
of the lenders' home currency. Whether their fears are 
rational or not does not, at a given moment, matter. The 
fact that they have fears is enough to stultify the action of 
the Bank Rate weapon. To this limitation the Bank Rate/ 
policy o~ even .the mo~t highly developed centres is sub
Ject. It IS a ularl 1m ortant when centres ate not on 
the , for then the risks 0 eat movements in 
t e foreign exchanges are patent. ccord1Ogly the e ect 
of Bank Rate in regulating international capital movements 
is likely to be far weaker when currencies are indeper.J-.at 
than when they are on the gold standard. But the limita
tion a lies to the efficacy of Bank Rate even 10 reat 
centres on the gold stan ar. t e Importance of this 
argument there has been. ample illustration, under both 
gold standard and independent currencies, in the last 
fifteen years. In the summer of 1931, when there was a 
prolonged 'flight from sterling' (withdrawal of funds from 
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London), London short-term rates rose sharply, far above 
t,he levels of N ew York and Paris. But money still streamed 
out. Forei~ers held the opinion that the British cost level 
was too high and that the Budget position was bad, and 
that sooner or later-and probably sooner rather than 
later-sterling might fall. It did not matter whether they 
thought it might fall or it must fall-the existence of the 
risk was' sufficient to deter them from securing the 1 or 2 

per cent. extra on the loan transaction. In December of 
that same year, when Bank Rate already stood at the very 
high level of 6 per cent., and the dollar price of sterling 
was falling with disturbing rapidity, some economists 
were suggesting that Bank Rate should be raised drastically 
'to stop the rot'. What good this would have done it is 
difficult to see. Foreigners who had confidence enough 
in the future to leave their money in London had already 
a quite appreciable interest margin. in their favour to 
encourage them to mainta.in their London funds. Those 
who feared that the, pound was going down much farther 
would not have thought' 3, or 4 per cent. more per annum 
an adequate compensation for risks. So far as deflation of 
the internal price-and-income structure was concerned, a 
10 per cent. Bank Rate could have worked no more rapidly 
than the 6 per cent. Rate toget~er with the deflati?nary 
public finance was' already workin'g. What would certainly 
h~ve followed from a rise in Bank Rate would have been 
more expensive service of the National Debt, so intensi
fying the difficulties of balancing the Budget (on which, 
incidentally, foreign opinion so largely turned). And it is 
quite possible that: a sharp- rise in Bank Rate from its 
already high level would have given foreigners the idea 
that. the British situation was out of hand and that the 

.' authorities were panicky. The damaging effects even on 
. nternal confidence of a rise in Bank Rate to anic levels 

I a been clearly demonstrated in August 1914. here is 
a point beyond which further rises in Balik Rate can do 
notliin but harm. 
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Paris has provided numerous examples of this limitation 
of the Bank Rate weapon. At the time of the Great Bear 
Drive, in the winter of 1923-4, the authorities did at first 
attempt to stop the fall in the franc by raising the official 
Bank Rate. In two successive weeks this was done. On 
the first occasion, the rate of exchange improved slightly 
for about three days and then slid back beyond its former 
low level. The following week, when Bank Rate was raised 
again, the only apparent effect was an acceleration of the 
decline in the franc. Again, during those four years 
1933-6, when France was on the gold standard but a fresh 
devaluation was inevitable, -the Bank of France several 
times attempted to fortify the franc by raising Bank Rate. 
A13 in Britain in 1931 so in France in 1933-6 the price level 
was too high and there was a serious Budget deficit-the 
most important difference between the two cases being 
that in France the Budget deficit was far more serious and 
far more difficult to eradicate. What was the effect of 
raising the Bank Rate? Given the general political and 
social conditions, and the limitations, in the most favour
able circumstances, of the Bank Rate weapon, any effect 
higher Bank Rate might have in deflating internal prices 
and money incomes was bound to be a painfully slow 
business. On the other hand, there was immediate effect 
on the price which the French Government had to pay on 
its substantial and growing short-term debt. The Budget 
deficit was thereby aggravated, and it appeared all too 
probable that long before high Bank Rate had exercised 
any serious deflationary effect, the eJihanced ~udget deficit 
would have driven the authorities into the inflati~"o.ry 
state which the- Frenchman dreaded and whicH the 
foreigner would view as irreconcilable with the 'main
tenance of the gold parity. Little wonder then that when 
we read in the papers that Paris had put up Bank Rate 
again we took it as a signal that d~valuation was one step 
nearer. 

It is sometimes supposed that. now that forward 
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exchange marke~ Jtfe developed, a higher Bank Rate can 
always attract fillfds to a centre where there are lending 
fatilities, because the lender can protect himself in the 
forward exchange market against the exchange risk. This . 
view overlooks the fact that one side of the forward market 
is practically cerWn to be very limited-and the more so 
the more prevalenfls- one particular view about the future 
of a currency. If practically every one expects the currency 
to fall, it will be exceedingly difficult to secure cover. 
Accordingly there appear those extreme discounts and 
premiums which we have seen so many times in the 

. forward markets for 'Gold Bloc' currencies in recent 
years. These substantial premiums and discounts can 
easily outweigh the widest conceivable differences in in
terest rates. 

Sheer experience has also taught us that it is not true 
that a change in relative interest rates (given the state of 
confidence) produces automatically the appropriate change 
in forward exchange rates, so that there is no profit in 
moving funds. Apparently the arbitrage market is far too 
limited for that, and a 'change in relative interest rates 
produces some change in forward rates, some shifting of 
funds, and accordingly some change in spot rates. I 

Even in this field of regul~ting the flow of short-term 
funds, therefore, '!!!'I!lLRate..-though perhaps. a'rlelicat.~_ 
and beautifuUn~trwnent' • .cannot; work.und~:r.all cjr~um: ... 
s1inc~ It i~ t~ue that a prominent place in our armoury 
SliOlild be given to a weapon which is so well adapted for 
dealing with 'normal conditions'; but let us not try to use 
it for every conceivable purpose. And if we can find in 
central banks' operations in the forward exchange market2 

a useful supplement to . Bank Rate policy, so much the 
better; 

Now that we have supplemented Chapter VI byexamin-

I On this rather difficult matter see Einzig, Theory of Forward Ex
change. 

Z Ibid., Part VI. 
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ing the external effects of Bank Rate changes, it is perhaps 
worth summarizing our conclusions about the efficacy of 
this classic weapon. [Bank Rate may be used by· cehtra!' 
banks fQr.9pe~ati!.lgon ~~tll_th~j~!c:!:!!ar sjJ:uatioP'Jlri..4. ()n 
the external situation. l" In!~~ally it!l .. main effects ,art: 
probably those indirect: ones w~ic~_~u!Lft<?IAit§~.dis_
turoance'of'the flow ,of capital constluctio~ anil[epla~
ment. Its eventual potency may be substantial but it is 
~:Unly~p!. t~ be . eJ'.~reme!y .~low .. t~ .~p()~ .~~.s~tt.~! ~~n~ 
.~on~mists are nowadays turning more and more to the 
possibility of in64~nci~g ~h~. jl}ternal e~on<>'JP.ic sitllati<,>p. 
more direct1Y,~QIll.e.5udi..device.as the .conscio.us..con.
trot. of governmental investm~~ Ext,ernal!y it.has the. 
indirect effect of infhtencingtne relailon between. incomes 
arurc(ists~at~h2me and abroa<\ (and therefore affects'the 
6alance of trade). More quickly-and perhaps with 
marked efficiency-it ~anJ'~ID!lat~!.he interI.1a!i~!1aJ flow 
~tfapital, so ena9ling a country !Q.Q\.':~f'<>!lle . .l! . .!.empQ!,ary 
disequilibrium i.n the balance of trlldj!Fithout upsetting 
its enti~~ economic stl1lcture. 1 Gi~_tP.~._c.onditions_w:~_ 
fia:ve detailed above it has these very considerable.11s.es. It
worked to greatest satisfaction perhaps in Lon.clQn.:jn,Jh~. 
@s(few-years before 1914; but the conditions of those 
years were, even for pre-war years, far from typical, and it 
would be futile to attempt to restore that state of affairs, 
even if we desired to do so. Although Bank Rate may 
always have its uses, the future ties not, I believe, with 
those who would rely on a rtiurbjsbjpg of Bank Rate, 
but rather with those who are prepared to add more 
weapons to the armouries of monetary authorities. 

44J8 • Db 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE EVOLUTION OF 
, , 

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEMS 

I. The Gold Standard before and after 1914. 
DURING the Great War and the years immediately follow
ing it the mon~ary systems of many countries were in a 
state of ch\es. This spectacle was the outcome of the 
subordination of the monetary systems of the belligerent 
States to the financial needs of their governments, while 
ignorance of monetary theory and tpe strength of certain 
interests had added-fuel to the. inflationist fires. The dis
comforts attendant on the chaos became more ~idespread 
as time went on, I and eventually a very natural and healthy 
reaction set in. Longing eyes were inevitably turned, to 
the pre-19f4 wodci::"":and in terms of monetary affairs pre-
1914 ~ethods had one name: 'the gold standard'. To all 
countries alike, and especially to those which had been 
through complete chaos, the restoration of the gold 
standard became a most serious object. '. 

For a number of reasons English views up~n the way in 
whiii:h a restored gold standard ShO~ld e 'worked pre
do~inated .. The E~glish gold soverei n ad be~n virtually 
an mternatlOnal com before the war. ngland had had a 
longer experience of the gold standird than had any other 
country: London had in pre-1914' days b~en the leading 
financial centre of the world, so· that its monetary system 
had naturally received mostwidespread attention. England 
had already, before the end 'of the war, been ·thinking 
aboutthe post-war monetary system, and official views !tad 
been actually formulated:. in the Cunliffe Report, !;ast,. 
but .by ~o "means least, Englishthought prevailed because 

I The positi9n was worst in Central Europe. The most thorough 
analysis of p!>st~war inflation is to be found in Bresciani-Turroni's Eco"o

'I/I;es of Illflation, which is concerned mainly with Germany. 
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, English financiers, beli~ving tha~e restoration of an 
international standard would stimUlate a revival of inter
national trade from which England would gain so much, 
were anxious to offer advice and assistance to countries ' 
whose monetary systeml had fallen into chaos. 

What was the advice which English authorities gave 
both to other countries and to our own people? Restore 
the gold standat:d: that was fundamental. The way in 
which 'a complete and effective gold standarq' worked was 
set forth in the First Interim Report of the CunliffeCQm
nuttee, in I9I§..I. That Report purported to describe the 
workmg of the pre-I9I4 system. In its simplicity that 
system appeared sublime. If the Bank . lost goldas

u 

th~f 
result of an adverse balance a ts or as the resulll 
o acuve trade at home, up must go Bank Rate, which 
would provide both a palliative (in changing the' balance I 
of international short-term capital movements) and a cure 
(in forcing a general rise of interest rates, credit contrac
tion, and damping-down of trade at home). Contrariwise, 
4 decided influx of gold from abroad or a d~cline in home 
demands for cash for circulation should be followed by a 
lower Bank Rate and generarexpansion.2 The system 
turned on the central bank's being obliged to respond to 
changes in'its reserve of unissued. notes (or idle gold) by 
changing Bank Rate.3{International gold movements and} 
home cash-circulation requirements should be the_ criteri~f 
Bank Rate should be the weapon. If the 'reserve'4 fell~ 
Bank Rate shoUld be raised in order to deflate'. If the 
'reserve' rose, Bank Rate should be reduced in order t 

I The Report is reprinted in Gregory, British Banking Statur.-:nd 
Reports, vol. ii, pp. 334 et seq. (see especially, for above point, pp. 336-7). 

a True case was not put explicit1y in the Cunliffe Repott; but it was 
implicit in the analysis of the chain of tventa which should follow a loss 
of gold. ' 

I The Curiliffe Report allowed fOr the central bank's ignoring seasonal 
movementa: so far the system was not automatic. 

• 'Reserve' being, in the Bank of England sense, the unused note-Issue: 
an amoum dependent, under the Act of 1844, on international gold move-
menta end circulation requirementa. . 
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inflate. Those were 'the rules of the gold-standard game'. 1 

That was'the fool-proof system by which (to quote the 
Cunliffe Rep.ort) 'Domestic prices were automatically 
r~.gul.~t~d" s() .".~~ "!();"m~~!lI~~!~~~~~ve:: impocts.; and the 
c"reation of banking credit was so contrQlled that banking 
could be safe~b~f!!11~d..a...fr~91P-1.r~nL~!~~ iIJ.te!-' 
ference whiCli"'would not have been possible under a ress .........,.,......,.. , 

ngid currency sxstem) , 
And so the gold'standard was 'restored'-:at various 

dates in different countries, one of the first· being Austria 
in 1922 and the last being Japan in 1930 and Portugal in 
1931. England and most of the Briti~h Empire we~t bn 
in 1925, and France, thougli nominally not until 1928, 
effectively about the end of 1926: Through the later 
nineteen-twenties t~e gold standard' was wor~' jver 
much the greater. part .of the world. And the what 
happened?' The international gold standatd bro e qown .. 
Thpug~ some countries were stiUon the gold standard 
until 193,a ~nd even 1936, as an,international standax:dJhe: 
gold standard way be said to have collapsed in the summ;r. 
~. The reasons for its collapse have been discussed I 
Q,¥ doz~ns of writers.z Jffie: ~rguments most commonly 
put forward maybe grouped mto two: t]1at the post-I920 
gold standard was subject to· excessive strains---,-wa~
rigidities, war debts, teparations, in-chosen pari,ies, &c.
and that the central bankers of the :world did noC~lay.the 
game according.tQthe:1U~& ThefirSfOf these arguments 
Wamply"<Ilscussed iJi :Otiie(1)ooks'~ : W,ith it ~. find myself in 
sympathy, though I believe.that ~he 'cq?trast b~tween tlle 
strains of"the pre-I914 worldaJ;ld the.£trains of the p'ost-
11)2'0 ,":orld has 'been exagger!lted, and that' ,it js' not by 
itself sufficient, to acco':lnt Jor tlie contrast in monetary' 
e~periences. 

, .. , .. ., .~ .' 

I A phrase first used, I.believe, by Mr. Keynes in his Ifconomic Conse-
quent:es of Mr. Churchill.' . 

• T\\to of the best little books on it are Gregory, The Gold Standard 
(,lnd iil Future, and Gifford, The.'Pf!'V.alUf.ltion nf thl> Pfl""J, 
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The second argument goes deeper. If the international 
gold standard brok~ down,?eca~se. ~eCe!it~I_ ~iIDkers.()f 
the world did not 'play the game~according.to the _nil~~~ 
two questions a~~~e. JJ)-Why,.after the rules had been so 
dearly laid doWI,l in the Cunliffe Report and successive 
similar documents in other countries, did the central 
bankers break them?~Were these rules r~ally the rules 
according to which die pre-I9I4 world had been so much 
more sucs::essful in working the gold standard? To these 
two questions we must now address ourselves. 

First, wh did the central banker ' reak the rules'?, 
Th~ clue lies m t e un iffe Report's qualifying phrase' 
.' If the adverse cOIiditions of the exchanges were due not 
merely to seasonal fluctuations'. It was clearly recognized 
that purely temporary movements of gold and the circula
tion provided no justification for the initiation of an infla
tionist or deflationist banking policy. It would be pre-

,posterous to suggest ,that .the efflux of cash from' the 
banking system every week-end should justify the initia
tion of a deflation policy on Friday afternoon, to' be fol
lowed by an inflation policy on Monday, just as .it would 
be preposterous for the monetary authorities t~ take any, 
notice of the dse every Sunday in the velocity of circula
tion of threepenny bits. It would, I believ~"be as widely 
accepted that the central banks should be prepared to 
provi~e for increased' cash needs of the public at harvest
time. Similarly it would seem that when a bad harvest 
leads to an adverse balance of payments the efflux of gold 
which results shpilld hot' be allowed to have any defta
tiqnary effects at home. ~eri o~~_h~y~ _admitted 
~ch, ar~Ijlents it is 9.iffic~~t tOJ:{IlOF_~h~n, ~o.stop ... ( ~ here 
IS, always some cause at wor'k which can be regarded as 
temporary •. Difficulties may arise out of this, of two kinds . 

. First, u>erm~EL ~li~q1!i!iQri1!I!Lllll!Y 1>~u~l!lP~r:~eiy.~d., 
b~cause~'are always som~ temporary causes at wor~' 
which may be 4eld to account for a gold movement • 

. Seco~d, a te~porary cause, apparently justifiably 19p.~~d, 
----...00.-.:..- .--- -.~ ----. - -
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, may in "~~~~t*t::. soJ<mgto. be eliminated that the reserves 
§!::.i:~e'.go.ld-Io.sing central bank may, be exhausted in the 
pro.cess. These two. kinds o.f difficulties m; be illustrated 
bypOsing the views which English autho.r· les might have 
taken o.n go.ld lo.sses to. Paris in 1928-30. hro.ugho.ut the 
perio.d there was a tendency o.f go.ld to. gQ to. Paris; but it 
was pro.no.unced o.nly when so.me blatantly· tempo.rary 
cause Was o.perating. Fo.r example, there was o.n o.ne 
o.ccasio.n a purely tempo.rary Bo.urse crisis in Paris which 
led Paris b~nks to. increase their cash in Paris by drawing 

. Tunds fro.m Lo.ndo.n. It wo.uld have been difficult to. justify 
a deflatio.n po.licy in England by the go.ld lo.sses in that 

~ mo.nth. As to. the persistent tendency fo.r go.ld to. leak to. 
Paris, there were two. ways of loo.king at it: (1) the franc 
had, been linked to. go.ld at an unduly lo.w level":-'as go.ld 
WflPtin, prices would risein France, and England had o.nly 
to. sit back and watch the go.ld go. until this happened; Dr 
(2) at, the 'level o.f French prices and exchange rates; the 
cash. supply of France was Vnduly restricted. Under their 
awkward mo.ne~ary laws mo.re cash co.uld on1y be o.btained 
by imp~rting. gold. England sho.ufd therefo.re allo.w the 
go.ld to. go.: o.nce.the cash n~eds wer~ s;ltisfied, go.ld wo.uld 
cease to. mo.ve. Whichever o.f these two. vie'Ws was taken, 
there was so.me case fo.r o.ffsetting the English g~ld 4>ss, n9t 
aJlo.wing it to have deflatio.nary effect, because the wo.v~
ment was te:mporary., I admit that there are.a.rgumeni~ 
against this ~' but central l>ankershad o.bvio.usly so.Ii},e case 
fo.r interpreting the rules. to enable them:. to. igno.re certairt 
mo.vements. Once we .allo.w them to.· offset 'tetnpo.r~ry' 
movements, actio.n depend~ o.n iliagno.sls o.f the situation. 
'An~L!h~tj;l~agnQsis..ha$ to1le. made ,at. ~nce=~9t aft~! 
~~~~_t!~'!!JIl.Qnths. .• andJ'earsjn ~rrear hay~co.roe: tQb.an9,·. 
It is very.easy ~_s_l!Y._~fteLth,~,_eyenUhat s\J.cl.!':and.sllcb. a 
~la,.gl!<?sis_~\\,a~~~!<!..~g: it is ~t ~o.' easy t6 be ~fa1lible i!l' 
diagno.~ing die ~ltuat1o.n OI} the spo.t. ·~~!.!~~.~!Y....!l~o.1ft 
theaccprll<;y~o.f C?Il~:s diag!lo.si~, is always apt, to.b, to. le~v~ I 
ibiis in f~vC?ur o.f emphas~ing the tempo.rary cause rather I 
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th~!b~~.e.ep-seate.d.~~~e. Central bankers are, after all, 
only human. r should therefore be inclined to argue that 
in so far as the central bankers did break the Cunliffe rules 
they were acting in the (justifiable) belief that the system 
did allow them some discretion, and that in solving the 
very difficult P!oblem of diagnosis they may sometim~ 
have erred.1 

. Our second question is in effect :,Did the Cunliffe Report 
give a fair picture of tfie pre-IQI4 world? And I strongly 
suspect that the answer is negative, and that misunder
standi~g of the pre-1 9.14 system has been to an appreciabl~ 
extent responsible for the contrast between the success 
before 1914 and the failure in the nineteen-twenties of the" 
gold standard to provide a tolerable monetary system. 1. 

OVer much of the pre-1914 period the instrument of Bank 
Rate policy was used very warily, and in certain important 
areas-France is the leading example-it was scarcely 
used at all. The central banks, far from reacting alltQ
maticall to old movements used all sorts of devices to 
, e ank Rate changes unnecessary.3 Inflationist ex
pansIOn In England and the Vnited States appears to have 
led, not to gold effluxes, bu(to gold's·being drawn into 
those cQuntries to provide increased cash for circulatiOIj.. 

. Bank ~te certainly does not appear to have been a weapon 
universally 'used to keep gold supplies in different coun
trie, in line. with each other. The varied needs of different 
phase~ of the Trade Cycle appear to have been taken care 

. of, in part at Ieas~, by the Bank of France varying its enor
mous appetite fop gold. There was, in general, no serious 

. ~ --, . 
" : I ba~e been thinki~g primarily:in terms of English policr};ut J 
believe that Frendl an4 American policy can, to Borne extent, be explained. 
along ',imilailine.. Explaining is not identical with defending: . 

• On what fQ110wa the reader Bho~d fOnsult Whale, 'The Working of 
the Pre-War, Gold Standard'~ E~, 19p. AU that I have tOlay 

• ia"open to the lame reeervations he made there: the theory, like its more 
popular altel;Jlltive, is unproven but .eem. to.fit the known facts better. 

~ J . For an analysil of theSe __ PORI .. \lied by the Bank 'of England, lee 
my Bon" of England Opnatiofls, 1890-1914.' . . 
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attempt to keep price movements in different countries in 
line with each other by using that blunt and laggard instru
ment Bank Rate-enforcing dear money in one country 
while cheap money was being enforced in another country. 
Rather pricet? were kept in line by baDking systems' being 
passive (i.e. maintaining interest rates and security canons 
unchanged) while prosperitY or depression, spreading 
froIIl one country to another through the varying activity 
of export trades,! called forth the active money required 
to finance itself. pnly when, the movement-either boom or 
depression~b~came extreme did the stiffness in the jaws 
of the French 'gold trap and tfie perturbations of the Bank 
of England set in motion any movemept of.interest'rates 
marked'enough to hasten reversal,ofthe economic' tide. , 

'So unlike were the rules of the pre'p'I.914 game to the 
Cunliffe'rules! It js, true ,that in the last.few years before 
1914 there appeared ~ decided tendenCJ for tt,e system 
to become more like the 'Cunliffe system and that tendency' 
might vety,well have gone farther.z But after th~ war all 
was changed. The former variety ofceI}.tJ;al .. bank weapons 
was forgot~en; Bank ~ate changes., were to be the order of 
the day. Had it riot been for those peculiarly' great strains 
(pa~cularly i11~chosen parities) which we have, al~eady , 
,meJ,1tioned the new system might have been made work
able-"articularly if the United 'States had.be~ ·~b~e to. 
develop a'foreign investmentt~chnique whicnviould. have 
enabled her to use het gold a& ~post-I920 substitute for 
the pr~:-I914 French x:eserve.' As ~t .was, other. ckc.um-

'stances combined with the independent and :'highly vari
able Ban.k Rate:policiesof ~differet:l't se~treSo to' coafC. intq 
existence an enormous mas's Of sho'rt-term funds which 
could betransferred from cheaper to'dc:arei' money .certtre~ 

.. ,.. " w' :' 

.1 On the' applicatio~.of the Multiplier Tneory to the ~ilnexion b~tWeel\ ' 
die balance pf tr~de ,and total' 'nationS!. income, ~ see Harrod" 'The r~ade' 

• Cycle; pp. 14S-SS; ,,', ,'.' ~;.' • " ". 
,Z ,I am indebte,d to Mr; ~obectson (EconomilJOIlrnal, !(p6, p. 696) fQf 

the suggestion that the Cunliffe systep1 mightJ in the absepce of war, have 
. ~ecome the ruling system. ' • '. '. . ...: : ~ 
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as the wind happened to be blowing. The Post-::I920 Gold I 

Standard, with its all-important partner a julftpy Ban,k. 
Rate, brought forth this progeny: the 'International 
Short-Loan Fund'-a progeny which proved to be an Old 
Man of the Sea. For at the ~rst serious crisis the tearing· 
from centre to centre of this abnormally large Inter
national Short-Loan Fund soon proved more than any 
international standard could bear. . 

It may be objected that I have exaggerated the jumpi
ness and the divergent movements of Bank Rate in the 
important countries: there was much ignoring of gold 
movements, much' offsetting', much co-operation between 
central bankers shQwing itself particularly· in' concerted 
movements of Bank Rate. This is true. The co-operation 
between central baI;lks was doing much to' make the post
i920 system:work:more like the pre-1914 system. But tJiat . 
wa.s when the central bankers were charged with 'break
ing . the ruleS: t lndeed, one feels tempted to" suggest 
that, far fran). the gold standard. collapsing because the 
centr~l banker.s' broke. the (Cunliffe) rules of the "game, 
their most serious contribution to the working of the 
'international standard was when, in defiance of the Cun
liffe rules,. t~ey 'were taking long views and working co-
operatively., ..' . 

The cQllap~e .of the gold standard left the leading ~oun
trieS: of the. w.orld in a position which they did not like. 
J\ simple reversion to the completely independent curreD
cies 9f the: early ninc;teen-twenties was most distasteful to 
those countries'(especially in C~ntral EuropeLwhiC\:-.:-ad 
ha<:1 most uwleasant experience'of the dangers of indepen-' 
dent paper. cur{ent:ies. These countries were for connect~d, 

" reasons ,unabl~ to return im.mediately·tothe-golds~~~ar.d, 
~Q~eY.!~lv~ ~h~i! ~ilemm~ by- ~S~R!is_~ing systern~ o~ 
.!~chaf!g~.restru:tlOns. trhese·sy.stems prOVide for govern
~ent regulation of the" foreign exchange'market, the. cui., 

: rency' being. supported by refusal to satisfy· all demands. 
If,this system is u~ed to p~vent:a specUlative. shott-term 

44z8 : cc. 
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capital movement from forcing down the foreigri exchange 
value of the currency unduly there is much to be said for 

. it. The rate at which transactions are concluded can be 
adjusted to a fundamental change in the balance of trade, 
and the exchange-restrictions scheme may be temporary, 
designed just to overc9me the immediate difficulties. Tne 
development of the Austrian system between 1931 and 
1933 closely approached the ideal and merely paved the 
way for a freer and. more comfortable system. ,On the 
other hand, there js a danger that the official exchange rate 
may be held at an excessively high level, being supported 
by more and more rationing of demand for foreign ex
change. Such a system is bound, to· lead to increasing 
interference with the foreign trade of the country, and 
then inc;reasing subjection of all economic activity to 
State regulation,.fIs in the kindred systems of Germany 
and ,Russia. The out~tanding example of an exch~nge
restrictions scheme developing in this way is provided by 
Germany. 

But the development of the monetary syst~ms of coun
tries which were less fearful of independent paper curren
cies was quite different. Our own ~ountry, for example, 
reverted more or less exactly to the pre-1925 system. But 
the working of the gold st~uldard had left behind it a legacy 
which was to prove almost as serious an eml;>arrassment to 
the independent system as it had been to tIfe gold standard. 
This was the swollen international short-loan fund~ Move-

I p}ents of these short-term funds were subject to all sorts 
I of speculative influen<;:es, expectations abo~t the future 
value of each currency being most fickle under the post
crisis conditions. The foreign exchange value of any 
independent paper c~rrency was liable to move up or 
down rapidly simply because. short-term funds were 
.I:ltreaming in or' out, quite irrespective of any change in the 
fundamental relations of international prices: In 't~ese 
circumstances traders very soon became acutely aware of 
the 9isad~antage of being' off the gold standard-the 
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mobility of foreign exchange rat,es. Particularly was this' 
80 when the rise in the foreign exchange value of sterling, 
caused by an influx of short-term funds, occurred in the 
spring of 1932. For a movement in this direction hit 
the British export trades--a group of trades which were 
already, for secular and cyclical reasons, suffering to a 
peculiar degree. -

The distresses occasioned by attempts to work the. post-
1920 gold standard were still far too fresh in the memory 
to allow the problem to be solved by an immediate return 
to the gold standard. The British authorities instead met 
the situation by devising a new system~'worked by a new 
agency cal!ed the .f:.t'ch~!1g~~g~~E?:.~tioE._ ACCQ!:lD!. The 
new s stem was desi tead w' . . . 
t e oreign exchanges, and to insulate, as far as possible, the 

.... 'mternal sItuation from the ebbs and flows of the inter
national short-loan fund. This new system has had success 
enough to stimulate imitations in s'everal other countries; 
but in the following sections we shall be concerned 
primarily with the British Account. Foreign imitations 
work on the same general principles though details are apt 
to vary • 

. II. The Exchange Equalization Account 
The~l;lritish..Exchange :fulualization_~.c_~~unt is ~ __ ~~b-_ 

d~a.~m~ntj)fthe. Treasury, estabn:~ed JJ:l_!h~ _~p~~l1g<?f 
19H. !~,fu~ctionsltad,Jempol'arilyb~en_performedhy 
the Bank of E~ElaJld. Ther~W~t~ .. !l1!'~~ r~asons in favour 
of a new government department takingpv~r the·busin~~. 
~ the-'law regulatinz !l1~ __ ~an.lt.o( .1~ngl,a~q .. ~L_l,lm . 
wouldE_a,:,~ rn~de secrecy impossiJ:>le, and discouragement 
of specurative operations at first made secrecy desirable. 
(There 'would also have b,een some difficult accountancy 
problems to be :solved before ,the Bank Return could be 
made out.} Second, ~wai!1 difficultie_s_",,_ou~9 _ h~y'C:: ...a...ris.c?l1 
ab()u~Jhe .dis~ibution ofpJ'~fi!.l!1>etvve~I) .the Government 
and the Bank. Third, and much.the most important, the 
• - i· ~_--..&. 
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~eraij9.ns_..would-direct1y., -control the~£ore.igri\~xchan,ge 
val~e <>.tJh~pgJJn9, and in the state of opinion at the time 
iliis was far too important a function to be otherwlse than 
obviously under direct government control. And so the 
Account is a sub-department of the Treasury, though its 
daily op~rations are conducted by the Bank of England 
acting as the Government's agent. 

The Account's initial resources consisted of TreasulJ 
Bills thaiiS,govem.ment T Ott's--in terms of ~ie~iing, 
asaescribed in Chapter III above. The Treasury simply 
created n:ew_~~.t!liEg.~la}~~_agl!~s! its~lf, whic~ it handed 
over to tn:e1tccoUIlt. The amount of Treasury Bllls handed 
over at the outset was about £167 millions, but this was 
later increased to £307 millions, and in 1937 it was again 
increased, this time to £567 millions. These. sterling 
securities are r~~~~~g. eYf?ry tHre(: JIlonths, fust as are other 
TfeiswyBilfs, the Account. of course securing its new 
bills through the tap, not by tender. . 
\.' The business of the Account. is to buy and sell sterling 
in the foreign exchange markets in such'a way as to. steady 
movements, in the valueofsterling in terms of tl:le leading 
lforeign currencies. \!~.....plic.i!.E~cialyolicr is:.!~limi
Lnate. teI!lPQ!'a!y_!!p~_~~d downs in t e rates wltnout inter
fering with the long-tennf~ndonne market-if;- that is 
to say, there is pressure to sell sterling because the British 
price level is so high that there is an adverse balance of 
trade (after making.appropriate allowarice.--for normal 
capital movements) the Accou~ supposed 'to allow the . 
foreign exchange value to decYule-:-and contrariwise ifthe ~ 
fundamental position causes a hardening in the value of 
sterling. If, on the other hand, pressure to sell sterling 
originat~s in a wi~hdrawal of French short-term loans from 
. London ,because Frenchmen now prefer to use those funds 
for'speculating in Wall' Street, the Account should be pre-

• pared to buy sterling in"' order to!- prevent the value of 
sterling from falli~g. Or if the foreign exchange market 
should be m,undated with orders. to sell francs a~d buy 
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8terlin*, ecause Frenchmen might be distrustful of the 
future their own currency, and prefer to hold funds in 
Land rather than in Paris, then it would be the business 
of the Account to relieve the pressure by selling ster
ling in exchange for foreign currencies, so preventing 
the influx of 'bad money'I from forcing up the foreign 
exchange value of sterling. In this way· foreign trade 
is left undisturbed by changes in the foreign exchange 
rates, unless the balance of trade js in such serious dis
equilibrium that it is proper that foreign trade should 
be disturbed. . _ ; 

The day-to-day operations of the Account are, ~ .• 
buymg and. s~lliI)g of sterling m eicli.aJ.lge for foreig!l 
currencies:-The sterling assets are provided in the first 
instance by the Treasury handing over IOU's.' These 
IOU's can be sold in the discount market in exchange for 
the bank deposits which are dealt in on the foreign ex
changes. But there was nosuch initial provision of foreign 
currencies. l'hat, as it happened, did not matter, as the 
Account was established at a time of abnormal foreign 
-aemand for sterling, so that its initial operations provided 
it with some foreign assets, which it did not nee4 until the 

. tide tumed:r Had the Account been established when 
there was an abnormal pressure to sell sterling, a foreign 
loan or use of the Bank of England's gold reserve would 
have been necessary, and either method would have been 
given publicity which would have tended to aggravate a 
speculative drive against sterling. 

J'h.CLAccount.naturally does not wanUa put itsdf iI!Jh~ 
I An influx of 'bad money' occurs when fQreignel'l! seek to buylnother 

currency, not to pay trading deb~ or to invest perp1anently in that coun
try, but to hold a balance in the foreign currency temporarily. The essence 
of 'bad money' is that it is liable'to be withdrawn again quickly,; 80 causing 
• double disturbance of the balance of payments in a short time. . 

I Actually the Bank had itself been conducting operations of the kind· 
and had accumulated Bome foreign assetLMvhich were sold to the Account' 
on the latter's inception. The direction of the movement in the foreigrt' • 
eXchange market had made possible the Bank's accumulation of foreign 
assets. , . 
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position ofa sp~C!lla!.9I:j!l{9.~tigI,u;urrencie~,~ Accorcb 
! iii."gTfif rilales a p.rac.tic.e.,..it1sJJrulmtQQd...DLexcbanging 
foreign currencies aCQuired for gold almost immediate)y.. 
If it did hold foreign currencies for long the system would 
be analogous toa gold-exchange system, and might 
have . slightly different repercussions from, those dis
,cussed in the following paragraphs. But as the practice 
appears to be definitely in favour of holding gold and' 
not foreign currencies we shall assume that gold alone 
is held. . 

1\.~ the.....pw:chase.....ru:....sak_p£"sterlingJgainsLa~r 
~rrencies is in a sense a singk,]n~et (it always being 
posslble to buy or sell sterling indirectly , by cross-dealings 
iIi foreign ,currencies) the Account is enabled to influence 
all the leading sterling rates by operating directly on a 
single important rate-or at most, two rates. Until March 
1933 the Account is understood to have operated in dollars. 
The dollars could be exchanged for gold, or gold for 
dollars, in New York in accordance with the American 
gold-standard arrangements. After that and' until October 
1936 the Account is understood to have operated in francs, 
which were convertible into gold at the Bank,of Fiance. 
When France went off the gold standard, America still 
restricting the 'convertibility pf dollars into gold, 1 the 
,Account's system of turning its 'acquired foreign assets 
jI;lto gold became precarious . .Indeed the situation might 
easily have become the impossible pne',of three great Ex
change Accounts~those" of England~ France, and the 
United States-indulging in a preposterous tug-of-war. 
But thanks to the, co-operative spirit which was embodied 
in the Tripartite Agreement of October 1936 the difficulty 

, was soon overcome. The three great Exchange Equaliza
tion Accounts undertook to buy from each other, in 

'exchange for gold, any of their own currencies which 
either of the other Accounts have acquired in the course 

I The United States Treasury refused to sell gold except to those 
central banks which were themselves obliged to sell gold at fixed prices. 
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of their operations. That is to say, the English Account 
can now buy francs or dollars again if necessary for 
achieving its purpose of steadying the market in sterling, 
knowing that it can on the following morning tum those 
francs or dollars into gold (apparently at the day's price 
of gold). . 

Certain problems of policy remain to be solved: there 
is every indication that the English Account has been a 
persistent buyer of gold and it is becoming questionable 
whether it is observing its criterion of 'not interfering with 
long-term trends'. But this book not being a treatise on 
foreign exchange theory we must leave those problems 
aside. lWhat is clear is that the techni~_ apE..aratus X~r 
influencing the for~jgn.3-.x~es in die :ae5ired-way_i£ 
now adequa@. With the ~ree .great Accounts co-operat
mg no con Ivable combmatlOn of specu~ators could 
muster sufficient resources to defeat the o~ial objects. 
Such an attempt would be destined to very costly defeat. 
The co-operative arrangements also make it impossible 
for short-term speculators to operate with success i~ the 
bullion.market, for the bullion market has become part of 
the market controlled in fact by the operations of the 
three great Exchange Accounts. The dependence of this 
technical strength on the co-operative arrangements which 
followed the Tripartite Agreement should' of course be 
emphasized: a return to the unco-operative spirit of earlier 
1tars would be most disturbing. I 

. 1.:[The Exch~ge Equalization Account system of control
. bng the foreign exchanges may be usefullycompated at 

this point with the alternatiye system which was adJ~d 
in countries not so favourably placed. The Ex~nge 
Restrictions system maintains an official exchange rate by 
restricting the orders effected by one side of the market. 
The Exchange Equalization Account system, on the-other 
hand, prevents an excess of orders on either side of the 
market from affecting the rate by throwing an' equal 

I It ahould be emphuized here that the above was written in 1939 
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~punt of its own resources on to the other side of the 
market. Both systems may develop a high degree of 
efficiency in eliminating or neutralizing speculative move
ments. But whereas the Restriction system is apt to lead 
to more and more widespread intervention by the State 
in economic affairs, ,there is no such compulsion implicit 
in the Equalization Account system. Neither system 
solves the fundamental problem of securing equilibrium 
in the exchange rate;.l/ 

III. The Exchange Equalization Account and the 
Banking System 

So far we have confined ourselves to the effects of the 
'/ 

~
cc :tint's operations on the foreign exchange markets. 

W must now tum to the other important aspect, 'the 
ects of its operations on the internal position of the 

banking system. Here more particularly ,what we say is 
concerned with the English system:, technical differences 
between the structures of different countries are too great 
for a general description to be applicable. 

Suppose there to be a movement of short-term funds to 
England so that there is, at the prevailing exchange rate 
which the Account wishes to maintain, an excess of demand 
for sterling over supply of sterling. The Account buys 
foreign currencies. These foreign.. currencies it directly 
sells to the foreign authorities obtaining gold in exchange. 
We shall simplify the ,following analysis somewhat by 
supposing that ordinary bullion' dealers use foreign cur
rency to buy gold in the foreign centre, sending t~e gold 
to London where it is bought inthe bullion market by the 
Account, the Account paying ster1ing~ 

The Account's chequable deposit is included in Public 
Deposits at the Bank of England. It provides its balance 
by selling in the discount market the Treasury Bills with 
which it was initially provided. The foreigner selling gold 
(or of 'course foreign currency) wants an English bank 
deposit. The Account gives him a cheque drawn on 
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Public Deposits. The payee pays the cheque into one of 
the joint-stock banks. That finds its deposits up by the 
amount-say one million pounds-and it pays the cheque 
it has received (the cheque on Public Deposits at the Bank 
of England) through ~he Clearing House into its account 
at the Bank of England. Bankers' Deposits go up' by 
one million, Public Deposits down by one million. The 
Account then has to replenish its balance by selling in the 
discount market Treasury Bills to the amount of one 
million. The Treasury Bills are taken up e~ther by dis
count houses, which then take one million more of Money 
at Call and Short Notice from the banks, or by the banks 
themselves.1 In either of these cases the bills are bought 
from the Account by a transfer from Bankers' Deposits to 
Public Deposits at the Bank of England. This transf~r 
offsets at the Bank of England the other transaction which' 
otiginate4 in the Account's purchasing gold from the gold 
importer. Public Deposits stand at the same level as 
originally, Bankers' Deposits also stand at the same level 
as originally. But the position of the commercial banks is 
different. They have unchanged cash reserves; but their 
deposit liabilities to the public remain up by the one 
million pounds of the gold importer (or the person to 
whom he has transferred the amount), while on the assets 
side either Bills discounted or .Money at Call and Short 
Notice will be up by the same amount. A few schematic 
balance-sheets may help the reader to grasp this analysis 
of the process. 

POSITION I 

Bank of England Banking Department 
Bankera'Deposita 100 Total Assets . 165 
Public Deposita 15 
Other Liabilities 50 

165 

I There ia also the possibfiity that some will be taken up by non-clearing 
bank. which are willing to reduce their cash ratios. This is a complicated 
~ o~er which, however, we need not stay. It is unlikely to be quantita-
tIVely unportant. ' 

4UI Dd 
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Commercial Banks 

Deposits • 2,200 Cash in Hand and at Bank of 
England 200 

Money at Call, &c., and Bills 
discounted 400 

Other ~sets 1,600 

2,200 2,200 

POSITION II 

(after the Account has bought gold, the seller of which has paid his cheque 
into his bank;which has had the amount added to its balance at the Bank 
of England). 

Bank of England Banking Department 

Bankers', Deposits 
Public Deposits 
Other Liabilities 

Deposits, 

101 Total AssetS 
14 

50 

165 

Commercial Banks 

• 2,201 Cash in lIand and at Bank of 
England 

2,201 

Money at Call, &c., and Bills 
discounted 

Other Assets 

POSITION III 

165 

201 

40 0 
1,600 

2,201 

(aft~r. the Account has replenished Public Deposits by selling Treasury 
Bills to the banks and/or uu: discount ,houses). 

Bank of England Banking Departme1lt 

Bankers' Deposits 100 Total AssetS 165 

Public Deposits . 15 

Other Liabilities I • 2 
165 165 

C.mmercial Banks 

Deposits . • 2,201 Cash in Hand and at Bank of 
England 200 

Mone1 at Call, &c.: and Bills 
discounted 401 

Other Assets . 1,600 

2,201 2,201 
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In Position III the total of deposits. is higher by the 
amount of 'the influx of foreign money', while the cash 
ratio of the commercial banks is down a trifle, the fall 
being more than balanced by. a rise in the other liquid 
assets. To the repercussions of these changes we shall 
turn in a moment. It is worth pausing here to realize that 
the Account has operated in a way analogous to the Issue 
Oepartment of. the Bank of England. When the Issue 
Department receives gold'the commercial banks receive 
an equal addi¢>n to their deposit liabilities and to their 
cash reserves/. When the Exchange Equalization Account 
receives gold the commercial banks receive an equal addi
tion to their deposit liabilities and to their non-cash liquid 
assets (Money at Call or Treasury Bills). The effect of the 
Issue Department taking the gold directly from the market 
is to raise the cash ratios of the commercial banks. The 
effect of the Exchange Account taking gold from the market 
is to lower the cash ratios, but to raise the ratio of total 
liquid assets (cash and Money at Call and Bills) py the 
same amount as the cash ratio is raised in the first case. 

This newly invented device does therefore insulate the 
banking system from gold movements in some. degree, 
though not entirely,Qvhen, in the absence of an Exchange 
Account, the gold movement is felt automatically by the 
Bank of England a multiple effect on aggregate bank 
deposits is induced by the initial disturbance of the com
mercial banks' cash ratio. When the gold movement is.. 
absorbed by the Account the cash ratio changes mUGh less 
but in the opposite direction. Regard to the cash ratio (~e 
would lead to the commercial banks pi'dceeding to con
tract .earning assets and so deposits slightlyJ A purely 
temporary movement would, in. accordance with their 
usual practice, be ignored, being partially concealed by 
increased w~dow-dressing if the' movement wer€! at all 
substantial.LPut any prolonged tendency for gold to be 
absorbed by the Account would, were the' cash ratio alone 
considered, lead to some contraction of creditJWe must 
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not, however, forget the second liquidity rule of the com
mercial banks.lJ'he purchase of gold by the Account leads 
to the non-cash liquid assets rising as fast (absolutely) as 
do the deposits. While the cash ratio is falling very slightly 
(as a result'of the increase in deposits while cash remains 
unchanged) the ratio of total liquid assets to deposits will 
be rising more. Within limits this higher liquid assets 
ratio may, in accordance with the second liquidity ,rule, 
satisfy the. banksJPosition III 'above will then be the final 
position of bank balance-sheets. 

Undoubtedly this will be so, given the existence of the 
second liquidity rule as well as the first, unless a gold,infiux 
is very prolongedpn that event, and even if it is not pro
longed, it is desitable that the central bank and the Account 
should allow the commercial banks to be certain of what' 
is happening in the hope that the latter will then be entirely 
passive. If the commercial banks do show signs of con
tracting credit as a result of the fall in the cash ratio it 
would, eeter,s parib be appropriate for the central lJank 
to restore t e cas ratio by purchase of securities~in the 
way described in an earHer chapter. 1 Historically the 
problem has..,been provided with a solution by a pure 
coincidence. t;fhere has been a' persistent tendency over 
years for the Account to acquire gold. But it so happened 
that about 1933-4 the debt-funding operations of the, 
Treasury had left the market uncomfortably sh~rt of 
Treasury Bills. The banks, being unable to secure suffi
cientliquid outlets, for funds in Money at Call and Treasury 
Bills, had, in accordance with their second liquidity rule, 
allowed the cash ratio to rise to quite an unusual height, 
to compensate for the unusually low ratio to deposits of 
other liquid assets. 9v:er succeeding years the sale of 
Treasu~ Bills by the Exchange Account (to finance the 

I See pp. loS-8. It could thereby restore the cash ratio; but at the 
expense of !;ome (probably trivial) fall in interest rates, which it might not 
wish to see. (The fall in interest rates being forced by the change in the 
composition of the public's assets.} 
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purchase of gold) while foreigners were acquiring sterling 
had the automatic effect of reducing' somewlult the cash 
ratios (as deposi~ increased) and increasing more rapidly 
the ratio to deposits of other liquid assets. The disposal of 
Treasury Bills by the Account has simply had the effect 
of restoring to a more normal condition the distribution of 
commercial bank assets (as between cash, other liquid 
assets, and the remaining assets). The b~ have accord
ingly been passive to the Account's operations) This is 
pure accident of course and should not blind 1;1S to the 
more probable consequences of a prolonged influx of gold. l 

One further question remains. In the preceding para
graphs it has been assumed that all is well if the banks can 
be persuaded to leave undisturbed the position reached in 
Position III inour schematj.c example. Is this assumption 
justifiable? It is true that{ihe banks' addition to Bills and 
Money at Call just balances the addition to the supply of 
Treasury Bills, so that no disturbance in short-term money 
rates need be expected. Arid it is true that the. banks' 
other earning assets are undisturbed, so that there are no 
changes in supply to justify any change in the terms on 
which ordinary bank loans are available, or in the state of 
security markets. But there is an increase in deposits--
the increase which fundamentally represen.ts new sterling 
which the Exchange Account has thrown into the market 
to meet (without disturbance of foreign exchange rates) 
the extra demand for sterling. On our view of bank 
deposi~ this is obviously an increase in the supply of 
moneus that likely to disturb the internal eco~llc 
situation? . 

The answer depends upon what the foreigner wants to 
do with-the sterling when he gets it. He wants sterling 
because he considers it a more stable asset than his own 

I Since the above waa written it bas become evident that the continued 
absorption of gold during 1937. being met by rigidity in the cash ratio (in 
contrast to the earlier experience analysed above). bas forced the authori
tiee to unload sterling aecuritiea on the market (not on the banks). In the 
absence of an increased cash basis this bas tended to tOrce up intereat rates. 
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currency or (if he is able to get it) gold. If he is content to 
hold the English bank deposit idle, simply drawing as 
income any interest which the English bank will pay, then
the addition to the supply of money does not disturb the 
English situation-for the new-born purchasing power is 
never to be exercised.1 A second possibility is that the 
foreigner may want to hold British Treasury Bills or lend 
his money on short-term in the London discount· market; 
In that case the sales of Treasury· Bills by the· Exchange 
Account are met by the new foreign demand, either 
directly (when the foreigner wants to hold Tre3;sury Bills) 
or indirectly (when the foreigner lends in the market, , 
enabling discount houses to take up more Treasury Bills).' 
This is an interesting possibility as it shows how. given the 
Exchange Account arrangements, 'bad money' 'can most 
harmlessly be employed in London. If the foreigner wants 
to hold British Bills as :ah attractive sterling security, in 
preference to his own currency, the. Exchange Account 
simply creates the additional sterling securities required 
(Treasury Bills) which it hands (indirectly) to the foreigner 
in exchange for his own, .currency (which the Account 
immediately exchanges for gold). There is in that event 
no need for the banks to take up any more Treasury Bills 
nor for them to lend more to the discount market, nor is . 
there any addition to the total of English bank deposits. 
The banks and interest rates in London are left absolutely 
undisturbed, just as when an influx: of gold into the Issue 
Department is countered by an increase in foreign hoard
ing of Bank of England notes. In the Exchange Account 
case the entire transaction is confined to three parties
the foreigner who dist~sts his own currency, the English 
Exchange Account, and the foreign monetary authority. 
They swap assets-the for~igrier giving to the Exchange 

I But if refusal of the Bank of England to increase cash, coupled with 
refusal of the·commercia1.banks to lower the cash ratio, forces the authori
ties to counter the gold influx by unloading securities on the market (as in 
1937) idleness of the 'bad money' is a deflationary influence (d. fn. to 
P. 205)· • 
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Account his own currency, receiving (indirectly) British 
Treasury Bills, the Exchange Account gives to the foreign 
monetary authority the foreign currency, receiving gold.' 
In the Issue Department case, the foreigner, through the 
foreign exchange market, offers gold, receiving bank. 
notes. If the foreigner does happen to want to hold ster-" 
ling in the particular form which the Exchange Account 
creates (British Government IOU's) there is no dist~r
bance whatever to the English banking system. The 
Account acts as a perfect insulator. 
rthe success of the Account is much more limited if the 

toreigner takes bank deposits which he proceeds to use for 
speculative investments on the London Stock Exchange':" 
In that event the new-born bank deposits do disturb
English conditions, for the capital market is subject to 
bigger pressure of demand and interest rates tend accord
ingly to fall-with inflationary effects. This is broadly the 
position which has been faced in the United States. rtheir 
Exchange Equalization Account arrangements, even after 
. the elaboration which more effectively insulated the supply 
of cash in America from the influx of foreign funds, could 
not·prevent the foreigners from being bulls in Wall Street.: 

Throughout these examples the case taken has been 
that of an abnormal foreign demand for the Account's 
currency leading to an influx of gold into the Account. 
The analysis can easily be reversed to show the effects of 
a gold efflux. Indeed the reader may master the process 
more easily by constructing his own analysis for the oppo~ 
site case, instead of reading·through here the many,--:;a
graphs which would be necessary to cover that case as . 
thoroughly as the gold influx case has been covered. 
Enough has been said to show tha~e device of an Ex- . 
change Equalization Account can act as a more or less 
efficient insulator, as well as having the direct effects 
desired in steadying the foreign exchanges..J 

I The disturbance which occurs in the foreign-centre is not our con~ 
cern here. It depends upo~ the technical arrangements there. 
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\[ji the authorities still, in pursuance of the traditional 
system embodied in the Acts of 1844 and 1928, wish to. 
maintairi some connexion between the note-issue and the 
amount of gold in the Bank of England, they can do so by 
providing for variations. in the public demand for notes 
being met by varying the distribution, of gold betw~en the 
Account and the Bank of England . .J>uring th¢ nineteen-

',thirties the Bank of ~ngland was evidently unwilling 
to alter the credit situation in such a way as to prevent the 
note-issue from. expanding enormously and, to avert the 
~ece,ssity for an increase in the Fidu~lssue, the Bank, 
took over gold from the Account.:Jl,!his involved the 
Banking Department in sel~ng Treasury Bills (part of its 
'Government Securities') to the Account in exchange for 
gold; the Banking Department then handing the gold to 
the ,Issue Department in exchange for notes. I , The Banking 
Department then had mote unused notes and less secu
rities than before. It enabled the banks to 'draw out notes 
for circulation, without repercussions on the total deposits, 
by buying securities in the ,market in the ordinary way. 
A sale by the Account of g d to the Bank of England may 
also be stimulated by lit esire to add to the Account's 
sterling resources. e Account has almost exhausted 
'its sterling resources ,in the purchase of gold, they can be 
increased, by fresh, legislation to, authorize the issue of 
more Treas':lry Bills to the Account (as has been done on 
·tto occasions). But if for any reason the authorities wish •• • .~ . ." 

.' I The Bank of England, acting under the law of I 844, pays for the gold 
only the old standard price (£3 17s. 9d. per standard ounce). The Account 
buys the ' gold at market price (recently aqout £7 per fine o~nce), so that 
every resale of gold to the Bank .involves a big loss of the Account's 
resources. £140 millions may have belm paid indirectly in Treasury Bills 
for gold which is subsequently'resold to the Bank for £8S millions. The 
very large sales to the Bank over the last few years have thus involved the 
Account in a great shrinkage of its resources (against which the Treasury 
can set the prospective profits of the Issue Department, available when 
the gold is 'written up'). The most recent increase (of £'/.00 millions) in 
the resources of the Account was almost entirely needed to replenish the 

, Account after these losses. .-
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to avoid fresh legislation (as when Parliament is in recess) 
the Account's sterling resources can be increased by a sale 
of gold to the Bank. On such an occasion (as in the autumn 
of 1936) the spectacle of a large increase in the unused 
notes lying in the Banking Department might be un": 
desired, in which case the Fiduciary Issue could be de
creased by the amount which the Bank paid the. Account 
for the gold. The changes at the Bank of England are' 
then confined to the Issue Department.:lThis is shown 
clearly in a comparison of the Bank Returns of 9 December 
and .16 December 1936, between which dates the Issue 
Department bought £65 millions gold from the Account 
and the Fiduciary· Issue was reduced by £60 millions. 
(The following figures are in millions of pounds.) 

Interoening 
9 Dec, I6 Dec. Clumge, 

Gold, 248'7 313'7 +65'0 
Fiduciary Issue 260'0 200'0 -60'0 
Note Circulation , 458'9 467'7 + 8·8 
Note. in Banking Department l 49'8 46'0 - 3,8 

l:ihe device of the Exchange Equalization Account b:ii:,t -
thus been developed in such a way as to enable the Ba 3es" 
of England to continue observance of,the Currency a:~rs 
Bank-notes Act of 1928 without subjecting its pOliCYi<
needs . osed by international movements of short-te 
capitawnut the mastery of technique which the BritisH . 
authorities have achieved must not be mistaken £(--a 
solution ofJhe ultimate problems of monetary policy. It 
is true thatl!.he Exchange Account system has represented 
technical improvement as compared with the pre-I9I4 
devices for insulating the circulation needs from inter- . 
national gold movements, and of course represenu far 
greater im~ovement over the very unsatisfactory syste~ 
of I92S-3~ But there is no inherent reason why these 
new funCllons should not be performed by the central 

4411 Ie: 
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~anR.I 5e.separat~ institution of.the Account is only one 
of the possible" devices for secunng the ends of steady 
exchanges and insulated banking systems. And the prob
lem of securing equilibrium between the price-and-income 
structures of different countries receives net automatic 
solution from the new inventions. Nor is any solution 
automatically provided/for the problems set by the gold 

rglutl\But discussion of those problems would take us far 
. afield'into the sphere of hlonetary policy. We must here 
be satisfied with the completed analysis of the new techni-
cat structure. ,,' 

I Unless secre9Y is; as is arguable, technically indispensable. 
z It should perhaps be ,emphasized that the long example given above 

(pp. 200-'7) analyse~ the Account's m.eetffig of a gold influx produced by 
a transfer of funds' from one centre to another, not with a gold influx 
originating in new gold production. For the}attercaSe the first point of 
the analysIs remains the same; but the action to be taken by the central 
bank must be influenced by the fact that in this case the sterling proceeds 
receiyed by the gold importer are used to meet the expenses of gold pro
duction,(cf: Balogh, 'Som~;Theoretical Aspects of the Gold Problem', in 
Econ.omica, 1937. pp. 274~4). 



CHAPTER ~ 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF COMMERCIAL· BANK 
. ASSETS 

I. Economic Significance ·of the Distribution of Assets 
THE alleged powerlessness of oankers to influence the 
general economic situation has sometimes been formulated. 
in stat ents of this kind :(;The banking system .deter-

in the aggregate of bank money in existence,_ but the( 
p Ilic alone decides the use to w.hich that money shall be 
put:JWe have already seen in Chapter I that this sentence 
is internally inconsistent~ for, given the relative unattrac
tiveness of a money balance, control over the ·su.£ply of 
mone im lies influence over the spending of mone . In 
previous chapters we ave seen ow e system 0 an mg 
causes that influence over the spending of money to be 
exercised by control of money supplies conferring, on the 
banking system .,influence over rates of interest. This 
same proposition may be put in another way, 5y saying 
that the banks can initiate a <;hapge in the econqmic situa
tion when they exchange assets with the pub~ic-:giving 
bank deposits and receiving assets such as cash, bi~ls of 
exchange, government securities, business men'.s promis.es· 
to repay, and so forth. ·At any mometft the public pref6fs 
to distribute its stock of wealth between different c1a~&~ .. 
of assets in one particular way rather than a~y other way .. ~ 
If the banks change that distributiqn of. assc;~s;by causing 
the public to hold more bank 1Il0ney and less of cert.a.inl 
other (;lasses of assets, that change m1.l~t inevitabl{:orce 
repercussions on the entire economic situatiori.2. The 
general nature of these repercussions has been analysed 
in Chapter VI. We there assumed that the. methods of 

I The relationl between various parts of the struc~ure of interest rates 
will depend on the public's scale of preferences for particular classes of 
assets, 

a This follow. from general equilibrium. analysis. of the Pareto type. 
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commercial banks were more or less those of present-day 
. Engl~nd; But the:- cu{rent English system need not be 
consi<lereda model from which all other possible systems 
ate intire or less despicable deviations! And in any case , 
we must, if we are to unders~nd how far the analysis of 
the above-mentioned repercussions depends on certain 
banking'methods, look further into the details of com
mercial banking methods. The initial form at least of the 
repercussions following a redistribution of assets obviously 
,depends on the particular classes of assets whi""h the .banks 
choose to take in exchange for bank,deposits.lWhat is the 
basis of the commercial banks' scales, of pre'terences Jor 

,different classes of assets? How I;u are those preferences ' 
'open to modification r What influence do they have on 
the efficacy of central banking ?)What are the implications 
for the future of commercial banking? These are the 

l questions we must face in. this chapter. 

II. The 'Liquidity' of Bankers' Assets 
The ultimate object of a commercial bank is to make 

profits for its shareholders. The profi~ is derived from the 
income attached to the assets it is enabled to hold by the 
public's being willing to hold the bank's debts (deposits) 
as mon.ey balances~. The profits. are bigger the bigger the 

.
Yields of the assets it holdS'r1 They can quickly be turned., 
into losses if the capital ~~ue of the assets falls~ The 
possibility of earning profits at all depends absolutely on 
the public's acceptance of .the bank's debts. There must 
be :S;on,fidence.:ill. theJ:>ank. The public, accepts the bank 
deposit as being 'as good as cash'. Public confidence in 
the bank depends therefore on the belief that the bank will 
always be able to exchange deposits for cash on demand. 
: Power to offer cash in exchange for deposits is therefore 
'a prere'l.uisite of the profitS which a commercial bank is 
Iseeking.J 

'Liquidity' is the word which the banker usesJo de:
scribe his ability to satisfy demands for cash in exc~a~g~ 
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for deposits. ~J'o earn profits at all the banker must main
tain confidence. To maintain confidence he must maintain 
an adequate degree of liquidity in his assets:\ The perfectly . 
liquid asset is of course cash itself.l The! more cash a 
banker holds the more obviously can he, without any 
difficulty of any kind, qfi'er cash in exchange for .deposits) 
But cash is an 'idle MS.~.t'-it earns no income at aU( To 
makea profit the banker must hold some assets which are 
imperfectly liquid.l ) What should be the nature (other 
than income-earning) of the imperfectly liquid assets o( 
a bank? The answers which bankers have given_,to this 
question have generally left an ambiguity abo';lt the word 
'Liquidity', an ambiguitY which has its root in banking 
conditions of earlier days. To satisfy depositors' claims a, 
bank must be able to convert its assets into cash f,uickly. 
But that is not all. If the depositors' claims are to e full '. 
satisfied the bankers' assets must be .. 
without /0;1. When bankers have said that they aim at· 
liquidity they have generally included both these attributes. I 

The ambiguity is realized at once when we ask whether 
long-term British Government securities are highly liquid 
or relatively illiquid assets. The uncertainty of bankers' 
treatments of this question has its origin in the ambiguity 
of their use of the term 'liquidity'. The securities can be 
tu'rned into cash very quickly for there is an excellent 
market for them on the London Stock Exchange. That is 
to say; these particular assets are ·readily shiftable on to 
other banks or institutions or persons willing to supply 
cash. But the amount of cash which can be so obtained 
depends upon the market price at the moment-it 1 J be 
more or less than the price at which the bank acquired the 
asset. Only by waiting until the distant maturity date can 
the face value certainly be obtained. This asset is attrac- . 

I There i. the possibility that a State institution can perfonn the busi
ness of creating a readily transferable asset for public use in settling debta, 
meeting the cost by charging individuals a commission on the amount 
th~draw • . . ,. 
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tive to the banker in that it is shiftable and, if he can wait 
until the maturity date, devoid of risk of loss. But it is 
unattractive .in that earlier realization may involve the 
bank~r in a capital loss. It is wellnigh perfectly 'shiftable', 
but despite the absence of any risk of the British Govern-

, ment's nat meeting its obligatians the security has nat all 
. the qualities which the banker includes in.,eerfect liquidit~ 

-The distinctian between ~hiftability and the secan 
attribute af -liquidity may be further illustrated by refer
ence to the ordinary shares af an outstanding industrial 
~ampany-say Imperial Chemical Industries. A bank 
which chase to hald such shares cauld turn them into cash 
very quickly by selling them thraugh the Stack Exchange 
where thase shares enjay a wide market. But there wauld 
be all sorts af risk af loss attached to. thase securities and, 
despite their very high degree of shiftability, the banker 
would prabably describe them as illiquid. Cantrast the 
example of a bank (ar individual) lending to. a traveller 
going to Tibet or to explare the Desert af Gabi. The 
lender may well knaw the traveller to be an han est man 
who will make a point of paying his debts when he returns. 
The debt may be well covered by assurance of the t;raveller's 
life, the palicy being held by the creditar. There may thus 
be practically no. risk of lass attached to. the laan-but a 
bank may well hesitate to. offer a bank depasit in exchange 
for the traveller's pramise to repay. Far it wauld be so. 
difficult to arrange far same other institutian to. take over, 
in exchange far cash, the bank's claims against the traveller 
while the latter was in the middle of the Desert of Gabi .• 
The asset would be shiftable only with great difficulty, 
and, despite ~e virtual absence of risk, the banker would 
describe the asset (the traveller's pramise to. repay) as 
illiquid. Many bank loans to. business men are prabably 
more ar less 'like this: the bank managers know that the 
firm's assets amply caver the amaunt af the laan, and that _ 
the firm is an honest ane, but the infarmality with which 
the loan has been arranged between banker and cust<;>mer 
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makes it shiftable only at mo~e"or less w.convenie~~ To 
many other business loans serious risks of loss are also 
attached. tThe banker rightly ranks his loan;; on 'qverdraft'<'~ 
arrangem~I1!s a~P.Dg his least liquid as§ets:} " 
{ The ast'M~ ~~~'aer will have noticed, partIcularly in the " 

discussiOn of the" example of British Government securi,;. 
ties, that shiftability and risk of loss as the two elements 
which constitute the banker's liquidity are not completely 
disentangled~ If the banker can wait until maturity there is 
no risk attactled to a redeemable British Government bond. 
If, therefore, the banker has a fair proportion again~t 
deposits of assets which have hi h shiftabili "and low 
immediate risk (cash being the extreme case, e can eel 
reasonably secure in holding some assets which are highly 
shiftable but only riskless if not shifted( Similarly, if he 
has a fair proportion of the most liquid assets, he can 
afford to hold some assets wpich have a low risk degr.ee 
but also low shiftability 1 ~ssets which are both unshift
able and risky will be Vlewed with much more disfavour. 
The banker must, that is to say, pay regard to both aspects 
of liquidity at onC4 IJ-Ie should alyvays have some assets 
which have both attributes clearly.) In addition he should 
have some assets with a high degree of shiftability which 
involve no risk of loss if shifting can be avoided. His re
maining (less shiftable) assets should at least not involve 
him in losses.' Those are among the f\lndamental fanons or 
sound commercial banking. -

We must now look more closely into this matter of 
'shiftability'. One particular commercial bank can look 
upon some of its assets as readily shiftable on tr'Aher 
banks or non-bankers willing to .diminish their b.Uances. 
For the purpose of meeting temporary adverse Clearing 
House balances or for meeting a run whiHi IS, for dOillesliel 

reasons, restricted to that one bank 1. this shiftability. is 
adequate. But a much more dangerous situation may 
arise. The demand for cash in exchange for bank deposits 
may not be confined to one bank. Indeed if a crisis arises 
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It IS unlikely that a tun will be restricted to a single bank. 
Tp,emore consolidated the commercial banking structure 
the more likely is the demand for cash to be generalized. 
In America the correspondent connexion between unit: 
banks is apt to be a channel through which shocks to one 
bank can pass to many other banks. (In a country where 
the busii::less is all in the hands of a few great banks serious 
disturbance of one of those banks is bound to cause such 
a disturbance of the entire economy as to spread the diffi
c1,llties to othe~banksj Such considerations as these make 
it imperative to think: of shiftability very much in terms 
·of shiftability on to the central b~k-:-the lender of last 
resort, the ultimate source of cash. In judging the shifta
bility of any asset· regard must be had primarily to.shifta- . 
bility (either direct or indirect) on to die central bank. 
"The eligibility canons, (the rules by which the accepta-
1>ility of assets is determined) of the central bank are there
fore ~f vital imR0rtance to th.e Fguidi!y of the c~mmercial 
banking syste~~ . ' . 

Maximum sl1fttability is attained by assets whic{1 can 
be II\ost. readily shifted on to the. central .bank. This 
'depends entirely on the· eligibility rules of the central' 
bank. (Generally speaking central banks will give cash on 
demanll for Treasu bills and bills of ~..£pangdulfilling 
certain condi Ions. Why these happen to be the typical 
etrgi6iliiy rules of central bankS .we shall discuss in the 
next section. We may simply add her~ that since the 
implications of central banking have been fully understood 
there has, been a disposition to extend eligibility to other 
classes of assets. Any such extensions are subject, however, 
to obstacles.which are no~ placed i~ the way of the re
discounting method of obtaining cas~ Treasury .hills.and 
bills of exchange which meet central bank requirements 
are therefore generally the most 'liquid' earning assets;) 
but not in London. The rediscountability of a bill makes' 
it very aU~active for its shiftability ;'but the. length of its 
life-typically three months-implies risk of a small loss. 
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For if the bill is rediscounted· at a higher l'a~e of inter~st 
(discount) than that at which the commercial bank. took 
it, there may be a capital loss. 1 The shorter t~e life of the 
bill the smaller is the loss which may be involved in redis
counting. ~ence the preference of banks for short-dfted :w, 

bi11s~) (fhe 'eligible' bill is a highly shiftable asset, and 
beco'mes less risk as it a roac . . LondOn, 
WIt 1 g Y eve oped discount m~rket an its system 
of indirect contact between the central bank and the com
mercial banks has been able to provide the banker with an 
even more liquid asset. lThe call and short loans to the 
discount houses have ·the Shiftability advantages of bills of 
exchange ~ecause the Bank of England is always ready to 
give the discount houses cash in exchange for the eligible 
bills which the commercial banks expect to be deposited 
as collateral security fQr their loans to the discount houses.~ 
But if the banks want to obtain cash they can call in these 
loans and secure the full sum originally lent, with interest 

'. at the pre-arranged rate. There is no risk of loss.@n Lon
don therefore the Maner at CaU and Short NOtice, in so 
far as it is covered by eligible .P.312",-<le1?osited by the dis
count hQ1J,ses, stands xrext to cash in order of li6uiQ.ity.~ 
Afrerthat, and immedlately after cash in other anking 

. systems, come Treasury bills and. bills of exchange in 
order of their nearness to maturity~ The very slight risk 
there is of wholesale default by all the other names on an 
eligible bill of exchange is the- only reason for placing 
Treasury Bills before ordin~ry' bills of the same maturity. 
No other assets are so shiftable. Wherever thereis a well
developed central banking system banks are. apt tq-Al
sider their proportion to deposits of these hi,ghly hquid 

I As exp"1amed on p. 54 above. 
I The banks have also, especially in the nineteen-thirties, been prepared' 

to lend 'to the discount houses on the security of non-eligible paper (such 
as government bonds having a year or so to run); but the lower liquidity 
of loan. against Buch security has been reflected in higher rates of interest 
charged on them <t per cent. or J per cent., against I per cent. for loans 
secured by eligible paper). 

44z1 p f 
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assets as almost as important as their cash ratios. We have 
already seen1 how in England this tendency has become 
sufficiently crystallized to merit the title of the .§:ec,Q,nd 
1~uid~~ ~1}le, and how the operation of that ruteha; 
qualTIre ~ the connexion between the supply of cash and 
the total of bank deposits. 

III. The Attractions ol,Self-:liquidating Paper 
But so far we have, in a sense, evaded the issue. We 

have said, in effect, that commercial banks have a certain 
preference for those assets which the central bank prefers, 
To understand the problem thoroughly we must ask why 
the ceritral bank has historically preferred assets of certain 
types} and the .superficial answer unfortunately seems to 
take us round the circle again. Whether we look at 'the 
United States, which to some extent viewed the problem 
independently, or at England, or at the many countries 
which have simply follow~d American or English practice, 
the ultimate answer to our historiCal question is that 
central banks have, in oxder to protect themselves against 
loss and to discourage bad banking, preferred 'sound 
ganking assets":\ The ultimate reason for bills of excliange, -
(and derivatively loans to reputable houses collaterally 
secured by bills) being considered 'sound banking assets' 

I still eludes us. ' 
We have only to glance at the literature of banking to 

find tbe banker's own explanation of the bill of exchang~ 
constituting 'a sound bankingassett The bill of exchange\.:. 
says the banker, is the ideal sel -liquidating paper. Tlte 
kind of bill a banker Jikes has its or .. [Ctual com
mercial transa.ctioxi)tsay.the export?f Australian wheat to 
England-which will brmgmoney mto the hands of the 
debtor au.tpmatically at the end of a very short period, of 
say, three months. The banker simply has to sit back in his 
parlour for that very short time while the wheat is coming 
across to England, and the debtor will meet his bill with-

I III Chapter II. 
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out the slightest difficulty. t Provided of course that the 
debtor is an honest man-and the banker looks for reput
able names on the bill to guarantee that he will receive in 
due course the money tlldt is bound to emanate. from the 
conclusion of the transaction. The banker has this theory 
of self-liquidating paper in mind not only when he is 
taking bills of exchange but also when he is making 
advances to business men-a loan for the purchase of raw 
materials needed to meet an order for the business man's 
producris -normally more attractive to the banker than is 
a loan to an undergrad~ate to enable the latter to complete 
his university cours~i The great 'difference between the 
bill of exchange and the informal commercial loan is that 
in the former case there is, and iIi the latter case tnere is 
not, a e otiable Ie al inst ment which enormously facili
tates the shifting of the loan 1 we want to know why 
the bill method is used in one case more than in anotner 
the answer is that bankers have devised the negotiabl 
legal instrument to increase the marketability of thos , 
assets which, by reason of bankers' taste for their~self 
liquidating' nature, already have most chance qf findin 
a market. The existence of a legal instrument which is-l 
called a bill of exchange is not the hall-mark of the self-
li~uidating asset. ' 
fA self-liquidating loan is then one which theJ!ebtor is 
t~~ught sure to be able to refc2Y, because there is evidence 

_ (often ~ the shape of ware ouse receipts held by one of 
. the pa~ies) that he is engaged in a genuine commercial 

operation, closure of which will provide him with the 
wherewithal for repayment) But, to revert to our er-.ple 
of the Australian wheat exporter, will the closl're of the 
transaction-the sale of the wheat in England-necessarily 
enable the debtor to repay 1..,.,That depends on the price 
which the wheat realizes. y he loan arrangement will 

, generally, by keeping the amount of the bill below the 
expected sale value of the wheat, allow some margin to 
coyer a slight unforeseen fall in wh~t prices)!f, however, 
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there ,is a catastrophic fall in wheat prices before the cargo 
o£ Australian wheat comes on the market, the transaction 
itself provides no guarantee of the debtor's ability to meet 
the bill on maturity. I \And what generally prevents such 
a- catastrophic fall of prices? CThe maintenance of the 
supply of money} ~f bankers, in a misguided attempt to 
'liquidate' their assets, refuse to take up any new bills and 
do simply sit back in their parlours and wait for the maturi
ties of the bills in their portfolios, there is a c~strophic 
fall in the sup lyof chit ing- OWer and"tl'ieCatasTro£Tuc 
_:.. In pnces w lC rna e~ It lp~~~tor . del5tors to , 
meerD11: 0 t e proceeds' ortherr-operatlOns~ Only 
by maintaining their assets can banks maintain the ·'self
liquidating' character of a substantial class of them{ The 
banks are for the most part important dir:ect lenders in 
the short~term capital market, and the'. availability of 
means to payoff maturing short-::term debts depends 
essentially on the banks' readiness" to make new short
terx.n 10~nsl T~e ~ertainty the.re app~ars to be tha! h.olding 
a bIll will not Involve a bank In loss. If only the bin IS held 
to maturity depends ()n the assumption that the banking 
system as a whole will not-be contracting credit. lHence 
the widespread ruin of even the 'soundest' of institutions 
if a crisis is allowed to go unchecked~ On the other hana, 
it is within the power o{ the banks themselves to aSsure 
certain meeting of bills at maturity (always provided the 
Varl6US signatories are honest). 

The implications of this analysis are surprising. For if 
the 'soundness' of short-term paper'is dependent on the 
banks' own. action, why should they not make loog-term 
~UHually attractive to themselves? British Govern
ment securities" for example, are secure enough in the 
sense, that at maturity the, British Government is certa,in 

, , 
I I ignore, for the sake of simplicity, the complicating fact that the 

merchant will probably have 'hedged'. Readers familiar with the process 
will realize that my conclusion is unaffected if the appropriate complica-
tions are introduced. ' 
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to provide cash if demanded.1 (Their great disadvantage 
from the bankers' point of view is that maturity is often 
such a long way off and selling before maturity involves 
the risk of serious capital loss if the rate of interest has 
risen. \ If only the banks would throw their weight into the 
long-ierm market in the same way as they throw it into the· 
short-term market these fluctuations Wthe capital value 
of long-term securities might be avdid"ed. But this sug
gestion ignores two very important facts. The banking 
system is obliged by the monetary policy of the State (e.g. 
a gold standard policy or elimination of the trade cycle) to 
keep the internal price structure within certain bounds. 
This is likely (as the progress of technical invention, busi
ness confidence, and other relevant factors vary) to call 
for some adjustment of the rate of interest from time to 
time. Consequently, even if the banks formed the main 
channel through which 'the supply .of j6ng-term capital 
passed, there would have to be variattbrl's in the long-term 
rate of interest. And a given· fluctuation in the rate of 
interest necessarily has far greater effect on the capital 
value'of securities which have a long term to run than on 
those whose maturity date is near.-

But apart from this rate of interest reason for the banks 
preferring to leave to other institutiOns most of the pro
vision of long-term capital, there is another reason not 
apparent in our example of the \2ilpkers' view of long: .. 
term government se£l1!ities. Providing the bulk of the 
capital in the short-term market involves taking views 
about the solvency of the particular people who borrow. 
In the English system to-day this work is done pactt-:Jy 
Accepting Houses, discount houses, &c. (so far as bor
rowers on bills of exchange are concerned) and pa~y by 
the banks themselves (when they make direct advances to 
customers). Were the banks to be the channel through 
which most long-term capital passed to business men . , 

I The.. central bank caD in practice never refuse to lend to the Govern
ment. 
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either the banks themselves or some specialist intermediary 
.guarantorsI would have to pass judgement on the credit
worthiness of borrowers for 10ng~eriOds ahead. This is 
a crucial difficulty for the banker. ,It is infinitely easier to 
say of an industrial firm that it is ikely to be ~solve~ 
in three months' time ~X that itis likel~ t<1 be still 
sOJyent jn tweiit¥ yeaJ;lO-timeliit is the enormously in
creased risk of loss. due to tlie1lifficulty of foreseeing the 
cx:editworthiness of particular borrowers far ahead as well 

. as to the greater effects of interest rate changes, that 
makes the bankers avoid the long-term capital market~The 

,..gllOrt-term loan is not more attractive tothe banker ~ause 
it is used to finance a transaction which is self-liguidating. 
in a way~· which transactions financed by long-term loans 
are not It is more attractive because giJ' changes in the 
rate of teres! disturb its capital value ess nd because it 
is easier to lOOK tnree months abead. t an twenty years 
ahead). . ., . _ ..... 
-This analysIs of the ultimate roots of the bankers' 
preference for short-term loans.may appear to have no 
practical im 0 "' -It mig~t be argued that all we have 

i
o . 0 take it that bankers have traditionally had certain 
references and that those preferences have influenced the 
resent shiftability of assets on to central banks, and that 
he current liquidity notions of commercial banks are -

based on these traditional preferences and on the current 
shiftability of their a.ssf:!tson.to· the central bank. This 
would be a conclusive argument if we could take the view 
that the banking syst~m has' now reached a final stage and 
further evolution J( unthinkable'~ The latter position is 
untenable: bantttig ideas are bound to change in course of 
time. And unless the roots of bankers' traditional ideas 
about liquidity are very thoroughly grasped I see danger 

I T~ere does appear to be some tendency for such specialist inter
mediary' jnstitutions to arise to facilitate the provision from bankers' 
resources of'intennediate tenn credit'. The Agricultural Mortgage 
Corporation is a. rather special case. But similar arrangements for pro
vision of long-tenn capital meet with far greater difficulties. 
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ahead. With the growing realization of the compulsion on 
the central bank to act as lender of last resort-to offer to 
the public in a crisis an unlimited supply of its own liabili
ties in exchange for a commercial bank's liabilities
emphasis has been placed on the shiftability aspect of 
.liquidity to the exclusion -of the loss-avoiding aspect. 

l
once central bank business is thoroughly understood all 
\banking assets become ultimately shiftable on to the. 
Ifentral bank: .lThe centr~l bank ~u.st do i~s u~most. ~o 
prevent a cnSlS and that 1Ovolves It 10 relaxlOg Its ehgl
bility rules indefinitely. 1 )~ut if all banking' assets become 
shiftable in this way bankers may be tempted to be leSs. 
critical of the assetS offered to them. This is of!ecourse the 
mos senous reo ree ankers'.z he latter 
would argue that if commerCIa an ers can 'a ays rely 
on the central bank helping them out of difficulties they 
can be ..Y,entureso~ and look for quick profit~ If, on the 
other hand, the \l:nks have to depend entirely on their 
own resources they will be prudent, they will hold ade
quate cash reserves and will not encourage such specula
tive developments as must result in crises. While not 
accepting the general arguments of the Free Banking 
school I do think tha~here is danger that the twentieth 
century's fuller realization of the function of central banks 
mali lead to more care ess commercia an 109 0 C ec 
sue an undesirable development we must st ss the fa,ct 
tha . .. .. . n 

shiftability. If necessary central banks ·must be prepared 
.. to jolt the commercial bankers into the realization that 

reliance on the central bank givs:s po excuse for impI1!S'.1ce 
in accepting risky assets.3-)For the confused reasons I have 

I Recognition of this point is one of· the most interesting features of the 
recent American banking legislation. 

a i.e. those who oppose the institution of central banking, holding that 
all banltS should be commercial banks, none having special privileges and 
none being obliged to act as lender of last resort. .... 

J A pre-war example of such action by a central bank occurred in 
1906-7 when the Bank or England modified its eligibility rules so as to 
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end~avoured to analyse above '~ound banking' has been 
-:closely associated with the theory of self-liquidating l<~ans. 
It ·would be most unfortunate if explosion of that theory 

. and growth in shiftability should lead bankers to suppose 
. that 'sound banking' along traditional lines is foolishly 
restricted in its operations. ., 

r 
IV. The Bqnkers' Choice of Assets 

We. leave now the question of why, as a matter 02i.histo , 
bankers have shown certain preferences in their cho' of 
assets and turn to the way in which that choice is ercised 
to-day. Some elementary discussion of the distribution of 
commercial bank assets in England and in America has 
already been given in Chapter II and.we do not propose 
to repeat much of what was said there. We-shall confine 
ourselves to some broad international comparisons and to 
some· discussion of. certain tendencies both cyclical and 
secular, which appear iIi the assets distribution of the 
commercial banks of many of the most important coun-
tries. . J 

Int.e.r.national djff~sin the assets-structure of com
meTcial banks dep~~~. on ·t;o~Ja-ci~rs:)tlie·-iemaining 
structure of the capital market' and the extent to 'which 
classical notions of good banking have penetrated each 
country. )Of these two factors the former is nowadays 
much the most important. England has never had a mono
poly of sound bankingideas;1 and in the more backward 
countries the penetration of the great international banks 
has helped to spread ~lassical banking thought. The non
availability of assets of particular-kinds and the pressure 

. of business interests for assistance unobtainable elsewhere 
have in general been responsible for the main divergences. 
of other commercial banks' distri.bution of assets from 
discourage the taking up of American paper, when the American boom 
was reaching itl\ climax (see my Bank of England Operations, I890-I9I4. 
p.68), 

I Indeed it may well be. argued that such ideas }'Vere imported from 
Scotland. 
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those typical in England. (To take the clearest example
Money at ea"" and Short Notice in England consisu 
largely of loans to the discount houses-highly liquid 
loans,almost as good as cash}f(But the vast majority o~ 
countries have no discount market whatever) The most 
attractive type of banking asset is simply unobtainable. 
• Call Money' is important in some other centres (New 
York and Montreal for example) but it is almost exclu
sively loans to the stock dealers-toa~cl:i' cannoj: 
ordinari be shifted on to t entra ba . Government 

onds are generally nowadays available m amounts large 
enough to meet any bank's conceivable requirements; but 
a South American bank may well feel disinclined to hold 
a large block of the bonds issued under a constitution 
which may be suspended next week! Such a bank can, it 
is true, hold the bonds of some other government which 
can be relied upon to meet its obligations, l)Hf the investing 
b~ then has to take the risk of the fore~ exchange rates 
moving against it. Just as loans to the discount market ar¢" 
larger in England than anywhere else, so holdings of 
government securities are apt to be small in South Ameri
can Banks and large in Indian banks. \ The financial record 
of a country's government is ofcoQrse not the only factor 
influencing the banks' willingness to hold government· 
securities-in Australia, for example, . the abundance of 
other outlets for their funds is such that the banks hold 
even less of government securities than do some banks of 
the unstable South American states. 

Given that he is adequately provided with the most 
liquid assets-above all cash-there is one general crof 
assets which is !!IDY~~ght by bankers. /This con
sists of the loans to business inen;-rilade -dthe~ under an 
overdraft arrangement ot: by the discounting of a bill of 
exchange~n. London, and to a less e:,tent in ~ome other 
centres, the b1l1 of exchange often receives the signature of 
some specialist institution which makes itself responsible 
for the debtor'S solvenCy.· But more generally the hilr 
~~ Gg 
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of exchange method approaches the ordinary advances 
method. Which type of arrangement pr~ominates is apt 
to be the outcome of historical accident . but the creation 
of central banks tends to encourage the ill of exchange 
method, as it provides a legal instrument which can be 
more readily transferred than~ te so ewhat informal bank 
advance) The bank advance as ne great attraction for 
the banKer: it is more profita e than any other, asset. 
This higher yield is due to' the fact that the personal risks 
attached to such loans make them an unattractive invest
ment for people who have not the facilities of bankers for 
investigating the credit,:"worthines~, of borrowers. The 
ltlans have, as we have seen, certain disadvantages also for 
the banks; but the higher return co:rppensates the banks 
for the relatively low liquidity and the' risks involved. 
Within limits therefore the banker rejoices in a business 
man's demand f~r:, a loan. The bigger the outlet for such 
loans the smaller'in general will be the proportion which 

L a bank's other assets bear, to the total. Opportunity for 
taking up these attractive assets may even induce the banks 
to lower their normal cash ratio (i.e. expand total assets 
when the cash has not expanded). , 

A high-class bill of exchange can normally be Jiiscounted 
at rates much lower than those charged on baItk. advances. 
This difference reflects the greater security which is given 
to the hill by the signature of an acceptor of high standing 
and, by any other signatures which the bill bears. The 
acceptor bears the immediate risk of the debtor defaulting. 
His ther~fore is the work of sifting the creditworthiness of 
debtor~,'a function which is performed by the bank when 
it is\making ordinary advances. Despite the lower yield, 
banks choose, to hold' some bills because of their great 

, shiftability. Bills also yield on the average less than 
medium- and long-term government securities, while the 
latter yield less than the ordinary bank advances. 
{ The broad chlssification of commercial bank assets into 
~sh, bills discounted, advances, and investments (mainly 
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government securities) is practically universal. All banks 
have to. WId some ~asht-they choose to hold some bills 
because their great shiftability compensates for the low 
yield; the high yield of advances attracts the bankers; and 
investments give a very safe core to those earning assets 
which can be left undisturbed for years at a time:'\ Apart 
from the varying distribution of these assets from c6untry 
to country, which we have discussed above, the'most 
important differ~nce has been in the demands ~hlch 
banK~ve:neen prepared to rneerny making advances. 
Generally speaking the English banks have been willing to 
meet business men's demands for advances only if the 
latter have been require~. !~.!iE.~l!cc:~_<?rkinacaE~I ........ 
purchase of raw materials, wage-bllls on longcontracts, 
and so forth. The English bankers have always had in 
mind the question: Is the money needed for a 'self
]guidating' transaction? Accordingly they llave l5een 
mclined"to frown upon demands for the financing of fixed 
capital-factory extensions, new machinery, &c. Their 
rules against financing fixed capital may be relaxed tempo
rarily when a firm wants accommodation, only until it 
has been able to optain long-term capital from some other 
source.) Certain banks have also from time to time become 
notoriously interested in the fixed capital 'of industry (e.g. 
the cotton industry); but that has been the result of being 
unduly generous in providing temporary finance at the 
top of a boom-it has not indicated any deliberate change 
of policy. The general presumption against lending for 
long-term purposes has been based on the theory of self
liquidating paper discussed earlier in this chapter (~~s~ 
perhaps been unfortunate that the banking canons ~ave 
been formulated in such a way that emphasis has been 
placed on the period of the transaction rather than on the 
basic fear of incurring losses) The idea that a short loan 

I Some of the Southem Railway tlectrification schemes were initially 
financed by bank advances, the latter being paid off as soon as opportunity 
to issue new debenture stock arose. 
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was necessarily a safe loan and that it could not encourage 
such inflationary development as would inevitably result 
in a crash' did sometimes close the eyes of bankers to the 
risks they were running.) Hence the accidental interests of 
the banks in the fixed capital pf collapsing industries . .! 

There are some signs that the rules by which English 
bankers judge thp attractiveness of loans have be(!n modi
fied somewhat. l There is still no general disposition to 
involve a bank in the permanent· financing of the fixed 
capital of industry; but bankers are apparently willing 
nowadays to make temporary loans for such purposes and 
for the anticipation of individual ~comes' if first-rate 
ct>Uateral security can be deposited.) Mortgages on real 
property or life assurance policies are commonly regarded 
as such securit '(within limits, of course). A bank which 
lends a trades an sufficient to buy a motor-van, the trades
man ha . ng eposited as security a life assurance policy 
the surre er value of which covers the loan, is taking 
virtually no risk. The fact that the tradesman is using the 
money to buy not stock for his shop but a van for deliveries 
is rightly regarded as of no direct account to the banker. 
Title-deeds to real property are of course not quite such 
attractive collateral, but if the margin between the amount 
of the loan and the current market value of the property. is 
large the bank may well feel justified in making the loan. 

'Banks may even, in the case of customers whose pro
fessional position is known to the bank and whose reputa
tion of creditworthiness is beyond suspicion, make loans 
for any purpose without requiring any collateral security. '\ 
No doubt all these things were done in the nineteencli 
century; but whereas in those days the speeches and books 
of bankers frowned upon such transactions as rather shady 
banking, the books of to-day discuss them as perfectly 

I The fallacy of this idea has been exposed in various ways: two quite 
different approaches are those of Robertson's classic passage on the 'Four 
eNcial Fractions' in his Mo"ty and Machlup's 'The Liquidity of Short
term Capital' (Economictl, 1932, p. 271). 
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respectable transactions. Any change which focuses th~ 
attention of bankers on gauging risks of loss rather than 
ill-formulated rules of thumb is all to the good. -

At the same time the advantage of scrapping the .old 
rule of thumb must not blind us to the fact that the 
bankers remain subject to the general business atmosphere 
from day to day. In prosperity they will be human enough 
to underestimate risks of loss and in depression they will 
be human enough to overestimate risks ofloss. fI.rn America 
in the nineteen-twenties the commercial bahkers often 
involved themselves in heavy losses not because they made , 
loans on real property but because they took for perma
nent prosperity what proved to be only a passing phase) 
Against such dangers there are no fool-proof rules for 

"'. commercial banking;} 
The tendency for English bankers to recognize the 

shortcomings of the nineteenth century's golden rules 
seems unlikely to lead to any such radical change as would 
approximate English banking to the traditional Continental 
model. Rather the tendency appears to be for Continental 
banking to imitate English. On the Continent the com
mercial banks have traditionally been more deeply in
volved in industrial interests than have the English banks. 
This has been largely the result not of different banking 
theories but of the different order of events in economic 
history on the two sides of the Channel. Industrial de
velopment on the Continent was often much more rapid
the rise of the large firm was often too rapid for its capital 
needs to be met in the piecemeal way in which English 
industry had obtained its long-term capital. Bank!f~re 
often established with some definite view of mobluzing 
the savings of the country for the benefit of the new indus
tries which were rising so rapidly. I Continental industries 
generally looked ,to the banks to provide them not only 

I The contraSt between Continental and British connexions between 
banks and industry can easily be exaggerated: I do not intend the broad 
contrast drawn above to be tak«;n as a complete picture. 
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with working capital but also with fixed capital. Fre
quently (for example in Germany) the general plan pas 
been for the banks to provide capital at the outset, then 
when the' firm is weU-established the. banks would issue 
the stock to the general investing public. I In less advanced 
countries the banks w:ould more often retain a large interest 
in a company 'permanently. In France the business of 
providing the bulk of industrial capital has been in the 
hands not of the ordinary banks but of specialist institu
tions which have not all the attributes of ordinary com-
mercia} banksh . 

The Continental system' has certainly been much more 
attractive than has the English system to business men. 
Particularly the rather small industrial'units which find it 
so hard to obtain long-term capital in England have looked 
with envy on their Continental' brethren. But when we 
refuse to accept the theory of self-liquidating paper we 
need not jump to the conclusion that English qankers 
should emulate their Continental brethren. We m"ijst not 
forget that risJt of loss is what the oanker should always 
bear in mind. Long-term interests in particular industrial 
concerns imply substantial· interest in the' fortunes of the 
companies a long while after the initial loans have been 
made. It is not possible for a bankel;' to have sufficient 
fa.r.;.sightedness to avoid great losses once he has involved 
himself deeply in particular concerns. And it is difficult 
for a banker to be otherwise than deeply involved unless 
he restrains himself within some such limits as those set 
by the English tradition.2 The experiences of the 'mixed 
banks' of Europe have accordingly not been at all happy. 
The last great slump (following 1929) left behind it an 
enormous legacy of bapking losses resulting from indus-

I The Gennan system isoescribed in Whale, Joint~Stock Banking in 
Germany (esp. Chapter II). . 

Z For if he has any but a superficial interest the banker wiII naturally 
want some influence on the policy of the company. The more capital he 
supplies the'more nearly he can make the company depend on his own 
views. 
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trial losses. \Banking losses there would have been anyway; 
but the authorities rightly took the view that mixed bank
ing did much to increase the risk of severe banking crises, 
and in many countries legislative action has compelled the 
mixed banks to separate from their work as deposit banks 
their work as industrial investment trusts. The two 
functions are now performed by completely independent 
companies.' The success of British banks in withstanding 
the crisis naturally encouraged this process of 'purifying' 
deposit banking elsewhere. 

lThus, although the application of general notions is 
bound to vary from country to country and from time to 
time, the present position is that English b.anking notions 
of abhorring deep interests in particular industrial con
cerns and preferring widespread short-term loans prevail~ 
We may regard as typical the attitude of the banker who, 
refusing to encourage the foundation of great new iQ.dus
trial plants, sits in his bank parlour and waits for the 
established and successful man to come along for some 
temporary loan. Tlie frequent complaint J:hat the great 
branch banks are less willing than the old private banks 
to help the small man perhaps has its root in this increasing 
passivity of the bankers of the world rather than in a con
trast between the private banker and the local manager y 

Our justification of the bankers' passivity suggests that 
the complaints should not be met by a 'revolutionary 
departure from the established English methods-in the 
direction of pre-war Continental banking. Rather the 
gaps now left should be filled by new specialist institu
tions.! To some extent such institutions are appearing-

. the Agricultural Mortgage Bank in this 'country and.the 
analogous Rural Credit Banks in many other cOUlitrLs are 
examples./'Credit for Industry' and the Bankers' Indus

I The separation of American banks from their security affiliates, 
though having similar results, has proceeded from rather different causes. 

• The case for the. banks embarking on the business of 'industrial 
banking' is cogently put in A. T. K. Grant, A Study of the Capital Market 
i" Post-War Britai", pp. 184-9 and 275-90. 
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trial Development Company attempt to meet si~ilar needs 
in . the indu~trial field. The other important implication 
of the passivity of commercial banks is in the field of 
Trade Cycle policy. To tha.t'subject we now turn/ 

V. English Banks' Behaviour in the Trade Cycle 
(Information about bankers' selection of earning assets 

is difficult to obtain,:) There are the suggestions in text
books written for banking students and there are' the 
published statistics. The published statistics may of 
course tell' us very little---assets may be bundled together 
in quite heterogeneous groups. But by combining these 

. published statistics with the public remarks of bankers 
. and the little that can be gleaned from direct personal 
experience, we can draw some inferences about the atti
tudes of bankers. I ~specially can something be learnt 
by watc!Ung.changes in the composition of a bank's aggre
gate·assets over time-during the life of a trade cycle, for 
example .. 

But in int~rpreting.· English banking statistics there 
remains another difficulty. Thanks to the overdraft system 
the full amount of a . bank loan (and the corresponding 
~eposits) does not appear directly the loan has been 
granted. OnlY....aLthehor.rQw.er~g~.!..c~s his right and 
draws cheques in favour of other people (and/or with
draws cash) does the granting of the loan become apparent 
in the published statistics. An increase in the purchasing 
power which the banks are putting at the disposal of busi
ness men therefore may hotsh6w itself immediately. It 
will. only appear as the business men use the increased 
purchasing power. Contrariwise, if the banks are con
tracting overdraft facilities n~yvly granted, the advances 
figures may yet continue to rise, as a result of old overdraft 
facilities being exercised .. Since most overdraft facilities 

I The analysis which a few banks publish showing the industrial dis
tribution of their loans, while of interest for some purposes, does not help 
us much in our endeavour to judge the bankers' security canons. 
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are granted for short Piriods only, the time-lag in the 
statistics is not long--a matter of a few months at most. 
It is seriously disturbing only when one. is trying to relate 
the banking figures in a precise way to the turning-points 
of the trade cycle.' _ 

In using pre:"1914 banking statistics confusion can very 
easily arise from the quickly changing character of the 
published statistics, as the banking system ·was consoli
dated, and from the rapid upward trend due primarily to 
the growth of the banking habit. But certain features 
which have been marked in post-1920 days do appear 
quite clearly in the more rudimentary pre-1914 statistics.Z 

The outstanding feature of the available statistics is \~he 
lateness of advances in reflectingthe movements of trade. \ 
Ag'iiin ana-again tllls fiashappened~ -Trade has quite de
finitely turned upwards and advances have continued their 
downward trend for months--sometimes years-befo.re 
turning upwards. In the most marked pre-1914 cycle, that ' 
culminating in 1907, the revival became noticeable in 1904-
but not until late 1905 was there any marked expansion 
in advances. In 1920 trade turned down in the spring but 
advances continued expanding in the second half of the 
year. only going down in 192 I. In 1929 the turn of 
advances downwards was quick; but though revival began 
about the third quarter of 1932 advances showed no 
increase until 1934 and no marked increase until 1936. 
The late upward movement in adv~nces in the 'thirties !;." 

revival is the harder to explain in view of the activity of 
the building trade--a trade which is generally supposed to 
be particularly dependent on bank advances. The be-

I Mr. Keynes made some reference to this time-lag in his Tre~ .'" ~-on 
Mime)' (esp. voL i, pp. 41-3). The point was overlooked by Professor 
Clsy in hi, analyaia of the post-war boom and slump (see his Post-War 
Unemployment Problem, pp. 63-4), though it is not a serious drawback to 
his argument. 

I I have used Mr. Goodwin's (previously mentioned) analyais of 
ItlltishCS for the period 1925-35. For pre-1914 and other post-1920 years 
I have had to use my own unpublished work. . 

44:8 Hh 
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,havioilrof advances in the 'thirties in fact suggests a 
;secular downward trend upon which the normal cyclical 

, movement is superimposed. 
, Bills discounted and Money at Call are items which may 
move divergently, as when the banks have decided to hold 
more of the -market's supply of bills-or vice versa. Such 
movements are in general quite ephemeral and more 
generally the two items both expand when the supply-of 
bills expands, and vice versa. Before 1914 the supply of 
'~ills reflected, mainly the volume of international trade. 
General expansion of world trade increased the supply of 
bills and the banks would hold more bills themselves ,and 
lend more to the discount houses, thereby enabling them 
also to hold more bills. In post-1920 years Treasury Bills 
have constituted such a large part of the total supply of 
bills that the movements in the two items in the bank 
balance-sheets has reflected Treasury debt policy rather 
than trade movements.. ' . 

The influence of variations in Stock Exchange activity 
has been obscured, and has helped to obscure other move
ments, because the statistical treatment of advances for 
St~d.l Exchange purposes has varied from bank to bank 

, and even within the same 'bank: Some loans for Stock 
Exchange speculation find their way into Money at Call 
while others go to swell Advances. It'seems on the whole 
probable that the high level of these- assets in 1910 was 
€onnected with the Stock Exchange activity of that year. 
In post-1 920 years such movements are difficult to trace; 
but the peak in Money at Calland Short Notice in 1928 
may well have been associated with that year's outburst of 
stock market speculation. 

Taken iii conjunction with'the movement of Advances 
the most illuminating feature of English banking statistics 
is the behaviour of the Investments total. In the decades 
immediately preceding 1914 there was a marked secular 
downward trend in the proportion which Investments 
bore to total assets, but superimposed on that trend was 
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clearly the same cyclical movement which appeared in 
post-1920 years. ( Investments have tended to contractl 
as Advances havtf expanded and, Investmen~ have ex
panded as Advances have contracted. -The total of the 
two together is of course by no means stable. It appears 
that the banks decide the aggregate of their earning assets 
by reference to their cash reserves and the availability of 
the liquid earning assets. The aggregate of Advances and 
Investments can generally (though not always) be regarded 
as fixed when the holdings of cash and liquid earning 
assets is given. The bankers then appear to rejoice in 
making as extensive Advances as are compatible with the 
maintenance of their 'Security canons and then filling 
whatever gap remains by Investments. C'he banker may 
be regarded as passive when he sits In his parlour and 
waits for the state of trade to fix his advances for him; he' 
is active when, the outlet of Advances being determined, 
he takes the initiative of buying securities to fill the remain
ing gap in his assets~ The yield of securities and the state 
of the stock markets appear ordinarily to have no influence 
on the bankc;r's willingness -to hold investments. The 
volume of investments is fixed solely by the behavieur of 
the other assets. In 1907 .there· was an extreme case 
illuminating the pre-1914 behaviour of bankers. In the 
crisis of that year they sold investments in order to raise 
their cash ratios-despite the fact that it was a very bad 
time to sell securities, and despite the fact that such action 
on their part could only aggravate the money-market 
tension. During the first years of the cheap money period 
of the 1930's the banks had swelling cash reserves while 
the demand for advances and the supply of bills was Jall
ing sharply. They therefore increased their investt.lents 
enormously. Since 1935 the demand for advances has 
expanded appreciably and there has also been some in
crease in -the supply of bills. The banks would have 
responded to these changes by selling securities had it not 
been for the deliberate increase, by ·nank of England 
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action; in the cash basis, which·hasenaOIea the banks to 
take up the increasing volume of attractive assets without 
contributing to depression of the gilt-edged market. All 
the while the Bank of'Engla~d has"been providing the 
increased cash required for circulation without allowing 
that demand to disturb the commercial banks. The typical 
course of banking statistics at the end of ttJ..e cycle is for 
the expanding demand for advances and public demand 
for caSh -together to press down the cash ratio so that the 
banks sell investments to maintain their cash ratio without 
refusing the most profitable assets-advances. These 

~ ~les of securities by the banks have an important influence 
on the course of long-term interest rates in the boom. At 

. the moment Bank of England inflationary action continues 
to postpone the day. 

The complementary behaviour of the two items Ad
vances and Investments therefore gives us two important 
clues to the attitude of bankers towards different classes of 
assets. In the first place, their willingness to make Invest
ments a mere buffer to the varying demand for Advances 
shows that they rejoice in accommodating all demands for 
Advances which meet their customary security require
ments. Advances pay better than.Investments ; Advances 
accordingly have first consideration. In the second place, 
the laggardness of Advances in reflecting trade-cycle move-

-ments suggests that the various phases of the cycle have to 
be well under way before the bankers_hav~ the opportunity 
to encourage or discourage the movements by modifying 
their attitudes. All the evidence goes to suggest that 
English commercial" bankers, at any rate generally, are 
entirely passive in the trade cycle. 

This second conclusion might have to b~ modified 
somewhat if it could ,be shown that the bankers do much 
to influence stock-market speculation. For stock-market 
changes are.changes in the long-term rat~~. of1iiterest,and 
such changes inay liave far~ieaClllng effects In stimulating 
. or.retarding trade .. But the available figures do not allow 

.' 
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US to draw any important inferences on this point. The 
bankers from time to time exert themselves to emphasize 
the trivia~ity of their support of speculators. Their be
haviour in making their own holdings of investments 
complementary to the demand for advances probably has 
much more effect on the course of the trade cycle than 
does any other operation of the commercial banks. For it 
supports a tendency for long-term interest rates to fall 
when trade is slack and to rise when trade is brisk. The 
changes in the rates they charge for their own direct 
advances to business men are generally far too trivial to 
have any influence on trade activity directly. 
(These conclusions conflict dire~tly with the comrp.onJ 

idea that bankers create or even exaggerate the trade cycle4 
We have shown commercial bankers ~o be mainly passive. 
Their most important influence on the course of the cycle 
we have suggested to be their tendency to make Invest
ments move inversely with Advances, and this influence is 
one which does not exaggerate but checks the cycle) It 
should be emphasized that these conclusions relate to the 
commercial banks, not to the central banks who control 
the cash basis. And they have been drawn from English 
evidence. The more remote are the methods ,of other 
systems from those of English bankers, the less applicable 
may the conclusions of this section be. 

I 
VI. Secular Contraction of the Demand for t '."l".) 

- Bank Loans 
In the preceding section we have noticed incidentally 

the existence of certain'secular changes in the distribution 
of commercial bank assets. Before 1914 there was for 
example, a marked downward trend in the inves~nt 
proportion of the great English banks. Farther back there 
had been a fall in bills discounted while advances rose 
(marking the supersession of the inland bill by the' bank 
advance). In our own day the pre-1 9 14 downward trend in 
investments appears to have been reversed, wh~le advances 
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tend downward. This last change-the secular tendency. 
for b~nk advances to shrink-has such far-reaching im
plications that it calls.for some special discussion. It is at . 
present not serious in England; but it has been far more 
.marked in the United States and in Canada, and other 
banking systems are said to be suffering more or less 
similar experiences. What are the origins of this change? 
Of one thing we can be certain. Even if we do not agree 
about the general passivity of commercial bankers, the 
great profitability of the bank advance is such that we 
cannot suppose that the bankers are deliberately con
tracting their loans to business men at a time when bank 
profits are rather scarcer than usual. Moreover they them
selves are continually protesting that they would be only 
too glad to lend more if they could find borrowers of the 
usual calibre. We have already seen how the security 
canons acknowledged in print by bankers have been widen
ing rather than contracting the field for bank advances. 
It seems hardly probable that there has been any such . 

-tightening-up of rules as would reduce gross profits more 
than bad debts are reduced. 
. The causes must be sought on the other side. What of 
the demand for bank advances ?The demand for A>ank -
advances has, I believe, been, subject to secular dect<'ne for 
five ~easons€)ndustrial integration, the relative decline of 
industries peculiarly dependent oil bank credit, the growth 
of specialist credit institutions and the developmC?nt of 
stock markets, and the mcrease in cash payments in retail 
trade.rl I would emphasize the conjectural nature of this 
anaI:ysfs. Reasons for the decline cannot be certainly 
known until the bankers choose to take the public into 
their confidence on this matter which so gravely affects 
the prospects of their shareholders.z· The relative impo~-

I I am .indebted to Professor Gregory for this last suggestion. 
2 Since this book first appeared my attention has been directed to the 

fact that Mr. McKenna (of the Midland Bank) has, in two of his annual 
speeches to shareholders, made some reference to the matter. 
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tance of each of the five suggested reasons varies from 
country to country. 

Industrial integration affects the demand for bank loans 
through the workings of the laws of.chance, if nothing else. 
Industrial finns, like individuals, hold balances to meet 
contingent divergences between receipts and outgoings: 
Some of these divergences are orderly, being connected 
with seasonal movements of one kind and another. Only 
the smaller of these seasonal divergences will ordinarily 
give rise to the holding of balances. I The less easily fore
seen divergences are those which give rise to most of the 
holding of balances and their distribution is naturally a 
chance distribution. The more chance variations are 
aggregated the less is the aggregate itself . likely to vary. 
The balance held by one big firm is therefore likely to 
vary relatively less than would the balances of twelve firms 
each one-twelfth the size of the big firm. It is but a short 
step from this to the proposition that, given the preference 
of business men to hold balances rather than overdraw 
their accounts, the one big firm is likely to use overdraft. 
facilities less than the twelve small firms whose fusion 
constituted the one big firm. Big business means, on sheer 
laws of chance, small overdrafts. 

There is good reason to suppose that industrial integra
tion tends to reduce overdrafts for another reason. We 
have mentioned above the fact that seasonal divergences 
between receipts and payments wi~ give rise to converse 
variations in balances only if the divergences are relatively 
small. A small firm, having to make provision for a seasonal~ 
excess of payments over receipts, faces the choice between 
holding an idle balance over the excess receipts season and 
overdrawing in the excess payments season. W1('J it 
decides to do we cannot decide a priori; but some certainly 
choose to overdraw in the excess payments season. The 
big firm, on the other hand, does not face this choice of 
evils. Instead of holding an absolutely barren balance 

I We return to this point in a moment. 
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over the excess receipts season it can lend the money out 
at short-term-by taking up Treasury Bills, or depositing 
with discount houses for example. Or perhaps it will leave 
~ money as a· bank deposit standing in its own name, 
wringing from the bank exceptionally favourable treat
ment.' It may even invest the money in bonds nearing 
matur#y.. The big firm can and the small firm cannot 
afford .to do this because in the costs of investment and 
disinvestment there are great economies of large trans!. 
actions. Thanks to its ability to secure some appreciable 
interest on its temporarily surplus balances, a huge firm 
like Imperial Chemicals need never contemplate the possi
bility' of overdrawing in an excess payments period. This 
is avowedly an extreme example; but it serves to emphasize 
the tendency for use of overdrafts to .decline as a result of 
firms becoming of sufficient size to enjoy economies in 
investment and disinvestment of short-term funds. I 

The relative decline of industries peculiarly dependent 
on bank. credit is probably far more important in the 
United States and Canada than in England. In those 
countries agriculture has been notoriously dependent, 
apart from limited government aid, on -~he banks for a 
large part of its capital. 'the manufacturing and (in 
Canada particularly) the mining industries which are 
nowadays bulking relatively larger in their national econo
mies have been able to finance themselves largely by 
tapping the stock markets. Tne relative decline of agricul
ture has meant a relative contraction in the bankers' best 
outlet for loans bearing high rates of interest.), 

Agricultural outlets for loans have also probably been 
those most affected by the rise of specialist credit institu
tions. 'These institutions-such as agricultural mortgage 
'banks'---have. arisen frequently with government support 
specificallyt<?meet needs which the bankers were unwill-\ 

J Mr. Keynes suggests (Treatise on Money, vol. i, p, 42) that the bigger \ 
firms make more use of the overdraft. If this is so the bank advances 
statistics are all the more difficult to explain. 
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i~g to meet. The same applies to new establishments like 
• Credit for Industry' which are designed to provide 
medium- and long-term credit for small firms. To the 
extent that these specialist institutions are meeting needs 
which were not met before, the banks are of course un
affected. But it seems probable that some of the needs 
they meet were previously met by the banks who :would 
in a grudging spirit make illiquid loans rather than dis
oblige good customers. To the extent that this is so the. 
banks have of course gained in liquidity and perhaps in 
avoiding bad debts-but at· the expense of substantial 
gross profits. 

The development of stock markets has probably had 
some influence in reducing the industrial demand for bank 
loans especially at times of stock exchange boom. A boom 
in ordinary shares--or common stocks the Americans 
would say-enables companies to obtain more capital in . 
exchange for a mere prospect of a share in future. net 
profits. This was of course always so, but the pu1?1ic 
appetite for ordinary shares was almost certainly greater 
in the 1928-<) Wall Street boom than it had ever been 
before. Under those circumstances it often paid well
known firms requiring more funds temporarily to issue 
more shares, placing the money on time deposits (which 
usually yield some interest) in the excess receipts periods. 
The ease with which capital could be raised in the stock 
market in America in the late twenties may well have 
accounted for much of the simultaneous groWth in time 
deposits and failure of commercial loans to expand ~Jhe 
extent which might have been expected.1 { 

Such I imagine to have been the causes of this disease 
which appears to threaten advanced banking systems. But 
whatever the causes the results are clear enough. The 
bank advance (commercial loan) is the asset which pays 

I I do not wish to emphasize this point. Our knowledge of the great 
American boom is still far too limited for such inferences to be drawn 
with certainty. 

4418 Ii 
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the bank~r t the highest rate. A decline in the proportion 
which Ad ances bear to total assets implies a fall in the 
banks.' in orne. If net profits are to be protected against 
this pressure on gross income one of four things must 
happen: total assets must be increased, other highly profit
able assets must be sought, outgoings must be reduced, or 
bank charges mtlst be raised. . 

If the average return on assets is reduced by a fall in the . 
proportion of high-yield assets the aggregate return can 
be supported by increasing the total volume of assets. 
This is, in fact, what happened in the United States, in 
Canada, and in England alike in the last ten years. But as 
we have seen in earlier chapters the aggregate of bank assets 
is closely regulated by the supply of cash, which is beyond 
the control of the commercial banks. It is unlikely that 
the increase in the supply of cash will continue much 
longer, and if it stops the. banks can do nothing about it. 
The. expansion of total assets has in England probably 
been sufficient to support b~nk net profits at pre-depression 
levels;{but if the demand for bank loans continues its 
secular 'decline the bankers will have to look elsewhere for 
a prop to profits.'> - . 

The second escape for banks is to. find o~er' highly 
profitable assets. This was the line taken onl 0 often 
in the United States in the nineteen-tw~nties. he pres
sure on profits may drive the bankers to relax their security 
canons imd embark on. rash ventures. The support given 
by many American banks to the real estate boom is a case 
in' point. It may be that there are some safe outlets yeno 
be discovered ; but in general we may I think regret that 
pressure on profits should oblige the bankers to seek out 
borrowers they would have frowned upon in earlier days. 

Outgoings may conceivably be reduced in either or both 
of two direCtion$. The banker's outgoings may be divided 
into interest paid on deposits and expenses of administra
tion. The payment of interest on deposits had its origin 
in the ba~ers' attempts to encourage the banking habit 
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and is stin largely based on that notion. There is actord
ingly (we are assuming that bankers are aiming at life, not 
death I) some case for continuing such payments. But it is 
possible that banking habits are sufficiently firmly estab
lished to allow some reduction. They stand now at ex
tremely low levels-! per cent. and 1 per cent. per annum 
are common rates--so that short of abolition there is little 
room for further reduction. It is true that bankers might 
benefit from dearer money days by refraining from raising 
their deposit rates as interest rates generally rise. The 
question of the future of interest rates then arises-a ques
tion which would take us much too far afield. The last 
possibility is the reduction of expenses of administration. 
This is essentially a question of efficiency. We may joke 
about the number of tiny bank branches which have been 
opened since 1920; but we should at the same time 
remember the enormous grow)B of housing estates for 
which the banks try to cater.l}Y e may think the bank 
employees enjoy high wages considering their .technical 
qualifications; but we should remember th~t the banks 
must pay a price for un9uestio~0.n.estyJ They must 
employ people whom the pu lic Will accept as honest. 
And meqlbers of the public look for good manners...in the 
men with whom they do their financial business. All these 
things have their price. There may be unrealized econo
mies of large-scale operation behind the counter. But· 
unexploited opportunities for economy are not so blatant 
as may be superficially suggested. 

The last possible escape for the .banks is to raise their 
charges. Their charges I are of two kinds---interest r.~s 
charged on overdrafts and turnover charges for working an 
account (i.e. making transfers of deposits---clearing cheques 
for customers).a Raising either of these charges would at 

I I exclude here the interest receivable on bonds, discount on bills, 
&e., which are not under the control of the banks. 

• The latter charge is frequently replaced by an arrangement that the 
CUltomer .hould maintain a certain average or minimum balance. This in 
effect reducea the intereat payments the bank would have to make, as in 
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p~esen:t meet with. gr~at opposition; though if banking 
profits were more obviously declining the banks might be 
able to convince the public of the necessity of such charges. 
But against raising overdraft rates a bank always has to 
remember the competing sources of funds for the business 
man. A relative rise in overdraft rates might well hasten 
the secular decline in the demand for overdrafts which is 
the source of all the trouble. In considering charges of the 
other kind the banks must always beware of effects on the 
banking habit. Small customers may be capable of under
standing the cost which a bank incurs in running an 
account; but the customer has open to him the alterna
tive of not having an account at all or only using it very 
little-~aking more use of cash. The bankers' must go 
warily about raising charges. There may be a virtual 
monopoly of banking in this country; but there is certainly 
monopoly neither of the source of loans nor of methods of 
settling debts. I . 

In America the profitability of the commercial banks 
has been further undermined by the raising of the cash 
ratios. to double their pre.-depression,: l~v:e1~ Times are 
already lean for them and in. the absence of reversal of 
present trends their future is by no means bright. In 
Canada and in England things haveI).()t become SQ des
perate, the expansiqn of total earning assets having more 
or less sufficed to. meet declining average returns. In 
England at least it is difficult. to know exactly what is 
happening to bankingprofits-:-so little can be told by a 
bank's published profit and loss account. There are signs 
that the Eriglish banks have .been feeling some pressure
mech~nization proceeds apace, the opening of new branches 

the absence of such arrangements.the customer could transfer some of his 
balance to. deposit account. The arrangement virtually provides for a 
balancing of interest against the charge. 

1 It is quite likely that the eventual reaction of the banks to a decline in 
the profitability of their loan business will be a general scaling-up of their 
charges for 'ledger-clerk business'. It should be possible, in time, to 
accustom the public to this. 
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has slackened somewhat, and one occasionally hears some 
instance of an upward pressure on charges, a downward 
pressure on deposit interest. At the same time there has 
been a disposition to widen the field for overdrafts. With
in limits this is safe enough-for we have seen that tradi
tional canons were unduly restrictive. But English bankers 
are likely to bear in mind the unhappy outcome of foreign 
bankers' more venturesome conduct. It can by no means 
be taken for granted that commercial banking as we know 
it to-day can always be run at a profit. 



CHAPTER X 

THE, DISTRIBUTION OF DEPOSITSI 

1. The Classification of Deposits 
WE'now turn from the transactions which give rise to the 
eXis,ten,ce of J>ank deposits to c, ertain aspects of the deposits 
themselves. 'fI'he economic significance of the creation of 
bank deposits IS based on the power of a person disposing 
of a Qank deposit to attract real re~rces)A large propor
tion of the total bank deposits is in practice being con
tinually used to attract real resources, either to the final 
consumers or to the business men who intend to push 
those real resources one step nearer to final consumption. 
These deposits may be described as Income Deposits and 
Business Deposits. Their total has been called Cash 
I?,~PO~!ts. Cash Deposits, a~earel)eing '-co~lly 
turned over in settlement of debts and some authorities 
prefer to give the title of Money to no bank deposits except 
these Cash Deposits. The remaining bank deposits are 
held not for current busin~ss or income purposes but as 
investments or savings, and they, are commonly called 
Savings ~ep~!.~. They are held not to meet the needs of 
ilie near uture, but as part of that total stock of wealth 
which individuals lookbpop. as their savings or private 

" capitaL" - ( 
To anyone who has grasped the true nature of the 

demand for moneY,balances for income-spending and for 
business purposes (the Cash Deposits) it will be apparent 
that the, distinction between that , part of the demand for 
money and the other part of the demand-the part satisfied 
by the hota.ing of Savings 'Deposits~is a distinction of 
degree~l money is held for' contingent excesses of pay
ments over receipts. There is no sharp line between the 
balance I hold in case I have to go on an unexpected long 

J This subject is'discussed in detail by Mr. Keynes in his Treatise on 
Money, especially chaps. iii and xxiii, on which this chapter is based. 
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railway journey next week and the balance I hold in case 
I have to meet a heavy doctor's bill next year. The fact 
that it is a d~on of deg~e must be borne in mind 
throughout tills cha~e distinction is sufficiently 
marked in common usage. From one part of his balance 
the individual looks for no advantage but the convenience 
which it affords him directly. From the other part-his 
Savings Deposits-he is inclined to look in addition for 
some small interest gain, and may be prepared to 'invest' 
it if an attractive opportunity arises. 
(The Savings Deposits are by definition not turned over 

at all~ 1£ a man wants either to pay the doctor's bill or 
to buy government bonds with his Savings Deposits he 
transfers some of his Savings Deposits to Cash Deposits, 
and then settles the debts he has incurred. Conversely, if 
a man decides that .his cash deposits are unnecessarily large 
and he sees no better investment opportunity, part of his 
cash deposits become savings deposits. Savings deposits are 
essentially idle deposits or 'hoards'.8 It is important to 
remember that whether deposits standing in a man's name" 
are to be Cash Deposits or Savings Deposits is directly 
decided by the man, not by the bank. ) 

The .distinction between Cash Deposits and Savings 
Deposits corresponds in a very rough way to the distinc- \ 
tion in English banking practice between Current,Accounts 
and Deposit Accounts, and in America and elsewhere 
between Demand Deposits and Time (or Notice) Deposits. 
Not at all exactly, for some of the current account balances 
are not really Cash Deposits. For example, the minimum 
balances often maintained on current account to ir-"'-:ce 
the bank to work the account without charge are. hally 
Savings Deposits, maintained because the individual en
joys, apart from possessing that private wealth, the advan
tage of a 'no-charge' current account. When interest rates 
offered by the bank on Time Deposits are very low people 
are inclined to leave inactive balances-which have really 
become Savings Deposits-on Dema~d Deposit, because 
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the low yie1d makes the bother of transfer' and retransfer 
not worth while. When small income-receivers who cannot 
afford a current account minimize their cash holdings by 
working a deposit account up and down from month to 
month-looking to the account for convenience rather 
than interest-the balance'is practically a Cash Deposit. 
In the nineteen-twenties some American banks are said 
to have allowed unrestricted drawing of cheques on Time 
Deposits-those deposits were then really Cash Deposits. 
But broadly speaking, the Demand Deposits (Current 
Accounts) figures may be taken as' corresponding to the 
Cash Deposits. And the Time Deposits (Deposit Accounts) 
may be taken as corresponding to the Savings Deposits. 
rAt any rate a change in the proportion of Demand Deposits 
to Total Deposits may be taken as indicating a change in 
~e proportion of Cas~ Deposits to Total Deposits .. 

II. The Proportion of Cash Deposits to So,vings Deposits 
The decision that a given bank deposit shall. be a Cash 

Deposit or a Savings Deposit is, we have already seen, 
made not by the bank bl;lt by the customer in whose name 
that de osit stan . The deposit may, 'in fact, change its 
c aracter without the customer notifying the bank; but it 
is more likely that such a change will take the form of a 
transfer from Demand peposits to Time Deposits (or vice 
'ver~a). The banks will transfer balances from one of their 
own classes to the other without hesitation-£!hey leave the 
distribution of ~eposits ~n~i9!ly in t4eir custo~ers' hands) 
The banks decIde thetotaI volume of deposIts; hut the 
public, directly at least, decides the distribution between 
the Cash I?eposits and.S~vingsDe~o~its categ?ri~s. ~hat\' 
factors guIde the publIc In determmmg the dIstnbutIOn?) 
( To the individual the distinction betweell Pre two 
6lt~gories lies in the fact that whereas the Cas}} Deposit 
is exp~cted t? .afford convenie~ce on1~! the Savin~s Deposit 
must Iii addIuoI) bear companson WIth alternatIve uses
in inv~stment-in its ability to Yield anmcome., )'l'liis 
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second attraction of the Savings Deposit constitutes an in
ducement to the individual to keep his Cash Deposit at the 
minimum consistent with convenience) just as the attrac
tions of other classes of private wealtIf'(final consumption 
goods and 'investments') are factors c~ntinually depress
ing the individual's willingness to hold haY"deposits of 
any kind. !Individuals will. therefore keep their Cash 
Deposits-the total of which is under their own control
at the convenient minimum dictated by the receivi d 
spending habits, the level of prices, and so fort1\. The total 
br !ncome Deposits accordingly directly reffects, given 
hablts and customs, the general level of money incomes 
and of prices"4 tsimilarly the total of Businel?s Deposits, 
given business' men's habits, trade customs of payment and 
credit arrangements, directly reflects the level of business 
activities, raw material, and manufactured goods prices, 
wage-rates, and so forth) Expanding trade and 'rising 
money incomes and prices are associated with expanding 
Cash Deposits, while contracting trade and falling money 
incomes "and prices are associated with declining Cash 
Deposits. r-We may go so far as to say[that given business 1 
customs, the level of Cash Deposits is proximately deter-
mined by the level of prices and the state of trade.) . 

If the banks have determined the total of all <1eposits 
and the total of Cash Deposits is' determined by the state 
of trade, acc., then the total of Savings Deposits is auto
matically determined-for Savings Deposits are by defini
tion All Deposits minus Cash Deposits. The total of Savings 
Deposits is not directly controlled by the bank's customers 
at all. In fact, given the state of trade, &c., in whi(7ne 
volume of Cash Deposits is implicit, the banks themselves 
determine the volume of Savings Deposits when by their 

I The direct connexion between the state of trade and the demand for 
cash balancea is modified by the common disposition to grant credit more 
freely in times of good trade, though the anxiety of some producers to 
extend credit rather than not sell at aU in depression partly counter
balances this. The same considerations affect the demand for Advances 
in the varioUl phases of the Trade Cycle. 
~~ Kk 
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(operations in acquiring assets they determine the volume 
of. All Deposits~ /.. 

Yetthe banks ~annot force Savings Deposits on people. 
Nor can they cancel the Savings Deposits standing in the 
names of their customers. How then can they regulate the 
total of Savings De~sitS? The answer has already b~en 
given in Chapter I. They ·can induce people to change the 
distribution of their ealth between Savings Deposits and 
other assets (government bonds, industrial debentures, 
shares, &.c.) by offering ~he public a more or less attractive 
price for certain clas~s of those other assets-in particular 
government bonds.,\{9iven the public's preference for a 
certain liguidity di§tribution of their assets of all kinds, 
the banks can expand Savings-Deposits by offering higher 
prices for government bonds (which implies forcing down 
the yield thereon) so as to make people decide to hold 
more Savings Deposits (the yield of which is now nearer 
to that on government bonds, and whose future capital 
value is certain) and less government bond~ ( Conversely 
the bankS can reduce the volume of Savings beposits by 
offering to sell government bonds at sufficiently lower 
prices. )Government bonds now increase their attractions 
relatively to .those of Savings Deposits and the public will 
be satisfied with less of the lat~er and more of the former. 
The implication of this analysis is that given the state of 
trade, the level of prices and money incomes, the public's 
business habits and'the public's scale of preference for 
assets of different types, purchases of securities by the 
banks forces down the yield on' gilt-edge securities, and 
sales of securities by the banks forces up the yield of 
securities) So far we have only repeated, in more com
plicated anq accurate t~rms', what has already been said in 
earlier chapters. It is worth remembering that we showed 
in Chapter VI how a change in the· yield of gilt-edged 
securities may influence the state of trade and prices.LA 
change in the state of trade, &c., may affect the public's 
scale of preference for assets of different types. When we 
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take these two factors as given we are therefore leaving the 
analysis unfinished and..cl9sing our eyes to the fact that the 
initial action of the banks has very wide repercussions in 
upsetting the ~qui1ibrium. To some of these further reper-

. cussions we can now g!~some attention) j 
Suppose that at the outset all the directly relevant factors 

are in equilibrium with each other-the Cash Depositss 

the Savings Deposits; the public\ scale of preference for 
different assets, the state of trade, the price level, the in
ternal positioJl of the banks, and so forth. In our last case 
we then supposed an internal change in the banks leading 
to their purchase or sale of securities. Now let us suppose 
the banks remain in internal equilibrium, but :that some 
change extraneous to the banking system initiates an im
pro~ent in trade, with rising prices ~d money incomes. I 
The public will want more cash deposits. Given complete 
rigidity in bank assets the change must come about by the 
business men who initially want more bank deposits selling 
securities directly or indirectly to the people who are in
duced', by more attractive security markets, to reduce 
their hoards of Savings Deposits and increase their hold
ings of securities. Their deposits are handed over to the 
business men who· use· them as Cash Deposits, which 
they remain as they are scattered over the economy in 
the form of increased money incomes and prices.z The 
increased Cash Deposits can be .supplied thus without 
any action on the part of the banks themselves. The 
proportion of Cash Deposits to Savings Deposits is in
creased-at the expense of some depression of 'the gen~al 
level of security prices'. (In this omnibulJ phrase w( ... on
ceal for the moment some complications to which we shall 
return in the next chapter.) The banks are essentially 
'passive' to the change. 

I The poaaibility of such a completely extraneous change is admitted . 
by every plausible theory of business fluctuations. In Wicksellian tenna 
I am supposing a rise in the natural rate of interest while the market rate 
of interest remains unchanged. 

11 Busineaa Deposits rise first, then Income Deposits. 
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As the trade expansion gets under way the banks will, 

however, be met with increased offers of attractive assets
tp,ere will be an increased demand for advances. This 
demand for advances may be met by the banks selling 
securities, In effect, this means that part of the new Cash 
Deposits are obtained for the business men by the bankers, 
who allow Cash. Deposits to be expanded by expanding 
advances as they contract Savings Deposits by selling 
bonds to people who had held Savings Deposits. The 
amount of pressure on the securities market is the same, 
whether the business men obtain deposits by selling 
securities to the public or by borrowing from the banks 
which do the selling of securities to the public. Cash De
posits go up to meet increased business needs, and given 
no change in the banks' total assets, Savings Deposits must
go down by the same amount-which is also the value of 
the new securities held by the investing public. The ex
pansion in the" active p~rt of bank deposits, if the banks 
decline to change their total assets, inevitably sets in train 
an upward movement in interest rates. As trade and 
incomes expand there is also certain to be some expansion 
in the public's demand for cash. If the monetary authori-

-ties are not prepared to expand the total supply of.cash to 
meet these increased needs, the cash reserves of the banks 
are reduced. This causes a contraction of their total assets, 
and since the volume of Cash Deposits is decided by the 
public, the contraction must be confined in the first in
stance to -the Savings Deposits. Savings Deposits are 
contracted by the banks -sellIDg securities to holders of 
Savings Deposits. The demand for cash, therefore, tends 
to accentuate the tendency for interest rates to rise. 

The argument may be easily adapted to describe· the 
reverse process. Contracting trade leads to contracting 
Cash Deposits, Savings Deposits rise as the banks buy 
securities, forcing up the prices of the securities they select 
and forcing the nite of interest down. An influx of cash 
into the reserves of the banks from circulation reinforces 
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the banks' efforts to expand Savings Deposits, reinforcing 
the tendency for interest rates to fall. 

The movement of. interest rates w,hich is produced in 
either case tends, in the tortuous way described in Chapter 
VI, to reverse the movement of trade conditions. That is 
the way in which an absolutely stable volume of total bank. 
deposits tends to put the brake on any decided upward or 
downward movement of trade. I It should of course be 
remembered that flourishing trade can for some time stand 2 

rising interest rates, and contrariwise falling interest rates. 
may for long fail to stimulate a trade revival.' 
( If the monetary authorities wish to prevent, at least for 
'a time, the operation of this monetary governor of trade 
conditions, they must be prepared to expand or contract 
total bank deposits to keep pace with the public's expan
sion or contraction of the Cash Deposit~~(. If the banking 
system will, in a trade expansion, take from the public the 
indebtedness (securities) which the public offers in ex
change for the additional bank indebtedness (deposits) it 
wants for carrying the increased volume of business/ then 
no pressure of supply forces down the price of securities,) 
And contrariwise for the opposite· case. Such decisions 
the banking authorities can make: the commercial banks 
may be tempted, by the change in the supply of desirable 
assets, to change their cash ratios, and more seriously the 
central bank can operate on the cash basis. \The fact that 
the public has direct control over the voltime of Cash 
Deposits does not free the banking system from great 

j:ponSibilities in influencing economic conditions.) 
Some economists have preferred to treat these cH.anQ'es 

. the proportion of active to inactive deposits as chLges. 
in the velocity of circulation of bank deposits.') T;he dif
ference is on.e of formulation only. If we prefer to do so, 
it is perfectly legitimate to talli of trade activity implying 
an increase in the flow of money coming into the market 
in exchange for goods. If the volume or money remains 
unchanged an increased velocity of circulation will have 
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occur;fed. UncomfOfU!.bly high velocity induces the public 
to, lower their valuations of non-monetary assets. The 
~anks can proceed to restore velocity of circulation to 
normal and keep interest rates doWn by adding to total 
deposits, or not-the conclusions are unaffected by the 
particular formulation we choose. I have preferred to use 
the classification-of-deposits formulation because it appears 
niorerealistic to me. It takes account of the two quite 
different purposes for which people do in fact hold bank 
deposits, and by picturing .private wealth as consisting of 
Cash Deposits, Savings Deposits, and other assets, it en
ables us to see the operations of banks in their true light 
as a continual process of exchanging ind(lbtedness between 
the banks and the public. 

III. Deposits Classification and Legal Cash Ratios 
A feature of central banking legislation in the United 

States and in other countries which have been influenced 
by American legislation (New Zealand provides the most 
recent example) is that the cash ratios, which the commer-

. cial banks are obliged by law to maintain, vary according 
.to the classification of deposits. In America, for example, 
the ·cash reserves to be held ~ust be 14, 20, or 26 per cent. 
against Demand Deposits, but only 6 per cent. against 
Time Deposits. This system of adjusting the cash ratios 
to the classification of deposits dates from a time when 
legal minimum cash ratios were regarded not as a device 
for giving control to the central bank but as a protection 
for the depositing Pllblic against illiquid banks. It was 
considered that as banks could insist on, say, a month's 
notice before Time Deposits could be exchanged for cash 
the proportion of cash to be held against them need not be 
anything like so great as-that held against deposits ex
changeable for cash on demand. Into the propriety of this 
arrangement from the point of view of protecting the 
public against bad banking we do not propose to go here .. 
We are concerned rather with the effect of the distinction 
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on the relation between commercial bank policy and central 
bank policy. 

As long as the proportion of Demand Deposits to Total 
Deposits remains unchanged the different ratios cause no 
disturbance: it is as though one flat ratio (a weighted 
average of the two legal ratios) were applied to the Total 
Deposits. The different ratios become a. co~plicating 
factor once there is a change in the proportion of one class 
of deposits to the other. If there is a shift from peman~ 
Deposits t,P. Time Deposits the lega. I cash reserves require I 
decrease.lGiven unchanged cash reserves the banks hav 
an inducement to expand total deposi~~ Conversely a 
shift from Time to Demand Deposits sets"iri train a con
traction of total deposits. Is this automatic result of a 
shift in proportion a desirable feature of a modern banking 
system? . . 

In answering this question we shall cover most of ~he 
ground if we talfe three cases of a shift in the di~ribution 
of deposits: (IYthe Trade Cycle movement, (2) a secular 
change in the public's scale of preferenceJor Savings 
Deposits and other classes of assets, and (3'1 a change in 
the proportion of Demand to Time Deposits which does 
not reflect a true change in the proportion of Cash to 
Savings Deposits. 

(I) In periods of trade expansion there is an automatic 
shift from Savings Deposits to Cash Deposits. This neces
sitates an increase in the average cash ratio so forcing the 
banks (in the absence of cash expansion) to curtail Savings 
Deposits even more, implying a more abrupt rise in in
terest rates than would otherwise occur. Conversely He 
decline implies a shift away from Cash Deposits, a dtop in 
the average cash ratio, and a more abrupt decline in interest 
rates than would otherwise occur. Since these movements 
of interest rates tend (as shown in Chapter VI) to reverse 
the trade movements the operation of this system tends 
to check the development of Trade Cycles: a point in its 
favour. The extent of this ad~antage depends on the extent 
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to which we favour the interest rate weapol}for combating 
the Trade Cycle. 

(2) Now suppose a secular change in the public's scale 
of preference for Savings Deposits and other classes of 
assets. Suppose~ for example, that there is increasing con
fidence in the banking system coupled with public realiza
tion of the inefficacy of the law in protecting the ordinary 
investor from the clutches of shady company promoters 
and 'share sharks'. Then people may prefer to hold more 
of their accumulated we~lth in the shape of bank deposits 
(Savings Deposits of course) and less in securities; Then, 

'. instead of public purchase of securities. passing cash de
posits into the hands of entrepreneurs involved in capital 
construction, there would bea continual flow from cash 
Deposits to Savings Deposits, the entrepreneurs failing to 
secure enough money to sustain their operations. To 
support economic activity at equilibrium level it is desirable 
that the banks should sustain Cash Deposits by buying 
securities (or making advances to the entreprepeurs) to the 
amouI\~ of the increase in Savings Deposits. V the public 
wish to accumulate wealth through the banking system it 
is, desirable that the banking system should see that no. 
passivity of its own hinders the process of real capital 
accumulation.~ow the operation of the system we are 
discussing aidsihis process. For as Cash Deposits fall and 
Savings Deposits rise the required cash ratio falls, so that 
the amount of cash inflation which the central bank needs 
to do IS reduced. Some additional cash basis is still r~quired, 
for if Cash Deposits are to be sustained the cash basis must 
be swollen by the amount needed to support the- increase 
in SavingseDeposits. Here again as in our first case (from 
which this case is not really clearly marked) the operation 
.of this system of cash ratios tends to reduce the volume of 
cash manipulation which the central bank needs to do to 
keep the economy in equilibrium. 

(3) Lastly we will take the case of a change in the dis
tribution of deposits which is nominal but not real. We 
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have suggested above that the distinction between Savings 
Deposits and Cash Deposits is not identical with the dis
tinction between Time Deposits and Demand Deposits. 
It is possible for Time Deposits to increase or decrease 
(total deposits remaining unchanged) without there having 
been any genuine change in the proportion of Savings 
Deposits to Cash Deposits. This might occur if a change 
in customary methods of charging bank customers led .to 
a reduction in the minimum balances which many English 
bank customers keep in th~ir current accounts. Another 
good example is said to have actually happened on a large 
scale in the United States in 1924--<): in order to reduce the 
cash reserves they were required by law to keep, banks are 
~d to have induced customers to transfer balances tof 
Bme Deposits by allowing them to draw cheques freel!J 
on those deposits-i.e. treating them as Demand Deposits. 
Here we have a case of the . complex cash ratio system 
actually stimulating· a change which reflects no genuine 
change in the economic conditio,n of the country. In either 
of these cases (and contrariwise i.n conceivable opposite 
cases) the banks' cash needs are reduced and they are 
stimulated to increase total deposits-acquiring assets and 
forcing interest rates down-without there ha~ing been 
any such change as .occurred in our other two cases to make 
an increaS~ in tbtal deposits desirable. The banks are 
ettabled by the complex cash ratio system to free them
selves from the fetters with which the central bank restrains 
them. Of course the central bank can soon bring them to 
heel by reducing the cash basis in accordance with the 
reduction in cash needed to support the original vplu~e 
of total deposits. But it may not know precisely vJl1at is 
happening! And even if it knows what is happening it 
may consider it a nuisance to have to use some of its 
ammunition (securities to be ·sold) for such a trivial pur-

J It may be aware of such changes going on; but it cannot know how 
far a known change in Time Deposits is due to this factor and how much 
to other far more fundamental changes. 

4.11 . Ll 
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pose. qr it may, if the country is not enjoying an obvious 
, b90m, be positively embarra~sing for the central bank to 
sel1 securities (an operation generally understood as de
flationary) in' order to offset .·th~ economizing of cash 

. reserves. In any case the possibility of such changes has 
the undesirable effect of obscuring the central bank's view 
(and that of outside experts) of contemporary conditions. 
(From th~ point of view of control of commercial bank

ing there are thus arguments for and against the, complex 
cash ratio syste~) Our decision must rest on the relative 
importance we attach to the conflicting arguments. Being 
inclined to set a low value on interest rate movements as 
a weapon to combat the Trade Cycle, and being inclined 
to emphasize the importance of correct diagnoses by the 
central bank~and therefore to rate as a serious disadvan
tage anything obscuring the view or complicating the situa
tion-I myself prefer the simple system. Other writers, 
setting a higher value on interest rates as correctives of 
trade fluctuatio~s, would perhaps decide in favour of the 
complex system. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE PROBLEM OF STOCK MARKET 
CONTROL 

I. Nature of the Problem 
IN the previous chapter and at some earlier points in the 
book we have referred to the action of banks as tending 
to raise or depress 'the general level of security prices' and 
have spoken of the movements of security prices as though 
they were completely uniform. Uniform movement of 
secUrity prices depends on there being no change in the 
public's scale of preference for different securities. This is 
a highly artificial assumption: we have already indicated 
that any influence which tends to improve or depress the 
state of trade is likely to have repercussions on the public's 
scale of preference for different securities. We must now 
look into the matter closely and discuss certain important 
problems of policy which arise therefrom. 

We may confine our attention to those securities which 
enjoy a market in the Stock Exchange. The initial analysis 
may be easily applied to those securities whose markets are 
more restricted, and it is only th~ great development of the 
'market for Stock Exchange securities that gives rise to the 
problems of policy whic. h we shall diS~USS' thi~ C~hat r. 
These Stock EXChan~e s urities may b div}ged for is 
purpose into four clas s: governme bo&,~, ind rial 
debentures, prefere e shares, and ordinary shares {com
mon stocks in American parlance). This classification is 
not exhaustive-there are other classes of securitiLo dealt 
in on the Stock Exchange which may be ignored here. 
Nor is the classification anything like sufficiently detailed 
for all the purposes of economists j but for our immediate 
concerns this simple fourfold classification' is, I believe, 
appropriate. Let us consider for a moment the main in·' 
fluences governing the prices of these classes of securities. 
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Marke~ valuation will depend upon factors of two kinds. 
Fir;st there is the universal factor, public preference for 
present .money as compared with future money, which we 
may call the rate of interest factor-governing the rate at 
which a given expected yield will be capitalized. Second 
there are the expected yields of the individual securities, 
expectati<.>ns which will be associated with varying amounts 
of uncertainty-these we may describe as the yield expecta- I 
~ factor. Now it is clear that whereas changes ill the 
rate of interest factor can cause parallel movements only 
in the prices of all securities, changes in the yield expecta
tion factor can cause-in fact, are certain to cause-diver
gent movements in the prices of different securities. Now 
the banking system can operate on the rate of interest 
factor only-by putting at the disposal of the public more 
'spot' money. But the actual market prices of securities 
are determined by the joint operation of the rate of interest 
factor and the yield expectation factor. And it is the struc
ture of actual market prices which is of significance in in
fluencing the uses to which realr:esources are put.. In 
talking of 'the gene(allevel of security prices' as though 
all security prices rriov~iform,1y we were taking into 
account the rateQf interest fact~r only. We must now 
make our analysis more realistic by taking account of the 
behaviour of the yield expectation factor. . 

We must consider this yield expectation factor in relation 
to each of our four broad classes of securities. On govern
ment bonds, assuming that there is no risk of default, no 
uncertainty arises. The future yield is known and is in
variable for the· life of the bond. Given the terms of the 
bond. the. yield expectation factor ceases to be a variable 
and movements in bond prices occur only as a result of 
changes in the rate of interest factor. The yield expecta
tions for industrial stocks (of all three classes) on the other 
hand are dependent upon highly variable factors-the 
profitability of industry and the optimism or pessimism of. 
the investingflnd speculating public. The way in which 
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each separate class is affected depends on the order of 
their claims on industrial pr~fits. Debentures have first 
claim, failure to meet which may have dire results for the 
management of a company. Preference shares have next 
claim and ordinary shares are entitled only to the residue. 
The claims of debentures and preference shares are, of 
course, always limited to a percentage of their nominal 
values. For these reasons ordinary shares are generally' 
most sensitive to expected changes in profits. The ex
pected yield of debentures and preference shares can only 
vary when the expected profits· are insufficient to cover 
their claims so that there is risk of default. Owing to the 
prior claim of debentures expected profits have to fall 
lower to affect debenture prices than they have to fall to 
affect preference share prices. To take the limiting cases, 
if the public feels absolutely certain that future profits will 
always suffice to meet the debenture claims then th~prices 
of the debenture stock will only change as a result of 
changes in the rate of interest factor. And if the public 
feels absolutely certain that future profits will also suffice 
to cover preference share claims, then the preference share 
prices will only change as a result of changes in the rate of 
interest factor. Since, on the other hano, ordinary share 
claims are unlimited, the prices of ordinary shares are 
always necessarily subject to change as a result of change 
in the expected profits. .. 

Confidence in the coming of trade revival or fears of 
contracting trade affect the prices of these securities be
cause they affect the public's willingness to bear uncer
tainty as well as the actual profit prospects. In a q~ 
depression many companies will have passed~ or reduced 
dividends on ordinary shares, som,e will have passed 

I The exception occurs when the profits are expected to vary round 
• level far below that necessary for meeting the prior claims of debenture 
holders and preference shareholders. There is an analogous exception to 
the general rule about the prices of preference shares. 

• The reader should perhaps be warned that the phrase 'passing a 
dividend' means 'failing to pay any dividend', . 
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dividends on preference shares, and fewer will have de
faulted on their debenture obligations. The course of 
prices of particular securities will depend upon whether 
companies have fallen into one, two, or all three of these 
categories. Securities of the last group (complete default) 
will show rises of price first for debentures, later for 
preference shares, and for ordinary shares only as expecta
tions of reviv~l become much more widespread and more -
optimistic. In the second group debenture prices will be 
relatively little affected (only by the risk of future default 
declining) but preference share prices will rise at an early 
stage and then ordinary share prices. In the first group, . 
prices of ordinary shares alone will show any great move
ments (always abstracting from the rate of interest factor). 
The deeper the, depression has been (and therefore the 
more companies have fallen into the last group) the more 
closely will security price movements accord with the 
following pattern: first, rising debenture prices; second, 
slackening in the rise in debenture prices, preference share 
prices rising sharply, and ordinary. share prices brighten
ing somewhat; third, sharp and continuing rises in ordinary 
share prices while prices of prior stocks almost cease to be 
affected by the yield expectation factor. If the trade revival 
is at the outset expected to go far the first and second 
periods will quickly pass ; but if expectations change 
gradually and cautiously the earlier periods will be more 
prolonged. 

The reader may reverse the argument to apply it to the 
effect of developing fears .of trade recession. Ordinary 
shares suffer first and most, then the prior stocks in in
verse order of priority . 
. So far all is completely rational. VYe have found ample 

cause for divergent movements of the prices of securities 
of our four classes .. But I believe I am right in saying that 
so far no new problems of policy arise. There need be, 
on the face of it, no increase in stock market activity
though there would be if opinion of the future state of 
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trade were sharply divided. The prices are simply adjusted 
to the change in yield expectations. While, as a result of 
banking operations, prices of government bonds may have 
been going down, prices of industrial securities and parti
cularly of the ordinary shares may have been rising sharply 
-or vice versa. There is one serious problem which we 
have already faced: since the industrial security prices 
will be those directly affecting the marketability of new 
industrial securities, the industrialist may be able to raise 
new capital with increasing ease despite the depressing 
influence of the rate of interest factor. Accordingly the 
banking system must force the rate of interest up a long 
way before trade is seriously retarded, if trade improve
ment is expected. This is simply a reformulation of the 
shortcomings of the banking system's rate of interest 
policy which we discussed in Chapter VI. 

But further difficulties are alleged to arise as a result of 
the rational movements of security prices being accentuated 
by the irrationality of the investing and speculative public. 
The root of the matter is our inability to resist infection by 
those waves of optimism and pessimism which have played 
so large a part in the theory of industrial fluctuations. 
When industry is depressed it is difficult to take other than 
a gloqmy view of the future prospects. When industry is 
booming we look ahead through rose-coloured spectacles. 
Our willingness to bear uncertainty· varies directly with 
the prosperity of the country. An identical prospect is 
much more highly valued in boom than in depression. The 
consequence is that, as expectations of trade revival in
crease and are realized, there are divergent movements in 
security prices be.yond those we have already discussed: 
the prices of the more risky securities rise relatively to the 
prices of the less risky securities. This is apparent in the 
divergent behaviour of the prices of our four classes of 
securities. Place them in ascending order of riskiness: 
government bonds, debentures, preference shares, ordinary 
shares. Then the irrationality which distorts our valuations 
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produces in a revival a tendency for the prices ofsecurities 
of any class to rise relatively to prices of those in classes 
placed earlier in the series, and to fall relatively to prices 
of classes placed later in the series. And contrariwise in 
a slump. Nor is this all. Within each of our classes of 
industrial securities there are the securities of diverse 
companies-good, bad, and indifferent, cautious, venture
some and rash, spotless, reputable and shady. And what 
~is true of our four original classes. of securities is true of 
the cross-classification we are now suggesting. If we 
arrange companies in ascending order of rashness, we find 
the irrationality of the investing and speculative public 
producing a tendency in trade revival for the prices of 
securities of. the rasher and shadier ventures to rise rela
tively to the prices of the more' cautious and reputable 
companies'shares. ' 

For these reasons the range of prices of ordinary shares 
between boom and slump is enormous-far greater than 
it would be on any rational basis. And secondly ~he prices 
of securities of rash ventures rise to irrational heights in 
boom, and vice versa. These exaggerated movements show 
themselves in the extremes of stock market behaviour: in
deep they are accentuated by the ease of speculating ill the 
stock markets. The extremes of bull !?peculation on the 
Stock Exchange in a boom may .be alleged as a soUtee of 
difficulty for the banking authorities on tWo closely con
nected, accounts. Firstly, borrowing of money by the 
'bulls' leads to an extreme rise in shoJ1-term rates .of in
terest in the financial centre, drawing into speculative 
markets funds which ,are 'needed by 'legitimate industry 
and trade'. Secoridly~ the relative ease of floating rash 
ventures stimulates the direction of an unduly large pro-

. portion of national resources into ventures of that ~lass. 
These two problems might conceivably be interpreted 
as two aspects of the same fundamental problem; but as 
usually understood the problems are infact quite different. 
The first deals with the complete abstraction of money 
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from use in the employment of real resources. The second 
deals with the diversion of money from sensible uses for 
resources to silly uses for resources. The first alleged 
problem I believe to be almost wholly illusory, and the 
next section of this chapter will expose the fallacy which I 
believe to be at the root of the matter. The second problem 
I believe to be far more real and to be a very serious problem 
for a capitalist society. To a discussion of that problem the 
last section of this chapter will be devoted. 

II. The Alleged Absorption of Money by tk.e Stock 
Markets 

The alleged absorption of money by the stock markets 
occUrs because on a rapidly rising market it pays 'bulls' to 
borrow money for speculative purchases at very high rates 
of interest, the rapid capital appreciation being expected to 
cover the high cost of borrowing. The argument therefore 
depensts at root upon the 'bulls' needing to borrow. Hence 
the far greater prominence of the problem in New York, 
where the settlements are daily, than in London where 
the speculative markets have fortnightly settlements. In
deed one cannot help thinking of this problem mainly in 
terms of the Wall Street experience of the late twenties. 
There call and other short money rates rose to enormous 
heights, with the result that it paid banks in the interior 
of the country, and indeed in the later stages banks in 
many other parts of the world, to lend money in the' New 
York market rather than employ it at the more customary 
rates charged to borrowers nearer home. And this was the 
burden of the country's complaint-the farmer, the nClU-

, facturer, and the small trader felt that to secure loans which 
they could put to 'sound' use in thP. employment of factors 
of production to make useful things, they must bid highly 
enough to compete with the absurdly high rate. of New 
York. The force of this public opinion was apparently 
sufficient to make the Federal Reserve authorities loath to 

Mm 
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damp the boom by forcing interest rates up as far as many 
experts' thought desirable. 

. The existence of certain relatively 'depressed areas' in 
the United States throughout the period and the prevalence 
of this belief that the bloodstream of the body economic 
was being dammed up in the heart tended to blind many 
people, both in the United States and elsewhere, to the fact 
that America was involved in a violently inflationary boom. 
Subsequent events have altered views, and it has become 
plain that the drain of funds into Wall Street did not in
volve the starvation of 'legitimate trade and industry'. On 
the contrary, there is every indication that 'legitimate trade 
and industry' found it too easy to obtain capitaV How is 
it that the drain of funds to the financial centre does not 
imply 'inadequate funds for the more f\lndamental acti
vities? 

The answer is that whenever money is spent by a specu
Jatar in the purchase of a security some one else, selling 
the security, receives money. A purchase implies a sale. 
Money coming in through the hands of 'bulls' becomes 
money going out through the sellers of securities. That is 
not quite the whole truth. It may be argued thatthe greater 
volume of transactions in the stock market necessitates the 
holding of larger average balances, just as the enllirgement 
of the natiopaI income in a period of expanding trade 
necessitates an expansion in t~e total of cash deposits and 
circulating cash. To some extent this is true. Brokers and 
money-dealers in the call. money-market may want to hold 
rather higher average balances when the turnover becomes 
much bigger. Banks, where there are many of them, may 
think it necessary to hold rather larger cash reserves to 
meet adverse clearing-house balan~es. But experience 
shows that the financial institutions cali, in fact, thanks'to 

I I would here repeat my warning that a final analysis of the American 
experience has yet to be made. The general impression of economists is 
portrayed in the above sentences; but the analysis which follows is in no 
way. dependent on the validity of any particular interpretation of the 
American boom. 
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their geogJ;'aphical concentration and the highly developed 
clearing arrangements, cope with an enormously increased 
turnover with very little increase in balances. To the ex
tent that they do need increased balances the money flow
ing to the financial centre does stay there; but the bulk of 
it is rapidly passed on by the dealers in the market to the 
sellers of securities. These securities are like.ly to be in the 
first place old securities. The sellers of them, if they dis
trust the 'boom development, might conceivably hold the 
proceeds as Savings Deposits, in which case there will 
have been some genuine tendency for money to be with
drawn, as the Stock Market speculation develops, from 
active use. But it is humanly certain that this will not be 
the end of the story for long: optimism is infeciiou~ and 
the bullishness is likely to become wellnigh universal. I 
In that case, old securities may change hands many times 
at rising prices but most original holders of old securities 
will be induced to part with them, to the ' bulls' who are 
offering borrowed money, by the attractions of new securi
ties whic~ are coming into the market. In fact, new 
securities will be forthcoming in large amounts. For the 
rising prices of all securities make it easier for entrepreneurs 
to market new shares and stocks in order to finance their 
capital developments. Indeed, the issuing of,I}ew stocks 
and shares may well have become for the moment the 
easiest way of raising capital for any purpose. If bullish
ness is the prevailing sentiment the prices of old securities 
must rise high enough to attract into th~ market sufficient 
new securities to absorb the bulk Of the'borrowed money 
being poured into the market by the' 'bu)ls'.z The attrac-

I Readers will notice that I am paying scant attention to Mr. ~s's 
analysia of the Wall Street boom. I believe liubsequent events to have 
cast lerioua doubts on the validity of his interpretation and, moreover, 
I believe that the development of an extreme 'bull-bear' position is scarcely 
conceivable. But readers interested in this problem should pursue the 
8ubject in the Treatise on Money (esp. vol. i, pp. 248-57, and vol. ii, 
pp. J95-8). On the Wall Street boom see also Hawtrey, Art of Central 
Banking, chap. ii. 

a I believe this statement to be of universal validity. It is so worded 
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tion of these 'securities implies inducement to entre-. 
preneurs to extend their capital developments (though to 
a' "'ery limited extent they may use the proceeds simply to 
payoff bank loans). The proceeds of the new issues there
fore become cash deposits to be disposed by entrepreneurs 
on the purchase of raw materials, labour, &c., to be em
ployed in capital construction. The money 'withdrawn' 
from use by industry and trade for stock market specula
tion is poured back by the stock market into the.'produc
tive' channels. Except to the trifling extent that the finan
cial markets do ,need larger balances to cope with their 
increased turnover, the absorption of money by the stock 
market is illusory.l 

This conclusion is, of course, subject to, the various 
conditions with which the preceding paragraphs are hedged 
about. But I believe that the reservations are no serious 
qualification to the conclusion when the. situation under 
review is one of those extreme speculative booms which 
alone evoke serious protests that money is being drained 
from the channels of industry and trade. 

III. The Danger of Misuse of Real Resources 
We now turn to the more serious problem raised by the 

encouragement which a speculative Stock Exchange boom 
gives to the misuse of real resources. We have seen how 
developing optimism, by increasing the public's.willing
ness to bear uncertainty, puts a premium on the rasher 
ventures and the ventures of shadier firms. Following the 
analysis of the previous section we can assume that the 

, money which passes into the stock market, passes out into 
the new issue market, and we can now proceed on the 
assumption that as. the boom develops a greater and greater 
share of that stream gets ip.to the .hands of rasher and 
to avoid reference to the 'bull-bear' situation which Mr. Keynes envisaged 
and to which the statement could certainly not be applied. 

I When speculation in securities is indulged in, even by those who deal 
mainly in cash, it is true that some part of the total supply of money must 
be wholly employed in these transactionll. How much we do not know. 
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shadier company promoters. These business men secure 
control of real resources. The disadvantages to society are 
two. In so far as resources go to unduly rash ventures 
there is bound to be a great waste of real resources in 
capital developments which prove to be useless. Society's 
savings are Waited. Secondly, in so far as resources go to 
fraudulent company promoters, society's savings are likely 
to be squandered on riotous living by the company pro
moters. In both these cases there IS a direct economic loss 
quite apart from the social evils of the individual investor's 
losses and the prosperity of sinners. 

Use of real resources in these ways necessarily involves 
some abstraction of resources from the 'sounder' ventures 
of 'legitimate trade and industry'. The mechanism of 
diversion of resources appears in the stock markets in this 
way: as the public preferences shift in favour of the riskier 
ventures the prices of securities issued by the more con
servative companies do not rise so fast. If they want to 
borrow they have to pay higher rates to compete with these 
other outlets for money. The difficulty is, directly, only 
aggravated by the banking system forcing dearer and 
dearer money on the market. For, while higher interest 
rates may act as a serious deterrent to the more cautious 
entrepreneurs, the wilder companies, once the public 
appetite for their securities is sharp, may well be undis
turbed by a rise of one or two per cent in the effective in
terest rate. When the banking system follows such a policy, 
or even if it is purely passive in allowing increasing activity 

. to draw interest rates upward, there are bound to. appear 
justifiable complaints that unhealthy ~peculative develop
ments are preventing sound concerns from obtaininr:tie 
financial (and so ultimately the real) resources they need. 
Once the boom is well under way it is difficult tQ see how 
the banking system can, by its ordinary weapons of cJ;'edit 
contraction and dear money, make any tolerable effortS to 
stop the waste of resources. 

What the banks can sometimes do, and what has 
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occasionally been attempted, is to supplement the orthodox· 
banking weapons by the weapon of discriminating credit 
tationins.. I ~y r~fusing absol~tely to lend to people ,,:h~ 

. are engaged m hlghlyspeculatlveventures, and by refusmg 
t~ lend, or rationing loans to stock market speculators, 
something can be done. This weapon has its limits
especially in the possibility of money nominally lent for 
one purpose being diverted by borrowers to the other 
purposes upon which the banks are frowning. One might 
even, if a policy of credit rationing were continued for long, 
find a 'black market' in loans developing. But for a short 
period a policy of .ili,scriminating credit rationing by the 
banks may be effective. And a short penod of It may be 
sufficient to check the unhealthy speculation. 

It may be asked, what interest have the banks as com
mercial institutions in doing this for the sake of the eco
nomic health of the country? The answer is that an 
unhealthy speculative boom is bound to lead sooner or later 
to a crash, and a crash to a more or less prolonged slump, 
in which even the soundest borrowers from the banks will 
be affected. Banks have an interest in brisk trade at the 
moment but they also have an interest in avoiding a future 
situation in which bad debts become the rule. We must 
rely on the far-sightedness of commercial banks to do what 
little they can to check the wilder developments of a boom. 
Even so, the problem remains one of the most serious 

I difficulties confronting a capitalist system. 
There is, of course, an analogous situation when univer

sal pessimism, in a slump, causes the investing and specu
lating public to be inordinately wary. Then the rasher 
ventures are definitely at a discount. This has some dis
advantage in that certain more enterprising new develop
ments will not get so fair a chance, and the rate of economic 
progr~ss suffers accordingly. But there is in this case no 
question of diversion of resources-for resources are under- . 

J There is considerable evidence to support the view that the English 
banks were employing such a policy in the spring of 1920<. 
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employed all round. The waste of unemployed resources 
in a slump can be largely avoided by appropriate govern
mental spending.r That, of course, is going to exaggerate 
the normal depression tendency for the less enterprising 
business to attract most support. The rate of economic 
progress is bound to be slowed down by a slump. The 
banks can do nothing to help in this small point. Bur in 
any case the slump problem is not, from this aspect, any
thing like so serious as the problem which a specula.tive 
boom sets to the monetary authorities. Though Trade 
Cycle policy generally involves at least as many difficulties 
in slump as in boom, the particular problems posed by 
stock market behaviour are, in practice, confined to the 
boom. ' 

I This view is held by the majority of economists, but business men 
often experience difficulty in accepting it. 



CHAPTER' XII 

GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL pOLICY AND THE 
BANKING SYSTEM 

WHAT we have to say in this chapter is an ,application of 
the analysis which has already been developed; but it is 
a very important application. Forlthe Government is in 
a modern community much the. biggest f£~r in the 
market] (The proportion of the country s nal income 
which ,is enjoyed in the form Q£lgovernment services is, 
in Britain to-day, perhaps one-fifth) In other advanced 
countries the fraction is riot very different. Or to take 
another aspect£the Government is often much the biggest 
~~n both long- and short-ter.rnmarkets. Finally 
government operations may. be of enorrnous_ e~on~~:nic 
im:R~x:!~I1<:e because the Government mafsub~!-~i~a!~,1.he 
Qll1!~llg . !;ystem 1Q...the satisfaction . of its 6wn pressmg 
,n~~4~:ifForthese among-othet reasons thefinanCiaropera
tionsof the Government can aff~ct banking operations in 
,the cQuntry in two ways-directly, by the banking system 
t)~lj:}.g used as a weapon of government finance, and in
directly, by government operations affecting economic 
activity generally and so affecting the more passive opera
tions of the banking system~ The following paragraphs 
discuss these two classes of effect. Here as elsewhere we 
shall be thinking primarily in terms of British government 
finance and British institutions; but the general principles 
are equally applicable to the conditions of other highly 
developed communities. 

1. Government Inflation through the Banking 
, System' 

elf the Government of this country- finds itself unable 
to meet allj~s current expenditure by taxation and by 

I On this subject the reader may find further enlightenment in Hartley 
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the issue of government bonds to the investing public 
or Treasury Bills to the discount market there is open 
to it inflation through the banking system, which makes 
the direct issue of government paper money unnecessary. 
This channel is opened by Ways and Means Advances by 
the Bank of England to the Treasury.J Ways and Means 
Advance~on purely temporary basis are frequently 
used to 0 erc e temporary discrepancies between govern
ment rece and disbursements; but they can also be used 
systematically as a substitute for other government re
ceipts. The situation is most likely to arise in time of war, 
and the central bank traditionally admits its, obligation 
to make unlimited Ways and Means Advances in time of 
war. It is possible that even now the management of the 
Bank would decline to make such systematic Advances in 
time of peace;1 but, as we saw in Chapter IV ~ the Govern
ment always has the whip hand and, if the Government 

, could find the proper constitqtional support for its demands 
no central bank could resist "for long. 
,In the Bank Return Ways and Means Advances are in

cluded in government securities in the Banking Depart
ment.(When Ways and Means Advances arc; increased 
the amount thereof is automatically added to the' item 
Public Deposits on the other side of the account. As the 
Government uses the Advances to pay the. accounts of 
government contractors, the wages of its employees, &c.,. 
the Public Deposits go down and the B'ankers Deposits go 
up, as shown in Chapter V. As the recipients of the, 

• Government's payments pay their cheques into their own 
. banks not only do Bankers Deposits rise (as the banks 

. 't 
Withers, War and Lombard Street. For German government inflation 
aee Bresciani-Turroni, The Economics of Inflation; and for French see 
Dulles, The French Franc 1914-28., 

I The Bank', letter of 22 September 1919 certainly propounded the 
view that large and prolonged use of Ways and Means Advances should 
be regarded exclusively as a wartime expedient. It is by no means certain 
that such a letter would be written--<ir were it written, tolerated
nowadays. 

_a 
Nn 
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preseIJ.t the cheques througl) the Clearing House) but also 
the deposit. liabilities of .the commercial banks rise. The 
first s~ep in the inflation of the supply of money is thus 
accomplished.} If, as is sooner or later almost cert~in, the 
Government's spending more than it ·is taking from the 
pockets of the public has, the effect of raising prices and 
the volume of trade, the public will wantto have some of 
the increase in the supply of money in the form of cash. 
To the. extent that they withdraw cash, commercial bank 
deposits and cash in hand, and at the Bank of England, 
Bankers Deposits and Not~s are all reduced by the same 
amount, and no further inflation automatically follows.
But to the extent that the new money remains in the form 
of bank deposits a secondary 'inultiple' inflation follows 
the iQitial inflation. This is because theoriginalvnflation 
increases the cash reserVes of the commercial banks as 
much as it increases their deposits'"'7'""their cash ratio there
fore rising . Unnecessarily· high cash ratios stimulate 'the 
commercial banks .to acquire new earning assets. It is in 
the interests of the Government that those earning assets 
should be provided as far as possible byitself:l Assuming 
that the commercial banks do not want to disturb their 
original distribution of assets, they will. sooner or later 

. seek more bills, more outlet for money at short notice 
and for ordinary advances and more investments, in the 
predetermined ratios.CBy issuing Treasury Bills to the 
market and to the banks the Goverriment can secure 
the disposal of the new bank deposits which are created 
by the banks taking up more bills and tending more to the 
market to enable it to hold more bills. By issuing more of 
the longer-term government bonds which the banks are 
willing to, take up tl;le Government can, without disturb
ing i~terest rates, secure the new deposits which arise 
from the banks expanding their investments;' The utiliza
tion of ordinary bank advances is more difficult. In the 
last war the q.bvernment managed to tap this source also 
indirectly, by 'persuading the banks to persuade customers 
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to buy more government bonds on the understanding that 
the banks \Vould by advances help those customers to meet 
the contingencies for which .they would otherwise have 
held balances. 

If the Government can arrange affairs in this way it.is 
able to secure the disposal not only of the money which 
comes into existence as the direct initial result of the Ways 
and Means Advances but also of the money which comes 
into existence as the initial increase of the cash basis leads 
to a multiple expansion in the supply of money. CAs the. 
Government -spends the money the deposits, of course, 
come into the hands of members of the public, who then 
have the whole of the increase in the supply of money at 
their disposal. If they can be induced to use some of it 
(e.g. after saving part of their salaries as government ser
vants) to buy government bonds so much the better for 
the Treasury. Or some of the deposits may be dragged 
back into the Treasury by the taxation machineJ 

Nor does the demand for more cash for circulation check 
the Government's receipts as much as appears at first sight. 
The Government can itself create the cash. Under our 
present system an inflation initiated by\i great rise in Ways 
and Means Advances;!vould soon lead to exhaustion of the 
unused Notes held in the Banking Department. These 
cou14 be replenished (without any change in the Bank's 
gold) in either or both of two ways. The Government 
co~ld issue notes of its own, declaring them legal tender. 
These rtotes need not be issued directly to the public but 
through the banks, the Government supplying them to 
the Bank as required. The Bank would, of course, credit the 
anurunt sent by the Government to Public Deposits(':ne 
Government thus ,securing the disposal of bank deposits 
to the amount of the notes it printed. That increase in 
Public Deposits, as it is used, is transferred to Bankers 
Deposits and the banks thus obtain the extra cash to 
meet circulation needs. This was the method used in the 
last war. Alternatively the Government may authorize an 
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increase in the Fiduciary Issue. The Bank of England 
then itself produces the required new notes; but the pro
cess involves the Issue Department in taking up fresh. 
government securities to the amount of the new' notes. 
The Treasury is thus able to secure a corresponding addition 
to Public Deposits (by selling, say, Treasury Bills to the 
Bank) with the same results as in the other caseJ Which 
of these· two methods of providing increased cash is used 
is of no fundamental importance. The choice is likely to 
be decided by expectations of the public's psychological ' 
reaction to either course, or (as in 1914) by pure accident. 

We have suggested above ways in which the Govern
ment, by astute arrangement of its finances, can secure the 
maximum receipts directly and indirectly from an initial 
increase in Ways and Means Advances. The more it can 
tap the multiple increase in money supplies which follows 
the increase in the cash basis, the more productive is the 
complete operation to the Treasury. It is conceivable, in 
English conditions, that an initial Ways and Means Advance 
. of £10 millions will ultimately enable the Government to 
borrow well over a hundred millions without Rutting any 
strain on interest rates. But in practice it is impossible for 
even the most astute Treasury to divert to itself the entire 
increase in .the supply of money.~.For the enormous in
crease in Government spending will have evoked th~ true 
inflationary phenomena of rising prices' and .expanding 
activity. This will have the usual effect of causing increased 
,offers to the banks of attractive assets-the outlets for bank 
advances in particular will be expanding. Indeed, pressure 
on the banks Jor more advances may appear at a very early 

. stage, in that government contractors, whose business the 
banks dare not hinder ,.,may be wanting more working 
capital before the Government inflation itself appears (for 
it appears ~:mly as. the contracto~s are paid).1 As the demand 

I As this demand is met the demand for notes for circulation of course 
rises/with reperc\lssions which will be apparent to anyone who has read 
the earlier chapters. 
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of industry for cash deposits increases, the proportion of 
the total increase in deposits which the Treasury can 
attract to itself declines. It is true that the greater the in
flationary developments the easier it may be for the 
Treasury eventually to exact heavy taxes on profits, &c., 
but that materializes at a much later stage:) 

The whole business works in either a '!irtllQUS circle or 
a vicious c~le for the Treasury.f The more prices are 
rising the more it needs, but the )ess completely can it 
secure the disposal of the increase in the supply of money. 
To meet its needs it must obtain more and more Ways and 
Means Adtances and originate more and more bank in
flati0l!r But if the typical inflationary phenomena of rising 
prices and booming trade do not appear Treasury needs 
do not expand so rapidly, while the Treasury mee~ with 
less competition in its attempts to attract 1:0 itself the supply 
of new bank money. From the point of view of the arranging 
.to meet its own financial needs it is in the interest of the 
Treasury to restrict inflationary developments. Yet(it is 
responsible for the initial inflation, and the mor~ in
flationary tpe situation becomes the more it will have to 
inflate.'1 

II. Government Inflation and the Employment of Resources 
At the conclusion of the previous section we noticed how 

the financial problems faced by a government in wartime 
---or at any other time when its needs are outrunning its 
more orthodox resources-are solved more easily the less 
the government inflation has inflationary effects. But these 
financial problems are only financial manifestations of the 
problem of meeting the real cost of running a war. r;e 
Government wants the money in oraer to secure real 
resources. Tue less. other people seek control of real 
resources the more easily can the Government secure ~he 
amount of real resources it wants.£ Under the stress of war 
it must have the real resources, alld must resort to in
flationary finance in a degree sufIicie"nf to 'attract . the 

. '.. .'. . '. 
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resources it can attract in no other way. If it can resQ)j: to 
ollier .measures to prevent other buyerScOrn~tiO'g for 

~:~:~c~:t:n n~~es~~~LJ?£QE!~!!l~S.a.E~>,~~s.ed: l~s~ in:., 
cThis waS' recognized hi Britain in the last war and found 

its- expression in' a number of measures, of which two in 
particul~r are worthy of note here]: First, the Treasury 
restricted private long-tenn capital issues in London. This 
cQuldbe'viewed a'irildirectmethod of facilitating the issue 
of government bonds without forcing up interest rate~s 
'much as would otherwise have been necessary. The same 
step vi~wed from a different angle may be described as a. 
measure to. prevent. people' secpring the means of col'i'J.;!"· 
pelingwiili the Goverrurient for iliepresent stippliofieaI 
resQt1rces:-Second;iiiorder'to leave the banks with no in-
,centive J2~~:gf;QWageJh€;J:)Qrrowmg at tunas10rTessurgent 

.' purposes, it was arranged that the commercial banks could 
, atl:l~ytiIIl~u:leposit~ll:rpluscash r~s~fves'af the Bank of 
England, re~eiving subs~antial interest payments (varying, 
I believe, round about 41 per cen~. per annum) on those 
balancesJ This measure can be described, as were similar 
Jlleasures iQ. pre-I914 days,!iS a measure to keep Bank Rate 
effective in the face of the rapid growth of Ways and Means 
Advances. The Government tried to appropriate all it 
could of the increase in the supply of money which occurred, 
but it was detennined that its failure to appropriate all 
should not enable competitors for real resources to obtain 
bank advances at undulyJfavourable rates. The offer of 
4l per cent. or so on surplus balances at the Bank, of 
England did nothing to discourage the banks from lending 
to non-governmept borrowers at 6 or 7 per cent.; but it 
did discourage leriding at lower rates. Numerous .Q.ther 
llQ~"'pg ~ea~es were ta.k~J?-,..J{~!~_ J!lc~;.same object 
o~~,~~£~~g cQmpet1tlJ~~To~-f~1T"!.~~~~!~!~ but a study of 
tl'iem would take us far afield mto the pohtlcal economy of 
war. The point that is relevant for us here is the fact that 
b)' its financial and especially by its other measures tending 
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to restrict competition for resources the Government did 
prevent expansion of the cash base from having all.the in
flationary effects it might have had [What was really im
portant in causing the inflationary situation of rising prices, 
&c., was not in the first instance the expansion of the cash 
basis but the expansion of government spending. l In
creasing demands from traders for more bank credit 'had 
their origin not in any cheapening of credit following ex.;. 
cess bank reserves but in the economic activity stimulated 
by the great increase in government expenditure. The 
fact that the government activities were financed partly 
by the creation of cash of course allowed the inflationary 
movement to go far without any scarcity of money-appear
ing; but the initial impetus clearly came from government 
spending and Mt from expansion in the supply of money]. 

This FOnclusi~!! .. paf!j.J!lP()rtantjIJl'pli.~~9n~_J.()r. Trade 
Cycle policy. We may usefully notice the contrast between 
ilieiapidity of recovery, the pace at which prices rose after 
August 1914 on the one hand and on the other hand the 
painful slowness of the recovery in this country in 1931-5 
-a recovery the main official stimulus to which was 
a cheap money policy. CCertainly governmen~~~i 
s~.~JXls.-~. f~r more~fficieIlt.we.a?o!l\than che~p::moneLml 
producmg recovery J Why thIS Slio'UTdD~ nasifieaayf 
been indicated in Chapter VI. The moral is sometimes 
formulated in a most discomforting way: it has been said 
recently that we seem to enjoy the experience of booming 
trade only when we are waging war or preparing for war. 
The fact is that, given nineteenth-century notions of 'sound 
government finance' , war and enormously expensive arma
ments races are the only conditions in which governnLats 
can be induced to depart far from the traditional policy of 
balanced budgets.' Following that traditional policy the 

• Government's res~onse to the decline of revenue in a 
__ .. ,,' •• _ •• _ •• _ .-""'r_""'- "'. • •. , ••• ~. 

I And. real shortage of lupply. The price of sugar was doubled before 
war began-because two-thirds of the luppJy had been coming from 
Central Europe. . 
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slump has ~J~~y.§~be,~n to cut expenditure.:.!}lthlessly-so 
~ggiavat1ng the situati0rl¥s pr~[~ In,~rease~~~pendi
ture!_.both on current accounCand' on capitaraccouD.t;-is 
allowed to rise-so exaggerating the inflationary situation. 
As the bigg~§Lb.l!y~in the market for real resources the 
Governriiennfas~always aggravated the cy~lical movements 
of trade. 
~ But if the GO'y~rnment ~~S~~_!_~~Il~r.~~~C?its ,t!:1{pen.di
ture at the moment, when p~~1.e .. ~l~:p,enili!~!:~_~.~~ltal 
devdoe~~!!Li§Jjeglnnjng .1Q.decli~~the slump may be 
moderated, even if not prevented. Increased government 
demand for real resources at the moment when othel 
demands are declining will ke9' the volume of employ
ment more even. Similarly deg:eased gpX"~nment~pend
ing i~1?g9m .. ~ould mean a less_e~ing of.£Q.mP.eti!!.<:>.!l 
fOr'resources at a time when the latter were already (ully 
employed~and so the rise in prices would be moderated. 
Experience of wartime inflation used sometimes to b€ 
quoted as an example of what manipulation of the' cast 
basis could do to, moderate the Trade Cycle; but the trm 
lesson of wartime experience was rather to show wha1 
could be done by manipulating the government's expendi· 
ture. 

Or rather government expenditure rdativdy to the 
economies it is inducing members of the public to make 
Government expenditure does nothing to add to the deman, 
~for real resources if it is associated with such taxation 01 

other measures as will induce indivig,uals ,to reduce in like 
degree their own demands for real resources~ We have 
already seen how this was recognized in the war, when the 
Government restricted the money it ,needed for blJ.ying ~ 
given amount Of re:d resources by restraining individua 
demands for real resources . .And we should recognizeji 
also in discussing the inflationary effects of the presen' 
rearmament programme. (I'he more rapidly saving in
creases, as economic activity increases the more can the 
Government (01" ~ny other body for that matter) incre~sc 
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its capital expenditure without stimulating the rise in prices 
and strain on the banking system:) As things are,. we have 
in Britain a heavy tax on the employment of labour. The 
yield of the tax has been increasing rapidly in the l~st few 
years. The tax is used to provide payments for the sick 
and unemployed. The latter decrease in number as trade 
revives. Altogether the unemployment and other in
surance funds accumulate great surpluses in time of trade 
activity-they are compulsory saving on the part of working 
clas~es. I\..nd if the P?st Office prov!des attractive facilities, 
Savmgs Bank DepOSits of the working classes ca?r also'pro'; 
vide large sums for the Government in a b00m) Q:'he more 
the compulsory and voluntary savings increase, the more 
capital development-whether battleships or bridges-we 
can have without the boom involving strain on the monetary 
system.) The accumulation of these savings eases the 
Treasury's l>osition by providing a sourc~ of funds, for 
rearmament finance,1 quite independent of the open market. 
That is merely a reflection in th~eChnical financial situa
tion of the fundamental fact tha the more our institutions 
promote saving in a boom the m re real capital develop
ment we can have before the strain of the banking system 
begins to check the boom.z While the Treasury can tap 
the funds of 'public departments' the Bank of England is 
able to postpone the day of deciding whether it shall greatly 
expand the cash base or let interest rates rise sharply.( And 
this i~ a serious advantage now that Treasury influence 

. over the Bank is likely to force continued cheap money 
i9--the interests of government debt-operations.) y 

V If may be that as a result of having these institutill1ls 
stimulating.saving in a boom we are stumbling into sCme~ 
thing very like the policy suggested not long ago by Mr. 
£>urbin,..-a policy of maintaining the boom by increasing 

.. The 'loan' share of the rearmament burden was largely bo~e by 
these special public funds (see Hall, 'Some Technical Aspects of the 

, Finance of Rearmament', in EC01Iomica, 1937, p. 137). 
• Capital goods 8atiation may operate more quickly to check the boom; 

but this is unlikely if the capital goods are warships and bombers. 
~~ 00 
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g~mental saving/) And before long it will be worth 
:.:emeJD,beririg that the corresponding anti-slump policy 
is goverriment dis-saving-i.e. deliberate budget defiW 
tee~}!!& Such a policy has no dire effects on the banking 
system. )Rath~r it would save the latter from th?se dis
turbances whlch the Trade ,Cycle forces uponlt. trhe 
banking system provides, as we have seen in the earlier 
part of this chapter, a very easy method for the Govern
ment to finance itself without having recourse to unpleasant 
taxation~ We might infer from this ease of governmental 
inflation that it is a temptation to which governments often 
fall. In fact, only wars and rumours of wars are sufficiently 
powerful stimuli to government use of inflationary finance. 
At all other times-and at some most unsuitable times 
-governments turn their faces sternly away from such 
an easy course. 

I See his Problem of Credit Policy, 'esp. pp. 230-2. ;' -



CHAPTER XIII 

BANKING IN THE NEW COUNTRIES 

I. The Significant Peculiarities of Newer Banking Systems 

THROUGH most of this book the problems and their solu
tions have been generally stated in terms which apply 
directly to the highly developed banking systems either of 
the English type or of the American type. I would em
phasize once more that this pre-occupation· with English 
and American conditions reflects no notion that those con
ditions are the ideals from which those of other countries 
show unfortunate aberrations. Rather our special concern 
with English and American banking is based first, on the 
fact that those conditions are likely to be of most direct 
interest to the majority of readers of a book written in 
English, and second, on the fact that the systems of other 
countries do appear to be developing along similar lines-
indeed they are frequently being forced to develop along 
similar lines. Nevertheless, there are problems peculiar to 
other systems which are important to those countries and 
are also worth studying for the sake of the light they 
throw on the general principles of banking. The countries 
to which we shall refer in examples will generally be India, 
Canada, Australia, and South Mrica; but the vaiyiIig con-. 
ditions in those countries have their counterparts in the 
South American republics, in Japan, and in many of the 
yninor countries Of.Eur~pe." 
~ The important peculi ities which· distinguish.Jhese 

banking systems from more highly developed sj .. tems. 
are three in number: the banking habit may be little 
developed and banking offices be few and f~ betwe~n i 
(2) there may be no short money-market, or no satisfactory 
short money market; and (3) central banking may not yet 
be effectively established. It should not be thought that 
all these three conditions are to be found in each one of 
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the c,ountries we are considering. !.Q~lac~_ 
~ rt:~Jy good ~b.orUnQneymarket. But in some~notably 
Canaaaandto a less extent Australia-the banking habit 
is very highly developed and banking offices are 'plentiful 
as tabby cats'. The third condition-the existence of 
effective central banking-is becoming more common, but 
is still not so common as is the mere existence of a central 
bank. 1 

Where there is little banking of any kind, as in China, 
India, and in many parts of South America, the bulk of 
trB:nsactions are necessarily settled in cash. Gasll. fc)rms the 
g_x:~a~~( part C?f the supply of money. Then the most im
portant source of changes in the supply ·of money is in the 
variations in the supply of cash. That cash may be metal 
or government notes-or more frequently both together. 
The changes in supply then occur as Ii result of mining of 
the precious metals, or foreign trade in them, or changes 
in the government issue of notes. It is not impossible, 
under such circumstances, for changes in the banking 
system to cause disturbances in the price situation; but 
changes so initiated cannot be violent or prolonged unless 
they are supported by parallel changes in the supply of 
cash. An increase in lending by banks to cultivators, for 
example, would produce inflationary effects of the usual 
kind; but the inflation would very soon be checked if thercf' 
were not forthcoming a great increas~ in cash to support 
the increased value of transactions. ,J Since~t banks 
there are w~ll generally be found concentrated in a few 
great trading centres (Bombay, Canton; or Shanghai for 

I On the banking systems of these countries good books are scarce. 
The League of Nations Memoranda on Commercial Banks are useful for 
all banks: On Indian banking there are tWo useful books by L. C. Jain 
(Indigenous Banking and Monetary Problems of India), many books pub
lished in India, and the voluminous papers of the Indian Central Banking 
Inquiry. For Canada see Report of t/:le Royal Commission on Banking and 
Currency in Canada. Official reports are also useful for Australia and 
South Africa. Plumptre, Central Banking in the British Domimons, pub-

.' lished since this book was written, admirably fills a serious gap. 
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examate), contact with the banks is generally confined to 
the traders in those centres. A bank inflation is therefore 
liable to mean development of speculation and investment 
in those centres (as in Bombay in the 1860's, to take an old 
but extremely clear example). The presence of tradinw 
cOE~~~ _J?\lt~b$~!l(;!tofba~i!1g._(:~~~!S~etweenffi(fin
fiationary centre and th~E.!I.l:t~JaIl4.g:t!ic~'y leads to a dra' 
of cash from the centre to the hinterland.' This drain 0 

cash~i~icklY~~liea,s-ifi~~y,~nsionl~s of the~. 
(The same tendency appears-:-ot course, in a countrfwith 
a highly developed banking system, especially if there is 
n~t branch ~ankjng; but the dra""of cash into circulation 
w1l1 not b9'" nearly as marked.) \Unless banks are very 
cautio~ank failures occasioned by inability to produce 
cash on' demand are likely to be numerous\ 'In such a 
country more than elsewhere, therefore, the Mthorities are 
'ikely t.o b. e concerned. ab~u~a.i.n. ~inin.g t.h~ liqlli~f 
~he banks and generiiT regu1ation. ott}lJ~.i!'Jl_~~~!S. Indeed, 
It is oecaUsc-historicidly such conditions were common 
that government regulation of commercial banking has 
traditionally been directed to the maintenance of liquidity 
rather _.thaI) tQ. $ubjection of the commercial banks to. a 
central bank~ ..---... --- . -.- ------... .. . 

~ The second feature which distinguishes these c.ountries 
..:, from the most advanced banking countries~e absence 

of a good short money market. The Canadian banks have 
an outlet for short-term funds in the local stock .markets ; 
but these are limited and of virtually no use to a central 
banking system. In Australia conditions are little different. 
In both countries attempts are now being made to deve!Qp 
a market in Treasury Bills; but there has been little(:me 
for these attempts to have borne fruit. In South Africa· 
and in South America there are virtually no markets in 
short-term funds. In India there are markets, but the -

I This works very much on the lines explained by Senior in his Trans
musimt oJ 1M PreCious !tretals, Value of 1I[onl')', and Cost of Obtaining 
Monry, 
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diVi~iO?S ~etween them-between the indigenous and the 
, furopean markets for example"'-:'are so difficult to over-
come that it is impossible to speak of a market of the kind 
needed for contact between a ientral bank and the com
mercial banks. Indeed the'n{utual independence of the 
various money markets implies absence of that integration 
of banking affairs which generally' makes it reasonable to 
talk of a banking system. The great European finaricial 
centres have short money markets which arerp.ore or less 
well developed; elsewhere, even in Europe, it is impossible 
to base central bank technique on the assumption that the 
London institutional structure is the standard pattern. We 
have already referred, in Chapter HI, to the possibility of 
these countries developi~g short money market~ for the 
purpose 'of facilitating central banking operations. We 
shall return in alater-section of this chapter to the alterna
tive possibility of the new centpH banks employing an en
tirely different technique. . " 

The third peculiar conditj6n which used to be common 
in these countries is thevosence of an effective central 
bank. There is now no country of any account which has 
no central bank; but in many of the smaller countries the 
newly estabfished central bank has not yet' found its feet. 

CIts most ii\'lportant operations are often confined: tcrttie 
., foreign exchi:tnge market~ This, of course, is a useful 
function---esi1~cially in a period like the nineteen-thirties" 
_but it is quite a different business from controlling the 
commercial banks. When, as'was almost universally the 
case not many ye~rs ago, these countries had p.o central 
bank~, the coqunercial banks were apt, to regulate their 
operations Tn ,accordance with the goM mov~ments and 
movements in-their foreign balances5-Jn the absence of a 
lender of last resort, however, some of the larger and more 
conservative -banks- w:ould, in their own long-run interest, 
be inclined to vary the cash ratio sometimes. An obyiously I 
temporary addition to foreign balances would not, for in
stance, automatically lead to a multiple incljease in deposits 
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at home. In this way some of the better developed' and 
stronger systems di~dnj some of the advantages of that 
abstraction from the rofit-motive which distinguishes 
central banking. F sighted commercial banking does, 
in fact, provide some alternative to central banking; b:!t. 
it should be realized that only if a bank, or a group of 
unanimous banks, controls a substantial proportion of the 

, total banking funds in the country can it afford to go far 
in neglecting immediate profits.' The sharper the com
petition the less can a" single bank do, without losing all 
its business, to force a rise in the cash ratio .. Or, to put the 
same point in another way, the sharp.~:!.J.h~_~p~ilijdn 
it faces;:he ~t;S~js.~.single b., _.~~._,'.~_cp.~@~e_ofp!Ql~gjngjtsel! 
against the rashri~ssof its .c.Qrnp~ytQ!"~,._ This is one of the 
strongest arguments for the establishment of 'a ceI?-tral 
bank in every country. But how, in the absence of the 
institutional framework of London, a central Fk can 
exercise effective control is a question we hav~t to face. 

II. Central Banking in the absence of a Short Money 
Market 

Let us first consider the problem of central banking 
technique in a country which is covered by.3, network of 
modem commercial banks, the banking habit b~ngassumed 
widespread. Of such a country Canada i~' perhaps the
leading example; but in Australia and in South Africa con
ditions are scarcely different. It is easy enough to subject 
the commercial banks to the'·behaviour .. of the central 
bank's assetsl ,:To effect this thre~steps are usually taken: 

1(1) the note- ssuing powers of the commercial banl>sJlre 
either abolished or severely restricted; (2) the commlrcial 
banks are required to maintain at the central bank balances 
bearing a certain relation to their deposit liabilities to the 
public; and (3) the central bank is constituted lender of last 

I The chance is at the best remote, for the time to raise the cash ratio 
is generally the time when, thanks to a favourable economic situation, the 
demand for bank loans is unusually brisk. 
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resort. Of these"three steps the third and the less radical 
form of the first are absolutely necessary. The second and 
the more stringent form of the first are advantag. eous in th~ 
they help to provide the central bank with an income :'70; 
purposes of control they are mere embroideries\ The con
stitution of the. bank as lender of last resort IS fundamental 
in that ~ t ~(!IU,QY~s frQ!P:.tp.~ SQmmerci.a.1.!>.l!n~s_aILrt:~p.Q.,nsi
~lity for providing reserves against an abnormal loss-of 
casn."l'Ile-commercial banks can then be relied upon to 
minimize consistently their cash reserves in order to maxi
mize their profits. I The plan of obliging them to hold 
certain minimum-ratio balances at the central bank, apart 
from the advantage noted above, merely serves to give 
point to this expectation that their reserves will bear a con
st,?-nt ratio to their deposit liabilities. Restriction of their 
note-issuing rights prevents them from adding to their 
cash by printing more notes. [We assume that there is no 
right of free coinage in the country : if there is, a stable 
foreign exchange policy is implicit .. The embarrassments 
of the central bank which· follow from. the right of free 

. coinage are identical with those which, we shall find below, 
are implicit in any predetermined foreign exchange policy 
being followed.] . ' 

In advanced financial centres we are apt to assume that 
that 'is the end of the matter . For if the volume of bank 
deposits is subject to the central bank's assets the central 
bank can make the supply of bank deposits (and so short
term interest rates) what it likes, simply by manipulating 
its assets. But in these other countries the manipulation 
of a central bank's assets is by no means such a simple 
matter. Given the absence ;Of a good bill market (the 
presence of which is what tilakes~ontrol so easy in London) 
the central bank's assets 'will ordinarily pe government 
securities, foreign exchange, gold, and perhaps loans to the 
commercial banks .. If .the last item does regularly show 
substantial indebtedness of the commercial banks all is 

I Subject to the reservations explained in earlier chapters. 
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well, for the central bank can impose whatever interest rate 
it chooses for those loans, and so influen~e the willingness 
of the commercial banks to lend to the public. It controls, 
that is to say, the basic short-term interest rates-which is 
all the Bank of England does. But in fact when a central 
bank is superimposed on an establish:,ed banking system it 
is not easy at an early date to lead the commerciaJ banks 
into indebtedness to the central bank, and such indebted
ness appears to be rare in fact. Apart from that immediate 
consideration there are bound to be periods-and. often 
those periods when the central bank is most anxious to 
exercise control-when the foreign exchange situation 
leads to the commercial banks' indebtedness to the central 
bank disappearing. 
, In its holding of government securities, however. the 

central bank is not passive-its holding depend!; on the 
amount it has chosen to acquire. There is some possibility 
that the new c~ntral banks of the world :will be able to 
control the cash basis partly by manipulating their hold
ings of government securities. But there is a substantial 
difficulty which severely limits the·utility of the weapon. 
The stock markets of these countries, though modelled on 
the great.exchanges of London and New York, are of 
course vastly more limited in their capacity for completing 
big deals. It is easy enough to suggest that the Common~ 
wealth Bank of Australia, for example, . could reduce t~ 
cash basis by selling government bonds in Melbourne; but 
given the size of the Melbourne market any very big sales 
would lead to the closure of the Stock Exchange-because 
buyers would not ordinarily be forthcoming to t~e_.11p 
huge amounts at short notice. The same applies tL the 
opposite process of big purchases--or attempts at pur
chase-by the central bank. And even when the trans
actions could be completed it would only be at the cost of 
enormous variations in prices of the securities. These 
security price variations might be counted an advantage in 
that the central bank would be exercising direct influence 
~d Pp 
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on the long-term rate of interest. But the government 
might fear the reactions of public opinion, the stimulus to 
speculation, and the possibility of the investment outlet 
for government ~onds being permanently narrowed by the 
spectacle of enormous price variations. And the central 
bank would have to run risks of substantial losses resulting 
from price variations of assets it may wish to sell at any 
time. The more the central bank tries to avoid creating big 
price variations by varying the securities it deals in (perhaps 
even spreading its net to catch industrial debentures!) the 
farther it is running into risks of Joss. A central bank 
might conceivably be encouraged to do this, the Govern
ment bearing all losses; but it is ,most unlikely. So I am 
afraid we must regard all operations in securities as an: 
extremelY,' limited weapon yith which the central bank can 
influence the cash basis}'" 

We are reduced, then, in the absence-of short money 
markets, to the possibility 9£ the central bank regulating 
the cash basis by its operations in gold and foreign ex
change. A central bank always deals in either gold or 
foreign exchange because the holding of a reserve of gold 
~nd/or foreign exchange is. generally (and rightly) held to' 
be a duty of the central bank. In considering the effects of 
these operations we will, for the sake of brevity, talk only 
of gold. Whether the central bank does or does not choose 
to turn the foreign balances it acquires into gold does not 
affect the internal situation.2 Now there are two extreme 
possibilities. Either the central bank will consider the price· 

I It is worth noting that the Bank of Canada appears to have been able 
to vary considerably its holding of goiernment securities without causing 
great disturbance-but the experience is limited at present. 

Z Most of the minor central banks npwadays hold both gold and foreign 
exchange. Gold has the advan~age that its value in termS of other foreign 
currencies is ,not subject to the behaviour of one particular foreign cur
rency. Onthe other hand, if a country's obligations, are largely in terms 
of a particular currency (e.g. sterling or dollars) it is advantageous to hold 
some of that currency rather than gold whose value in that currency may 
vary. Canada, for example, properly holds some sterling and U.S. dollars 
as 'well as gold, while Australia and In~ia look mainly to sterling reserves. 
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of gold (foreign exchange rate) fixed and will buy and sell 
gold at that fixed rate-that is the gold standard condition: 
or it may fix the amount of home currency it is willing to 
supply and allow the gold price (foreign exchange rate) to 
be adjusted to clear the market. In the former case the 
. amount of home cash it creates by purchase of gold (or 
the amount it destroys by the sale of gold) is absolutely 
dependent on the inte~~~~l bal3n~f-payments-the 
central bank has no contro, at all. In this case it is a matter 

rof indifference whether the central bank alone can monetize 
gold or there is right of free coinage-in either event the 
supply of cash is fixed independently of the central bank's 
wishes. We may say that it is desirable that the central 
bank should in fat years accumulate a gold reserve against 
the drain which is sure to come in lean years, when the 
balance of trade is unfavourable. But if the central bank is 
automatically to create cash as it receives the gold, the gold 
might just as well have gone to the commercial banks. The 
existence of a central bank does nothing to help.I 

Of these two extremes the latter is not one which could 
be tolerated as a regular syst.em-l ~t i~. unthinkable that a\ 
country having such an appropnate institution as the 
central bank should allow the foreign exchange rates to 
move up and down with complete freedom from inter-; 
ventioll .. \..However strongly opposition to the gold standard 
is argued the case for some intervention to steady foreign 
exchange movements is unshaken. Yet once the central 
bank is prepared to intervene, it forswears 'Some of its 
active control ofthe cash basis. For it can only intervene 
(abstracting from the' possibility of exchange restrictiQ!}s) 
by offering home currency in return for foreign curCl1CY, 
or by offering foreign currency for home currency. Once 
it does so intervene the cash basis of the banking system I 
becomes subject to the excess of supply of over demand for 

I Indeed it may make things worse: fur, as suggested above, in the 
absence of a lender of a last resort some 'of the stronger banks may take a 
~ong view and add to their ratio of lold to deposits in favourable years. 
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. (or vice versa) home currency in exchange for foreign 
currency at the rate at which the central bank. decides to 
'hold the market. The gold standard case (which after all 
is quite a common case) is simply the extreme case in which 
the central bank holds the foreign exchange rate (gold 
price) fixed by absorbing all excess supply of foreign ex
change or of home currency at that rate. But whether that 
extreme position is adopted or not, it is inconceivable that 
a central bank should do ,otherwise than allow the volume 
of cash created by absorption of gold or foreign exchange 
to be determined by its foreign exchange policy. 

Were variations in the balances of payments of these 
countries generally small this argument would not be of 
much account. But the opposite is in fact almost univer
sally true. The countries we are considering are in general 
producers for export of a few primary commodities-either 
minerals or agricultural products or both .. The total value 
of the exports of anyone of these countries is therefore 
subject to extreme variations, thanks to crop variations 
depending on weather conditions, the exceptionally great 
price ra~ges which apply to nearly all primary commodi
ties, and to the lack of diyersity in their exports making a 
collapse in a single market a cause of great disturbance in 
the total balance of trade. This variability .of exports is 
supplemented in its effe~t on the balance of payment~ by 
the tendency fot: 10~g-'rm capital movements to be more 
or less parallel (pe h s with some time-lag) to. the move
ments of exports. rosperity of a country makes that 
country more attractive to investors and the inflow oflong
term capital therefore has a natural tendency to be con
centrated in years offavourable balances of trade. I 

. I There is some evidence that some of the countries are becoming 
conscious of the disadvantages of borrowing abroad up to the hilt in good 
times. The Australian Federal Loan Council, for example, appears to be 
anxious to prevent. borrowing abroad from exaggerating the fluctuations 
iQ the balance of trade in the traditional manner. There is obviously scope 
here for some such special institution which will work in close co-operation 
with the central bank. 
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Given this extreme variability of the balance of inter-• 
national payments and a desire to steady (even if not to 
stabilize) the foreign exchange rates, a central bank must 
be prepared to absorb large am:ounts of gold (or foreign 
exchange) in the fat years and part with them in the lean 
years. One of the advantages of having a central bank in, 
such countries has sometimes been stated as the desirability 
of having some institution whose duty it is to accumulate 
such a reserve against lean years-'a drought reserve' as it 
has been appropriately called in Australian discussions. 
But given, say, a gold standard law there is no advantage in: 
having a central bank to do it, unless the central bank can 
'sterilize' the gold by reducing its other assets as gold flows in, 
and vice versa. We are forced to the conclusion that, far 
from thinking of the central bank as being able to mani
pulate the cash basis by regulating its dealings in gold and 
foreign exchange, pursuit of its foreign exchange policy 
necessitates manipulation of its other assets .. 

Unfortunately we have already examined those .other 
assets and found that the power of the central bank to vary 
them is likely in practice to be extremely restricted. We 
may now see how in time of prosperity it cannot be expected 
that the commercial banks will naturally be in debt to the 
central bank: for the favourable balance of payments will 
have led to the central bank absorbing gold, .and the 
currency created in exchange will be used by the commer
cial banks to payoff their indebtedness to the central bank. 
Control of the situation by the central bank appears to be 
dependent on its power to offset gold movements, and the 
possibility of doing so by open market operations inJhe 
least analogoQs to the Anglo-American operations apl.:ars, . 
to _~i"'very slight~ , 

'-.)Yhat, then, is the use of a central bank? I believe that~ 
two impo,,!nt possibilities remain open even Whe.n a gOld

i
' 

stanaard'ls being mamtaineaJ and when a gold sta~
dard is not maintained there is a further argumen 
in 8UPPOrto~ theuiilit>: of ~c:~r~I_~nKJWbaveso far 
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concerned ourselves purely with the possibility (but diffi
culty) of the central bank controlling -the cash basis by 

'open market operations of one kind and another. There 
rem~il}S open the possibility of securing a change in the 
comp6sition of its liabilities. I am 'suggesting in fact that 
the central bank should be allowed to take advantage of its 
position as banker to the Government. If it cannot reduce 
its non:'gold assets when gold is flowit;lg in (or when for any 
reason it wants to contract the cash basis )it can restrict (or re
duce ) the cash basis by raising Public Deposits-the Govern
ment's balance. Government disbursements must fall short 
of government receipts. This cannot, of course , be done by 
the central bank on its own initiative-a serious limitation 
Of its power. But it can be done with the co-operation of 
the Government-hence another argument for very close 
co-operation of the central bank and the Treasury. 

It must be emphasized that these variations in Public 
Deposits must, if they are to be of any use, be produced 
Iby revenue surpluses and deficits ~nd not in government 
debt operations. For if the Government can raise the level 
of Public Deposits by issuing securities to the public there 
is no reason why the central bank should not itself sell part 
of its holding of government securities to the public-the 
absorptive capacity of the securities market is the same 
either way. And contrariwis~ for it reduction of Public 
Deposits by redeeming securities. If the 'public's hold
ing of securities is subject to variability it is better that 
the central bank should take direct advantage without 
dependence on ihegoodwill of the Treasury. We have 
alreas;ly suggested that ordinarily the variability of public 
security holdings is not great. The possibility I am suggest
ing entails not government debt manipulations but defici
teering and' its opposite.\ And this is worth noticing for 
another reason: it has been suggested in earlier'chapters 
that a government deficit makes for inflationary conditions, 
and a surplus for deflationary conditions, directly. A time 
when the central' bank is striving to che'ck inflation (and 
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therefore when an increase in Public Deposits is most use
ful to it) is just the time when a government surplus is 
most helpful to it. And similarly when the central bank 
wants to check deflation a fall in Public Deposits and the 
appearance of a government deficit are both usefuL But 
this connexion between budget policy and central bank 
operations also emphasizes the· desirability of very close 
co-operation of central bank and Treasury. And since 
budget policy cannot by any stretch of imagination be 
removed from direct political cOQ.trol, constitutional ques
tions are likely to prove a serious obstacle to any immediate 
development of this rather idealistic central bank technique. 

Yet in spite of all these difficulties in the way of mani
pulating total assets or the compositic;m of liabilitieSOhere 
remains one way in which the central bank can exerc;ise 
authority. It can be given power, as has happened in New 
Zealand and is proposed in Australia, to vary the ratios of 
the commercial banks' compulsory cash reserves to their 
deposit liabilities. The aggregate supply of money can be 
insulated from a rise in the cash basis by an appropriate 
rise in the legal ratios; and from a fall in the cash pasis 
by an appropriate reduction of the legal ratios. Save for its 
effect on the profitability of commercial banking (and its 
influence should generally tend to stabilize profits and so 
be acceptable) there is no possible objection to the centrai 
bank taking this course. It is accordingly a weapon which 
should always be placed in the hands of. a central bank 
whose technique is circumscribed by the conditions we are 
assuming in this section. Given such power the central 
bank can perform useful functions which commercial banks 
cannot be expected to perform. 'C-

All that is equally applicable to a gold standard and a 
non-gold standard country. But if the country without a 
central bank is no.t on a gold standard the establishment of 
some special institution which would have some functions 
appropriate to a central bank is likely to come sooner Or 
later. For in the absence of any such institution the 
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commercial banks will normally, for the conduct of tlieir 
own business, hold reserves of gold and jor foreign exchange 

. and they will generally be the main dealers in the foreign 

. exchange market. But sooner or later the Government, 
acting supposedly in the interests of business activity, is 
bound to take an interest in the foreign exchange situa
tion and to seek eventually to regulate the foreign exchange 
rates. This cannot be done properly without the co-opera
tion of the commercial banks, and the latter may reasonably 
object to altering the foreign exchange rate at which they 
will deal in such a way as to impose great losses on them
selves. The Government, ora newly adapted institution, 
must then be prepared to stepin and take over all foreign 
exchange reserves and take the entire responsibility· for 
fixing the rate. This is what happened in New Zealand, 
for example, in the early nineteen-thirties, and events in 
Australia were much the same. Once this is realized the 
case for putting this rather specialized function of regulat
ing the foreign exchanges into the hands of a central bank 
becomes much clearer. When the· country is not on the 
gold standa~d the case for estabIlshing a central bank may 
be based partly on this desirability of having some institu
tion.to regulate the foreign exchange value of the currency 
-always assuming that the authorities are unwilling to 
leave the foreign exchange market completely· exposed to 
every wind that blows; 
V~l myself am inclined to stress the value Qfwhat may 
perhaps be called the a.n~\arr.4~!~on.§_of:_!h~. ~~mral 
bank~~ng as the toolof-to:r~e.xcb.~g~PQI~~y and 
adviser on that policy, advising the. Government on the 
economic eff$~ts-.Q[l!:.s. ~nancialp~~~y, and co_operati~g 
in the regulation of the import.!-nd. export of long-:te 
c.apital. Although it is essential that the central bank shoul 
have power (even if it is only a cash-ratio variation power 
to control the supply of money, too much must not be 
expected from that function alone. For, as :has been em
phasized in this bpok, control of the supply Of money only 
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gives control of the economic situation in so far as the 
latter is subject to the influence of the rate of interest. And 
that influence works slowly and often but feebly. In the 
countries to which we are referring in this chapter a succes
sion of good export seasons leads, in the absence of check
ing action by the central bank, to an expansion in the supply 
of money. But the really powerful influences promoting 
inflationary developments are the rises in incomes of eJ[
port producers-and all too frequently the burst of govern
ment expenditure which is the natural outcome of a feeling 
of increased prosperity and confidence. The expansion in 
the supply of money is influential simply in allowing these 
(orces to proceed unhindered by any slight drag which 
may be exerted by rising interest rates. If the central bank 
prevents the expansion in the supply of money the drag of 
rising interest rates is more quickly applied. . Far more 
effective probably would be action in raising the foreign, 
exchange value of the currency ,moderating the r,ise in in
comes (in terms of home currency) of export producers. 
Manipulation of government taxation and expenditure can 
also exert much influence. Lastly the inflationary progress 
can be moderated by checking the inflow of capital. To 
forward these ends should be an important object of the 
ceritral bank: and similarly it should strive for contrary 
developments as extremely important supplements to the 
expansive policy it may wish to follow at other times. 

For these reasons I think it important that these new 
countries should n~Mistie~Lw.it1!JhenteJ~~ta\llj~h
ment of central fj~ .on.the (somewhat inappropriate) 

.IEnglish or American pattern. They s~!d.-endow,th'i!:, 
centt:~!!>anks with aEprop~ate powers (especially the fkJwer 
tOvary CiSIi ratios) to conttol1he<supply of money. But 
they should go on to establish a network of machinery for 
monetary control-a network which will include the central 
bank as regulator of the supply of credit and of the foreign 
exchanges, a body for the regulation of overseas borrow
ing, and a Treasury which pays regard to the general 
~ Qq 
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econ<?mic effects of budget policy. Australia has gone 
farthest along this road: Canada and South Mrica have 
still far to go. The connexion of budget policy directly 
with the whole field of government activities, and the con
nexion of the other functions mentioned above with the 
general welfare of the people, make it impossible to foresee 
successful establish!nent of such monetary control without 
there arising all sorts of constitutional questions about 
their mutual relations and their subjection to popular con
trol. The solution of these constitutional questions must 
be contributed by. the coming political generation if the 
theories of the ~conomists are to be exploited to the full in 
these countries. . 

III. Central Banking in a Primitive Banking System 
In the previous section we were concerned with the 

~eculiar problems facing central banks where there is a 
~ood system of commercial' banking but no good s~ort 
:money-m~arke . We now proceed to the central bankmg 
problems p uliar to thos~countries which have no well
develop network of commercial banks. Much of what 
was said in the previous section, and especially the last 
part, is applicable also to these more primitive countries. 
Indeed, much of the last part is applicable to all countries. 
But for the more primitive countries-,-India, China, and \ 
most parts of South America for example-;there are certain 
further considerations to which we now turn. 

The essential peculiarity which distinguishes these coun
tries. from those we have al[e!ldy discussed' is that they 
approach the extreme cas~ oU central bank which has no 
banking system to controy. ..;fhe supply of money is com
posed mainly of cash-metallic currettcy, say. The in
fluence of the central bank in the foreign exchange market 
then becomes perhaps its most important function, for 
there alone will it be able to influence the supply of money. 
But there are, I believe, important ways in which the 
central, bank cah meet the peculiar conditions. It can 
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frovide or supplement the ordinary banking facilities of the 
country. Or it can merely encourage the development of 
an integrated commercial banking system. In exceptionally 
favourable conditions it may manage both to supplement 
existing commercial banking and to encourage its inde
pendent development. \.provision of ordinary banking 
facilities and encouragement of the growth of an integrated 
commercial banking system s~ould, however t generally be 
regarded as alternative polic~. For while the first has -as 
its end a system in which~ central bank has direct control 
over the supply of bank money (since all, or a substantial 
part of all, bank deposits are its own liabilities). the aim of 
the second alternative is"t.be' development of a\ system in 
which the central bank has only the indirect control which , 
control of the cash basis gives. 

Against a central bank policy of providing ordinary 
banking facilities is all the force of the opinion that the 
central bank should leave ordinary commercial banking 
business to separate institutions. But this notion is always 
supported by arguments which assume that there are 
already in eXistenc~emmercial banks covering, at least a 
large part of the fiel There is, for instance, the argument 
that, as the commercia auks are obliged to keep balances 
at the central bank without earning interest on those 
balances, the central bank should not compete as a lender 
of funds with ordinary banks which have to go to some 
expense to obtain deposits. 'such competition, if it is even 
suspected, is at once dubba1 'unfair competition'. There 
is also the argument that, when the central bank acts as an 
ordinary banker to the public, transfers of money fr~m a 
commercial bank's customer to a central bank's c~vmer 
(or vice versa) disturb the supply of money. These argu
ments collapse entirely if there is no' commercial bank in 
existence, ~nd lose most of their force if the commercial 
banks cover only an insignificant part of the total field., 
But the former of these two arguments does imply a fur
ther proposition: that the development of independent 
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commercial banking may be discouraged by central bank 
invasion of the field. If, therefore, we have an): reason for 
preferring ordinary commercial banks, tne--eentral bank 
sh9uld encourage their growth rather than inYade the field 
itself. The issue turns in fact on the question of the in
tegration of banking systems. 

In favour of complete integration of the banking system 
there is the very powerful argument that'i.r{ an integrated 
system control oyer all banking operations is direct and not 
indirect. The force of the argument depends on the in
efficiency of indirect as compared with direct control. If 
we coUld a~ume that the commercial bankS would always 
react automatically in precisely the right way to any central 
bank action, indirect control would he as good as direct 
control. But as has been seen at several points early in this 
book, no amount of r~~on o~~~~~L~.!>~ng_~ 
guarantee invariably correct reactlon. Even if they cannot 
lower the caSh rabc:> below a legal minimum, the commer
cial banks cm always raise it above that minimum and 
thereafter reduce it to that minimum. ~tral banking. 
~~_ rn~y .sometimesrequire the commeroaIDiiiIS to 
ex~nd (or contract) earning assets of 0Ile kil}~ ratherthan 
anoth~r; but the system of indirect control does nothing to 
provlcle for such situations. London appears, since ISC)O 
at any rate, to have learned that some of these deficiencies 
of indirect control can be overcome by infonnal co-opera
tion between the various members of the system. Much 
has still to be done along this line: especially where, as in 
London, the central bank is so secretive. But obviously 
the further co-operation is developed the nearer does the 
system approach a fonnally integrated system. The S!eat 
t!isadvant_age_~f an II!tegrated system_!s_t!tat the oneow1 _ 

~e~nlt~on.sciou.s.~fj!:S sole ultimate responsibility I may be .. 
too cautious to pro\jde all ~~ bank loan facilities which 
would be provided_by specialist commercial banks. This 
"disadvantage· IS the more serious the more important the 
outlet for commercial bank loans is in a country: the 
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down~d trend in the demand for commercial loans 
means that the disadvantage of integration of the banking_ 
system is becoming less. On, the other hand, there is good 
ground for supposing that it is just in those countries
India for example-of which we are thinking particularly 
that the outlet for commercial loans is greatest. Accord
ingly I think that the case against the central bank providing 
ordinary banking facilities there, while not so overwhelm
ing as is frequently assumed, is stronger from one point of 
view than the case against integration of the banking system 
in a country like our own. Although they do not want wild-\ 
cat banks, India and China do .want banks which will be 
prepared to support the activities of the people who have 
obvious ability but no good collateral security to offer. 

The case for the central bank developing ordinary bank
ing business on its own account may be strongest in quite 
a different typ~ of system. South Mrica prQvides the 
extreme example of a ~ountrywhere practically all the 
banking business is in the hands of only two great branch 
banks. Neither of these banks confine their operations to 
South Mrica, and neither is controlled absolutely by offi-. 
cers in the country. The limitation of competition arouses 
suspicion of monopolistic fleecing-and that by 'foreign 
banks'. Such is the strength of each of these two banks, 
and such is their temptation to act in concert, that they 
coul4 frequently (if they chose) make the central bank's 
policy quite ineffective. Should that possibility be realized 
in practice there would be a very strong case for the central 
bank setting up numerous branches throughQut the country 
in an attempt at once to break the 'monopoly' of these_two 
banks and to secure some direct control over the batAmg 
operations of the country. The situatioriwould be un
comfortable; but not impossible. Wise co-operation of the 
two commercial banks with the central bank would, bf 
course, make any such development absolutely unneces
sary. 

There remains the question of what a central bank can 
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do to encourage the development of a system of commer
cial 'banks. -Here the possibilities are two. The first and 

. much the more attractive cour e is rovislOn an"d""en
cou emetiC se rediscountin facilities. e 
secon and more remote possibility 1st . -it mmlstration 
by the central bank of a subsidX for newlx established 
,commercial banks.--" ,- "'~ ... ~ . "'" -.. -

I !he'dey~Q~eilt of rediscounting i,simB,ortant in a new 

\

banking system in that it enables bank\p1'economize their 
till-mOney. without increasing the. risk of being broken by 

\a 'run' for cash. Since.cash is a non-earning asset,econo
mizingcash reserves implies increasing earning power. 
Growth of rediscounting facilities therefore. acts in the 
s~me Vjay as a subsidy; but it has the additional advanta~ 

lof\ evelo in contacts between the various arts of the 
bankin s stem and ier for ntral k 
to enforce its policy. The central bank can do much in this 
way by selecting (and possibly securing the adaptation of) 
any suitable credit instruments already in use in the country 
(the hundi in India is an example), and offering favourable 
rates for cash obtainable on deposit of these instruments 
with itself. Sometimes there is room for req,uction of stamp 
duties on such instruments, and then 'the central bank 
should do its best to persuade the government to sacrifice 
revenue for the sake of promoting the development of the 
banking system. In countries like India and China, too, 
the central' bank must be prepared to open numerous 
branches (or attractive agencies I) in order to~rovide assis
tance quickly and easily to new local banks. ~fortunately 
there is almost universal re' udice a ainst r discountm , 
it being generall re arde si n of weakness. ~e cen
tra an . s ould make it its business to persua e bankers 
that rediscounting is not necessarily an evil practice. 

I I insert the adjective 'attractive' to exclude the use of agents to whom 
new banks are unlikely to go in search of aid. Branches of the Imperial 

·Bank of India (a predominantly European institution) do not seem ideal 
agencies for the Reserve Bank of India, if the latter wishes to encourage 
the growth of indigenous banking. 
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If the Government is willing to bear the expe:p.se the 
outright subsidy method may be employed. If so, the 
central bank is the obvious agent for administration of 
the subsidy: for '(;Ompulsory inspection powers would be 
a decided advantage in developing its contacts with newly 
established banks. It might be difficult to discriminate 
between new banks and those already well established 
without encouraging the growth of a unit-banking system 
rather than a branch-banking system; but I believe this 
difficulty could be overcome. ' However, detailed d!scus
sion of this possibility seems rather waste of time when we 
remember that in the countries of which we are thinking 
there are generally many more pressing needs to be met 
out of the scant government funds. All that the govern
mentcan reasonably be expected to do is to l",educe.stamp 
dutie!!~E-...p_~rti~!ar c~edi!}~~!..r..Yments, at the suggestion 
of the central bank. 

But I believe that much can \>e done without great ex
pense if the central bank makes up its mind to encourage 
the growth of commercial banking. And once an adequate 
system of commercial banking has deVeloped the problems_ 
of control faced by the central banks become those which . 
we have already discussed in 'the previous section. 



CHAPTER XIV 

THE NATIONALIZATION OF BANKING 
THIS book has been mainly concerned with explaining the 
mechanism' of the banking system and not with political 
'issues. But a book with the title 'Modern Banking' must 
be considere4 incomplete without some reference to one 
political issue-the proposal that the banks should be 
'nationalized' or 'socialized'. At the same time I feel that 
the general character of the book may be held to excuse 
brevity oil the subject, the reader being left to seek de
tailed arguments, if he wishes, in the writings and speeches 
of protagonists and antagonists of the nationalization of 

~
nking. I shall confine myself to little more than a state
ent of the main issues as they appear to an economist. 
nglish institutions will be in my mind most of the time. 

lProposals to n.!!iQ~~U~eJ:ll~c~!ltr~!, bank need not ~etai!l 
u long, for the mam Issue has become obsolete. !...It !.~ 
almost universally recognized that a matter of such im7]\ 
to u lC we are mus e su ec 0 co ro teState 

e State must ave the last word, in monetary policY.: 
The question which cannot be regarded as settled is, just 
how far shall control by the State be carried? The problem 
is one of detailed constitutional arrangements: the principle 
is settled. Whether th~central bank should be'JQ!!!l.,~lly 
'nationalized' or not is merely a matter of the community's 
choice ~f names~ ~t does not settle the detailed problems. 
But those detailed constitutiop._~ues have already been 
discussed',in:Chapter, lY~ and 'Je need not stay to rep,eat 
them hete.J " , 

Let us consider then the project of Qat!9Jl,alizing.Jhe 
com~.ciaLbanks.Five serious issues appear to me to 

'--- I, • 
have been raised. I shall introduce those five issues by 
stating five' propositions, some or all of which would be 
ac~epted by a supporter of nationalization. The mere 
formulating of the discussion' in this way must not be 
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4terpreted as necessarily implying my willingness to sup
port the propositions. 
The propositions are: 
,(I) The commercial banks we have to-day do their 

present work less efficiently than nationalized banks 
would do it. (This will be referred to as the Effi
ci~h~J --

(2).-Inependent commercial banks cannot be adequatel)!: 
controlled by the central bank (This will be referred 

- to as the InteG[;ttion Issue.) . 
(3) e creation 0 mone is a' rero ative of the State 

and the commercial banks, eing creatOrs·of money, \ 
should therefore be removed from private control. 
(This will be referred to as the Monetization Issue.) 

(4) Independent banks would be in a positioQ, tQ.hi~der 
nationalized industries in a state which was in transi
tIon from a capitalist to a socialist form. of economic 
organization. (This will be referred to as the General 
Socialization Is~. 

(5) n counts I to 4) the net advantage in favour of 
nationalization is substantial enou h to make it w rth 
ween urm nancial crisis which 
t e ocess atlona lZa I 

(This will be referred to as the Transition 'm!e.) 
If, as I believe, this exhausts the serious arguments, a 

supp,prter would have to accept one or more of proposi
tions (I) 10(4) and would also have to support proposition 
(5). A person might be an antagonist because, while sup
porting any 01' all of propositions (I) to (4) he could not 
s.upport proposition (5). An antagonist must formally deny 
proposition (5) ; but if he denied any or all of propoS~";-:lS 
(I) to (4) his denial of proposition (5) could be consistent 
with his disbelief in a crisis being the concomitant of the 
process of nationalization. 

The Efficiency Issue is not one which can be decided by 
'a priori argument. The essential point of the firstproposi
tion is that\under private control the banks do not do their 

4411 • ar 
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work of distributing loanable funds and transferring de
posits as efficiently as a public institution would do i!f 
Supporters of this proposition must point to some obvious 
waste in the present system which would be avoided were 
the banks nationalized. This can be done ejther by show
ing that their profits are unnecessarily high, or by showing., 
that their expenses are uruiecessarily liigh-or both. On 
the question of the level of profits, it is not en9ugh to show 
tha~ ~he fewness of the banks makes concert~ pricing and 
therefore ni.pnopoly profiteering possible. ltnperfection in 
the market does not imply the inevitability of abnormally 
.high proiits (witness the position of the British railways) . 
. It merely makes unnecessarily high profits conceivable. 
The real question here is, are the banks earning, or are they 
likely to earn, unduly high profits? Of.the present level of 
profits it is impossible to speak with certainty, as published 
profit-and-Ioss accounts tell very little of the story. The 
~eclared profits certainly'do not give unduly high dividends 
to present shareholders; and it may be argued that the 
differential which distinguishes bank share yields front 
gilt-edged yields is no more than is sufficient to compen
sate them for the risk implicit in the apparent secular down
ward trend in the demand for commercial loans. It is 
difficult to come to an definite conclusion one wa 0 ~ 
ot er so ong as we· are ignorant 0 some of the most 
relevant facts. . '. '.'. . 

As to the possibility of reducing expenses, it should be 
realized that, so far as the commercial banks are interested 
ill maximizing profits, they have an incentive to minimize 
expenses. This disposes' of some ofthe ingenuous argu
ments alleging the inefficiency of our banks. It is true that 

. stakes rna be made--iil recruitment of-staff, for ex-
p e-- ut a government department is also liable to 

make mistakes. The q,uestion is, in which system are 
mistakes Jjkely'to be the less frequent? This question is 
Oile'""ofthe general qu~stions of public 'D. private control in 
all ~conomic a~tivities, and not being peculiar to the 
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banking field will not be discussed here. But there are two 
particular aspects of the expenses question which do call 
for mention. First, is the existence of four or five small 
bank offices (one of each of the great banks) necessary at 
almost eve~ spot where there is any bank office at all? 
&d secon ~ are bank offices (and the 'free' se.rvices which 
they provide) wanted at S9 many geographical points? On 
the former question, it is possible to argue thatlappreciable 
economies of lar:e-s=~~tjoD would be realized if the 
great banks were-amaIgamate!1t(what economies are .con
ceivable is a technical question to which bank managers 
should be able to giv~ a fairly d~finite answer. At presentr 
public policy does not allow the fusion of the great banks: 
were they allowed to combine more economical operation
might be possible without nationalization. The issue is 
not simply the present sy:;tem'Versus a nationalized system, 
but the present system or a system in which there is free
dom to amalgamate 'Versus a nationalized system; The 
other question relates to the amount of 'service which the 
public really wants. In the imperfect competition that 
exists, charges are standardized . .competition between the 
banks is confined to the ~ and.-quantit}LDf servic~. 
The c~stomer, knowing at charges ar~ practically the 
same anywhere, naturally takes the b~st service he can get 
-he goes to the most convenient branch and the bank. 
whose officers are the most helpful. The 'free' services ac
cordingly tend to multiply and so do bank branc;hes. Each 
bank, to maintain its position, must keep pace with tne 
other banks in the quality and quantity of service it pro
vides. The customer is faced by the choice between v~"~s 
offices, all offering comparable services and charging the 
same rates. He does not have the choice between much 
service with high charges and small service with low 
charges. He may conceivably prefer thefQrmer to the l~tter 
or vice versa. We do not know as there is at present no 
choice. I Mere nationalization would not settle the choice; 

I Sin~ the Committee on Bank Amalgamation reported in 1918. 
4411 Rr2 
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but people would then have channels through which to 
express a preference for a l~ss expensive system if that does 
happen to be their choice. \iffhis argument, of course, pro
vides one illustration of the general inapplicability to a 
system of imperfect competition of the assumption (reason
able when competitiori is perfect) that a system of private 
enterpri~e will provide precisely, what the public wants.) 

The Integration Issue turns on the adequacy of the 
weapoiiSWliiCTi"ilie-ce@:nil bank already has or can be 
given consistently with the maintenance of the priyate 
status of commercial banking. The relevant arguments 
have already been given in earlier chapters. (Since the cen
tral bank must be, .!!lh&.t, a public institution. integration 
(to ensure perfect control) necessarily implies nationaliza
tion of the commercial banksJ 

. The third proposition is based on the firmly established 
~ tradition that the creation of mone is the rera ative of 
,the St~. No private 0 y should be allowed to secure 
.profits from the creation of money .. That is a proposition 
which was universally accepted in the nineteenth century. 1 

We can disagree with it if we choose. Some antagonists of 
nationalization accept it but deny the implication that the 
commercial banks should be nationalized either by deny-, 
ing that banks can create deposits or by denying that bank 
deposits, are money .In earlier chapters we have shown 
how (if the word 'create' is used in its normal sense) ~ 
banks can unquestionably create deposi1l;:that is a proposi
tion denied, so far as I know ,by no professional economist. 
The second question which arises is, are bank deposits to ' 
be regarded as money? Jhave suggested earlier in die 
cook that 1t really does not matter whether we call bank 
deposits money or not .. Eor analytical purposes the que~ 
tion may be dismissed as a mere matter . But if 
we are to rna e a nationalization issue turn on the defini
tion of money, we should examine whether it is really only 

1 It was notably supported by Sir Robert Peel, the English statesman 
w~ devoted most attention ,to these matters. I 
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a matter of words. Now it. may be argued that there is 
really no dividing line between a bank and, say, an invest
ment trust. Both lend resources, which they 'owe' to their 
depositors or shareholders, to borrowers of various kinds. 
Bank depositors may in a sense be compared to holders of 
investment trust debentures. If the bank's profits should 
be confiscated by the State, why not the-investment trust'~ ? 
Such arguments ignore the fundamental peculiarity which 
distinguishes banking from other businesses, and which 
in my view justifies the application of the word 'money' 
·to bank deposits. The bank, unlike other businesses, is 
able to make profits because it need not match its assets to 
its liabilities. 1 It need not match its assets to its liabilities 
because its liabilities aTe widely accepted in settlement of other 
people', debts-i.e. they are 'money' in the ordinary sense 
of that won!. But other opinions may be held. Anyway, 
these are, I believe, the subsidiary questions on which the 
validity of the third proposition depends. . 
. TbWneraLSo.cialization Issue becomes serious only if 
one favours a general policy-of socialization. A person may 
support nationalization on the basis of any of propositions 
(I), (2). or (3) without necessarily being a sodalist; but 
dependence on proposition (4) depends on one's general 
political position. Supp~sing we want to socialize OI:t~_~{ter 
another all the main fields of economic ac~ivity, should the 
banks be nationalized early or late in the process? The 
issue is thus one of the timing of bank nationalization rather 
than nationalized versus private banks. It is argued by the 
supporters of early nationalization that banks remaiI!!ng 
under private control in the transition period could sal( Lage 
socialization by refusing to lend or at least discriminating 
against industries already socialized. Why the banks should. 
do so is not easy to understand. The security offered by 
the would-be borrowers would be in fact State security
the bankers would be willing enough to accept that. It is 

• J owe this point to Mr. Barrett Whale, but he cannot be held respon
lible for its use in this connexion. 
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true. that they might stand out for unduly high rates of 
·interest; but if they were so stupid as to quarrel with a 
government ;Which had a popular mandate for socializa
tion the Government could threaten them with immediate 
nationalization. No doubt the b".ankers would realize thatl 
the Government had the whip hand, and do business grace
fully. ,We can all a ree that there is' no lace for rivate 
banking in a general system of state socialism. But t e 
necessit for nationalization of bankin at an earl stage in 
t e rocess of socializatlOn IS not so obvious~ 
i ~he Crisis Issue depen 's on pu IC reaction. Would 
there, in fact, be a crisis if the nationalization of banking 
appeared imminent? That would depend o~ how far the 
owners of bank deposits favoured nationalization. If the 
owners of bank de osits su ort the natio . . '--rc
no d' culty arises. The nationalizers are assured of no 
disadvantage if they can secure universal support. But if 
(as is possible, but not certain)w.he nationalizers d,erive 
their power mainly from non- ep sitors or very small 
depositors, a clash is possible. e depositors may be 
frightened because they do not understand the operations 
or because they want to sabotage the.stheme. But what 
can they do ?' They can demand Bank of England notes in 
exchange for their bank deposits. Were the position 
correctly understood, it is scarcely conceiv'able that the 
liabilities of the central bank should be preferred to those 
of the commercial banks when the latter were about to 
become state institutions. If the public did demand bank

,notes a great. extension ,of the rediscounting facilities 
provided by the Bank of England and an increase in the 
FiQucial)0ssue woulc!, as in 1914, be suffi~ient to enable 
the banks to cope with the situation. , 

More seriously, the public might sell their bank deposits 
in the foreign exchange markets, preferring to hold foreign 
currency (or gold). The consequent tendency ofthe pound 
sterling to fall in the .foreign exchange markets might be 
reinforced },y foreign bearing of sterling stimulated by the 
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spectacle of an increase in the Fiduciary Issue. This 
tendency of the foreign exchanges to move against London 
-perhaps to an extreme degree-would probably be the 
most serious effect of nationalization policy carried in the 
face of opposition from flle wealthy classes. A temporary 
system of foreign exchange restrictions might be an effective I 

method of stopping the flight from sterling; but the posi-' 
tion would be far more secure if the foreign exchange rate 
could be supported by official sales of gollLand foreign 
exchange. The alternative of foreign exchange r~strictions 
would have serious effects outside England~, as ndon is 
the centre of a Jarge sterling bloc and as su holds the 
reserves of many other monetary systems. nationaliza
tion policy would therefore be safer when London holds a 
thousand million pounds' worth of gold than when it holds 
only a hundred million pounds' worth. The crisis would 
be less severe if the wealthy classes supported the policy. 
Nationalization by a Conservative government would be 
an easier process than nationalization by a Labour govern
ment-just as Conservative governments in the last ten 
years have been able to initiate smoothly various other 
socialistic schemes. Enough has now been said to show 
that the validity of the argument that nationalization would 
provoke a disastrous financial crisis depends upon the cir
cumstances of the time . e that it is impossible 

_ to say, in the ~ct, whether such a crisis wou or 
would not be a serious disadvantage of nationalization. 

Enough has also been said, I hope, to show that the five 
main issues set forth at the beginning of this chapter deQend 
upon a number of subsidiary issues, all of which sh(.:.ld be 
faced by anyone who wishes to make up his mind on the 
nationalization question. The final decision is for the 
p<bitician, not for the economist. But understanding of 
the JYle~~sm of the bankin~_m should help people 
to understana the issues at stake, and if that understanding 
has been helped by this book the latter will have served its 
purpose. 
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